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Preface
This document describes how to install and set up the Hitachi Command Suite
Tuning Manager on the Tuning Manager server.
Notice: The use of Tuning Manager and all other Hitachi Data Systems
products is governed by the terms of your agreements with Hitachi Data
Systems.
This preface includes the following information:
□ Intended audience
□ Product version
□ Release notes
□ Document organization
□ Referenced documents
□ Document conventions
□ Convention for storage capacity values
□ Accessing product documentation
□ Getting help
□ Comments
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Intended audience
The Tuning Manager Installation Guide is intended for administrators who:
•

Have a basic knowledge of Storage Area Networks (SANs)

•

Have a background in data processing and understand peripheral storage
systems and their basic functions

•

Understand the contents of the user manuals for the storage systems

•

Understand the contents of the TrueCopy user manual for the storage
system (e.g., TagmaStore®Universal Storage Platform TrueCopy User and
Reference Guide, MK-94RD215)

Product version
This document revision applies to Tuning Manager v8.1.3 or later.

Release notes
Release notes contain requirements and more recent product information that
may not be fully described in this manual. Be sure to review the release notes
before installation.

Document organization
The following table provides an overview of the contents and organization of
this document. Click the chapter title in the left column to go to that chapter.
The first page of each chapter provides links to the sections in that chapter.
Chapter

xvi

Description

Chapter 1, Overview on
page 1-1

Provides an overview of the Tuning Manager series program
installation.

Chapter 2, Preparing to
install or upgrade the
Tuning Manager server
on page 2-1

Describes the tasks required to operate a Tuning Manager
server in a cluster system and the items to check before you
install a Tuning Manager server.

Chapter 3, Installing or
upgrading the Tuning
Manager server on page
3-1

Describes how to install a Tuning Manager server, how to set
it up in a cluster system, and how to handle errors that might
occur during installation.

Chapter 4, Preparing to
install or upgrade agents
on page 4-1

Describes installation requirements and notes, including items
that are common to all agents and items specific to each
agent.

Chapter 5, Installing or
upgrading agents on
page 5-1

Describes how to install agents on Windows or UNIX hosts.
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Chapter
Chapter 6, Setting up
Tuning Manager series
programs on page 6-1

Description
Describes the setup procedures required to run Tuning
Manager series programs correctly, and optional setup
procedures used to change default settings.

Chapter 7, Setting up the Describes post-installation setup procedures specific to the
agents on page 7-1
agents and the setup required to use an agent in a cluster
system.
Chapter 8, Removing the
Tuning Manager server
on page 8-1

Describes how to remove a Tuning Manager server.

Chapter 9, Removing
agents on page 9-1

Describes requirements and notes for removing agents on a
Windows host or UNIX host, and the procedure for removing
agents.

Chapter 10, Tuning
Manager security on
page 10-1

Ddescribes the security settings required to operate Hitachi
Command Suite products.

Appendix A, Upper limit
Describes recommended values for the Tuning Manager
and recommended values series.
on page A-1
Appendix B, Structure of
the installation media on
page B-1

Describes the structure of the installation CD for Tuning
Manager series programs.

Appendix C, Cluster
installation and setup
reference on page C-1

Provides cluster installation and setup procedures for the
most common clustering environment.

Referenced documents
The following referenced documents can be found on the applicable Hitachi
documentation DVD:
•

Hitachi Command Suite documents:
¢

Tuning Manager Release Notes, RN-00HS262

¢

Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide, MK-92HC013

¢

Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide, MK-92HC021

¢

Tuning Manager User Guide, MK-92HC022

¢

Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference, MK-95HC111

¢

Tuning Manager Operating System Reports Reference, MK-95HC112

¢

Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference, MK-95HC113

¢

Tuning Manager Messages, MK-95HC114

¢

Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide, MK-96HC119

¢

Tuning Manager API Reference Guide MK-92HC218

¢

Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements MK-92HC209

¢

Replication Manager Configuration Guide, MK-98HC151
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¢

¢

Hitachi Command Suite Administration Guide, MK-90HC175

¢

Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager User Guide for AIX, MK-92DLM111

¢

Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager User Guide for Linux, MK-92DLM113

¢

Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager User Guide for Solaris, MK-92DLM114

¢

¢

•

Hitachi Command Suite Installation and Configuration Guide,
MK-90HC173

Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager User Guide for Windows,
MK-92DLM129
Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager User Guide for VMware, MK-92DLM130

Cisco Systems documents:
¢

Cisco NX-OS Licensing Guide, OL-23467

¢

DCNM Installation and Licensing Guide, OL-25173

¢

DCNM Fundamentals Guide, OL-25174

Document conventions
This document uses the following typographic conventions:
Convention

Description

Bold

Indicates text on a window, other than the window title, including
menus, menu options, buttons, fields, and labels. Example: Click
OK.

Italic

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided
by the user or system. Example: copy source-file target-file
Note: Angled brackets (< >) are also used to indicate variables.

monospace

Indicates text that is displayed on screen or entered by the user.
Example: # pairdisplay -g oradb

< > angled
brackets

Indicates a variable, which is a placeholder for actual text provided
by the user or system. Example: # pairdisplay -g <group>
Note: Italic font is also used to indicate variables.

[ ] square
brackets

Indicates optional values. Example: [ a | b ] indicates that you can
choose a, b, or nothing.

{ } braces

Indicates required or expected values. Example: { a | b } indicates
that you must choose either a or b.

| vertical bar

Indicates that you have a choice between two or more options or
arguments. Examples:
[ a | b ] indicates that you can choose a, b, or nothing.
{ a | b } indicates that you must choose either a or b.

This document uses the following icons to draw attention to information:

xviii
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Icon

Label

Description

Note

Calls attention to important and/or additional information.

Tip

Provides helpful information, guidelines, or suggestions for
performing tasks more effectively.

Caution

Warns the user of adverse conditions and/or consequences
(e.g., disruptive operations).

WARNING

Warns the user of severe conditions and/or consequences
(e.g., destructive operations).

Convention for storage capacity values
Physical storage capacity values (e.g., drive capacity) are calculated based on
the following values:
Physical capacity unit

Value

1 kilobyte (KB)

1,000 (103) bytes

1 megabyte (MB)

1,000 KB or 1,0002 bytes

1 gigabyte (GB)

1,000 MB or 1,0003 bytes

1 terabyte (TB)

1,000 GB or 1,0004 bytes

1 petabyte (PB)

1,000 TB or 1,0005 bytes

1 exabyte (EB)

1,000 PB or 1,0006 bytes

Logical storage capacity values (e.g., logical device capacity) are calculated
based on the following values:
Logical capacity unit

Value

1 block

512 bytes

1 KB

1,024 (210) bytes

1 MB

1,024 KB or 1,0242 bytes

1 GB

1,024 MB or 1,0243 bytes

1 TB

1,024 GB or 1,0244 bytes

1 PB

1,024 TB or 1,0245 bytes

1 EB

1,024 PB or 1,0246 bytes
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Accessing product documentation
The Tuning Manager user documentation is available on the Hitachi Data
Systems Portal: https://portal.hds.com. Check this site for the most
current documentation, including important updates that may have been
made after the release of the product.

Getting help
Hitachi Data Systems Support Portal is the destination for technical
support of your current or previously-sold storage systems, midrange and
enterprise servers, and combined solution offerings. The Hitachi Data
Systems customer support staff is available 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. If you need technical support, log on to the Hitachi Data Systems
Support Portal for contact information: https://portal.hds.com/
Hitachi Data Systems Community is a new global online community for
HDS customers, partners, independent software vendors, employees, and
prospects. It is an open discussion among these groups about the HDS
portfolio of products and services. It is the destination to get answers,
discover insights, and make connections. The HDS Community complements
our existing Support Portal and support services by providing an area where
you can get answers to non-critical issues and questions. Join the
conversation today! Go to community.hds.com, register, and complete
your profile.

Comments
Please send us your comments on this document: doc.comments@hds.com.
Include the document title, number, including the revision level (for example,
-07), and refer to specific sections and paragraphs whenever possible. All
comments become the property of Hitachi Data Systems Corporation.
Thank you!
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1
Overview
This chapter provides an overview of installing Tuning Manager series
programs. For details about the system requirements for using Tuning
Manager series programs, see Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements.
□ Tasks to perform before starting operations
□ Introducing the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager series programs
□ Communication protocols used by the Tuning Manager series programs
□ Document references
□ Types of installation
□ Default installation directories for the Tuning Manager series programs
□ Checking items when installing or removing the Tuning Manager server
and agents on the same host
□ Notes for using Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2012
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Tasks to perform before starting operations
Figure 1-1 Flow of tasks to perform before starting operations on page 1-2
shows the flow of the tasks you must perform when you prepare to install the
Tuning Manager server to when you begin operations.

Figure 1-1 Flow of tasks to perform before starting operations
Once you have performed the tasks listed in Figure 1-1 Flow of tasks to
perform before starting operations on page 1-2, you can use solution sets,
which are sets of reports and alarms that contain the pre-defined information
you need to start operating the Tuning Manager programs. You can also
customize the definitions in the reports and alarms included in the solution
sets to better match your environment. For details about how to use reports
and alarms, see the Tuning Manager User Guide.
Table 1-1 Overview and reference location of tasks required before starting
operations on page 1-3 lists the tasks among those in Figure 1-1 Flow of
tasks to perform before starting operations on page 1-2 that are explained in

1-2
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this manual. The table also provides an overview and reference location for
each task.

Table 1-1 Overview and reference location of tasks required before starting operations
Number
in the
figure

Task

Overview

Reference location

1

Plan the system
configuration.

Plan the system configuration in which you will
operate the Tuning Manager server, based on
careful consideration of the required memory
and disk capacity.

Hitachi Command
Suite System
Requirements

2

Check the system
before installing the
Tuning Manager
server.

Check the information you must know before
you install the Tuning Manager server.

Chapter 2, Preparing
to install or upgrade
the Tuning Manager
server on page
2-1

3

Check the system
before installing
agents.

Check the information you must know before
you install the agents.

Chapter 4, Preparing
to install or upgrade
agents on page
4-1

4

Install the Tuning
Manager server.

Perform a new installation or upgrade
installation of the Tuning Manager server.

Chapter 3, Installing
or upgrading the
Tuning Manager
server on page
3-1

5

Set up the Tuning
Manager server.

Set up the Tuning Manager server.

Chapter 6, Setting
up Tuning Manager
series programs on
page 6-1

6

Install agents.

Perform a new installation or upgrade
installation of the agents.

Chapter 5, Installing
or upgrading agents
on page 5-1

7

Set up agents.

Set up each agent.

Chapter 7, Setting
up the agents on
page 7-1

If necessary, you can change the default
settings. Also, you might need to specify
settings in the user property file. For details,
see the section that describes the user property
file settings in the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

When agents are to be operated in a cluster
system, a setup that is specific to cluster
systems is required for each agent as well.

Introducing the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager
series programs
The Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager series consists of the Tuning
Manager server and the Tuning Manager agents. The Tuning Manager server
also includes Common Component.
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Figure 1-2 Example system configuration for the Tuning Manager series on
page 1-4 provides an example of a Tuning Manager series system
configuration.

Figure 1-2 Example system configuration for the Tuning Manager series
Table 1-2 Tuning Manager server programs on page 1-4 contains a brief
description of the Tuning Manager Server programs and Table 1-3 Tuning
Manager agents on page 1-5 contains a brief description of the Tuning
Manager agents.

Table 1-2 Tuning Manager server programs
Program

1-4

Description

Collection Manager

Collection Manager manages agent services distributed over
the network and controls the alarm events issued by agents.

Main Console

Main Console is used to generate reports from the
configuration, performance, and capacity information collected
in the system.
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Program

Description

Performance Reporter

Performance Reporter collects data such as performance data
and capacity information from the Store database of agents
and creates reports.

Common Component

Common Component provides general-use functions used by
all Hitachi Command Suite products.

Table 1-3 Tuning Manager agents
Agent

Description

Agent for RAID

Agent for RAID collects information such as performance
data for storage systems.

Agent for Server System

Agent for RAID Map, Agent for Platform, and Agent for
Microsoft® Exchange Server are included in Agent for
Server System.

Agent for RAID Map

Agent for RAID Map maps servers to storage systems and
collects information such as configuration information of
host file systems and the associated storage systems. A
system managed by the Tuning Manager server requires at
least one instance of Agent for RAID Map.

Agent for Platform
(Windows® and UNIX®)

Agent for Platform collects information such as data on OS
activities and server performance.

Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server (for
Windows systems only)

Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server collects information
such as performance data for Microsoft Exchange Server.

Agent for SAN Switch

Agent for SAN Switch collects information such as switch
performance data.

Agent for NAS

Agent for NAS collects information such as performance
data and capacity information for the NAS system.

Agent for Oracle®

Agent for Oracle collects information such as Oracle
database performance data.

Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server collects information such as
Microsoft SQL Server database performance data.

Agent for DB2®

Agent for DB2 collects information such as DB2 database
performance data.

Agent for EAP

Agent for Enterprise Applications (Agent for EAP) collects
information from SAP systems.

The Tuning Manager series programs can operate in a cluster configuration.
For details about the setup for using the Tuning Manager server in a cluster
configuration, see Installing in a cluster system on page 3-21. For details
about setting up agents in a cluster configuration, see Operating agents in
cluster systems on page 7-154.
For details about using the Tuning Manager server, see the Tuning Manager
User Guide.
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Also note that, in order to use the Tuning Manager server, Device Manager is
required in the same system.

Reviewing the supported database
Tuning Manager servers and agents use different databases. The Tuning
Manager server uses HiRDB as the database management system. HiRDB is
included in the Tuning Manager server and installed during the Tuning
Manager server installation. Each agent stores collected data into a database
called a Store database. For details about the Store database, see the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Communication protocols used by the Tuning Manager
series programs
The Tuning Manager series programs support both IPv4 environments and
IPv6 environments.

Prerequisites for operation on IPv6 environments
All of the following conditions must be satisfied to run the Tuning Manager
series programs in an IPv6 environment:
•

The network environment allows IPv4 and IPv6 to exist together.
The Tuning Manager series programs do not support environments with
only IPv6.

•

The Tuning Manager server host and agent host use operating systems
that allow for both IPv4 and IPv6 communication.

•

The Tuning Manager server host and agent host both have a global IPv6
address set.
Site local addresses and link local addresses cannot be used.

Support for IPv4 environments and IPv6 environments
Figure 1-3 Support for IPv4 environments and IPv6 environments by the
Tuning Manager series programs on page 1-7 and Table 1-4 Support for
IPv4 environments and IPv6 environments by the Tuning Manager series
programs on page 1-7 show the state of support for IPv4 environments
and IPv6 environments by the Tuning Manager series programs.

1-6
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Figure 1-3 Support for IPv4 environments and IPv6 environments by the
Tuning Manager series programs
Table 1-4 Support for IPv4 environments and IPv6 environments by the
Tuning Manager series programs
Communication path
Between a Tuning
Manager server, and
Device Manager or
Tiered Storage Manager

Communication protocol
IPv4
Supported

IPv6
Unsupported
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Section to refer to
Communication between
a Tuning Manager
server, and Device
Manager or Tiered
Storage Manager on
page 1-8

1-7

Communication path

Communication protocol
IPv4

Section to refer to

IPv6

Between a Tuning
Manager server and
browsers

Supported

Supported

Communication between
a Tuning Manager server
and browsers on page
1-8

Between a Tuning
Manager server and an
agent

Supported

Supported

Communication between
a Tuning Manager server
and an agent on page
1-8

Between Agent for RAID
and a monitored storage
system

Supported

Supported

Communications
between Agent for RAID
and a monitored storage
system on page 1-9

Between Agent for SAN
Switch and a monitored
switch

Supported

Unsupported

--

Between Agent for NAS
and a monitored NAS
system

Supported

Unsupported

--

Communication between a Tuning Manager server, and Device Manager or
Tiered Storage Manager
When the Tuning Manager server is run on a different host from Device
Manager or Tiered Storage Manager, only IPv4 can be used for
communication between hosts.

Communication between a Tuning Manager server and browsers
Both IPv4 and IPv6 can be used for communication between a Tuning
Manager server and browsers.
However, if the Tuning Manager server is installed on a host on which a
Hitachi Command Suite product is already running in an IPv4 environment,
and the server will be run on an IPv6 environment, the httpsd.conf file
needs to be edited. For details on the httpsd.conf file, see the Tuning
Manager Server Administration Guide.

Communication between a Tuning Manager server and an agent
Both IPv4 and IPv6 can be used for communication between a Tuning
Manager server and an agent.
Note that agents use IPv6 by default for network environments on which IPv4
and IPv6 both exist. When IPv4 is used in such an environment, the IPv4
address needs to be specified in the jpchosts file. For details on specifying
an IP address in the jpchosts file, see Setting the IP address on page 6-10.

1-8
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Communications between Agent for RAID and a monitored storage system
Both IPv4 and IPv6 can be used for communication between Agent for RAID
and a monitored storage system.
However, both of the following conditions must be satisfied in order to use
IPv6 for communication between Agent for RAID and the monitored storage
system:
•

The monitored storage system belongs to the Hitachi AMS 2000 or Hitachi
SMS series.

•

Agent for RAID is installed on Windows.

Note that the communication methods supported are the same as the ones
that IP addresses specified in Agent for RAID instance information are using.
For details on setting instance information for Agent for RAID, see Setting up
an instance environment on page 7-4.

Document references
The following outlines the document to reference when installing and setting
up the Tuning Manager series programs:
•

For details about the following system requirements (such as patches,
software, and memory), see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.
¢

Applicable operating systems

¢

Monitoring targets

¢

Prerequisite software

¢

Prerequisite software for specific functions

¢

Required patches

¢

Estimating memory requirements

¢

Estimating disk space requirements

¢

Estimating disk space requirements when running in a cluster system

•

For details about the storage locations and return values of commands
used during the installation and setup of the Tuning Manager series
programs, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

•

For details about starting and stopping the Tuning Manager server and
agent services, see the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide and
the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Types of installation
There are three types of Tuning Manager server and agent installations: New,
Overwrite, and Upgrade. This section uses an example of installing the Tuning
Manager server, but the same example applies to an agent installation.
•

New installation
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Refers to installing the Tuning Manager server on a host where the Tuning
Manager server is not already installed.
•

Upgrade installation
Refers to installing a version of the Tuning Manager server that is newer
than the version of the Tuning Manager server (v6.0 or later) already
installed on the host.

•

Overwrite installation
Refers to re-installing the same version of the Tuning Manager server on
a host where the Tuning Manager server is already installed. You perform
an overwrite installation at the following times:
¢

When files of the installed Tuning Manager server are corrupted

¢

When the installation or removal of the Tuning Manager server fails

Note: Note the following installation dependencies:
•

The step by step procedures for performing an upgrade installation or
an overwrite installation are identical. For details about the
procedures, see Upgrade/Overwrite installation on a Windows host on
page 3-9 or Upgrade/Overwrite installation on a Linux host on page
3-18.

•

You cannot install a Tuning Manager server whose version or revision
is earlier than that of the Tuning Manager server already installed on
the host. For example, you cannot install Tuning Manager server v6.0
on a host on which Tuning Manager server v6.1 is already installed. If
you attempt to do so on a Windows host, an error occurs during the
installation, and you can no longer remove the installed Tuning
Manager server. If you have accidentally installed an earlier version of
the Tuning Manager server, contact the Support Center. For details on
how to check the version of the installed Tuning Manager server, see
Checking which version of the Tuning Manager server is installed on
page 2-20.

Default installation directories for the Tuning Manager
series programs
The following tables show the default installation directories for the Tuning
Manager series programs.

Table 1-5 Windows Server (x86) default installation folders
System component
Agents

1-10

Default installation folder
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\HiCommand\TuningManager\jp1pc
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Table 1-6 Windows Server (x64) and Windows Server 2012 default installation folders
System component

Default installation folder

Tuning Manager server

%SystemDrive%\Program Files\HiCommand\TuningManager

Common Component

%SystemDrive%\Program Files\HiCommand\Base64

Performance Reporter

%SystemDrive%\Program Files\HiCommand\TuningManager
\PerformanceReporter

Collection Manager

%SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86)\HiCommand\TuningManager\jp1pc

Agents

%SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86)\HiCommand\TuningManager\jp1pc

Table 1-7 Solaris, HP-UX, and AIX default installation directories
System component
Agents

Default installation directory
/opt/jp1pc

Table 1-8 Linux default installation directories
System component

Default installation directory

Tuning Manager server

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager

Common Component

/opt/HiCommand/Base64

Performance Reporter

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/PerformanceReporter

Collection Manager

/opt/jp1pc

Agents

/opt/jp1pc

Checking items when installing or removing the Tuning
Manager server and agents on the same host
When you install the Tuning Manager server and an agent on the same host,
or remove the Tuning Manager server and some or all of the installed agents
from the same host, check the following:
•

Ensure that a v7.x or earlier version of a Tuning Manager series program
and v8.0 or later version of a Tuning Manager series program do not
coexist in same host. If you install a Tuning Manager series program v8.0
in a host in which v7.x or earlier version of Tuning Manager series
programs have been installed, you need to upgrade all the v7.x or earlier
version of Tuning Manager series program to v8.0 or later.

•

If you remove the Tuning Manager server from a host on which an agent
is installed, remove all the installed agents, and then remove the Tuning
Manager server.

•

For details on the data that needs to be backed up before you remove an
agent, and details on the backup procedure, see the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.
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Notes for using Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server
2012
Keep the following in mind when installing a Tuning Manager series program
on a host where Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2012 is the OS.
The shortcut name for the Administrator Console created in the Start menu
in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2012 has been changed in
order to make it more obvious that it is a Tuning Manager shortcut:
Administrator Console - HTnM
As a result, the following displays will change:
•

All program windows in Windows Server 2008

•

The Start menu in Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2012

•

All application windows in Windows Server 2012

Operations of the Tuning Manager series program that require
administrator privileges
In Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2012, some operations require
administrator privileges if the user account control (UAC) function is enabled.
To perform operations that require administrator privileges, you must acquire
those privileges beforehand. The following table lists the operations that
require administrator privileges and shows whether or not the operation can
be executed if the UAC function is enabled.

Table 1-9 Operations that require administrator privileges

Operation

Able to execute if the UAC
function is enabled

Whether
administrator
privileges are
required

Able to execute if the UAC
function is disabled

General
user

Administrator

General
user

Administrator

Installation and
removal

Required

Y1

Y1

Y

N

Command
executions that
require
administrator
permissions

Required

Y

Y

Y

N

Command
executions that
do not require
administrator
permissions

Not Required

Y2

Y2

Y

Y

Y1

Y1

Y

N

Starting and
Required
stopping from
SCM (Service
Control Manager)

1-12
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Legend:
Y: Executable
N: Not Executable
Notes:
1.

Privileges must be obtained by using the UAC pop-up.

2.

The operation must be executed from the Tuning Manager administrator
console.

Executing commands as an administrator from the command prompt
If the UAC function is enabled in Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server
2012, some commands require you to elevate your privileges to administrator
privileges in order to execute the commands from the command prompt. This
manual assumes that you elevate your privileges to administrator privileges
before you execute commands.
To execute a command after elevating your privileges to administrator
privileges, in the Tuning Manager series we recommend that you execute the
command from a command prompt that was run as an administrator. To
open such a command prompt (in which your privileges have been elevated
to administrator privileges), select the command prompt icon, right-click it to
display the context menu, and then choose Run as administrator.
Note that the administrator console provided by the Tuning Manager series
can also be used as a command prompt with your privileges already elevated
to administrator privileges. For details, see Overview of the administrator
console on page 1-13.
Note: Because you cannot check the command execution results as explained
below, we do not recommend using the UAC dialog box to elevate
permissions after executing a command from a command prompt not run as
an administrator.
If the UAC dialog box is used to elevate permissions, the command execution
results output to the command prompt are displayed in a command prompt
different from the one in which the command was executed. However, note
that you cannot view the command execution results because the command
prompt in which the execution results are displayed automatically closes after
the command finishes executing.
If you attempt to execute a command from the UAC dialog box but the
elevation of permissions is not approved, the command fails but command
execution terminates with a return code of 0 (normal execution).

Overview of the administrator console
In the Tuning Manager series program, some commands require
administrator permissions for execution (administrator commands). The
administrator console is a command prompt for executing such administrator
commands
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If the Windows UAC function is enabled, execute commands from the
administrator console.

Starting the administrator console
From the Start menu, choose Programs, Hitachi Command Suite, Tuning
Manager, and then Administrator Console.

Stopping the administrator console
At the command prompt, enter the exit command or click the Close button
(x).

Creating a folder or file that is specific to Tuning Manager series
programs
When creating a folder or file that is specific to Tuning Manager series
programs, do not create a folder that requires Administrator permission to
access.

Note on using storage pools in Windows Server 2012
If you set up a storage pool under the installation folder for the Tuning
Manager server, the time required to perform polling in Parity mode or Mirror
mode might be greater than the time required to perform polling in Simple
mode. If you setup a storage pool in Parity mode or Mirror mode, verify that
the time required to perform polling will provide adequate performance
during actual operations.
The approximate ratio of time required to perform polling in Parity mode or
Mirror mode compared to the time required to perform polling in Simple
mode is shown below:
•

Parity mode: 1.3

•

2 directions mirror in Mirror mode: 2.0

•

3 directions mirror in Mirror mode: 3.0

WRP (Windows Resource Protection)
Resources under a folder protected by WRP cannot be deleted or changed. Do
not create a folder or file that is proprietary to the Tuning Manager series
programs under a folder for which WRP is enabled.

Symbolic links and junctions
Do not create a folder or file that is proprietary to the Tuning Manager series
programs under a folder to which a symbolic link or junction has been set.
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Post-installation issue in Windows Server 2012
Unlike Windows Server 2008, when Tuning Manager server or Tuning
Manager agents are installed in Windows Server 2012, the Start menu
shortcuts that were created or deleted by Tuning Manager server installation
or Tuning Manager agent installation are not immediately reflected on the
Start menu after installation.
Caution: For Windows Server 2012, an OS restart is required in order to
refresh the Start menu and correctly reflect the Start menu shortcuts that
were created or deleted by Tuning Manager server installation or Tuning
Manager agent installation.
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2
Preparing to install or upgrade the
Tuning Manager server
This chapter describes the tasks required to use the Tuning Manager server in
a cluster system and the items to check before you install the Tuning
Manager server.
□ Installation methods
□ Reviewing the installation notes
□ Before using in a cluster environment
□ Preparing to install Tuning Manager on a virtualization environment
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Installation methods
Tuning Manager server and Tuning Manager agents support three different
installation methods:
•

Start the installer directly from the Integrated Installation Media DVD that
is mounted on the machine where Tuning Manager server and Tuning
Manager agents will be installed. See Table 2-1 Supported installation
methods on page 2-2

•

Perform the installation from a copy of the original Integrated Installation
Media that was shared as “files” over the network. See Copying the
original installation media on page 2-3

•

Access the Integrated Installation media that resides on a different
computer on the LAN. The installation media may be files on the hard disk
or the original Integrated Installation Media DVD. This method is referred
to as network installation.

Table 2-1 Supported installation methods on page 2-2 describes the
supported installation methods.

Table 2-1 Supported installation methods
Host where
the installer
resides

Installer
source
The installer on
the original
medium

Tuning Manager server
Windows

Tuning Manager agents

Linux

Windows

Solaris, HPUX, AIX, and
Linux

On the same
host

Direct2 or via
the Product
Select Page

Direct2

Direct2 or via
the Product
Select Page

Direct2

On a different
host connected
through a
network

Direct2 or via
the Product
Select Page

Not supported

Direct2 or via
the Product
Select Page

Not supported

Direct2 or via
the Product
Select Page

Not supported

Direct2 or via
the Product
Select Page

Direct2

Direct2 or via
the Product
Select Page

Not supported

Direct2 or via
the Product
Select Page

Not supported

A copy of the
On the same
original installer host
medium1
On a different
host connected
through a
network

Notes:
1.

Tuning Manager server only supports copying the original medium to a
local disk that is connected to the host that the original medium is
mounted to. (Tuning Manager server does not support copying the
original medium to other hosts.)

2.

In Windows: setup.exe
In Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, or Linux: install.sh
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The following is a high-level description of the steps required to perform a
network installation. Refer to Table 2-2 Supported system components for
network installation on page 2-3 for a description of the supported system
components for network installation.
1.

Mount the installation media.

2.

Copy the contents of the media mounted in step 1 to a local disk.

3.

Share the contents from step 1 or step 2 as files over the network. See
Copying the original installation media on page 2-3 for additional
information.

4.

Run the installer.

Table 2-2 Supported system components for network installation
Supported system components
Tuning Manager
server OS

Windows version

Type of OS on
which the
product will be
installed
Windows operating
systems supported
by Tuning Manager
server

Type of OS on the
machine on which
the installation
media is mounted
Any Windows
version for which
file sharing is
available

File sharing
method
Network drive
(drive letter)
allocation.

Network type

LAN

On the host on
which the product
is to be installed,
assign a network
drive to the shared
directory.

Copying the original installation media
•

In order to copy the installation media, in Windows you must be logged in
as a member of the Administrator group. In UNIX, you must be logged in
as root.

•

The device that the installer is copied to should be a hard disk drive.

•

The path name of the directory that the installer is copied to must consist
of alphanumeric half-width characters. Special characters and spaces
cannot be used.
In Windows, use a colon (:) in the drive name and backslashes (\) as
path separators.
In UNIX, use a forward slash (/) as path separators.

•

In UNIX, use tar or a similar file archiver before copying the installer to
another host.

•

When copying the installation media, the entire contents of the
installation media must be copied.

•

After copying the installation media you should compare the file size of
the copied version to the file size of the original version. They should be
the same size.
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Reviewing the installation notes
This section describes the items that must be prepared and checked before
installing the Tuning Manager server.

Note on upgrading the OS
Uninstall the Tuning Manager server before upgrading the OS. After
upgrading the OS, perform a new installation of the Tuning Manager server
that is supported by the upgraded OS.

Items required for Windows and Linux systems
This section describes items common to all installation environments. Before
you start the installation, read the warnings, prerequisites, and notes
provided in this section and in the Release Notes.

Notes on the status of an environment in which the Tuning Manager server is to
be installed
Note: For information about port usage and how to change port numbers,
see Port usage and changing port numbers on page 2-6
•

Before you install the Tuning Manager server, check the usage status of
the following port numbers:
¢

¢

•

23031 to 22032: Common Component always uses these port
numbers. If any products other than Hitachi Command Suite use
these port numbers, change the port numbers for those products
before installing the Tuning Manager server.

The port used by Tuning Manager server depends on whether the Tuning
Manager server and Device Manager are installed on the same host.
¢

¢
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22286, 22900 to 22999, 22023, 22024: The Tuning Manager server
always uses these port numbers. If any other products use these port
numbers, change the port numbers for those products before
installing the Tuning Manager server.

When installing a Tuning Manager server and a Device Manager on
the same host:
The Tuning Manager server uses the following port numbers as default
port numbers. After installing the Tuning Manager server, you can
change the port numbers for the Tuning Manager server:
22285, 22286, 22292, 22350, 22015 to 22026, 22031, and 22032
When installing a Tuning Manager server and a Device Manager on
different hosts:
The Tuning Manager server uses the following port numbers as default
port numbers. After installing the Tuning Manager server, you can
change the port numbers for the Tuning Manager server:
22285, 22286, 22292, 22350, 22015 to 22024, 22032 and 24220
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•

If a file or directory used as a part of the Tuning Manager server conflicts
with that of other programs, installation fails. Make sure the following
conditions are satisfied before you install the Tuning Manager server:
For a new installation
Windows Event Viewer is not active.
For an overwrite or upgrade installation

¢

¢
¢

¢

•

Windows Event Viewer is not active.
The current directory given at the command prompt is not a directory
used as a part of the Tuning Manager server.
No other programs are accessing any file used as a part of the Tuning
Manager server.

When you install a Tuning Manager series program that is v6.3 or later,
the setting of the product name display function differs, depending on the
type of installation:
¢

For a new installation:
The setting of the product name display function will be enabled.

For an upgrade installation:
The setting of the product name display function will not change.
Tuning Manager series programs earlier than v6.3 do not support the
product name display function. For these Tuning Manager server versions,
the setting will be disabled.
For details on the procedure used to change the setting of the product
name display function, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration
Guide.
¢

•

Some of the firewall functions provided by the OS might terminate socket
connections in the local host. You cannot install and use Hitachi Command
Suite products in an environment in which socket connections are
terminated in the local host. When setting up the firewall provided by the
OS, configure the settings so that socket connections cannot be
terminated in the local host.

•

If the following environment applies, you need to specify another host
name (an alias name) for the host name by using the monitoring-host
name setting function:
An environment where a host name exceeds 128 bytes
Specify a host name before starting the Tuning Manager server, but
only after it has been installed. For details on how to use the
monitoring-host name setting function, see Specifying a host name
for Tuning Manager series system on page 6-26.
The following are environments where an FQDN name has been specified
for a host name:
¢

In Windows:
An environment where a host name in FQDN format has been
specified for the full computer name.
In UNIX:
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An environment where a host name in FQDN format has been
obtained by executing the uname -n command.
•

The Tuning Manager server does not run on a host to which an IP address
is assigned by DHCP dynamically. You need to assign fixed IP addresses
to all hosts on which the Tuning Manager server is installed.

•

An error message might be output to the Windows event log or syslog
while the Tuning Manager server is being installed. However, if the
installation completes without an error, you do not have to take any
corrective action.

•

If any Tuning Manager server URLs used for starting versions of the
Tuning Manager server earlier than 6.0 have been registered with
Common Component, Tuning Manager server login or polling might fail
(see Note). After Tuning Manager server installation is completed, you
must confirm that no startup URLs for versions earlier than 6.0 are
registered with Common Component. This confirmation is also required
after a new installation if Tuning Manager server has been removed and
then reinstalled. For details on how to view URLs and delete URLs that are
register with Common Component, see Points to be checked after
installation (Windows only) on page 2-21.
Note: If the Tuning manager server login or polling fails, either of the
following messages is output:
•

KATN00312-W

•

KATN12827-E

Port usage and changing port numbers
For details about port usage and how to change the port numbers, see the
following sections or manuals:
•

For 22285, 22286, 22292, or 22350, see Configuring the port number on
page 6-7.

•

For 22015 to 22024, 22031, 22032, and 45001 to 49000, see the chapter
that describes Common Component in the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

•

For 22900 to 22999 and 24220, see the chapter that provides an
overview of the Tuning Manager server in the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

Notes on upgrading an AMS2000 or HUS100 series storage system
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•

If you have upgraded an AMS2000 or HUS100 series storage system by
only swapping-out the controller board, you must register the new serial
number, and you must use Device Manager to discover the new storage
system. After these two operations, the new storage system model will be
monitored as a new storage system by Tuning Manager polling.

•

You can continue to use the existing Agent for RAID instances without
changing any settings as long as the IP address of the storage system is
not changed. If the IP address is changed, you must update the
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instances. Make sure that you stop the Agent for RAID service while you
are upgrading the model.
•

If you retain the existing Agent for RAID instances, old performance
information (from before the upgrade) can be viewed from Performance
Reporter but cannot be viewed from Main Console.

Notes on other programs installed on a host on which the Tuning Manager
server is to be installed
•

If Tuning Manager server and Tuning Manager agents will coexist on the
same machine, the Tuning Manager server version must be equal to or
higher than the Tuning Manager agents.

•

When you install Tuning Manager server v8.0 or later on a RedHat
Enterprise Linux 5 or SUSE Linux host on which v7.6.1 or earlier version
of Tuning manager agents exist, upgrade all the agents to v8.0 or later.
Tuning Manager server and agents v8.0 cannot coexist with the Tuning
Manager server and agents v7.6.1 or earlier on the same machine, even if
the installation completes successfully. (RedHat Enterprise Linux 5 or
SUSE Linux only)

•

If any of the following programs are installed on a host on which the
Tuning Manager server will be installed (a Tuning Manager server host),
all of the services for those programs need to be stopped before installing
the Tuning Manager server:
¢

Agents

¢

Other Hitachi Command Suite products

Common Component
For details about how to stop the services, see Chapter 3, Installing or
upgrading the Tuning Manager server on page 3-1.

¢

•

Before installing the Tuning Manager server, check whether the following
security-related programs are installed. If they are installed, take action
by following the explanation below:
¢

¢

¢

A program that monitors security
Stop the program that monitors security, or change its settings so
that the Tuning Manager server can be installed normally.
A program that detects viruses
We recommend that you stop programs that detect viruses, and then
install the Tuning Manager server.
If a program that detects viruses is running during installation of the
Tuning Manager server, the speed of installation might be reduced,
installation might fail, or installation might not finish correctly.
A program that monitors processes
Stop the program that monitors processes, or change its settings so
that the program does not monitor the services or processes of the
Tuning Manager server and Common Component.
If a program that monitors processes starts or stops the above
services or processes during installation of the Tuning Manager
server, installation might fail.
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•

When the remote host is specified as the connection target Device
Manager server for Tuning Manager server, note that the following
products cannot be installed on the host where Tuning Manager server is
installed:
¢

Device Manager

¢

Tiered Storage Manager

¢

Replication Manager

¢

NAS Manager

¢

File Services Manager

Storage Navigator Modular 2
If the products listed above will be installed on the host where Tuning
Manager server is installed, execute the hcmds64prmset and htm-dvmsetup commands to change the connection target Device Manager server
from the remote host to the local host. Refer to the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide for detailed information on how to use the
hcmds64prmset and htm-dvm-setup commands.
¢

Notes on Tuning Manager server installation and its database
•

Before installing the Tuning Manager server, estimate the total capacity of
the database needed to run the Tuning Manager server. The total capacity
of the database when the Tuning Manager server is installed is 2 GB. If
the total capacity of the database estimated before installation is more
than 2 GB, increase the capacity after installation.
To increase the total capacity of the database, execute the htm-db-setup
command after you have installed the Tuning Manager server. You can
increase the total capacity of the database up to 32 GB.
For details about how to estimate the total capacity of the database
needed to run the Tuning Manager server, see Hitachi Command Suite
System Requirements. For details about how to use the htm-db-setup
command to increase the total capacity of the database, see the Tuning
Manager Server Administration Guide.

•

Before starting an installation of the Tuning Manager server, we strongly
recommend that you back up databases of all installed Hitachi Command
Suite products.
To back up data, perform either of the following:
¢

Execute the hcmds64backups command before the installation

Follow the instructions provided by the installer during the installation
For details about how to use the hcmds64backups command to back up
data, see the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.
If you need to restore the database data that you backed up before
upgrading the Tuning Manager server, perform the following:
¢
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a.

Remove the existing Tuning Manager server.

b.

Perform a new installation of the older version of the Tuning Manager
server.
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c.

Execute the hcmds64db command to restore the backup.

For details about how to use the hcmds64db command to restore a
backup, see the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

Preparing for an upgrade installation (v7.1 or later)
In Tuning Manager v7.1 or later, databases are upgraded when the service is
first started after an upgrade installation with database inheritance specified,
or after data migration (import of an old database).
In preparation for an upgrade installation, it is necessary to prepare the
working directory for the database schema upgrade, and to go through the
following steps to secure drive capacity:
1.

Execute the htm-db-status command to ascertain the required drive
capacity.
htm-db-status
Database Capacity (Used/Total): 30200/2048000
a.

Check the value of Used in the command result.

b.

Multiply the Used value in the command result by 0.3
If the resulting value is less than 100 megabytes, secure the drive for
100 megabyte capacity. If the resulting value is 100 or more
megabytes, secure the drive for the calculated value.

2.

Check whether the default working directory for the database schema
upgrade has sufficient capacity.
The default working directory for the database schema upgrade is:
In Windows:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder/system/work
In Linux
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/system/work
a.

If there is not sufficient capacity in the default working directory,
specify an absolute path to a working directory that meets the
capacity requirements in the user.properties file.
dbvup.workDir=absolute-path-of-any-directory

b.

Check the system resource limit of the root user (the maximum file
size for each process).
For UNIX only:
Use the limit or ulimit command in the OS to ensure that the
limitation has at least the required drive capacity calculated in step
1a, and then edit the threshold if necessary.

After completing the above steps, start the service. After starting the service,
check the Tuning Manager Main Console login window and the public log to
ensure that the database upgrade has been successfully completed.
Note: The above steps are necessary in preparation for an upgrade
installation. There is no problem with specifying new parameters in the
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properties files of v7.0 for example, before performing the upgrade
installation.

Notes on the prerequisite programs of the Tuning Manager server
Before installing Tuning Manager server, refer to the information below and
make sure that the required Device Manager version is installed before
installing Tuning Manager server.
•

Device Manager v7.2 or later is required to use the Analytics tab in the
Hitachi Command Suite window.

•

For Tuning Manager server v7.1.1 or later:
¢

¢

Device Manager v7.0 or later is required. Device Manager versions
earlier than v7.0 are not supported when running Tuning Manager
server v7.0 or later.
If Tuning Manager server v7.1 or later is installed on a Linux platform,
Device Manager v7.1 or later is required.
Note: After installing Tuning Manager server v7.0 or later, during
service start up, a check is performed to determine if the destination
Device Manager is earlier than v7.0. If the version of the destination
Device Manager is earlier than v7.0, service startup is suppressed and
the KATN16150-E error message (indicating that the current Device
Manager version does not have connect capability) is displayed in the
Login window.

¢

¢

¢

Upgrading from Tuning Manager server v6.x to Tuning Manager 7.0 or
later is supported.
Upgrading from Tuning Manager server v5.x to Tuning Manager v7.0
or later is not supported.
If it is necessary to upgrade from Tuning Manager v5.x to v7.0 or
later, you must first upgrade v5.x to v6, and then upgrade v6 to v7.
Tuning Manager server v7.0 or later supports agents v5.0 or later.

•

You can install v7.0 Tuning Manager server and v7.0 Device Manager on
the same host or on separate hosts. Hitachi recommends that you install
the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager on the same host.
For Tuning Manager v7.3 and later, if both Tuning Manager server and
Device Manager are installed on the same host, or if Flash charts will be
displayed, Adobe Flash Player ® 10.1 or later is required on the host on
which the browser resides.

•

When installing Device Manager and the Tuning Manager server on the
same host, install them in the following order:
a.

Perform a new installation or an upgrade installation of Device
Manager.

b.

Perform a new installation or an upgrade installation of the Tuning
Manager server.
Note that, however, there is the following exception: If you plan to install
Tuning Manager server v6.0 or later and Device Manager v6.0 or later
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onto a host on which a Tuning Manager server whose version is earlier
than 6.0 is installed in a Large configuration, perform the installations in
the following order:
a.

Perform an upgrade installation of the Tuning Manager server.

b.

Perform a new installation of Device Manager.

•

If you install Device Manager on a separate host from the Tuning Manager
server, no other Hitachi Command Suite product can be installed on the
same host with the Tuning Manager server.

•

If you install the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager on different
hosts, make sure that the Device Manager service is running before
starting the installation.

•

If you plan to use Device Manager and the Tuning Manager server by
installing them on different hosts, the following information regarding the
connection-target Device Manager must be specified during the
installation of the Tuning Manager server:
¢
¢

¢

¢

The OS type of the host on which Device Manager is to be installed
The IP address or host name of the host on which Device Manager is
to be installed
The port number used by Common Component on the host on which
Device Manager is to be installed (the port number for HBase 64
Storage Mgmt Web Service)
The port number used by Device Manager to connect remotely to the
Tuning Manager server (the port number for the DBMS service port)

You cannot use SSL to connect Device Manager and the Tuning
Manager server installed on different hosts.
Before installing the Tuning Manager server, check the above information.
Note that the information that needs to be specified is determined by the
installer. Depending on the environment in which the Tuning Manager
server is to be installed, some of the information does not have to be
specified, but this will not cause a problem.
¢

Notes on adjusting the time on a PC when a Tuning Manager series product is
installed
If the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager are installed on different
hosts, make sure that the system times of the hosts are synchronized. If the
time difference between the hosts is five minutes or more, an attempt to log
in to the Tuning Manager server fails and the KATN12204-E message is
output. To synchronize the hosts, we recommend that you use a function that
employs NTP or a similar means to automatically correct the time.
If the time of a host is changed while the Common Component services and
the Tuning Manager server services are running, the Tuning Manager server
might not operate correctly. If you need to change this time, do so before
installation.
To use a program that automatically adjusts the time by using a protocol
such as NTP, use a function that can gradually adjust the time of a host
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without immediately synchronizing the time when the time of the host is
ahead of the actual time. There are some functions that gradually adjust the
time if the difference between the time of a host and the actual time is within
a certain fixed period, or immediately synchronize the time if the time
difference exceeds a certain fixed period. Therefore, set the frequency of the
time adjustments for the function that you are using so that the time
difference does not exceed the fixed period.
For example, the Windows Time service can gradually adjust the time of a
host without immediately synchronizing the time if the time is ahead of the
actual time by a certain fixed period. Therefore, check the range in which the
Windows Time service can gradually adjust the time, and then set the
frequency of the time adjustments for the Windows Time service so that the
difference between the time of the host and the actual time does not exceed
that range.

Changing the time after a Tuning Manager series product has been
installed
If you cannot use functionality that adjusts the time automatically, or if you
need to change the time immediately, perform the following procedure to
change the time of a host:
1.

Stop the services of Common Component and all Hitachi Command Suite
products.

2.

Change the time of the host.

3.

Restart the services.
For details on the relationship between the time of a host on which the
Tuning Manager server is installed and the time of a host on which an
agent is installed, see the chapter that describes how to adjust the
system clock in the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

Items required for a Windows system
If installing in a Windows environment, review the following information.

Defining the environment variables
Make sure the following environment variables are defined:
•

%SystemDrive%

•

%SystemRoot%

•

%TEMP% or %TMP%

•

%Path%

•

%ComSpec%

TCP/IP setup
Make sure that TCP/IP is set up on the system.
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Unblocking important Windows security warnings
During installation of the Tuning Manager server, multiple Windows Security
Alert dialog boxes might appear. In this case, click Unblock in all of these
dialog boxes, and then continue the installation.

Running the HiRDB service
Do not stop the following HiRDB service if it is registered in the Services
window in Windows. This service must always be running.
•

When you are upgrading from v7.x to v8.x: HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition_HD0

•

When you are upgrading from v8.x to v8.x: HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition_HD1

Checking for service dialog boxes
Before installing the Tuning Manager server, make sure that all service dialog
boxes are closed.

Notes on using the Remote Desktop functionality
Hitachi Command Suite products for Windows support the Windows Remote
Desktop functionality. Note that the Microsoft terms used for this functionality
differ depending on the Windows OS. The following terms can refer to the
same functionality:
•

Terminal Services in the Remote Administration mode

•

Remote Desktop for Administration

•

Remote Desktop connection
When using the Remote Desktop functionality to perform a Hitachi
Command Suite product operation (including installation or removal), you
need to connect to the console session of the target server in advance.
However, even if you have successfully connected to a console session,
the product might not work properly if another user connects to a console
session.

Notes on installing the Tuning Manager server on a virtual system
If you install the Tuning Manager server from a CD-ROM drive of a VMware
ESX Server remote client device on a virtual host, the installation might fail.
In this case, perform either of the following procedures:
1.

Change the CD-ROM drive settings on the remote client device.
For CD/DVD Drive in Hardware, choose Passthrough IDE
(recommended) in Mode.

2.

Install the Tuning Manager server from the CD-ROM drive on the physical
host in which the virtual host is running.
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Notes on using a virus scan program in the host in which a Hitachi
Command Suite product operates
If a third-party software accesses the database of an Hitachi Command Suite
product during server operation, server performance might go down or server
failure might occur. To prevent this problem, register the following folders or
directories as exemptions of virus scan in the virus scan program you are
going to use.
•

•

In Windows:
¢

HCS-installation-folder\HBase64\HDB

¢

HCS-installation-folder\database

¢

HCS-installation-folder\TuningManager\database

In Linux:
¢

HCS-installation-directory/HBase64/HDB

¢

/var/HCS-installation-directory/database

¢

/var/HCS-installation-directory/var/HCS-installationdirectory/TuningManager/database

HCS-installation-folder and HCS-installation-directory refer to the
installation folder or directory you specify during the installation.

Preparing for data collection in the event of an error
If an error occurs, the contents of a memory dump, crash dump, user mode
process dump, or other dump file may be required to diagnose the problem.
To ensure that this information is available when needed, use the following
procedures to configure the Windows system to output a memory dump,
crash dump, and user mode process dump.
A crash dump contains troubleshooting information for various applications,
not just Tuning Manager. Each time a crash dump is output, the amount of
available disk space is reduced by the size of the crash dump file. When you
configure a system to output crash dumps, make sure sufficient disk space is
available.

For Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2012
Configuring user mode process dump output:
By making the following changes to the registry, you can configure a system
to immediately output a user mode process dump when an application
terminates abnormally. This information can then be used to troubleshoot the
problem.
\\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Windows Error
Reporting\LocalDumps
In the above registry key, set the following values:
DumpFolder : REG_EXPAND_SZ name-of-output-folder
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Note: You must have write permission for the output folder.
Dumbfound : REG_DWORD number-of-dump-files-to-save
DumpType : REG_DWORD 2
When you make these changes to the registry, user mode process dump files
will be output for various applications, not just Tuning Manager. Take this
into consideration when configuring a system to output user mode process
dumps.
Each time a user mode process dump is output, the amount of available disk
space is reduced by the size of the dump file. When you configure a system
to output user mode process dumps, make sure that sufficient disk space is
available on the disk where the output folder is located.

Items required for a UNIX system
If installing in a UNIX environment, review the following information.

Installation directory attributes
The attributes of the installation directory might be changed to the directory
attributes specified for the product.

Installation environment
•

When installing the Tuning Manager server, do not specify a symbolic link
or hard link as the installation directory or destination for storing
database files.

•

After you install the Tuning Manager server, do not change the Tuning
Manager server installation directory or destination for storing database
files to a symbolic link or hard link.

Starting the installer
To start the installer, specify an absolute path.

About the kernel parameters
In UNIX, you must set the values of certain kernel parameters before you
install the Tuning Manager server. For details, see Hitachi Command Suite
System Requirements.

Preparing for a new installation
This section describes the items that must be prepared and checked before a
new installation of the Tuning Manager server.
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Before installing Tuning Manager server, first check whether Application
Experience is present in your system. If the service is present, start it before
installing the Tuning Manager server.

About installing HiRDB-related products
•

Do not install the Tuning Manager server in a system in which the client
environment definitions of HiRDB-related products (such as HiRDB/Single
Server, HiRDB/Parallel Server, HiRDB/Run Time, HiRDB/Developer's Kit,
and HiRDB/Workgroup Server) are set in environment variables. If you
install the Tuning Manager server in such a system, installing or starting
the Tuning Manager server might fail.

•

Tuning Manager servers cannot be used with the HiRDB products below.
Therefore, do not install the Tuning Manager server on a host on which
these HiRDB products have been installed. Similarly, do not install these
HiRDB products on a host on which the Tuning Manager server has been
installed.
¢

HiRDB/Single Server

¢

HiRDB/Parallel Server

¢

HiRDB/Workgroup Server

¢

HiRDB/Run Time

¢

HiRDB/Developer's Kit

¢

HiRDB SQL Executer

Installation in environments where host names are more than 128
bytes
In environments where the name of the host on which the Tuning Manager
server will be installed is more than 128 bytes, install the Tuning Manager
server as follows:
1.

Change the Tuning Manager server host name so that it is 128 bytes or
less

2.

Install the Tuning Manager server

3.

Use the monitoring-host name setting function to change the monitoringhost name to another host name (an alias name) that is 32 bytes or less.

4.

Change the settings of Hitachi Command Suite Common Component
Database.

5.

Change the URL that is used to start the Tuning Manager server.

6.

Change back to the Tuning Manager server host name that was changed
to another host name in the first step.

7.

Restart the Tuning Manager series services, and then make sure that all
services have started.

For details on how to change the settings of Hitachi Command Suite Common
Component Database and the URL that is used to start the Tuning Manager
server, see the chapter that describes Common Component in the Tuning
Manager Server Administration Guide. For details on how to use the
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monitoring-host name setting function, see Specifying a host name for Tuning
Manager series system on page 6-26.

About the temporary work directory during installation
•

The following temporary work directory is used for installation. When the
installation has successfully completed, the installer deletes this work
directory.
Work directory: /opt/jp1pc/jp1pc_V6

•

If the installation fails (for example, because disk space is insufficient),
the installer cannot delete the temporary work directory. If the
installation fails, please delete the work directory, check the system
status, and then try the installation again.

About the port number registered during installation
When the Tuning Manager server is installed, a port number used by the
Tuning Manager server is registered at the end of the services file. A blank
line might be included, but this does not affect operations.

About an unusable environment variable
You cannot specify the JPC_HOSTNAME environment variable because it is used
by the Tuning Manager server. If you mistakenly specify it, the Tuning
Manager server will not operate correctly.

Preparing for an upgrade installation
Keep the following in mind before upgrading the Tuning Manager server.

Estimating the total database capacity
When the Tuning Manager server service is started the first time after an
upgrade installation, the version of the Tuning Manager server database
might be upgraded, causing the required total database capacity to increase.
Before you perform an upgrade installation, estimate the required database
capacity and, if necessary, increase the capacity. For details, see Hitachi
Command Suite System Requirements
Note that the first startup of the Tuning Manager server service after the
database version is upgraded might take time.

Normal termination of polling processing
Before upgrading the Tuning Manager server, make sure that polling
processing has terminated normally. For details about the status of polling
processing, see the chapter that describes the reports that notify you of the
polling status in the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.
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Deleting environment variables of Performance Reporter
Performance Reporter 6.0 and later no longer uses the following environment
variables that were used by Performance Reporter earlier than 6.0:
•

PR_HOME

•

PR_BASEHOME

•

PR_CONFIG
If Performance Reporter earlier than 6.0 was installed on the host, delete
these environment variables before you perform an upgrade installation
of the Tuning Manager server.

Upgrade installation directory
When you perform an upgrade installation of the Tuning Manager server, the
new version of the Tuning Manager server is installed in the same directory
as the earlier version of the Tuning Manager server.

Changing the network settings for the management server
If you perform an upgrade installation on a Windows host, you need to
change the network settings for the management server. For details about
how to change the network settings, see the chapter that provides an
overview of the Tuning Manager server in the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

Registering the host name of the Tuning Manager server host
Because the Tuning Manager server communicates with Device Manager and
agents, you must use one of the following methods to ensure that the Tuning
Manager server’s host name can resolve to an IPv4 address:
•

Register the Tuning Manager server in the DNS server

•

Edit the hosts file

•

Edit the jpchosts file

Communication between the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager
uses IPv4 addresses, and communication between the Tuning Manager server
and agents uses either IPv6 or IPv4 addresses.
To determine the host name of the Tuning Manager server host, execute the
following command on the Tuning Manager server host:
•

Windows: hostname

•

UNIX: uname -n
Note: By editing the jpccomm.ini file provided by the Tuning Manager
server, you can use the Tuning Manager series by using the following host
names:
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•

Any host names (alias name)

•

Host names confirmed by the hostname command (in Linux systems)
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For details, see Specifying a host name for Tuning Manager series system
on page 6-26.

Registering the Tuning Manager server in the DNS server
Register the host name of the Tuning Manager server in your network's DNS
server. We recommend this method for the Tuning Manager server. You can
use the DNS server to provide centralized management of host names and IP
addresses.

Editing the hosts file
Edit the hosts file of the host on which Device Manager is installed (the
Device Manager host) and the hosts on which agents are installed (agent
hosts). If you use this method for communication with agents, you must
register the host name and IP address of the Tuning Manager server host into
the hosts file of every host on which an agent is installed.
Note: If you change the IP address of the Tuning Manager server host after
installing Device Manager, you must edit the hosts file of the Device Manager
host. Likewise, if you change the IP address of the Tuning Manager server
host after installing agents, you must edit the hosts file on every host on
which an agent is installed.
If you operate Tuning Manager server in a UNIX environment, you must add
a record to define the correspondence between a Tuning Manager server host
name (localhost) and an IP address to the hosts file (/etc/hosts) of the
Tuning Manager server host.

Editing the jpchosts file
You can use this method only to establish communication between the Tuning
Manager server and agents.
Edit the jpchosts file of the Tuning Manager server host. We recommend this
method if you use Tuning Manager server in an environment where the
Tuning Manager server host and agent hosts are connected to multiple LANs.
Figure 2-1 Configuration example in a network environment containing
multiple LANs on page 2-20 shows an example of using Tuning Manager
series programs in a network environment containing multiple LANs.
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Figure 2-1 Configuration example in a network environment containing
multiple LANs
Table 2-3 IP addresses used by host A and host B on page 2-20 lists the IP
addresses used by host A and host B in this configuration example.

Table 2-3 IP addresses used by host A and host B
Host
name

Program installed on
the host

IP address used by
LAN_A

IP address used by
LAN_B

host A

Tuning Manager server

20.108.41.1

20.108.41.2

host B

agent

20.108.41.3

20.108.41.4

In this example, if you predefine the host names and IP addresses in the
jpchosts file as shown below, you can set up the system so that LAN_A is
normally used, but LAN_B can be used if communication via LAN_A becomes
impossible.
host A 20.108.41.1, 20.108.41.2
host B 20.108.41.3, 20.108.41.4
You can edit the jpchosts file after installing the Tuning Manager server. For
details, see Setting the IP address on page 6-10.

Checking which version of the Tuning Manager server is installed
To check the version of the installed Tuning Manager server, perform the
following procedures based on your OS:
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•

In Windows
Use Add or Remove Programs or Programs and Features to display
the Tuning Manager support information.

•

In Linux
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Execute the rpm command. A command execution example is shown
below:
rpm -q HTNM

Points to be checked after installation (Windows only)
If the Device Manager that the Tuning Manager server is connecting to (the
connection-target) and the Tuning Manager server itself are installed on
different hosts, step 2 must be performed on the Device Manager host.

Before using in a cluster environment
You can use the Tuning Manager server in a cluster environment. This section
describes items you must check before you configure a cluster environment
in which to run the Tuning Manager server.
Note: The Tuning Manager server supports an active/standby cluster
configuration only; it does not support an active/active cluster configuration.
To run the Tuning Manager server in a cluster configuration, you must also
specify cluster configuration settings for other Hitachi Command Suite
products on the same host where the Tuning Manager server is installed.
Likewise, to change other Hitachi Command Suite products on the same host
where the Tuning Manager server is installed to a cluster configuration, you
must specify cluster configuration settings for the Tuning Manager server as
well.

Supported cluster software
Tuning Manager servers support Windows Server Failover Cluster software.

Prerequisites for setting up a cluster environment
The following sections describe the prerequisite settings required for setting
up a cluster environment.
To use the Tuning Manager server in a cluster configuration, make sure that
the locale settings of both the active node and the standby node are the
same. In addition, make sure that the conditions described below for the
logical host name, logical IP address, and shared disk are satisfied.

Logical host name
Make sure that all of the following conditions are satisfied:
•

Each logical host has a logical host name and a logical IP address
associated with the logical host name, and the names and addresses can
be migrated from the active node to the standby node.

•

The logical hosts and logical IP addresses have been registered in the
hosts file and name server.
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•

The logical hosts and logical IP addresses have been registered with the
client resource group as client access points.
When you register IP addresses with the client resource group, please
register them again as client access points.

•

The logical host name consists of one to 32 single-byte alphanumeric
characters. Spaces cannot be used.

•

The logical host name does not include any domain name. Also, an FQDN
name cannot be specified.

•

The physical host names and logical host names are unique within the
system.
Note: Do not specify a physical host name (which is displayed by the
hostname command in Windows or the uname -n command in Linux) as a
logical host name. Communications might not be processed normally.
Do not specify localhost or an IP address as a logical host name, or a
logical host name that begins with a hyphen (-).

Logical IP address
Make sure that both of the following conditions are satisfied:
•

Each logical host has a logical host name and a logical IP address
associated with the logical host name, and the names and addresses can
be migrated from the active node to the standby node.

•

The logical hosts and logical IP addresses have been registered in the
hosts files and name server.

•

The logical hosts and logical IP addresses have been registered with the
client resource group as client access points.
When you register IP addresses with the client resource group, please
register them again as client access points.

Shared disk
Make sure that all of the following conditions are satisfied:
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•

Each logical host has a shared disk so that the standby node can use the
same information as the active node.

•

The shared disk is physically connected to the host using Fibre Channel or
SCSI.
Tuning Manager servers do not support configurations in which a network
drive or a disk replicated through a network is used as a shared disk.

•

During a failover, if some processes using a shared disk remain, the
shared disk can be forced offline by cluster software (or other means) to
secure the failover sequence.
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Items to be checked before installation
If you want to install the Tuning Manager server in a cluster configuration,
information about the following items must be the same on the active and
standby nodes:
•

The version of the Tuning Manager server to be installed

•

All information required by the installer to be specified during the
installation of the Tuning Manager server

Note that among values required to be specified during installation, the
values listed in Table 2-4 Values required to be specified to use the Tuning
Manager server in a cluster configuration on page 2-23 have specific
conditions. When you are installing Tuning Manager server in a cluster
environment, the values listed in the table must be the same on both the
active node and the standby node.

Table 2-4 Values required to be specified to use the Tuning Manager
server in a cluster configuration
Information to be specified

Values to be specified

Installation folder for the Tuning Manager server Folder on the local disk
Installation folder for Common Component

Folder on the local disk

Directory for storing database files of the Tuning Directory on the shared disk
Manager server
Directory for storing database files of Common
Component

Directory on the shared disk

IP address or host name of the host in which
the Tuning Manager server will be installed

Logical IP address or logical host name

This concludes the prerequisites for setting up a cluster environment. To
perform the installation, refer to Installing in a cluster system on page 3-21.

Notes on changing the cluster configuration operation method
If you want to change the Tuning Manager server operation method as shown
below, you must remove the existing Tuning Manager server and then
perform a new installation of the Tuning Manager server again:
•

Changing the operation method from a cluster configuration to a noncluster configuration

•

Changing the operation method from a non-cluster configuration to a
cluster configuration

If you have started the Tuning Manager server in a cluster configuration, you
cannot use it in a non-cluster configuration. Likewise, if you have started the
Tuning Manager server in a non-cluster configuration, you cannot use it in a
cluster-configuration.
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Note: In Windows, if you change the Tuning Manager server operation
method from a cluster configuration to a non-cluster configuration, you must
restart the host before re-installing the Tuning Manager server.

Preparing to install Tuning Manager on a virtualization
environment
The following section provides an overview of how to set up the environment
when installing Device Manager and Tuning Manager on a storage
management server that is connected to a virtualization environment.
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1.

Install and set up the Device Manager. Refer to the Device Manager
documentation for details on how to install and set up the Device
Manager.

2.

Install and set up the Tuning Manager server. In the connection settings
for Device Manager, specify the Device Manager host installed in step 1.
Alternatively, install Tuning Manager server on the same host as Device
Manager.

3.

Register the monitoring target virtualization server with Device Manager.
Use the Device Manager GUI or CLI to register the monitoring target
virtualization server.

4.

Register with Device Manager the storage system associated with the
virtualization server registered in step 3. Use the Device Manager GUI or
CLI to register with Device Manager the storage system associated with
the virtualization server registered in step 2.

5.

Refresh the storage systems registered in step 4. To obtain the storage
system information related to the virtualization server, refresh all the
storage systems registered with Device Manager in step 4.

6.

Refresh the virtualization servers registered in step 3. To obtain the
virtualization server information, refresh all the virtualization servers
registered with Device Manager in step 3.

7.

Perform manual polling for Tuning Manager server. In the Data Polling
window for Tuning Manager server, make sure that Device Manager is a
polling target, and then perform manual polling.

8.

Make sure that the monitoring target virtualization server is displayed in
the Tuning Manager server window. Check under Hypervisors in the
Tuning Manager server navigation tree, and make sure that the
virtualization server added as a monitoring target is displayed.
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Installing or upgrading the Tuning
Manager server
This chapter describes how to install the Tuning Manager server, how to set it
up in a cluster system, and how to handle errors that might occur during
installation. For details about the system requirements for running Tuning
Manager series programs, see Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements.
If you plan to install the Tuning Manager server on a host on which an agent
is already installed, before starting installation, make sure that you check the
information in Checking items when installing or removing the Tuning
Manager server and agents on the same host on page 1-11.
□ About upgrade installations
□ Items to be checked after upgrading Tuning Manager
□ Installing on a Windows host
□ Installing on a Linux host
□ Registering ports used by Tuning Manager as firewall exceptions
□ Installing in a cluster system
□ Operating in a cluster system
□ Handling errors
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About upgrade installations
If you are currently using Tuning Manager v6.x or v7.x, you can upgrade to
v8.x. For details about the upgrade installation procedure, see Upgrade/
Overwrite installation on a Windows host on page 3-9 (in Windows) or
Upgrade/Overwrite installation on a Linux host on page 3-18 (in Linux).
When the upgrade is complete, consult the items that follow.

Items to be checked after upgrading Tuning Manager
The upgrade changes certain command names, default installation folders,
and default port numbers. If you created any scripts that use the command
names or file paths shown in Table 3-1 Command names and file paths
changed after upgrade to v8.x (Windows) on page 3-2 or Table 3-2
Command names and file paths changed after upgrade to v8.x (Linux) on
page 3-2, you should make the changes indicated. If you set default port
numbers shown in Table 3-3 Default port numbers changed after upgrade to
v8.x on page 3-3 to the firewall, you should change the firewall setting.

Table 3-1 Command names and file paths changed after upgrade to v8.x
(Windows)
Item

Before
(v6.x or v7.x)

After
(v8.x)

Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component
command names

hcmdsxxxx

hcmds64xxxx

Hitachi Command Suite
default installation folder

For x86:

%ProgramFiles%\HiCommand

%ProgramFiles%\HiCommand
For x64:
%ProgramFiles(x86)%
\HiCommand

Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component
default installation folder

Hitachi-Command-Suiteinstallation-folder\Base

Hitachi-Command-Suiteinstallation-folder
\Base64

Note: %ProgramFiles% and %ProgramFiles(x86) are Windows environment
variables.

Table 3-2 Command names and file paths changed after upgrade to v8.x
(Linux)
Item
Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component
command names
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Before
(v6.x or v7.x)
hcmdsxxxx

After
(v8.x)
hcmds64xxxx
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Before
(v6.x or v7.x)

Item
Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component
default installation
directory

Hitachi-Command-Suiteinstallation-directory/
Base

After
(v8.x)
Hitachi-Command-Suiteinstallation-directory/
Base64

Note: For Linux, the upgrade process does not change the Hitachi Command
Suite default installation folder.

Table 3-3 Default port numbers changed after upgrade to v8.x
Before
(v6.x or v7.x)

After
(v8.x)

23015

22015

23016

22016

23017

22017

23018

22018

23019

22019

23020

22020

23023

22023

23024

22024

23025

22025

23026

22026

23031

22031

23032

22032

24220

24230

Note: When you perform an upgrade installation, the databases of Hitachi
Command Suite products of v7.6.1 or earlier are backed up. Do not delete
the backed up data until all Hitachi Command Suite products have been
upgraded to version 8.0.0 or later.
If you want to delete the backed up data after all of the upgrade installations
are complete, delete the following data:
For Windows:
•

The file indicated in the file line in %ProgramFiles%\HiCommand\backup
\exportpath.txt, and the folder indicated in the exportdir line.

• %ProgramFiles%\HiCommand\backup\exportpath.txt
For Linux:
•

The file indicated in the file line in /opt/HiCommand/backup/
exportpath.txt, and the folder indicated in the exportdir line.
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•

/opt/HiCommand/backup/exportpath.txt

Installing on a Windows host
This section describes how to install the Tuning Manager server in a Windows
environment. For details about the items that need to be checked before the
installation, see Chapter 2, Preparing to install or upgrade the Tuning
Manager server on page 2-1.
If an error occurs during installation, take appropriate action according to the
message that is displayed when the error occurs, and the installation log
information. For details about the installation log output destination and the
error handling procedures, see Handling errors on page 3-54.

Hitachi Command Suite All-in-One Installer
If you are installing multiple Hitachi Command Suite products you can use the
Hitachi Command Suite’s all-in-one installer to batch install the following
products:
•

Device Manager

•

Tiered Storage Manager

•

Replication Manager

•

Tuning Manager server

•

Compute Systems Manager

•

Storage Navigator Modular 2

For details about the all-in-one installer, refer to the Hitachi Command Suite
Installation and Configuration Guide.
This document describes how to install Tuning Manager server using the
standard installer.

New installation on a Windows host
Before starting the installation, review all of the installation guidelines that
are described in Table 3-4 Installation guidelines for a new installation on a
Windows host on page 3-4.

Table 3-4 Installation guidelines for a new installation on a Windows host
Installation parameter
Folder for storing backup
files for Hitachi Command
Suite products
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Guidelines
During installation, if you are prompted to specify the folder for storing
backup files for Hitachi Command Suite products, observe the following
rules:
•

There must be enough disk space for the backups. For details about
the required disk space, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.

•

Default folder is recommended:
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Installation parameter

Guidelines
C:\...\HiCommand\TuningManager_backup
•

You must specify a fixed drive. You cannot specify removable media.

•

You cannot specify a UNC path.

•

You cannot specify paths that contain symbolic links or junctions.

•

You cannot specify paths that contain folders whose resources are
protected by WRP.

•

You must specify an absolute path consisting of 4 to 150 bytes.

•

You cannot specify the root folder of a drive.

•

Specify a folder path using the following ASCII characters:
A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ () (space)
Note that you can specify backslashes (\) and colons (:) as path
delimiters.

Username, organization
name

•

You cannot specify a path that contains consecutive backslashes (\).

•

You cannot specify a path that contains a space before or after a
backslash (\).

•

You cannot specify a path that contains an OS-reserved name (such as
CON, AUX, NUL, PRN, CLOCK$, COM1 to COM9, LPT1 to LPT9).

•

If there is a folder named data immediately under the specified folder,
the data folder must be empty.

Enter a character string from 1 to 73 bytes in each field.

Installation folder for Tuning During installation, if you are prompted to specify the installation folder for
Manager server
the Tuning Manager server, observe the following rules:
•

There must be enough disk space for the installation. For details about
the required disk space, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.

•

Default folder is recommended:

•

You must specify a fixed drive. You cannot specify removable media.

•

You cannot specify a UNC path.

•

You cannot specify paths that contain symbolic links or junctions.

•

You cannot specify paths that contain folders whose resources are
protected by WRP.

•

If the installation folder is under %SystemDrive%\Program Files
folder. You must specify an absolute path consisting of 4 to 54 bytes.
Otherwise you must specify an absolute path consisting of 4 to 60
bytes.

•

You cannot specify the root folder of a drive.

•

Specify the folder path using the following ASCII characters:

C:\Program Files\HiCommand

A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ () (space)
Note that you can specify backslashes (\) and colons (:) as path
delimiters.
•

You cannot specify a path that contains consecutive backslashes (\).

•

You cannot specify a path that contains a space before or after a
backslash (\).
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Installation parameter

Folder for storing the
Tuning Manager server
database files

Guidelines
•

You cannot specify a path that contains an OS-reserved name (such as
CON, AUX, NUL, PRN, CLOCK$, COM1 to COM9, LPT1 to LPT9).

•

If there is a folder named jp1pc immediately under the specified
folder, the jp1pc folder must be empty.

During installation, if you are prompted to specify the folder for storing the
Tuning Manager server database files, observe the following rules:
•

There must be enough disk space for the database files. For details
about the required disk space, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.

•

Default folder is recommended:
C:\...\HiCommand\TuningManager\database

•

You must specify a fixed drive. You cannot specify removable media.

•

You cannot specify a UNC path.

•

You cannot specify paths that contain symbolic links or junctions.

•

You cannot specify paths that contain folders whose resources are
protected by WRP.

•

You must specify an absolute path consisting of 4 to 64 bytes.

•

You cannot specify the root folder of a drive.

•

Specify a folder path using the following ASCII characters:
A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ () (space)
Note that you can specify backslashes (\) and colons (:) as path
delimiters.

IP address or host name of
Tuning Manager server and
port number of HBase 64
Storage Mgmt Web Service

•

You cannot specify a path that contains consecutive backslashes (\).

•

You cannot specify a path that contains a space before or after a
backslash (\).

•

You cannot specify a path that contains an OS-reserved name (such as
CON, AUX, NUL, PRN, CLOCK$, COM1 to COM9, LPT1 to LPT9).

•

You cannot specify Collection Manager's installation folder or any of its
subfolders.

The Tuning Manager server IP address or host name, and the port number
of HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service are required for a client to access
the host on which the Tuning Manager server will be installed.
If the length of the host name exceeds 128 bytes, enter the IP address.
Rules for entering the IP address:
•

Enter an IPv4 or IPv6 address.
You can only use an IPv6 address if it is a global address. When
entering an IPv6 address, enclose it in square brackets ([ ]).

•

In an IPv6 environment, we recommend that you specify a host name.
If you specify and IPv6 address, you might not be able to access the
Tuning Manager server or move from window to window using Internet
Explorer.

Rules for entering the Tuning Manager server host name:
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•

Enter the name of a host whose IP address (obtained by resolving the
name) is an IPv4 or IPv6 address.

•

The host name can be from 1 to 128 bytes in length.

•

Use only the following ASCII characters:
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Installation parameter

Guidelines
A-Z a-z 0-9, hyphen (-), and period (.).
Rules for entering the HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service port number:
•

Enter the port number that is used by Common Component on the
host on which the Tuning Manager server will be installed. You can
enter a value from 1 to 65535.
The value 22015, displayed by default, is specified by Common
Component when Common Component is installed.

IP address or host name of
the host on which you want
to install the connectiontarget Device Manager, the
port number of HBase 64
Storage Mgmt Web Service,
and the DBMS service port.

If the length of the host name exceeds 128 bytes, enter the IP address.
Rules for entering the IP address:
•

Enter an IPv4 address.
If you want to use Device Manager in a cluster configuration, enter the
logical IP address.

Rules for entering the host name:
•

Enter the name of a host whose IP address (which is obtained by
resolving the name) is an IPv4 or IPv6 address.

•

The host name can be from 1 to 128 bytes.

•

Use only the following ASCII characters:
A-Z a-z 0-9, hyphen (-), and period (.).
Also, note that if you want to use Device Manager in a cluster
configuration, enter the logical host name.

Rules for entering the HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service port number
•

Enter the port number that is used by Common Component on the
host on which Device Manager will be installed. If you want to use SSL
to connect to Device Manager, enter both the port number used for
non-SSL communication and the port number used for SSL
communication. If you do not want to use SSL, enter only the port
number used for non-SSL communication.
You can enter a value from 1 to 65535. The default values 22015 (for
non-SSL communication) and 22016 (for SSL communication) are set
by Common Component when Common Component is installed or by
Device Manager when Device Manager enables SSL.

Rules for entering the DBMS service port number:
•

Enter the port number that is used by Device Manager to remotely
connect to the Tuning Manager server. You can enter a value from
5001 to 65535.
The value 24230, displayed by default, is specified by Device Manager
when Device Manager enables a remote connection with the Tuning
Manager server.

The following procedure describes how to perform a new installation of the
Tuning Manager server on a Windows host.
1.

To start the installation, log on to the host using a user ID that belongs to
the Administrators group.
Note: If multiple agents are installed on the Tuning Manager server host,
each agent must be stopped individually before installing Tuning Manager
server. Refer to Table 4-1 Service keys for agents on page 4-11 to find
the service key information required to stop each agent.
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2.

Before proceeding to step 3, repeat this step for each installed agent.
Stop each installed agent’s services on the Tuning Manager server host by
executing the following command:
Agent-installation-folder\tools\jpcstop agent-service-key
Note: If an agent is running on a logical host, use cluster software to also
stop the agent services on the logical host.

3.

Execute the following command to verify that the services of all agents
installed on the Tuning Manager server host have been stopped:
Agent-installation-folder\tools\jpcctrl list * host=host-name
If any service is still running, perform step 2 again.

4.

Stop the services of all installed Hitachi Command Suite products by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop
Note: This command does not stop the services of Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than v8.0. You must stop these
services separately. For details about how to stop these services, see the
manual for each product. If you are upgrading from v7.x or earlier, use
the hcmdssrv command instead.

5.

Make sure that the services of all Hitachi Command Suite products have
stopped by executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /statusall
If any service is still running, perform step 4 again.
Note: You can only use this command to check the status of services for
Hitachi Command Suite products whose versions are v8.0 or later. For
details about how to check the status of services for Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than v8.0, see the manual for
each product. If you are upgrading from v7.x or earlier, use hcmdssrv
command instead.
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6.

Insert the product installation DVD.
The Product Select Page opens.

7.

In the Product Select Page, under Server Software, locate Tuning
Manager in the list of server software products and click Install. If a
warning message appears, click Execute to continue the installation.
If you don’t use the Product Select Page, double click the setup.exe
file and follow the on-screen instructions.

8.

A window appears reporting that the New Installation of the Tuning
Manager server will start. Click Next and follow the on-screen
instructions.

9.

Click Finish to complete the new installation.
If you have set up Windows Firewall, you need to add the Tuning Manager
server and Common Component to the exceptions list after the
installation finishes. For details, see Setting up Windows firewall on page
3-12.
For cluster environment installations:
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¢

¢

¢

¢

If you are creating a cluster environment on a new logical host and
have now finished the installation to the active node, perform the
installation to the standby node as well.
If you are creating a cluster environment on a new logical host and
have now finished the installation to the standby node, see Setting up
environments in a cluster system on page 3-33.
If you are creating a cluster environment on a logical host on which
other Hitachi Command Suite products are setup and have now
finished the installation to the active node, go to the step 7 in
Installation procedure on the active node on page 3-24.
If you are creating a cluster environment on a logical host on which
other Hitachi Command Suite products are setup and have now
finished the installation to the standby node, go to the step 6 in
Installation procedure on the standby node on page 3-26.

Upgrade/Overwrite installation on a Windows host
This section describes how to perform an upgrade installation or an overwrite
installation from Tuning Manager server v8.0 or later.
Before starting the installation, review all of the installation guidelines that
are described in Table 3-5 Installation guidelines for an upgrade/overwrite
installation on a Windows host) on page 3-9.
Note: For Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2012, if the
Administrator Console is opened during an upgrade or overwrite installation
of the Tuning Manager server, the installation might fail. The Administrator
Console must be stopped before installation.

Table 3-5 Installation guidelines for an upgrade/overwrite installation on a Windows
host)
Installation parameter
Folder for storing backup
files for Hitachi Command
Suite products

Guidelines
During installation, if you are prompted to specify the folder for storing
backup files for Hitachi Command Suite products, observe the following
rules:
•

There must be enough disk space for the backups. For details about
the required disk space, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.

•

Default folder is recommended:
C:\...\HiCommand\TuningManager_backup

•

You must specify a fixed drive. You cannot specify removable media.

•

You cannot specify a UNC path.

•

You cannot specify paths that contain symbolic links or junctions.

•

You cannot specify paths that contain folders whose resources are
protected by WRP.

•

You must specify an absolute path consisting of 4 to 150 bytes.

•

You cannot specify the root folder of a drive.

•

Specify a folder path using the following ASCII characters:
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Installation parameter

Guidelines
A-Z a-z 0-9 . _ () (space)
Note that you can specify backslashes (\) and colons (:) as path
delimiters.

IP address or host name of
the host on which you want
to install the connectiontarget Device Manager and
the and the DBMS service
port.

•

You cannot specify a path that contains consecutive backslashes (\).

•

You cannot specify a path that contains a space before or after a
backslash (\).

•

You cannot specify a path that contains an OS-reserved name (such as
CON, AUX, NUL, PRN, CLOCK$, COM1 to COM9, LPT1 to LPT9).

•

If there is a folder named data immediately under the specified folder,
the data folder must be empty.

If the length of the host name exceeds 128 bytes, enter the IP address.
Rules for entering the IP address:
•

Enter an IPv4 address.
If you want to use Device Manager in a cluster configuration, enter the
logical IP address.

Rules for entering the host name:
•

Enter the name of a host whose IP address (obtained by resolving the
name) is an IPv4 address.

•

Host name can be from 1 to 128 bytes.

•

Use only the following ASCII characters:
A-Z a-z 0-9, hyphen (-), and period (.).
Also, note that if you want to use Device Manager in a cluster
configuration, enter the logical host name.

Rules for entering the DBMS service port number:
•

Enter the port number that is used by Device Manager to remotely
connect to the Tuning Manager server. You can enter a value from
5001 to 65535.
The value 24230, displayed by default, is specified by Device Manager
when Device Manager enables a remote connection with the Tuning
Manager server.

The following procedure describes how to perform an upgrade or overwrite
installation on a Windows host that is currently running Tuning Manager
server v6.0 or later.
1.

To start the installation, log on to the host using a user ID that belongs to
the Administrators group.
Note: If multiple agents are installed on the Tuning Manager server host,
each agent must be stopped individually before installing Tuning Manager
server. Refer to Table 4-1 Service keys for agents on page 4-11 to find
the service key information required to stop each agent.

2.
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Before proceeding to step 3, repeat this step for each installed agent.
Stop each installed agent’s services on the Tuning Manager server host by
executing the following command:
Agent-installation-folder\tools\jpcstop agent-service-key
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Note: If an agent is running on a logical host, use cluster software to also
stop the agent services on the logical host.
3.

Execute the following command to verify that the services of all agents
installed on the Tuning Manager server host have been stopped:
Agent-installation-folder\tools\jpcctrl list * host=host-name
If any service is still running, perform step 2 again.

4.

Stop the services of all installed Hitachi Command Suite products by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop
Note: This command does not stop the services of Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than 8.0. You must stop these
services separately. For details about how to stop these services, see the
manual for each product.

5.

Make sure that the services of all Hitachi Command Suite products have
stopped by executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /statusall
If any service is still running, perform step 4 again.
Note: You can only use this command to check the status of services for
Hitachi Command Suite products whose versions are 8.0 or later. For
details about how to check the status of services for Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than 8.0, see the manual for
each product.

6.

Insert the product installation DVD.
The Product Select Page opens.

7.

In the Product Select Page, under Server Software, locate Tuning
Manager in the list of server software products and click Install. If a
warning message appears, click Execute to continue the installation.
If you don’t use the Product Select Page, double click the setup.exe
file and follow the on-screen instructions.

8.

A window appears reporting that the Overwrite Installation of the Tuning
Manager server will start. Click Next and follow the on-screen
instructions.

9.

Click the Finish button to finish the installation.
Note: When an overwrite installation or upgrade installation is completed,
the service startup setting (whether to use automatic or manual startup)
that was in use before the installation is inherited. However, when
installation of an upgrade from v5.9 or earlier is completed, the service
startup setting is reset to the default setting.
If you have set up Windows Firewall, you need to add the Tuning Manager
server and Common Component to the exceptions list after the
installation finishes. For details, see Setting up Windows firewall on page
3-12.
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Note: Do not change the access permissions of the installation folder
(including files and subfolders in this folder) after installation.
For cluster environment installations:
¢

¢

If you are creating a cluster environment on a logical host and have
now finished the installation to the active node, go to step 7 in
Installation procedure on the active node on page 3-24.
If you are creating a cluster environment on a logical host and have
now finished the installation to the standby node, go to step 6 in
Installation procedure on the standby node on page 3-26.

Setting up Windows firewall
If you enable Windows Firewall before installing the Tuning Manager server,
you must manually add the Tuning Manager server and Common Component
to the Windows Firewall exceptions list after installing the Tuning Manager
server.
Also, you must add port numbers that are used by Collection Manager
services to the exceptions list. For details about how to add the port numbers
to the exceptions list, see the Appendix in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

Adding the Tuning Manager server to the exceptions list
You can use the GUI or command line to add the Tuning Manager server to
the exceptions list. The following describes the procedure for each method.

To add the Tuning Manager server to the exceptions list from the
GUI
1.

Choose Control Panel, and then Windows Firewall.

2.

Choose Change settings (for Windows Server 2008).

3.

Click the Exceptions tab, and then click the Add Program button. In the
displayed dialog box, specify the following:
Common-Component-installation-folder\Base64\CC\web\bin
\cjstartweb.exe

4.

To apply the settings, restart the services of Hitachi Command Suite
products by executing the following commands:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /start

To check that the Tuning Manager server has been added to the exceptions
list by using the GUI:
1.

Choose Control Panel, and then Windows Firewall.

2.

Choose Change settings (for Windows Server 2008).

3.

Click the Exceptions tab, and make sure that:
¢
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The Programs and Services list contains cjstartweb.exe.
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¢

The check box to the left of cjstartweb.exe is selected.

To add the Tuning Manager server to the exceptions list by using the
command line
1.

Execute the following command to add the Tuning Manager server to the
exceptions list:
netsh advfirewall firewall add allowedprogram program="CommonComponent-installation-folder\Base64\CC\web\bin
\cjstartweb.exe" name="HBase(cjstartweb)" mode=ENABLE

2.

To apply the settings, restart the services of Hitachi Command Suite
products by executing the following commands:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /start

3.

To check that the Tuning Manager server has been added to the
exceptions list by using a command, execute the following command:
netsh advfirewall firewall show all
Verify the following:
¢

HBase(cjstartweb) is displayed.

¢

The mode is ENABLE.

¢

The path for cjstartweb.exe is correct.

To remove an entry from the exceptions list, execute the following
command:
netsh advfirewall firewall delete allowedprogram
program="Common-Component-installation-folder\Base64\CC\web
\bin\cjstartweb.exe"

Adding Common Component to the exceptions list
You can use the command line to add Common Component to the exceptions
list. The following describes the procedure.
To add Common Component to the exceptions list by using the command
line:
1.

Execute the following command to add Common Component to the
exceptions list:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64fwcancel

2.

To apply the settings, restart the services of Hitachi Command Suite
products by executing the following commands:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /start

3.

To check that Common Component has been added to the exceptions list
by using a command, execute the following command:
netsh advfirewall firewall show all
Verify the following:
¢

HBase(Web) is displayed.
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¢

The mode is ENABLE.

¢

The path for httpsd.exe is correct.

To remove an entry from the exceptions list, execute the following
command:
netsh advfirewall firewall delete allowedprogram
program="Common-Component-installation-folder\httpsd
\httpsd.exe"
For cluster environment installations:
¢

¢

¢

¢

If you are creating cluster environment in a new logical host and now
finished the installation to active node, perform the installation to
standby node as well.
If you are creating a cluster environment on a new logical host and
have now finished the installation to standby node, proceed to Setting
up environments in a cluster system on page 3-33.
If you are creating a cluster environment on a logical host on which
other Hitachi Command Suite products are setup and have now
finished the installation to the active node, go to the step 7 in
Installation procedure on the active node on page 3-24.
If you are creating a cluster environment on a logical host on which
other Hitachi Command Suite products are setup and have now
finished the installation to the standby node, go to the step 6 in
Installation procedure on the standby node on page 3-26.

Installing on a Linux host
This section describes how to install the Tuning Manager server in a Linux
environment. For details about the items that need to be checked before the
installation, see Chapter 2, Preparing to install or upgrade the Tuning
Manager server on page 2-1.
If an error occurs during installation, take an appropriate action according to
the message that is displayed when the error occurs and the installation log
information. For details about the installation log output destination and the
error handling procedures, see Handling errors on page 3-54.

New installation on a Linux host
Before starting the installation, review all of the installation guidelines that
are described in Table 3-6 Installation guidelines for a new installation on a
Linux host on page 3-15.
Before installation, register the Tuning Manager server port number as an
exception in the firewall using the Text Mode Setup Utility or the firewallcmd command. For information on registering the port number as an
exception and the registration procedures, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.
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Table 3-6 Installation guidelines for a new installation on a Linux host
Installation parameter
Kernel parameter warning
message

Guidelines
For details about the kernel parameter settings, see Hitachi Command
Suite Systems Requirements.

Installation folder for Tuning During installation, when prompted to specify the installation folder for the
Manager server
Tuning Manager server, observe the following rules:
•

•

There must be enough disk space for the installation. For details about
the required disk space, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.
Default directory is recommended:
/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager
Note: If a path other than the default installation path is used, the
directory specified must be empty.

•

The following characters can be used:
A-Z a-z 0-9 / underscore (_) (space character not allowed)

Directory for storing the
Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component
database files

•

Maximum length is 60 bytes.

•

A path separator (/) cannot be specified at the end of a path.

•

Relative paths cannot be specified.

•

You cannot specify a path to a directory that is not empty, /opt or the
Collection Manager installation directory (/opt/jp1pc).

During installation, if you are prompted to specify the directory for storing
the Common Component database files, observe the following rules:
•

At least 1.2 GB of free space is required.

•

There must be enough disk space for the Common Component
database files. For details about the required disk space, see Hitachi
Command Suite System Requirements.

•

Default directory is recommended:
/var/opt/HiCommand/Base64/database
Note: If a path other than the default installation path is used, the
directory specified must be empty.

•

The following characters can be used:
A-Z a-z 0-9 / underscore (_) period . space

Directory for storing Tuning
Manager server database
files

•

Maximum length is 90 bytes.

•

You cannot specify a path to a relative path, a path to a directory that
is not empty, the Collection Manager installation directory (/opt/
jp1pc), or a path containing a symbolic link.

During installation, if you are prompted to specify the directory for storing
Tuning Manager server database files, observe the following rules:
•

At least 2.0 GB of free space is required.

•

There must be enough disk space for the database files. For details
about the required disk space, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.

•

Default directory is recommended:
/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/database
Note: If a path other than the default installation path is used, the
directory specified must be empty.
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Installation parameter

Guidelines
•

The following characters can be used:
A-Z a-z 0-9 / underscore (_) period . space

Directory for storing back
up files for Hitachi
Command Suite products.

•

Maximum length is 90 bytes.

•

You cannot specify a relative path, a path to a directory that is not
empty, the Collection Manager installation directory (/opt/jp1pc), or a
path containing symbolic links.

During installation, if you are prompted to specify the directory for storing
the backup files for Hitachi Command Suite products, observe the following
rules:
•

At least 32.0 GB of free space is required.

•

There must be enough disk space for the backups. For details about
the required disk space, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.

•

Default directory is recommended:
/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager_backup
Note: If a path other than the default installation path is used, the
directory specified must be empty.
(The directory where the Base64 directory is uncompressed.)

•

The following characters can be used:

•

Maximum length 90 bytes.

•

You cannot specify a path to a relative path, a path to a directory that
is not empty, or a path containing a symbolic links.

A-Z a-z 0-9 / underscore _ space

IP address or host name of
Tuning Manager server and
port number of HBase 64
Storage Mgmt Web Service

The Tuning Manager server IP address or host name, and the port number
of HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service are required for a client to access
the host on which the Tuning Manager server will be installed.
If the host name exceeds 128 bytes, enter the IP address.
Rules for entering the IP address:
•

Enter an IPv4 or IPv6 address
You can only use an IPv6 address if it is a global address. When
entering an IPv6 address, enclose it in square brackets ([ ]).

•

In an IPv6 environment, we recommend that you specify a host name.
If you specify and IPv6 address, you might not be able to access the
Tuning Manager server or move from window to window using Internet
Explorer.

Rules for entering the host name:
•

Enter the name of a host whose IP address (obtained by resolving the
name) is an IPv4 or IPv6 address.

•

Host name can be from 1 to 128 bytes.

•

Use only the following ASCII characters:
A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9, hyphen (-), and period (.)

Rules for entering the HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service port number:
•
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Enter the port number (the port number of HBase 64 Storage Mgmt
Web Service) that is used by Common Component on the host on
which the Tuning Manager server will be installed. You can enter a
value from 1 to 65535. The port number of HBase 64 Storage Mgmt
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Installation parameter

Guidelines
Web Service is required for a client to access the host on which the
Tuning Manager server will be installed.
The value 22015 which is displayed by default, is specified by Common
Component when Common Component is installed.

IP address or host name of
the host on which you want
to install the connectiontarget Device Manager and
the port number of HBase
64 Storage Mgmt Web
Service.

If the length of the host name exceeds 128 bytes, enter the IP address.
Rules for entering the IP address:
•

Enter an IPv4 address.
If you want to use Device Manager in a cluster configuration, enter the
logical IP address.

Rules for entering the host name:
•

Enter the name of a host whose IP address (obtained by resolving the
name) is an IPv4 address.

•

The host name can be from 1 to 128 bytes in length.

•

Use only the following ASCII characters:
A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9, hyphen (-), and period (.)
Also, note that if you want to use Device Manager in a cluster
configuration, enter the logical host name.

Rules for entering the HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service port number
•

Follow the on-screen instructions.

The following procedure describes how perform a new installation on a Linux
host.
1.

To start the installation, log on to the host as the root user, or use the su
command to switch to the root user.
Note: If multiple agents are installed on the Tuning Manager server host,
each agent must be stopped individually before installing Tuning Manager
server. Refer to Table 4-1 Service keys for agents on page 4-11 to find
the service key information required to stop each agent.

2.

Before proceeding to step 3, repeat this step for each installed agent.
Stop each installed agent’s services on the Tuning Manager server host by
executing the following command:
/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop agent-service-key

3.

Execute the following command to verify that the services of all agents
installed on the Tuning Manager server host have been stopped:
/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcctrl list "*" host=host-name
If any service is still running, perform step 2 again.

4.

Stop the services of all installed Hitachi Command Suite products by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -stop

5.

Make sure that the services of all Hitachi Command Suite products have
stopped by executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -statusall
If any service is still running, perform step 4 again.
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Note: You can only use this command to check the status of services for
Hitachi Command Suite products whose versions are 6.0 or later. For
details about how to check the status of services for Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than 6.0, see the manual for
each product.
6.

Insert the product installation DVD.

7.

Execute the following command to mount the installation media device:
/usr/sbin/mount -F cdfs -r device-special-file-name/dvdrom/
dvdrom0
Note: The path for the installation media mount point cannot include
space characters.

8.

Start the installation by executing the following command:
For RHEL:
/dvdrom/dvdrom0/HTNM_SERVER/REDHAT/install.sh
For SLES:
/dvdrom/dvdrom0/HTNM_SERVER/SUSE/install.sh
Note: Once the installation has started, do not interrupt the installation
using Ctrl + C.

9.

Follow the on-screen instructions.

10. When the installation has finished the following message is displayed:
Tuning Manager server was successfully installed.
A log file HTM_INST_LOG_MM-DD-YYYY_HH_MM_SS.LOG is also output to the
following directory:
/var/Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/logs/
Note: Do not change the access permissions of the installation directory
(including files and subdirectories in this directory) after installation.

Upgrade/Overwrite installation on a Linux host
Before starting the installation, review all of the installation guidelines that
are described in Table 3-7 Installation guidelines for an upgrade/overwrite
installation on a Linux host on page 3-18.

Table 3-7 Installation guidelines for an upgrade/overwrite installation on a Linux host
Installation parameter
Kernel parameter warning
message

Guidelines
For details about the kernel parameter settings, see Hitachi Command
Suite System Requirements.

Directory for storing backup During installation, if you are prompted to specify the directory for storing
up files for Hitachi
the backup files for Hitachi Command Suite products, observe the following
Command Suite products
rules:
•
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At least 32.0 GB of free space is required.
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Installation parameter

Guidelines
•

There must be enough disk space for the backups. For details about
the required disk space, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.

•

Default directory is recommended:
/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager_backup
(The directory where the Tuning Manager directory is uncompressed.)
Note: If a path other than the default installation path is used, the
directory specified must be empty.

•

The following characters can be used:
A-Z a-z 0-9 / underscore _ space

IP address or host name of
the host on which you want
to install the connectiontarget Device Manager and
the port number of HBase
64 Storage Mgmt Web
Service.

•

Maximum length is 90 bytes

•

You cannot specify a path to a relative path, a path to a directory that
is not empty, or a path containing symbolic links.

If the host name exceeds 128 bytes, enter the IP address.
Rules for entering the IP address:
•

Enter an IPv4 address.
If you want to use Device Manager in a cluster configuration, enter the
logical IP address.

Rules for entering the host name:
•

Enter the name of a host whose IP address (obtained by resolving the
name) is an IPv4 address.

•

Host name can be from 1 to 128 bytes.

•

Use only the following ASCII characters:
A to Z, a to z, 0 to 9, hyphen (-), and period (.)
Also, note that if you want to use Device Manager in a cluster
configuration, enter the logical host name.

Rules for entering the HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service port number
•

Follow the on-screen instructions.

The following procedure describes how to perform an upgrade or overwrite
installation on a Linux host that is currently running Tuning Manager server
v7.1 or later.
1.

To start the installation, log on to the host as the root user, or use the su
command to switch to the root user.
Note: If multiple agents are installed on the Tuning Manager server host,
each agent must be stopped individually before installing Tuning Manager
server. Refer to Table 4-1 Service keys for agents on page 4-11 to find
the service key information required to stop each agent.

2.

Before proceeding to step 3, repeat this step for each installed agent.
Stop each installed agent’s services on the Tuning Manager server host by
executing the following command:
/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop agent-service-key

3.

Execute the following command to verify that the services of all agents
installed on the Tuning Manager server host have been stopped:
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/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcctrl list "*" host=host-name

If any service is still running, perform step 2 again.
4.

Stop the services of all installed Hitachi Command Suite products by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -stop

5.

Make sure that the services of all Hitachi Command Suite products have
stopped by executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -statusall
If any service is still running, perform step 4 again.
Note: You can only use this command to check the status of services for
Hitachi Command Suite products whose versions are 6.0 or later. For
details about how to check the status of services for Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than 6.0, see the manual for
each product.

6.

Insert the product installation DVD.

7.

Execute the following command to mount the installation media device:
/usr/sbin/mount -F cdfs -r device-special-file-name/dvdrom/
dvdrom0
Note: The path for the installation media mount point cannot include
space characters.

8.

Start the installation by executing the following command:
For RHEL:
/dvdrom/dvdrom0/HTNM_SERVER/REDHAT/install.sh
For SLES:
/dvdrom/dvdrom0/HTNM_SERVER/SUSE/install.sh
Note: Once the installation has started, do not interrupt the installation
using Ctrl +C.

9.

Follow the on-screen instructions.
Note: Note the following:
•

Do not change the access permissions of the installation directory
(including files and subdirectories in this directory) after installation.

•

When an overwrite installation or upgrade installation is completed,
the service startup setting (whether to use automatic or manual
startup) that was in use before the installation is inherited.

Registering ports used by Tuning Manager as firewall
exceptions
When running Tuning Manager server in a Linux environment, the ports used
by Tuning Manager and Common Component must be registered as firewall
exceptions in Linux. Below is a list of the ports which must be registered as
firewall exceptions:
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22900 to 22999, 22015 to 22018, 22023, 22024, 22028 to 22032, 45001 to
49000
The method by which ports are registered as firewall exceptions differs
depending on the Linux distribution. For this reason, port registration is
performed by the user instead of the program. Sample registration methods
are shown below. Refer to the appropriate Operating System manual for
specific information about firewall settings.

For RHEL
Run the system-config-security level command to start the Security Level
Configuration Tool and then register the ports as exceptions.
If you are familiar with iptable then firewall exceptions can also be
registered by editing the /etc/sysconfig/iptables file.

For SLES
In the YaST, SLES system management tool, select Security and Users and
then Firewall. In Custom Rules, register the ports as firewall exceptions.
Firewall exceptions can also be registered by editing the /etc/sysconfig/
SuSEfirewall2 file.
Note: In an environment in which Collection Manager is used, if SELinux
functionality is enabled, an attempt to start a Collection Manager service
might fail, in which case the following messages are output to the syslog file
of the operating system:
SELinux is preventing /opt/jp1pc/<file-name> <message-output-byOS>. For complete SELinux messages, run sealert -l“<ID-specifiedby-OS>”
To continue, execute sealert -l "<ID-specified-by-OS>" and follow the
instructions in the message that is output.

Installing in a cluster system
This section describes how to install the Tuning Manager server on a host
which makes up a cluster configuration. Before starting the installation, see
Chapter 2, Preparing to install or upgrade the Tuning Manager server on page
2-1 to make sure that the prerequisite operations for installing or upgrading
the Tuning Manager server have been completed.
Appendix C, Cluster installation and setup reference on page C-1 provides
a more concise and more targeted cluster installation and setup process for
the most common clustering use case:
•

New installation

•

Windows servers:
¢

Windows Server 2012 R2

¢

Windows Server 2008 R2
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¢

•

Windows Server 2012

Linux servers:
¢

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5

•

Windows Server Failover Clustering

•

Red Hat High Availability

•

No other Hitachi Command Suite products have yet been installed

•

Device Manager and Tuning Manager servers will be installed on the same
logical host

Note: You cannot use the All-in-One Installer to install in each node of a
cluster system.
If your clustering environment matches the environment described above,
you should use the procedures found in Appendix C, Cluster installation and
setup reference on page C-1. Regardless of your specific clustering
environment, you should review Appendix C, Cluster installation and setup
reference on page C-1 before performing any of the cluster installation and
setup procedures found in this chapter.
Refer to Table 3-8 Cluster installation procedures on page 3-22 to find the
installation procedure that applies to your environment.

Table 3-8 Cluster installation procedures
OS
Windows

Installation type
New

Upgrade/Overwrite

Linux
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New

Installing Tuning Manager
server on same logical
host as Device Manager?

Procedure

Yes

Appendix C, Cluster
installation and setup
reference on page C-1

No

Installing Tuning Manager
server when Device Manager
is installed on a different
logical host (Windows) on
page 3-23

Yes

Performing an upgrade or
overwrite installation of
Tuning Manager server on a
logical host (Windows) on
page 3-24

No

Performing an upgrade or
overwrite installation of
Tuning Manager server on a
logical host (Windows) on
page 3-24

Yes

New installation on a Linux
host on page 3-14
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OS

Installation type

Upgrade/Overwrite

Installing Tuning Manager
server on same logical
host as Device Manager?

Procedure

No

Installing Tuning Manager
server when Device Manager
is installed on a different
logical host (Windows) on
page 3-23

Yes

Installing Tuning Manager
server on the same logical
host as Device Manager
(Linux) on page 3-28

No

Installing Tuning Manager
server when Device Manager
is installed on a different
logical host (Linux) on page
3-29

Installing Tuning Manager server on the same logical host as Device
Manager (Windows)
The following procedure describes Tuning Manager server installation in a
cluster environment when both Device Manager and Tuning Manager server
are installed on the same logical host.
1.

Create the Device Manager cluster environment.

2.

Perform a new installation of Tuning Manager server on both the active
node and the standby node. See Installation in a cluster system on a
Windows host on page 3-24.

3.

Set up Tuning Manager server on both the active node and the standby
node. Refer to Setting up environments in a cluster system on page
3-33

4.

Register services to the cluster software:
¢

For WSFC: Go to Bringing a WSFC resource group online on page
3-44.

Installing Tuning Manager server when Device Manager is installed
on a different logical host (Windows)
The following procedure describes Tuning Manager server installation in a
cluster environment when Device Manager and Tuning Manager server are
installed on different logical hosts.
1.

First create the cluster environment of Device Manager on the other
logical host.

2.

Perform a new installation of Tuning Manager server on both the active
node and the standby node. See New installation on a Windows host on
page 3-4.
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3.

Set up Tuning Manager server on both the active node and the standby
node. Refer to Setting up environments in a cluster system on page
3-33

4.

Register services to the cluster software:
¢

For WSFC: Go to Bringing a WSFC resource group online on page
3-44.

Performing an upgrade or overwrite installation of Tuning Manager
server on a logical host (Windows)
The following procedure describes how to perform an upgrade or overwrite
installation of Tuning Manager server in a cluster environment.
1.

Perform an upgrade or overwrite installation on both the active node and
standby node. Refer to Installation in a cluster system on a Windows host
on page 3-24.

Installation in a cluster system on a Windows host
This section describes how to install the Tuning Manager server on a cluster
configuration Windows host. Before starting the actual installation, make sure
that you have read Installing in a cluster system on page 3-21 and have
performed all of the necessary prerequisite operations.
Perform installation on the active node first, and then on the standby node.
Refer to Services used by Windows Server Failover Clustering on page C-22
for the services affected by hcmds64clustersrvstate and
hcmds64clustersrvupdate.

Installation procedure on the active node
To perform an installation on the active node:
1.

Log into the host by using a user ID that has Administrators permissions.

2.

Execute the following command to place the Hitachi Command Suite
product services into offline mode:
¢

¢

If Hitachi Command Suite product version 8.1.2 or later is installed:
Common-Component-installation-folder\ClusterSetup
\hcmds64clustersrvstate /soff /r resource-group-name
If Hitachi Command Suite product version 8.1.2 or later is not
installed:
DVD-drive:\HCS\ClusterSetup\hcmds64clustersrvstate /soff /r
resource-group-name

The soff option is used to disable failover by placing the Hitachi
Command Suite product services registered in the resource group of the
cluster management application into offline mode.
The r option is used to specify the resource group name. If the resource
group name contains spaces, you must enclose the group name in
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quotation marks ("); for example, if the group name is Tuning Manager
cluster, you would specify "Tuning Manager cluster".
A resource group name cannot contain any of the following characters:
!"%&)*^|;=,<>
3.

If agents have already been installed, place the agent services offline by
using the cluster software.
If agents are also running on the physical host, use the jpcstop
command to stop the agent services on the physical host.
For details about agent services, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

4.

If you are upgrading from v7.x or earlier, execute the following command
to delete the Hitachi Command Suite product services from the resource
group of the cluster management application:
¢

¢

If Hitachi Command Suite product version 8.1.2 or later is installed:
Common-Component-installation-folder\ClusterSetup
\hcmds64clustersrvupdate /sdel /r resource-group-name
If Hitachi Command Suite product version 8.1.2 or later is not
installed:
DVD-drive:\HCS\ClusterSetup\hcmds64clustersrvupdate /
sdel /r resource-group-name

The sdel option is used to delete the Hitachi Command Suite product
services from the specified resource group. The services of version 7.x.x
and 8.x.x are deleted.
The r option is used to specify the resource group name. If the resource
group name contains spaces, you must enclose the group name in
quotation marks ("); for example, if the group name is Tuning Manager
cluster, you would specify "Tuning Manager cluster".
A resource group name cannot contain any of the following characters:
!"%&)*^|;=,<>
Note: The services used by Hitachi File Services Manager cannot be
deleted by the hcmds64clustersrvupdate command, so manually delete
those services.
If a custom name is set for a service registered in the resource group, set
the name again next time you register the service. If you delete a service,
the setting for the service name will be invalidated.
5.

Install the Tuning Manager server on the active node.
For installation instructions refer to New installation on a Windows host on
page 3-4 or Upgrade/Overwrite installation on a Windows host on page
3-9.

6.

For upgrading from v7.x or earlier, change the setting for starting the
service from automatic to manual by executing the following command:
In Windows:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /starttype
manual /all
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In a cluster configuration, to execute the service from the cluster
software, the startup settings of the following services must be set to
manual:
¢

PFM - Name Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Manager [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Store [lhost]

¢

PFM - View Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Correlator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Trap Generator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Action Handler [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service2
1: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only when
Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host where
you are installing Tuning Manager server.
2: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only when
you are using Tuning Manager API.

¢

7.

Once the installation on the active node is complete, switch the group for
which the services of Hitachi Command Suite products have been
registered to the standby node.
¢

For WSFC:
In Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the service or application for
which a Hitachi Command Suite product service has been registered,
and then select Move this service or application to another node.

Installation procedure on the standby node
To perform an installation on the standby node:
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1.

Log into the host by using a user ID that has Administrators permissions.

2.

If agents are also running on the physical host, use the jpcstop
command to stop the agent services on the physical host.
For details about agent services, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

3.

Install the Tuning Manager server on the standby node.
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For installation instructions refer to New installation on a Windows host on
page 3-4 or Upgrade/Overwrite installation on a Windows host on page
3-9.
4.

For upgrading from v7.x or earlier, change the setting for starting the
service from automatic to manual by executing the following command:
In Windows:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /starttype
manual /all
In a cluster configuration, to execute the service from the cluster
software, the startup settings of the following services must be set to
manual:
¢

PFM - Name Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Manager [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Store [lhost]

¢

PFM - View Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Correlator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Trap Generator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Action Handler [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service2
1: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only when
Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host where
you are installing Tuning Manager server.
2: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only when
you are using Tuning Manager API.

¢

5.

If you are upgrading from v7.x or earlier, execute the following command
to register the Hitachi Command Suite product services in the resource
group of the cluster management application:
Common-Component-installation-folder\ClusterSetup
\hcmds64clustersrvupdate /sreg /r resource-group-name /sd
drive-letter /ap client-access-point-name
¢

sreg
This option is used to register the Hitachi Command Suite product
services in the specified resource group.
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¢

r
This option is used to specify the resource group name. If the
resource group name contains spaces, you must enclose the group
name in quotation marks ("); for example, if the group name is
Tuning Manager cluster, you would specify "Tuning Manager cluster".
A resource group name cannot contain any of the following
characters:
!"%&)*^|;=,<>

¢

sd
This option is used to specify the drive letter of the shared disk that is
registered in the resource group. If the data of the Hitachi Command
Suite product is separately stored on multiple shared disks, execute
the hcmds64clustersrvupdate command for each shared disk.

¢

ap
This option is used to specify the resource name that you set as a
client access point name.

6.

Switch the group for which the services of Hitachi Command Suite
products have been registered to the active node.
¢

7.

In Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the service or application for
which a Hitachi Command Suite product service has been registered,
and then select Move this service or application to another node.

If you are performing a new installation, refer to Setting up environments
in a cluster system on page 3-33. Execute the following command to
place the resource group of the cluster management application and the
Hitachi Command Suite product services into offline mode:
Common-Component-installation-folder\ClusterSetup
\hcmds64clustersrvstate /son /r resource-group-name
¢

son
This option is used to enable failover by placing the resource group
set for the cluster management application into online mode.

¢

r
This option is used to specify the resource group name. If the
resource group name contains spaces, you must enclose the group
name in quotation marks ("); for example, if the group name is
Tuning Manager cluster, you would specify "Tuning Manager cluster".
A resource group name cannot contain any of the following
characters:
!"%&)*^|;=,<>

Installing Tuning Manager server on the same logical host as Device
Manager (Linux)
The following procedure describes Tuning Manager server installation in a
cluster environment when both Device Manager and Tuning Manager server
are installed on the same logical host.
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1.

Create the Device Manager cluster environment.

2.

If a cluster environment has already been created by another Hitachi
Command Suite product, delete the Hitachi Command Suite product
services from the service group.

3.

Perform a new installation of Tuning Manager server on both the active
node and the standby node.

4.

Set up Tuning Manager server on both the active node and the standby
node

5.

Register services in the cluster software.

Installing Tuning Manager server when Device Manager is installed
on a different logical host (Linux)
The following procedure describes Tuning Manager server installation in a
cluster environment when Device Manager and Tuning Manager server are
installed on different logical hosts
1.

Create the Device Manager cluster environment on the other logical host.

2.

If a cluster environment has already been created by another Hitachi
Command Suite product on the host on which Tuning Manager is to be
installed, delete the Hitachi Command Suite product services.

3.

Perform a new installation of Tuning Manager server on both the active
node and the standby node.

4.

Register services in the cluster software.

Performing an upgrade or overwrite installation of Tuning Manager
server on a logical host (Linux)
To upgrade or overwrite an installation of Tuning Manager server in a cluster
environment, you must perform an upgrade or overwrite installation both the
active and standby nodes.

Installing in a cluster system on a Linux host
This section describes how to install the Tuning Manager server on a cluster
configuration Linux host. Before starting the actual installation, make sure
that you have read Installing in a cluster system on page 3-21 and have
performed all of the necessary prerequisite operations.
Perform installation on the active node first, and then on the standby node.
Note: The following describes the procedure for using Conga, which is
provided by Red Hat High Availability. If you use Conga, you need to install
the luci package separately.
•

luci version: 0.26.0

• Release: 48.el6
For details, see the Red Hat High Availability manual.
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Deleting the Hitachi Command Suite product services from the service group
To delete Hitachi Command Suite product services from the service group:
1.

From the cluster management application, stop all services for the
installed Hitachi Command Suite products.

2.

From the cluster management application, delete all Hitachi Command
Suite product services.
When using Conga:
a.

Open the Service Groups window, and then select the service group
in which the Hitachi Command Suite product services are registered.

b. Click the stop (disable) icon to stop and disable the service group
The following services must have failover enabled:
¢

PFM - Name Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Manager [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Store [lhost]

¢

PFM - View Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Correlator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Trap Generator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Action Handler [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

¢

3.
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HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service2
1: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host
where you are installing Tuning Manager server.
2: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when you are using Tuning Manager API.
When using Conga:

a.

Click Remove to delete services.

b.

Click Submit to apply the change.

From the cluster management application, select the active node and
start the service group.
Only the shared disks and cluster management IP address are enabled.
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If some Hitachi Command Suite product services other than the above have
been registered, those services must also be deleted. For details about how
to delete those services, see the manual for the relevant product.
Note: Do not delete the following resources from the service group:
•

Share disks

•

Cluster management IP address

When using Conga:
1.

From the drop-down list, select the active node.

2.

Click start to start the service group.

Installation procedure on the active node
To install on the active node:
1.

Log on to the host as the root user, or use the su command to switch to
the root user.

2.

If agents have already been installed, place the agent services offline by
using the cluster software.
If agents are also running on the physical host, use the jpcstop
command to stop the agent services on the physical host.
For details about agent services, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

3.

Install the Tuning Manager server on the active node.

4.

Change the setting for starting the service from automatic to manual by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -starttype
manual -all
In a cluster configuration, to execute the service from the cluster
software, the startup settings of the following services must be set to
manual and have failover enabled:
¢

PFM - Name Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Manager [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Store [lhost]

¢

PFM - View Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Correlator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Trap Generator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Action Handler [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service
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¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

¢

5.

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service2
1: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host
where you are installing Tuning Manager server.
2: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when you are using Tuning Manager API.

From the cluster management application, select the standby node and
start the service group.

When using Conga:
1.

From the drop-down list, select the standby node.

2.

Click start to start the service group.

Installation procedure on the standby node
To install on the standby node:
1.

Log on to the host as the root user, or use the su command to switch to
the root user.

2.

If agents have already been installed, place the agent services offline by
using the cluster software.
If agents are also running on the physical host, use the jpcstop
command to stop the agent services on the physical host.
For details about agent services, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

3.

Install the Tuning Manager server on the standby node.

4.

Change the setting for starting the service from automatic to manual by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -starttype
manual -all
In a cluster configuration, to execute the service from the cluster
software, the startup settings of the following services must be set to
manual and have failover enabled:
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¢

PFM - Name Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Manager [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Store [lhost]

¢

PFM - View Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Correlator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Trap Generator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Action Handler [lhost]
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¢

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

¢

5.

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service2
1: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host
where you are installing Tuning Manager server.
2: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when you are using Tuning Manager API.

From the cluster management application, select the active node and
start the service group.
When using Conga:
a.

From the drop-down list, select the active node.

b.

Click start to start the service group.

If you are performing a new installation, go to Setting up environments in a
cluster system on page 3-33. If you are performing an overwrite installation
or upgrade installation, go to Linking with Red hat High Availability on page
3-44.

Setting up environments in a cluster system
Before setting up Tuning Manager server environments in a cluster system,
see Before using in a cluster environment on page 2-21 and make sure that
all of the necessary prerequisite operations have been completed.
To operate the Tuning Manager server in a cluster environment, you must
first set up environments for the components that make up the Tuning
Manager server. This section describes how to set up environments,
assuming that the Tuning Manager server has already been installed on all of
the hosts in the cluster.

Environment settings for Collection Manager
The following procedure describes how to specify the environment settings for
Collection Manager on both the active node and the standby node. For details
about the commands used for the environment settings for Collection
Manager, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Note: For a Tuning Manager server whose version is 6.3 or later, when you
set up a new Collection Manager in the logical host environment, the health
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check function setting in the physical host environment is inherited. If
necessary, change the setting.
The monitoring-host name setting function cannot be used in logical host
environments. The contents of the jpccomm.ini file on the logical host are
ignored, and the host name set by the logical host takes effect.
For details on how to change the logical host name after setting up Collection
Manager in a logical host environment, see Renaming the logical hosts of the
Tuning Manager server and agent hosts on page 6-40.

Procedure on the active node
To set environment settings on the active node:
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1.

Stop all services of Collection Manager and agents in the entire system.
To stop services, use the jpcstop command.

2.

Mount a shared disk.

3.

Set up a logical host environment for Collection Manager.
Execute the jpchasetup create command to create a logical host
environment for Collection Manager. Executing the command copies
necessary data to the shared disk and sets definitions for the logical host
to create a logical host environment.
To set up the logical host environment for Collection Manager:
a.

Execute the jpchasetup create command as follows to create a
logical host environment for Collection Manager.
jpchasetup create mgr -lhost tm1-ha1 -d S:\tm1
Specify the logical host name by using the -lhost option. In the
example above, the logical host name is tm1-ha1. If a DNS is used,
specify the logical host name without specifying the domain name.
Specify the directory of the shared disk for the -d environment
directory option. For example, specifying -d S:\tm1 creates the
directory S:\tm1\jp1pc and places the logical host environment files
in it.

b.

Execute the jpchasetup list command as follows, and then check
the logical host settings.
jpchasetup list all
Check whether the created logical host environment is correct.

4.

Set up the logical host environment for an agent (optional).
If you want to set up an agent in the logical host where you have set up
Collection Manager, set it up at this stage.
For details about the setup procedure, see Operating agents in cluster
systems on page 7-154.

5.

Set port numbers.
Set the port numbers only if using the Tuning Manager server in a
network environment that has a firewall. To let the Tuning Manager
server communicate through the firewall, set the port numbers by using
the jpcnsconfig port command. For details about setting port numbers,
see Configuring the port number on page 6-7.
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For example, to set all service port numbers on the logical hosttm1-ha1 to
fixed values, execute the following command:
jpcnsconfig port define all -lhost tm1-ha1
Executing the jpcnsconfig port command adds port numbers and
service names (TCP service names that begin with jp1pc by default) used
by the Tuning Manager server to the services file.
6.

Set the IP addresses.
If you want to specify the IP addresses to be used when using the Tuning
Manager server in a network environment with multiple LAN connections,
you must set the IP addresses. To do this, edit the jpchosts file directly.
For details about setting IP addresses, see Setting the IP address on page
6-10.
Note: If you edit the jpchosts file, copy the edited file on the active
node to the standby node.

7.

Change the size of the common message log files (optional).
By default, two files of 8,182 kilobytes each are used to store the
common message logs. Perform this step only if you want to change the
size of these files. For details about making this change, see the section
that describes log information in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

8.

Change the storage destination of event data (optional).
Perform this step if you want to change one or more of the folders used
for storing, backing up, or exporting event data managed by the Tuning
Manager server.
By default, event data is stored in the following locations:
¢

Storage folder: environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\store\

¢

Backup folder: environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\store\backup\

¢

Export folder: environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\store\dump\

For details about changing these settings, see Changing settings for the
master store service on page 6-12.
9.

Check the Health Check function setting:
a.

On the active node, execute the following setup command for the
health check function:
jpcstsetup display
When the command is executed, the health check function setting is
displayed as follows:
If the health check function is enabled: available
If the health check function is disabled: unavailable

b.

Change the setting (if necessary):
To change the health check setting, on the active node, execute one
of the following health check setup commands:
To enable the health check function: jpcstsetup hcenable
To disable the health check function: jpcstsetup hcdisable
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For details about the health check function, see the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.
10. Execute the jpchasetup export command to export the logical host
environment definitions.
After setting up the logical host environment for Collection Manager,
export the environment definitions to a file. Export all the Collection
Manager definitions and agent definitions set up for the logical host to a
file. When setting up another agent in the same logical host, export the
agent definitions after the setup procedure.
You can use any name for the exported file. For example, to export the
logical host environment definitions to the file lhostexp.txt, execute the
following command:
jpchasetup export -f lhostexp.txt
Note: If the health check function is enabled by the Tuning Manager
server in the logical host environment that is being exported, information
regarding the health check agent is exported, because the health check
agent is set up on the logical host.
11. Copy the logical host environment definitions file to the standby node.
Copy the logical host environment definitions file you exported in step 10,
above, from the active node to the standby node. Go on to the procedure
on the standby node.

Procedure on the standby node
To set up environment settings on the standby node:
1.

Execute the jpchasetup import command as follows to import the logical
host environment definitions.
jpchasetup import -f lhostexp.txt
Executing this command imports, to the standby node, the logical host
environment definitions file copied in step 11 of the above procedure
(Procedure on the active node). This synchronizes the standby node
environment to match that of the active node. Note that you do not need
to have the shared disk mounted when you execute this command.
If you have executed the jpcnsconfig port command to set up fixed
port numbers, the port numbers are also set in the standby node.
Note: If the health check function is enabled by the Tuning Manager
server in the logical host environment that is being imported, information
regarding the health check agent is imported, because the health check
agent is set up on the logical host.

2.
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Execute the jpchasetup list command as follows, and then check the
logical host settings.
jpchasetup list all
Make sure that the results of this command are the same as the results of
jpchasetup list executed on the active node.
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Environment settings for Performance Reporter
This section describes how to set environment settings for Performance
Reporter. After you install the Tuning Manager server on both the active and
standby nodes, perform the procedure below on both nodes. You can start
performing the procedure on either node.
Note: If you changed the information that contains environment definitions
for Performance Reporter, copy the initialization settings file (config.xml)
from the active node to the standby node.
The initialization settings file is stored in Windows at:
For information about the initialization settings file, see the description of the
initial settings of Performance Reporter in the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.
Note: In the initialization settings file, the XML tag for each parameter is
commented out using the comment delimiter <!-- -->. When editing the
initialization settings file, make sure that you uncomment each set of tags for
which you specify a value.
To set up environment settings:
1.

Write the logical host name or logical IP address of the logical host on
which the Tuning Manager server is running in the initialization settings
file. Specify the logical host name or logical IP address for value on the
param name="host" line and value on the param name="ownHost" line
between the <vserver-connection> tags.
Example: When the logical IP address is 10.210.26.18
<vserver-connection>
<param name="host" value="10.210.26.18"/>
<param name="port" value="22286"/>
<param name="ownHost" value="10.210.26.18"/>
</vserver-connection>

2.

Write the directory for storing the bookmark repository in the initialization
settings file. The directory must be on the shared disk. Specify the name
of the storage directory for value on the param
name="bookmarkRepository" line between the <bookmark> tags.
Example: When the storage directory is on the shared disk of Windows:
u:\cluster_joint\bookmarks
<bookmark>
<param name="bookmarkRepository"
value="u:\cluster_joint\bookmarks"/>
</bookmark>
For information about where the directory for storing the bookmark
repository is to be specified in the initialization settings file, see the
description of the sample initialization settings file in the Tuning Manager
Server Administration Guide.

3.

Stop the Performance Reporter service by executing the following
command:
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Windows:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop /
server PerformanceReporter
Linux:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -stop server PerformanceReporter
4.

Restart the Performance Reporter service by executing the following
command:
Windows:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /start /
server PerformanceReporter
Linux:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -start server PerformanceReporter

Make sure that the environment settings for Performance Reporter are set on
both the active node and the standby node before proceeding to Environment
settings for the Tuning Manager server on page 3-38.

Environment settings for the Tuning Manager server
The following describes how to set environment settings for the Tuning
Manager server.

Procedure on the active node
To set environment settings on the active node:
1.

Enter a license key.
For details about entering the license key, see the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

2.

Specify the information for setting a cluster configuration, in the cluster
control file (cluster.conf).
Create the cluster control file in the directory shown below. If the cluster
control file already exists, a cluster configuration might be specified for
other Hitachi Command Suite products. Check the contents of the file,
and use it as it is.
In Windows
Common-Component-installation-folder\conf\cluster.conf
In Linux
Common-Component-installation-folder/conf/cluster.conf
In the cluster control file, specify the contents as follows.
mode =: Specify online (active node).
virtualhost =: Specify the logical host name.
onlinehost =: Specify the host name of the active node.
standbyhost =: Specify the host name of the standby node.
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Note: You cannot use an IP address to specify the logical host names and
host names of the active and standby nodes in the cluster control file.
Also, logical host names to be specified in virtualhost must have a
corresponding IP address that is valid and accessible.
3.

Place the shared disk and logical host name online

4.

Move the database to the shared disk.
This step is unnecessary if other Hitachi Command Suite products have
been set up in a cluster configuration. If there are not any Hitachi
Command Suite products in a cluster configuration on the same host,
execute the following command:
In Windows:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin
\hcmds64dbclustersetup /createcluster /databasepath databasere-creation-destination-folder-on-the-shared-disk /exportpath
exported-data-storage-directory-on-a-local-disk /auto
In Linux:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64dbclustersetup
-createcluster -databasepath database-re-creation-destinationdirectory-on-the-shared-disk -exportpath exported-datastorage-directory-on-a-local-disk -auto
Note the following:
¢

¢

The hcmds64dbclustersetup command makes a backup of the
database in the folder specified by the exportpath option, and then
moves the database to the folder specified by the databasepath
option.
The space required for database-re-creation-destinationdirectory-on-the-shared-disk can be calculated as follows:
When performing a new installation or an overwrite installation:
required-space = database-capacity-for-Common-Component
+database-capacity-for-all-Hitachi-Command-Suite-productsinstalled-on-the-host-of-the-Tuning-Manager-server (including the
Tuning Manager server database)
When performing an upgrade installation from v7.x or earlier:
required-space = database-capacity-for-Common-Component
+database-capacity-for-all-Hitachi-Command-Suite-productsinstallation-the-host-of-the-Tuning-Manager-server (including the
Tuning Manager server database) + 0.7 GB
If the hcmds64dbclustersetup command execution fails because
there is not enough space for database-re-creation-destinationdirectory-on-the-shared-disk, increase the space for the folder,
and then re-execute the command.
Do not disconnect the shared disk from the active node until the
command execution terminates normally.
If the command execution terminated abnormally and then you
restart the server, the connection target of the shared disk might be
changed to the standby node.
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¢

¢

Delete or empty exported-data-storage-directory-on-a-localdisk before executing the command.
Specify a path for database-re-creation-destination-directoryon-the-shared-disk and exported-data-storage-directory-on-alocal-disk using no more than 63 bytes.
Databases for products that use the 32-bit Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component (Hitachi File Services Manager and Hitachi
Storage Navigator Modular 2) have been created on the shared disk,
you must specify a different directory for the databasepath option.

¢

The characters shown below can be used in database-re-creationdestination-directory-on-the-shared-disk and exported-datastorage-directory-on-a-local-disk. In addition, you can use the
backslash (\), colon (:), or forward slash (/) as a path delimiter.
A-Z,a-z, 0-9, periods (.), and underscores (_)

¢

¢

5.

Executing the command with the auto option specified prepares the
database processing by automatically stopping the services of the
Hitachi Command Suite products, and then starting HiRDB. After the
database processing, the command will stop HiRDB. After the
command has executed, both HiRDB and the services of the Hitachi
Command Suite products remain stopped.

Change the setting for starting the service from automatic to manual by
executing the following command:
In Windows:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /starttype
manual /all
In Linux:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -starttype
manual -all
In a cluster configuration, to execute the service from the cluster
software, the startup settings of the following services must be set to
manual:
¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

¢
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When the hcmds64dbclustersetup command is executed, the value
set for the port number that is used by HiRDB (the embedded
database) returns to the default value (22032). If the value was
changed to a value other than the default value, reset the port
number after executing the command.

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service
Note you need to place this service offline only when you are using
Tuning Manager API.
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Go on to the procedure on the standby node.

Procedure on the standby node
To set environment settings on the standby node:
1.

Enter a license key.
For details about entering the license key, see the Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

2.

Specify the information for setting a cluster configuration, in the cluster
control file (cluster.conf).
Create the cluster control file in the directory shown below. If the cluster
control file already exists, a cluster configuration might be specified for
other Hitachi Command Suite products. Check the contents of the file,
and use it as it is.
In Windows
Common-Component-installation-folder\conf\cluster.conf
In Linux
Common-Component-installation-folder/conf/cluster.conf
In the cluster control file, specify the contents as follows.
mode =
: Specify standby (standby node).
virtualhost = : Specify the logical host name.
onlinehost = : Specify the host name of the active node.
standbyhost = : Specify the host name of the standby node.
Note: You cannot use an IP address to specify the logical host names and
host names of the active and standby nodes in the cluster control file.
Also, logical host names to be specified in virtualhost must have a
corresponding IP address that is valid and accessible.

3.

Change the settings to use the database system on the shared disk.
This step is unnecessary if other Hitachi Command Suite products have
been set up in a cluster configuration. If there are not any Hitachi
Command Suite products in a cluster configuration on the same host,
execute the following command:
In Windows:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin
\hcmds64dbclustersetup /createcluster /databasepath databasere-creation-destination-folder-on-the-shared-disk /exportpath
exported-data-storage-directory-on-a-local-disk /auto
In Linux:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64dbclustersetup
-createcluster -databasepath database-re-creation-destinationdirectory-on-the-shared-disk -exportpath exported-datastorage-directory-on-a-local-disk -auto
Note the following:
¢

The hcmds64dbclustersetup command makes a backup of the
database in the folder specified by the exportpath option, and then
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moves the database to the folder specified by the databasepath
option.
¢

¢

¢

¢

Do not disconnect the shared disk from the active node until the
command execution terminates normally.
If the command execution terminated abnormally, do not restart the
server.
When executing the command on the standby node, specify the same
database-re-creation-destination-directory-on-the-shareddisk as you specified for the active node.
Delete or empty exported-data-storage-directory-on-a-localdisk before executing the command.
Specify a path for database-re-creation-destination-directoryon-the-shared-disk and exported-data-storage-directory-on-alocal-disk using no more than 63 bytes.
Databases for products that use the 32-bit Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component (Hitachi File Services Manager and Hitachi
Storage Navigator Modular 2) have been created on the shared disk,
you must specify a different directory for the databasepath option.

¢

The characters shown below can be used in database-re-creationdestination-directory-on-the-shared-disk and exported-datastorage-directory-on-a-local-disk. In addition, you can use the
backslash (\), colon (:), or forward slash (/) as a path delimiter.
A-Z,a-z, 0-9, periods (.), and underscores (_)

¢

¢

4.

Executing the command with the auto option specified prepares the
database processing by automatically stopping the services of the
Hitachi Command Suite products, and then starting HiRDB. After the
database processing, the command will stop HiRDB. After the
command has executed, both HiRDB and the services of the Hitachi
Command Suite products remain stopped.

Change the setting for starting the service from automatic to manual by
executing the following command:
In Windows:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /starttype
manual /all
In Linux:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -starttype
manual -all
In a cluster configuration, to execute the service from the cluster
software, the startup settings of the following services must be set to
manual:
¢
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When the hcmds64dbclustersetup command is executed, the value
set for the port number that is used by HiRDB (the embedded
database) returns to the default value (22032). If the value was
changed to a value other than the default value, reset the port
number after executing the command.

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1
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5.

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

¢

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service

Register the services to the cluster software on the active node.

Linking with Windows Server Failover Cluster
When Tuning Manager server runs in a cluster environment, Tuning Manager
server must be linked with and must register resources with the cluster
software Windows Server Failover Cluster (WSFC) in Windows.
Execute the following command to register the Hitachi Command Suite
products services in the resource group of the cluster management
application.
Refer to Table C-1 Services used by Windows Server Failover Clustering on
page C-22 for the services affected by hcmds64clustersrvstate and
hcmds64clustersrvupdate.
Common-Component-installation-folder\ClusterSetup
\hcmds64clustersrvupdate /sreg /r resource-group-name /sd driveletter /ap client-access-point-name
•

sreg
This option is used to register the Hitachi Command Suite products
services in the specified resource group.

•

r
This option is used to specify the resource group name. If the resource
group name contains spaces, you must enclose the group name in
quotation marks ("); for example, if the group name is Tuning Manager
cluster, you would specify "Tuning Manager cluster".
A resource group name cannot contain any of the following characters:
!"%&)*^|;=,<>

•

sd
This option is used to specify the drive letter of the shared disk that is
registered in the resource group. If the data of the Hitachi Command
Suite products is separately stored on multiple shared disks, execute the
hcmds64clustersrvupdate command for each shared disk.

•

ap
This option is used to specify the resource name that you set as a client
access point name.
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Bringing a WSFC resource group online
Execute the following command to place the resource group of the cluster
management application and the Hitachi Command Suite products services
into offline mode:
Common-Component-installation-folder\ClusterSetup
\hcmds64clustersrvstate /son /r resource-group-name
•

son
This option is used to enable failover by placing the resource group set for
the cluster management application into online mode.

•

r
This option is used to specify the resource group name. If the resource
group name contains spaces, you must enclose the group name in
quotation marks ("); for example, if the group name is Tuning Manager
cluster, you would specify "Tuning Manager cluster".
A resource group name cannot contain any of the following characters:
!"%&)*^|;=,<>

Creation of the WSFC cluster environment is now complete.

Linking with Red hat High Availability
When the Tuning Manager server runs in a cluster configuration, settings
must be specified so that the Tuning Manager server is linked with Red hat
High Availability and is started or stopped from Red hat High Availability.
After the setup procedures in Installing in a cluster system on a Linux host on
page 3-29 have been completed, perform this setting on the active node
only.
For details on how to register the Tuning Manager server in Red Hat High
Availability, refer to the Creating scripts for registering the Tuning Manager
services with the cluster software on page 3-44.

Creating scripts for registering the Tuning Manager services with the cluster
software
After installing the Tuning Manager server on the active and standby nodes,
create Linux Standard Base (LSB) compliant scripts for registering Tuning
Manager services to a Red Hat Enterprise Linux service group using Red Hat
High Availability on both nodes.
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1.

From the documentation media, click HCS Linux Cluster Sample
Scripts.
You are directed to a download page where you can download the sample
script files.

2.

Unzip the script files to the /etc/init.d directory. Script files are
included for registering the following services:
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Table 3-9 Linux cluster sample scripts
Service name

Script name

HiRDB/ClusterService_HD1

sc_hbase64_hirdb1

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

sc_hbase64_hsso1

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

sc_hbase64_hweb1

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

sc_hbase64_web1

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service

sc_hbase64_sso1, 2

Collection Manager

sc_htnm_cm

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

sc_hbase64_tm

HiCommand Performance Reporter

sc_hbase64_pr

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service

sc_hbase64_rest3

Notes:
1. If the script has already been created, you do not have to create it
again.
2. You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only when
Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host where
you are installing Tuning Manager server.
3. You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only when
you are using Tuning Manager API.
3.

Modify the script files to provide the applicable value for the following
variables:
HCMDS_HOME=Hitachi-Command-Suite-installation-directory/Base64
PDHOST=logical-host-name

4.

Save the script files.

5.

Run the following command to change access permissions:
chmod u+x script-file-name

Registering Tuning Manager resources
This section describes the procedure for registering resources in the cluster
software. You can register resources on the active node or standby node.
Note: Before registering resources in the cluster software, create script files.
For details, see Creating scripts for registering the Tuning Manager services
with the cluster software on page 3-44. In this procedure, the script files are
assumed to have been stored in /etc/init.d/.
1.

From the cluster management application, stop all services of the
installed Hitachi Command Suite products.
When using Conga:
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2.

a.

Open the Service Groups window, and then select the service group
in which the Hitachi Command Suite product services are registered.

b.

Click the stop (disable) icon to stop and disable the service group

From the cluster management application, register the services in the
service group by using the created script.
When using Conga:
a.

Click Add Resource, and then from the Add Resource to Service
list, select Script. For information about the order for registering the
services and values for each service item, see the following table.

Table 3-10 Hitachi Command Suite product service registration
order
Registratio
Component
n order

Value for
“Name”

Value for "Full Path to Script
File"

1.

HiRDB*

sc_hbase64_h
irdb1

/etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_hirdb

2.

Common
Component*

sc_hbase64_h
sso1

/etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_hsso

3.

sc_hbase64_h
web1

/etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_hweb

4.

sc_hbase64_w
eb1

/etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_web

5.

sc_hbase64_s
so1, 2

/etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_sso

6.

Collection
Manager

sc_htnm_cm

/etc/init.d/sc_htnm_cm

7.

Tuning
Manager
Server

sc_hbase64_t
m

/etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_tm

8.

Performance
Reporter

sc_hbase64_p
r

/etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_pr

9.

Tuning
Manager
Server REST
API

sc_hbase64_r
est3

/etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_rest

Notes:
1. If the script has already been created, you do not have to create it
again.
2. You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host
where you are installing Tuning Manager server.
3. You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when you are using Tuning Manager API.
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3.

b.

If you removed any services, other than those described in the
following table, when removing services from the service group before
beginning a new installation of Hitachi Command Suite, re-register
those services. For more information about registering services, see
the manual for each product.

c.

Click Submit to apply the changes.

From the cluster management application, start the service group in
which the Hitachi Command Suite product services are registered.
When using Conga:
a.

Open the Service Groups window, and then select the service group
in which the Hitachi Command Suite product services are registered.

b.

Click the start icon to start the service group

Operating in a cluster system
This section describes how to operate the Tuning Manager server in a cluster
environment and how to modify operations after you have started using the
Tuning Manager server in a cluster environment.

Starting and stopping services in a cluster system
Use the cluster software to start and stop the Tuning Manager server
registered in the cluster software.

Changing the connection-target Device Manager
To change the instance of Device Manager to which the Tuning Manager
server is connected after you have started operating the Tuning Manager
server in a cluster environment, perform the procedures described below on
the active node.
For details on how to perform the following procedure from cluster software,
see the procedures described in section Installation in a cluster system on a
Windows host on page 3-24.

Configuring on Tuning Manager server hosts
To configure the Tuning Manager server connection settings:
1.

Place resources other than services online.
The following resources must be placed online:
¢

¢

For WSFC:
Logical IP address
Logical host name
Shared disk
For Red Hat High Availability
Logical IP address
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Logical Host name
2.

From the cluster software, place the services of Hitachi Command Suite
products offline.
In Windows:
Run the following command to place the Hitachi Command Suite product
services into offline mode:
Common-Component-installation-folder\ClusterSetup
\hcmds64clustersrvstate /soff /r resource-group-name
¢

soff
This option is used to disable failover by placing the Hitachi Command
Suite product services registered in the resource group of the cluster
management application into offline mode.

¢

r

This option is used to specify the resource group name. If the
resource group name contains spaces, you must enclose the group
name in quotation marks ("); for example, if the group name is
Tuning Manager cluster, you would specify "Tuning Manager cluster".
A resource group name cannot contain any of the following
characters:
!"%&)*^|;=,<>
In Linux:
When using Conga:
a. Open the Service Groups window, and then select the service
group in which the Hitachi Command Suite product services are
registered.
b. Click the stop (disable) icon to stop and disable the service group.
The following services must be placed offline:
¢

Collection Manager services

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

Tuning Manager REST Application Service
For details about the services of Hitachi Command Suite products other
than the Tuning Manager server, see the manual for each product.
The Collection Manager services other than the Status Server service
must be placed offline. However, if the health check function is disabled,
the health check Agent Collector service and health check Agent Store
service do not need to be placed offline.
For details about Collection Manager services, see the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.

¢

3.
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(Linux only) Use the cluster software to suppress failover of the Hitachi
Command Suite services.
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The services to suppress failover are the services placed offline at step 2
4.

Use the htm-dvm-setup command to configure the Device Manager
connection settings.
The following example shows how to run the htm-dvm-setup command
when configuring Device Manager, which is installed on the Windows host
whose name is host01, as the connection destination. This example
assumes that the Tuning Manager server uses the port number 24230 to
remotely connect to the HiRDB on the Device Manager host.
¢

¢

In Windows:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\bin\htm-dvmsetup /d host01 /s 24230
In Linux
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder/bin/htm-dvm-setup
-d host01 -s 24230

The following example shows how to run the htm-dvm-setup command
when configuring Device Manager, which is installed on the same host as
the Tuning Manager server, as the connection destination.
¢

¢

In Windows:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\bin\htm-dvmsetup /local
In Linux
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder/bin/htm-dvm-setup
-local

For details on the htm-dvm-setup command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.
5.

Configure the connection to the server that manages user accounts, using
one of the commands shown below.
The user accounts are managed by Common Component on the host
where the connection-target Device Manager is installed.
¢

In Windows:
If SSL is not set for HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service for Device
Manager:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64prmset /
hostDevice-Manager-IP-address-or-host-name /port HBase-64Storage-Mgmt-Web-Service-of-Device-Manager-non-SSLportnumber
If SSL is set for HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service for Device
Manager:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64prmset /
host Device-Manager-host-name /sslport HBase-64-StorageMgmt-Web-Service-of-Device-Manager-SSL-port-number

¢

In Linux:
If SSL is not set for HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service for Device
Manager:
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Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64prmset hostDevice-Manager-IP-address-or-host-name -port HBase-64Storage-Mgmt-Web-Service-of-Device-Manager-non-SSLportnumber
If SSL is set for HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service for Device
Manager:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64prmset host Device-Manager-host-name -sslport HBase-64-StorageMgmt-Web-Service-of-Device-Manager-SSL-port-number
For details about the hcmds64prmset command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.
Note: If you have specified the Device Manager that is installed on a
different host than the Tuning Manager server as the connection target,
specify the same value for the host option as the d option of the htmdvmsetup command.
If you specify Device Manager as the connection-target on the same host
as the Tuning Manager server, specify the setprimary option instead of
the host option.
For the port option, specify the port number that is used to access HBase
64 Storage Mgmt Web Service of the connection-target Device Manager.
The default port number is 22015.
6.

(Linux only) Use the cluster software to suppress failover of the Hitachi
Command Suite services.
The services to suppress failover are the services placed offline at the
step 2.

7.

(Linux only) Place online the group for which the services of the Hitachi
Command Suite products are registered.
The services placed offline in step 2 must be placed online.

Configuring on Device Manager hosts
The connection settings in Device Manager are the same as the settings in a
non-cluster environment. If Device Manager and the Tuning Manager server
are operated on different hosts, the settings must be specified. For details,
see the Hitachi Command Suite Installation and Configuration Guide.

Adding an agent
This section explains, for each component, the operation for adding an
instance of a newly installed or newly created agent to the Tuning Manager
server that is operating in a cluster environment.
Note: Depending on the conditions of a newly added agent, you might need
to register the new agent in the Tuning Manager server. For details, see
Registering an agent on page 6-24.
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Adding an agent to the Tuning Manager server
To add an agent to the Tuning Manager server, you need to specify the
connection relationship between the Tuning Manager server and the agent by
executing the jpcnshostnamecommand on the agent host. When executing
the jpcnshostnamecommand, specify the logical host name of the Tuning
Manager server host in the -lhost option.
For details about how to set the connection relationship, see Specifying the
connection-target Tuning Manager server on page 6-5. For details about
the jpcnshostname command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Main Console of the Tuning Manager server automatically connects agents
that have been added. In the Data Polling window, click the Refresh button
to make sure that added agents can be displayed.
If you add an Agent that uses the Tuning Manager API, you need to use the
API to update the Agent information (Tuning Manager agents list) managed
by the Tuning Manager server.
For details on how to refresh the Agent information (Tuning Manager agents
list), see Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.
For details on how to use the API, see the Tuning Manager API Reference
Guide.

Adding an agent to Performance Reporter
If you have added an agent instance, you must restart the Performance
Reporter service on the active node to make Performance Reporter recognize
the added instance. If another method is used to restart the Performance
Reporter service, the cluster software might detect an error because the
information managed by the cluster software will conflict with the service
status.
On the standby node, the service starts for the first time when failover
occurs. The agent information is read when the service starts. Thus, the
service does not need to be restarted even when you have added a new
instance of an agent.

Deleting an agent
This section explains for each component the operation for deleting an agent
from the Tuning Manager server operating in a cluster environment.

Deleting an agent from the Tuning Manager server
To delete an agent from the Tuning Manager server, you need to perform the
following two operations:
•

Deleting agent service information
To delete agent service information, execute the jpcctrl delete
command on the Tuning Manager server host. When executing the
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jpcctrl delete command, specify the logical host name of the Tuning
Manager server host in the -lhost option.
For details about how to delete agent service information, see the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide. For details about the jpcctrl
delete command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
•

Making sure that the agent has been deleted
After executing the jpcctrl delete command, click the Refresh button
on the Data Polling window of Main Console to make sure that the agent
has been deleted.

If you delete an Agent that uses the Tuning Manager API, you need to use
the API to update the Agent information (Tuning Manager agents list)
managed by the Tuning Manager server.
For details on how to refresh the Agent information (Tuning Manager agents
list), see Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.
For details on how to use the API, see the Tuning Manager API Reference
Guide.

Deleting an agent from Performance Reporter
Before you delete an agent from Performance Reporter, perform the unsetup
procedure for the agent you want to delete, and then restart the Performance
Reporter service on the active node. You must restart the Performance
Reporter service on the active node from the cluster software to recognize
the deleted agent. If another method is used to restart the Performance
Reporter service, the cluster software might detect an error because the
information managed by the cluster software will conflict with the service
status.
On the standby node, the service starts when failover occurs. The agent
information is read when the service starts. As a result, the service does not
need to be restarted when you delete an agent.

Operating Performance Reporter in a cluster system
This section describes the points that you need to know before operating
Performance Reporter in a cluster system.

Notes on executing commands
In a cluster system, the following Performance Reporter commands can be
executed only on the active node:
•

jpcaspsv

•

jpcasrec

•

jpcrdef

•

jpcrpt

The following Performance Reporter commands can be executed on both the
active node and the standby node:
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•

jpcpragtsetup

•

jpcprras

Troubleshooting in a cluster system
This section describes how to handle failures when Performance Reporter is
running in a cluster system.

Collecting error information and correcting errors when a failover
occurs
Trace logs, event logs, and configuration files need to be collected if a failure
occurs. These files are generated on the local server. To collect these files,
execute the hcmds64getlogs command on the local server. To collect the
logs before and after the failure, execute the hcmds64getlogs command on
both the server (node) that stopped execution due to the failover and the
server (node) that takes over the processing. We recommend that you collect
and check the logs of the cluster software and the operating system as well.
Analyze the acquired information and remove the cause of the error that
occurred in the active node. Then restore the active node.

Restoring damaged bookmark repository information
Performance Reporter registers, updates, and deletes the bookmark
repository. Because the bookmark repository consists of text files, the files
might be damaged if a service ends due to a file access error. In this case,
Performance Reporter restores the damaged repository information. If the
damaged repository information cannot be restored, Performance Reporter
deletes that information to guarantee the startup of the service.
If a failure is detected or corrected, or a file is deleted, trace logs are output.
If the repository information is not restored, error information is output to an
event log and the service does not start. You can resolve this problem by
using one of the following methods:
•

Delete all the files in the directory for storing the repository.

•

Copy the backup files of the repository to the directory for storing the
repository.

When you delete all the files in the directory, bookmark information from
after the service startup is initialized. When you restore the bookmark
information by using the backup file, you can display the bookmark
information at the point when the backup is collected.
To restore information as much as possible, we recommend that you obtain
backups of the bookmark repository information. To obtain a backup, copy all
the files in the directory for storing the bookmark repository.
For information about the bookmark repository, see the Tuning Manager
Server Administration Guide.
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Handling errors
This section explains how to handle errors that might occur when you are
installing or removing the Tuning Manager server.

Error handling procedures
If the installation or removal of the Tuning Manager server fails, perform the
following procedure:
1.

Remove the cause of the error according to the action given in the
messages displayed in the GUI or data output to the installation or
removal log file.
For details about what action to take in response to any particular
message, see the Tuning Manager Messages. For details about the output
locations of the installation log (HTM_INST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.log) and the removal log (HTM_UNINST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.log), see Data to be collected in the event of an error
on page 3-54.

2.

After removing the cause of the error, perform the installation or removal
again.

3.

If you are not able to resolve the problem after performing steps 1 and 2,
collect the files needed to perform a more detailed investigation into the
cause of the error.
To collect necessary files, execute the hcmds64getlogs command. For
details about the hcmds64getlogs command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.
¢

If you can execute the hcmds64getlogs command normally
Collect the files that are output, and then contact the Support Center.

¢

If you cannot execute the hcmds64getlogs command
Manually collect the files described in Data to be collected in the event
of an error on page 3-54, and then contact the Support Center.

Data to be collected in the event of an error
If you are not able to resolve an error that occurred while you were installing
or removing the Tuning Manager server, you are requested to collect files and
provide them to the Support Center.
To collect the following files, execute the hcmds64getlogs command. If the
hcmds64getlogs command does not operate correctly after it is executed,
you must manually collect the necessary files.
If the hcmds64getlogs command does not operate correctly after it is
executed, you must manually collect the necessary files.
The following tables list the files that need to be collected. Note however, you
may not be able to collect all of the files listed in the tables. Depending on
the stage at which the error occurred during the installation or removal
process, some of these files might not have been output.
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Table 3-11 Files to collect (Windows)
File name

Output location

HTM_INST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.log

One of the following:
•

Under the system drive

HTM_INST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.trc

•

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\logs

HTM_UNINST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.log
HTM_UNINST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.trc
*.LOG

%windir%\Temp\HCDINST

HTMPR_INST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.trc

One of the following:
•

Under the system drive

HTMPR_UNINST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.trc

•

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\logs

hcmds64ist.log

Under the system drive

hcmds64uit.log
PATCHLOG.TXT

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\logs

PATCHLOG.TXT

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\PerformanceReporter\log

HBase64SPInfo

Common-Component-installation-folder\log

Table 3-12 Files to collect (Linux)
File name

Output location

HTM_INST_LOG_MM-DD-YYYY_HH_MM_SS.log

Temporary log directory: /tmp

HTM_INST_LOG_MM-DD-YYYY_HH_MM_SS.trc

Formal log directory:

HTM_UNINST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.log

/var/Tuning-Manager-server-installationdirectory/logs

HTM_UNINST_LOG_MM-DDYYYY_HH_MM_SS.trc
.hitachi.log

/etc/.hitachi

hcmds64inst.log

/tmp

hcmds64uit.log
PATCHLOG.TXT

/Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/
logs

patch_history

/Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/
TuningManager

PATCHLOG.TXT

/Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/
TuningManager/PerformanceReporter/log
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File name

Output location

patch_history

/Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/
TuningManager/PerformanceReporter

HBase64SPInfo

Common-Component-installation-directory

HBase64SPHistory.log
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Preparing to install or upgrade agents
The installation requirements and notes include items that are common to all
agents and items specific to each agent. Before you start installing agents,
read the following topics:
□ Reviewing the installation requirements (all agents)
□ Reviewing agent-specific installation requirements
□ Reviewing pre-installation requirements for cluster systems
□ Reviewing notes for operations in a virtual system
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Reviewing the installation requirements (all agents)
If you are installing an agent for the first time, read Before a new installation
(Windows only) on page 4-2. If you are upgrading or overwriting an
existing agent, read Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on page
4-7. For notes about installation on Windows Server 2008, read Notes for
using Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2012 on page 1-12.
Note:
•

If Tuning Manager server and Tuning Manager agents will coexist on the
same machine, the Tuning Manager server version must be equal to or
higher than the Tuning Manager agents.

•

When you install Tuning Manager agent v8.0 or later on a RedHat
Enterprise Linux 5 or SUSE Linux host on which v7.6.1 or earlier version
of Tuning Manager server or agents exist, upgrade the server and agents
to v8.0 or later. Tuning Manager server or agents v8.0 cannot coexist
with the Tuning Manager server and agents v7.6.1 or earlier on the same
machine, even if the installation completes successfully (RedHat
Enterprise Linux 5 or SUSE Linux only).

Before a new installation (Windows only)
Before installing Tuning Manager agents, first check whether Application
Experience is present in your system. If the service is present, start it before
installing Tuning Manager agents.

Preparing for data collection in the event of an error
If an error occurs, the contents of a memory dump, crash dump, user mode
process dump, or other dump file may be required to diagnose the problem.
To ensure that this information is available when needed, use the following
procedures to configure the Windows system to output a memory dump,
crash dump, and user mode process dump.
A crash dump contains troubleshooting information for various applications,
not just Tuning Manager. Each time a crash dump is output, the amount of
available disk space is reduced by the size of the crash dump file. When you
configure a system to output crash dumps, make sure sufficient disk space is
available.

For Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2012
Configuring user mode process dump output:
By making the following changes to the registry, you can configure a system
to immediately output a user mode process dump when an application
terminates abnormally. This information can then be used to troubleshoot the
problem.
\\HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\Windows Error
Reporting\LocalDumps
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In the above registry key, set the following values:
DumpFolder : REG_EXPAND_SZ name-of-output-folder
Note: You must have write permission for the output folder.
DumpCount : REG_DWORD number-of-dump-files-to-save
DumpType : REG_DWORD 2
When you make these changes to the registry, user mode process dump files
will be output for various applications, not just Tuning Manager. Take this
into consideration when configuring a system to output user mode process
dumps.
Each time a user mode process dump is output, the amount of available disk
space is reduced by the size of the dump file. When you configure a system
to output user mode process dumps, make sure that sufficient disk space is
available on the disk where the output folder is located.

Before a new installation (all platforms)
Review the following information before performing a new installation.

Stopping services
When performing a new installation of the Tuning Manager series program,
stop all services of the Tuning Manager series program on a local host (on
both a physical host and a logical host). For details about stopping services,
see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Specifying the installation directory
When you install an agent on a Windows host for the first time, you can
select the installation folder. However, if you install an agent on a Windows
host on which a Tuning Manager series program has already been installed,
the agent will be installed in the installation folder of that Tuning Manager
series program. For Windows Server 2008 x64, do not specify any folder
under %SystemDrive%\Program Files as the installation folder. Also, do not
specify any folder to which WRP (Windows Resource Protection) is enabled as
the installation folder.
For a UNIX host, the installation directory is fixed (/opt/jp1pc) and cannot
be changed. Make sure that the /opt/jp1pc directory contains no other files
or directories. If the installation directory contains any files or directories that
have the same name as those to be created during installation, the
installation might fail. Also, make sure that you do not include any symbolic
links in the installation path.
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Changing the connection-target Tuning Manager server
If you install an agent on a host where a Tuning Manager server has already
been installed, the Tuning Manager server on the same host always becomes
the agent’s connection-target Tuning Manager server. In this case, you
cannot change the connection-target Tuning Manager server. If you want to
connect an agent to the Tuning Manager server on a different host, make
sure that no Tuning Manager server exists on the host on which you want to
install the agent.

Resolving the IP address from its own host name
You must define a jpchosts file, hosts file, or domain name system (DNS)
environment so that the IP address can be resolved from the name of each
host on which a Tuning Manager server or an agent is installed.
•

When using the real host name:
Configure the environment so that the IP address can be resolved from
the host name checked by executing either the hostname command in
Windows or the uname -n command in UNIX.
In UNIX, you can also use the host name acquired with the hostname
command. For details, see Specifying a host name for Tuning Manager
series system on page 6-26.

•

When using an alias name for the host name:
Configure the environment so that the IP address can be resolved from
the alias name that is set.

For details about setting a host name, see Specifying a host name for Tuning
Manager series system on page 6-26.
Run the agent only in an environment where an IP address can be resolved
from its own host name. If the IP address cannot be resolved, change the
environment settings so that the IP address can be resolved from its own
host name.

Specifying fixed IP addresses
The Tuning Manager series cannot run on hosts that use DHCP to assign IP
addresses. Specify a fixed IP address for each host that the Tuning Manager
series is running on.

Checking the name of the host on which agent is installed
If you change the name of the agent host after starting operation, the
performance data that has been stored in the Store database before the host
name was changed can no longer be used. Carefully consider future operation
when setting the host name.
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Specifying a host name in an environment where an FQDN name has
been specified for the host name
In an environment where an FQDN name has been specified for a host name,
if the environment meets either of the following conditions, you need to
specify another host name (an alias name) for the host name by using the
monitoring-host name setting function.
•

The FQDN name exceeds 128 bytes.

•

The operating system is Linux (IPF).

Specify a host name before starting the agent, but only after it has been
installed. For details on how to use the monitoring-host name setting
function, see Specifying a host name for Tuning Manager series system on
page 6-26.
Note: The host name can be 128 bytes in length. The alias name length is 32
bytes.
The following are environments where an FQDN name has been specified for
a host name:
In Windows:
An environment where a host name in FQDN format has been specified for
the full computer name.
In UNIX:
An environment where a host name in FQDN format has been obtained by
executing the uname -n command.

Verifying the length of host names in HP-UX
In HP-UX, all Tuning Manager agent host names are restricted to a maximum
length of eight bytes. This restriction applies even if the Node and Host Name
Expansion feature is enabled in HP-UX 11i v2 updated with any update
released in May 2005 or later or HP-UX 11i v3. Make sure that all host names
that can be obtained by the uname -n command are no longer than eight
bytes.
If you use the monitoring-host name setting function, you can use the host
name or alias name obtained by the hostname command for the host name of
the Tuning Manager series program. For details on the monitoring-host name
setting function, see Specifying a host name for Tuning Manager series
system on page 6-26.

Checking whether security-related programs are installed
Before starting a new installation, check whether the following programs are
installed. If they are installed, take action by following the explanation below:
•

A program that monitors security
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Stop the program that monitors security, or change its settings so that
the agent can be installed normally.
•

A program that detects viruses
We recommend that you stop programs that detect viruses, and then
install the agent.
If a program that detects viruses is running during installation of the
agent, the speed of installation might be reduced, installation might fail,
or installation might finish in an incorrect state.

•

A program that monitors processes
Stop the program that monitors processes, or change its settings so that
the program does not monitor the services or processes of the agent.
If a program that monitors processes starts or stops the above services or
processes during installation of the agent, installation might fail.

Checking the IPv6 environment settings
The Tuning Manager series does not support an IPv6-only environment. If
you want to operate in an IPv6 environment, you have to set up the OS so it
can be used with both IPv4 and IPv6.
Only global IPv6 addresses can be used in the Tuning Manager series. A site
local address or link local address cannot be used.

Installing an agent on a host to which IPv6 addresses have been
assigned
If you install an agent on a host to which IPv6 addresses have been assigned,
make sure that IPv6 addresses have also been assigned to the Tuning
Manager server host to which that agent connects.

Communicating from a host that has both IPv6 and IPv4 addresses
by using IPv4 addresses
In an environment where IPv6 and IPv4 addresses can be retrieved by the
OS, an agent communicates by using IPv6 addresses by default. If you want
to use IPv4 addresses in such an environment, specify IPv4 addresses in the
jpchosts file. For details, see Setting the IP address on page 6-10.

Restarting the system on a Windows host
If you update a file that is being used by another application program or the
OS, a message is displayed prompting you to restart the system. In this case,
you must restart the system in order to complete installation. When you
install Agent for Server System for the first time, you may need to restart the
system in order to make the performance counter for Windows enabled. For
more information, see Agent for Server System on page 4-19.
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Deleting the work directory used for installation on a UNIX host
During installation of an agent, a temporary work directory whose name
begins with jp1pc_AGT is created under the /opt or /opt/jp1pc directory.
This work directory is automatically deleted when installation is successful.
However, if installation does not terminate normally, the work directory might
not be deleted. If an error has occurred during installation, check whether the
work directory whose name begins with jp1pc_AGT exists. If the directory
exists, delete it manually.

Checking the attributes of the installation directory on a UNIX host
If the attributes of the installation directory are different from the directory
attributes defined for the product, the former are changed to the latter.

Before an upgrade or overwrite installation
Review the following information before performing an upgrade or overwrite
installation.

Caution when upgrading from Linux 5 or Linux 6 to Linux 7 (for
Agent for Server System)
If you upgrade a Linux 5 or a Linux 6 environment in which an agent whose
version is earlier than v8.0.1 is installed to Linux 7, the agent environment
will be corrupted. To upgrade a Linux 5 or a Linux 6 environment in which an
agent whose version is earlier than v8.0.1 is installed to Linux 7, perform the
following procedure:
1.

Use the jpctminfo command to check the agent versions for the OS to be
upgraded. If the version of the target host agent is earlier than 8.0.1, you
must upgrade the agent to 8.0.1 or later after the OS upgrade.

2.

Use the jpcinslist command to check the instance information before
the OS upgrade. For multi-instance agent configurations, the instance
environment must be created with the same instance name before and
after the OS upgrade. To reproduce the current settings such as whether
gathered records are recorded in Store database and record gathering
interval, record the values of the settings so you can use those values
when you re-create the instances after the OS upgrade.

3.

Use the jpcctrl backup command to obtain a backup of the Agent Store
database.

4.

Remove all Agents.

5.

Upgrade the OS to Linux 7 (using the same host name as before the
upgrade).

6.

Install agents v8.0.1 or later.

7.

If the configuration of the agent is multi-instance, create instance
environments using the same instance names as before the OS upgrade.
Re-create the instance environment settings for the agent (including the
storage destination of the collected records and Store database) using the
settings information that you recorded in step 2.
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8.

Use the jpcresto command to restore the agent Store database.

9.

Connect the agent to the Tuning Manager server, and from the Main
Console GUI, make sure that agent information can be displayed.

Caution when upgrading from Linux 4 or Linux 5 to Linux 6 for Store
database
If you upgrade a Linux 4 or a Linux 5 environment in which an agent whose
version is earlier than v7.2 is installed to Linux 6, the agent environment will
be corrupted. To upgrade a Linux 4 or a Linux 5 environment in which an
agent whose version is earlier than v7.2 is installed to Linux 6, perform the
following procedure:
1.

Use the jpctminfo command to check the agent versions for the OS to be
upgraded. If the version of the target host agent is earlier than 7.2, you
must upgrade the agent to 7.2 or later after the OS upgrade.

2.

Use the jpcinslist command to check the instance information before
the OS upgrade. For multi-instance agent configurations, the instance
environment must be created with the same instance name before and
after the OS upgrade. To reproduce the current settings such as whether
gathered records are recorded in Store database and record gathering
interval, record the values of the settings so you can use those values
when you re-create the instances after the OS upgrade.

3.

Use the jpcctrl backup command to obtain a backup of the Agent Store
database.

4.

Remove all Agents.

5.

Upgrade the OS to Linux 6 (using the same host name as before the
upgrade).

6.

Install agents v7.2 or later.

7.

If the configuration of the agent is multi-instance, create instance
environments using the same instance names as before the OS upgrade.
Re-create the instance environment settings for the agent (including the
storage destination of the collected records and Store database) using the
settings information that you recorded in step 2.

8.

Use the jpcresto command to restore the agent Store database.

9.

Connect the agent to the Tuning Manager server, and from the Main
Console GUI, make sure that agent information can be displayed.

Use an overwrite installation when upgrading
When you upgrade an existing agent, use an overwrite installation. Do not
remove the existing agent. If you remove an older version of an agent, all the
data created by it, such as performance data, is also deleted together with
the program itself, thereby leaving no data for the new version of the agent.
Note, however that if you want to upgrade the host OS to Windows Server
2008, remove any agent on that host before upgrading. For details, see Notes
on upgrading the host OS to Windows Server 2008 described below.
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Before starting an upgrade or overwrite installation
•

Make sure that you back up the existing databases. For details on the
databases to be backed up, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration
Guide. In the installation directory, do not create a new directory using a
name that starts with mgr, view, or agt. When the Tuning Manager series
program is installed, directories are automatically created that may have
a name that starts with mgr,view, or agt. Therefore, if a directory that
has the same name as these directories already exists, an upgrade or
overwrite installation might fail.

•

When upgrading to Agent for RAID v8.1.3 or later, the dialog box asking
you to change to Hybrid Store is displayed. For details about Hybrid
Store, see Selection of a Performance database at the time of installation
on page 4-15.

•

When not changing operations by using Hybrid Store when upgrading
Agent for RAID: When an upgrade installation is performed, the existing
Store database is upgraded automatically. As a result, disk space twice
that of the Store database is temporarily required on the disk on which
the Store database will be stored. Before performing an upgrade
installation, make sure the disk on which the Store database will be
stored has enough free space.
Also, if you changed the storage period of the minute data for the PI
record type from the default value, the size of the Store database might
become very large. As a result, update the version by making an estimate
of the required capacity.
You can determine the required disk space from the total size of the
current Store database. For example, if the total size of the current Store
database is 100 GB, then at least 200 GB of disk space will be required
for an upgrade installation. If the disk on which the Store database will be
stored is changed, estimate the required disk space according to the disk
space that exists after the change of storage location.
Note: Upgrading the existing Store database might take a long time. The
amount of time required depends on the amount of data accumulated in
the Store database. As a general guideline, it will take a few hours to
upgrade the Store Database when the size of the accumulated data is 100
GB.
Also, one of the causes of the increased size of the Store database is the
change in the storage period of the minute data for the PI record type. As
a result, change the storage period by making an estimate of the
occupied disk amount.

•

Make sure that the version of the agent being installed is newer than the
existing agent's version. If you accidentally overwrite the existing version
with an older one, an error might occur, for example, that prevents you
from viewing the existing reports. To check the version, see Checking the
current version of an agent on page 5-2.

•

Before upgrading an agent, make sure that the version of the connectiontarget Tuning Manager server is the same or later than that of the agent
after the upgrade.
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Also, note that if a Tuning Manager server is upgraded, the server after
the upgrade might support agent versions that are different from those
supported before the upgrade. Therefore, before upgrading a Tuning
Manager server, refer to Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements
(for the server version after the upgrade) and check which agent versions
will be supported by the Tuning Manager server after the upgrade. Then
make sure that only agents whose versions are supported will connect to
the Tuning Manager server after the upgrade.
•

Note that the following resources are updated automatically when an
agent is upgraded or overwritten:
¢

Agent Store's Store database files

¢

ini files

¢

Agent's instance environment

•

When an agent is upgraded, a new setup item might be added to the ini
files and instance environment. In such a case, default values will be set
for the new setup item, so set up the item again if necessary.

•

Stop all services of any Tuning Manager series programs on a local host
(on both a physical host and a logical host) before starting an upgrade or
overwrite installation of the Tuning Manager series program. For details
about stopping services, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

•

Agent for RAID in a cluster configuration, which operates each instance on
a different logical host, cannot be migrated to Hybrid Store. If you want
to operate a cluster environment containing Hybrid Store to which the
data is migrated from the Store database, make sure to operate the
instances of Agent for RAID on a single logical host. In addition, run the
Tuning Manager Agent REST API components in the cluster systems.

Verifying the size of files in the Store database during an upgrade or
overwrite installation (Store database version 1.0)
For the Store database version 1.0, an upgrade or overwrite installation will
fail if any of the files in the existing group of Store database files (*.DB and
*.IDX) is larger than 2 gigabytes. For a successful installation, the Store
database must be initialized by following the procedure below. You can then
perform the installation:
Note: Store database of Agent for RAID MAP and Agent for Platform are
placed under the store folder. You must also delete the files under the
directory installation-folder\xxxx\store (in UNIX, /opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store) to initialize the Store database.
1.

Stop the agent service.
Use the jpcstop command to stop the agent service that has reached the
maximum file size for the database. The command format is as follows:
In Windows:
cd installation-folder\tools
jpcstop xxxx
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In UNIX:
cd /opt/jp1pc/tools
jpcstop xxxx
Note: In xxxx, specify the agent-specific service key. For the agentspecific service key, see Table 4-1 Service keys for agents on page 4-11.
2.

Check the status of the agent service.
Use the jpcctrl list command to display the service status and make
sure that the agent service has been stopped.
jpcctrl list "*"

3.

Initialize the Store database.
Initialize the Store database by deleting the agent service's Store
database files. If the Store database storage directory has been specified
(changed) in jpcsto.ini file, delete the files under the specified
directory. Sample command executions are as follows.
In Windows:
cd installation-folder\xxxx\store\instance-name
del *.DB
del *.IDX
In UNIX:
cd /opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store/instance-name
rm ./*.DB
rm ./*.IDX
Note: For an agent whose instance environment has been created, the
Store database is stored in a directory that has the same name as
instance-name.

Table 4-1 Service keys for agents
Agent

Service key

Agent for RAID

agtd

Agent for RAID Map

agte

Agent for Platform (Windows)

agtt

Agent for Platform (UNIX)

agtu

Agent for SAN Switch

agtw

Agent for NAS

agtn

Agent for Oracle

agto

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server

agtq

Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server

agtz

Agent for DB2

agtr

Agent for EAP

agtm
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Verifying the size of files in the Store database after an upgrade or
overwrite installation (Store database version 1.0)
For the Store database version 1.0, after upgrading or overwriting, the
maximum file size of each file in the Store database file group (*.DB and
*.IDX) becomes 1.8 gigabytes. If limitations have been placed on the file size
and file system by the ulimit command, either 90% of the limit value or 1.8
gigabytes, whichever is smaller, becomes the maximum file size.
If the file size exceeds the applicable maximum after upgrading or
overwriting, the system deletes excess data and outputs the KAVE05834-W
message to the common message log.
The following rules are used to select the data to be deleted:
•

PD or PL record type databases
The data that has the oldest collection time is deleted first.

•

PI record type databases
The data whose summary period is by minute, hour, day, week, month,
and year is deleted, in this order. Within a summary period, the data with
the oldest collection time is deleted first.

Thus, the older data might be deleted. If necessary, output the performance
data to the CSV file, and then perform the upgrade or overwrite installation.
For details about how to output the data to the CSV file, see the chapter that
describes file output of reports by Performance Reporter in the Tuning
Manager User Guide.

Upgrading an agent whose data model has been upgraded
If the data model version is changed, the disk space requirement for the
Store database is also changed. Check, and if necessary, revise the data
collection items and frequency and data retention conditions for the Store
database as appropriate for the new data model.
Note: When you perform an upgrade installation, the data model version of
imported Store database is not automatically converted. After the upgrade
installation is finished, you must convert Store database manually and import
the Store database again.

Notes on upgrading the host OS to Windows Server 2008 and 2012
If you want to upgrade the host OS from Windows Server 2003 to Windows
Server 2008 and 2012, first remove all Hitachi Command Suite products from
the host, and then upgrade the OS. After upgrading the OS, install an agent
that supports Windows Server 2008 and 2012.

Restoring backup data after upgrading the host OS (for Hybrid
Store)
To upgrade the host OS, uninstall all Agents before starting the upgrade.
After upgrading the OS, install Agents that correspond to the new OS.
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To upgrade the OS of the host on which performance management products
are installed, data can be used by restoring the backup data from the source
host to the migration target host after upgrading.
An example of using the Hybrid Store data is shown below. For details about
backup and restoration procedures, see Backup and restoration of Agent for
RAID (if used with the Hybrid Store) on page 7-17
1.

Before upgrading the OS, use the htmhsbackup command to back up
Hybrid Store.

2.

Install Agent for RAID to the upgraded OS.

3.

Use the htmhsrestore command to restore the backed up Hybrid Store.

Restoring backup data after upgrading the host OS to Windows
Server 2008 for the Store database
After a host OS has been upgraded, data that was backed up before the
upgrade, such as definition files or the Store database, can be restored when
the following condition is met:
•

The host name does not change after upgrading the OS

•

The version of the data model in the Store database backup data is the
same or earlier than the version of the data model after upgrading the OS

Note: For Store database version 1.0, you can restore the backup data only
if the data model version does not change after upgrading the OS.
To restore the Store database data:
1.

Before upgrading the host OS, back up the Store database data by using
the jpcctrl backup command.

2.

Upgrade the host OS, and then install an agent that supports Windows
Server 2008 on the host.

3.

Use the jpcdbctrl dmconvert command to convert the data model of the
backup to the data model of the installed agent.
This step is required only if the version of the Store database is 2.0 and
the data model of the backup is earlier than the data model on the
upgraded host.
For details about the jpcdbctrl dmconvert command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.

4.

Use the jpcresto command to restore the Store database by using the
backup data.

Placing the Tuning Manager server shared disk online
In a cluster environment, if a Tuning Manager series program that runs on a
logical host is to be upgraded, the shared disk is accessed during the
upgrade. Before starting upgrade, you must bring the shared disk online.
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Check if other programs related to security are installed
Check whether the following programs are installed. If they are installed, take
action by following the explanation below:
•

A program that monitors security
Stop the program that monitors security, or change its settings so that
agent can be installed normally.

•

A program that detects viruses
We recommend that you stop programs that detect viruses, and then
install the agent.
If a program that detects viruses is running during installation of the
agent, the speed of installation might be reduced, installation might fail,
or installation might finish in an incorrect state.

•

A program that monitors processes
Stop the program that monitors processes, or change its settings so that
the program does not monitor the services or processes of the agent.
If a program that monitors processes starts or stops the above services or
processes during installation of the agent, installation might fail.

Checking a setting for an IPv6 environment
The Tuning Manager series does not support an IPv6-only environment. If
you want to operate in an IPv6 environment, you have to set up the OS so it
can be used with both IPv4 and IPv6.
The type of IPv6 address that can be used in the Tuning Manager series is
only a global address. A site local address or link local address cannot be
used.

Installing an agent on a host to which IPv6 addresses have been
assigned
If you install an agent on a host to which IPv6 addresses have been assigned,
make sure that IPv6 addresses have also been assigned to the Tuning
Manager server host to which that agent connects.

Communicating from a host that has both IPv6 and IPv4 addresses
by using IPv4 addresses
In an environment where IPv6 and IPv4 addresses can be retrieved by the
OS, an agent communicates by using IPv6 addresses by default. If you want
to use IPv4 addresses in such an environment, specify IPv4 addresses in the
jpchosts file. For details, see Setting the IP address on page 6-10.

Restarting the system on a Windows host
If you update a file that is being used by another application program or the
OS, a message is displayed prompting you to restart the system. In this case,
you must restart the system in order to complete installation.
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Deleting a work directory used for installation on a UNIX host
During installation of an agent, a temporary work directory whose name
begins with jp1pc_AGT is created under the /opt or/opt/jp1pc directory.
This work directory is automatically deleted when installation is successful.
However, if installation does not terminate normally, the work directory might
not be deleted. If an error has occurred during installation, check whether the
work directory whose name begins with jp1pc_AGT exists. If the directory
exists, delete it manually.

Checking the attributes of the installation directory on a UNIX host
If the installation directory attributes and the directory attributes specified by
the product are different, the installation directory attributes will be changed
to the directory attributes specified by the product.

Reviewing agent-specific installation requirements
This section provides agent-specific installation requirements and notes.
Before installing an agent, please refer to the appropriate section:
•

Agent for RAID (see Agent for RAID on page 4-15)

•

Agent for Server System (see Agent for Server System on page 4-19)

•

Agent for SAN Switch (see Agent for SAN Switch on page 4-22)

•

Agent for NAS (see Agent for NAS on page 4-29)

•

Agent for Oracle (see Agent for Oracle on page 4-30)

•

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server (see Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on
page 4-31)

•

Agent for DB2 (see Agent for DB2 on page 4-32)

•

Agent for Enterprise Applications (see Agent for Enterprise Applications on
page 4-33)

Agent for RAID
This manual uses abbreviations and generic names to represent storage
systems that Agent for RAID supports. For details on the abbreviations used
for the storage systems, see Setting up Agent for RAID on page 7-2.

Selection of a Performance database at the time of installation
Agent for RAID allows the user to select Hybrid Store or the Store database
as the Performance database.
For Agent for RAID we recommend Hybrid Store, because it is the new
Performance database.
Hybrid Store provides the following benefits:
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•

When the scale of the monitoring target is large, the performance of the
Tuning Manager API in acquiring the performance information of specific
resources for a certain period of time will be improved substantially.

•

More resources can be monitored by a single Agent host if the new cycle
of operation that uses Hybrid Store is the same as the cycle of operation
that uses the Store database.

Note that if you choose Hybrid Store, the Tuning Manager API will be
enabled.
The Store database is provided as a compatible performance database for the
users below. If Hybrid Store is not used, the Analyzing and load balancing MP
Blades or MP Units and Storage Performance Analysis per Host functions on
the Analytics tab of Hitachi Command Suite are not available.
The Store database should be used in the following cases:
•

When sufficient memory capacity or disk capacity required for using
Hybrid Store cannot be ensured.

•

When you want to use the Performance database in the same way that is
was used in a version earlier than v8.1.3.

•

When you want to operate Agent for RAID in a cluster environment by
configuring different instances for each logical host.

When monitoring Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400,
G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM Series, or
Hitachi USP series
Review the following information if you are monitoring Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM,
Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, or Hitachi USP series storage
systems.

Connecting the host and monitoring targets
Because Agent for RAID accesses the storage system via a Fibre Channel or
Fibre Channel over Ethernet (FCoE), Agent for RAID must be installed on a
host connected to the storage system via a Fibre Channel or FCoE.

Assigning a logical unit to the command device
One of the logical units in the storage system must be assigned to a
command device. Command devices must be defined as RAW devices. RAW
devices must satisfy the conditions listed below:
Note: Command devices using Agent for RAID cannot be used with ZFS.
Because using ZFS creates a file system automatically, the usage conditions
listed below cannot be met.
•
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•

Do not mount file systems to the logical devices specified as the
command devices.

Note: In Linux, the /dev/sd form of the device file name might be changed
by rescanning the disk device. We recommend that you use the WWID based
form of the device file name (/dev/disk/by-id/scci-hexadecimal-WWID).
To specify the WWID based file name:
1.

Use the jpctdlistraid command to display the /dev/sd form of the
device file name.

2.

Use the ls command to search for the symbolic links managed in
the /dev/disk/by-id directory for the WWID device file name mapped to
the corresponding /dev/sd file name.
For example, use the following to search for the WWID device file name
corresponding to /dev/sdc:
ls -la /dev/disk/by-id/* | grep sdc

3.

Specify the device file name specified by the ls command output as the
Command Device File Name.

Specifying new instance items for an upgrade installation
In an upgrade installation of Agent for RAID, the default value (N) is set for
the following instance items:
If the version of the existing Agent for RAID is earlier than 5.0:
•

Mainframe Volume Monitoring

•

Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring

•

Secure Port function

If the version of the existing Agent for RAID is from 5.0 to earlier than 5.1:
•

Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring

•

Secure Port function

If the version of the existing Agent for RAID is from 5.1 to earlier than 6.2:
•

Secure Port function

Update an instance environment as necessary to reconfigure the values for
these instance items. For details about updating an instance environment,
see Updating an instance environment on page 7-14.
Note: To update an instance environment in which the Tuning Manager API is
enabled, you must update the agent information immediately. To update the
agent information immediately, use the API to perform a manual refresh. For
details about how to use the API, see the API Reference Guide.

Confirming that the required library is installed (UNIX systems only)
Make sure that RAID Manager LIB is installed on the Agent for RAID host.
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When monitoring the Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS or SMS series
storage systems
Review the following information if you are monitoring Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS or SMS series storage systems.

Connecting the host and monitoring targets
Because Agent for RAID accesses the storage system via a LAN, Agent for
RAID must be installed on a host connected to the storage system via a LAN.

Avoiding programs that cannot be used with Agent for RAID
Note: When using Agent for RAID with other programs:
When the Password Protection facility is enabled, if you are logged in to a
storage system by using one of the programs listed below, Agent for RAID on
another host fails to collect data, and the message KAVF1816-W is output.
•

Storage Navigator Modular

•

The Integrated Disk Array Management Program

•

The Disk Array Utility or Disk Array Utility for Web

• Device Manager
For details about the KAVF1816-W message, see the Tuning Manager
Messages.

Specifying the IP address of the Agent for RAID host
When using IPv6 to connect Agent for RAID and a Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000
series or Hitachi SMS series storage system, both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses
must be set on the Agent for RAID host. Also, the OS settings to use IPv4
and IPv6 communication must be specified.
However, if Agent for RAID is installed on an AIX host, IPv6 communication
cannot be used between Agent for RAID and Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000 series
or Hitachi SMS series storage systems.

Changing the port number used by storage systems
Agent for RAID uses TCP/IP to communicate with the Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series storage systems. If these storage systems
use a port number other than the default for communication, that port
number must also be set in the services file of the host on which Agent for
RAID is installed. The default port number is as follows:
When secure communication is used between Agent for RAID and a Hitachi
HUS100/AMS2000 series or Hitachi SMS series storage system:
28355
In other cases:
2000
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If you start Agent for RAID before changing the settings in the services file,
data collection will fail. For details about checking the port number used by
storage systems and about changing the settings in the services file, as well
as for notes on changing the port number, see the applicable storage system
documentation.

Specifying new instance items for an upgrade installation
In an upgrade installation of Agent for RAID, no value is set for the following
instance items:
If the version of the existing Agent for RAID is earlier than 5.5:
•

user ID

•

password

Update an instance environment as necessary to reconfigure the values for
these instance items. For details about updating an instance environment,
see Updating an instance environment on page 7-14.
Note: To update an instance environment in which the Tuning Manager API is
enabled, you must update the agent information immediately. To update the
agent information immediately, use the API to perform a manual refresh. For
details about how to use the API, see the API Reference Guide.

Agent for Server System
The following sections describe the installation requirements for Agent for
Server System.

Support for Windows Server 2012 and Oracle Linux environments
For v7.4 and later, Agent for Server System supports operation in Windows
Server 2012 and Oracle Linux environments.
Tuning Manager Agent for Platform supports Windows Server 2012 with the
installation media for Windows 2008. Tuning Manager Agent for Platform
supports Oracle Linux with the installation media for RHEL.

Support for Agent for Exchange
For v7.6.0 and later, Agent for Server System incorporates Agent for
Exchange which supports operations in Windows Server 2012.

Specifying the agent to be installed (Windows)
Agent for Server System is an abbreviation of the program named Tuning
Manager - Agent for Server System. Agent for Server System for
Windows includes Agent for RAID Map, Agent for Platform, and Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server. When installing Agent for Server System on a
Windows host, you can select whether to install all of these three agents or
only Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform. You can also add Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server to a host on which Agent for RAID Map and Agent
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for Platform have already been installed. For details about adding Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server, see Installing an additional agent (Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server) on page 5-6.

Specifying the agent to be installed (Unix)
Agent for Server System for UNIX includes Agent for RAID Map and Agent for
Platform. When you install Agent for Server System on a UNIX host, these
two agents are installed at the same time.
Note: In AIX, the ODMDIR environment variable must be set in an Agent for
RAID Map execution environment.

Verifying characters specified for collecting data
The following characters cannot be specified in file system mount point
names, disk group names, or host names.
: ; ,

Verifying the hosts where Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server is to
be installed (for Windows systems only)
Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server must be installed on the host where the
Microsoft Exchange Server to be monitored is installed.
The Microsoft Exchange Server to be monitored must have the Mailbox Role
installed.

Reapplying patches when adding Agent for Microsoft Exchange
Server later (for Windows systems only)
Patches for Agent for RAID Map, Agent for Platform, and Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server are not provided separately. For these agents, patches are
commonly provided as patches for Agent for Server System. Therefore, if you
add Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server to the same host with Agent for
RAID Map and Agent for Platform to which the patches have already been
applied, reapply the Agent for Server System patches.

Restarting the system to enable performance counters (for Windows
systems only)
If you want to display the performance data (configuration information) of a
server, both the logical disk performance counter and the physical disk
performance counter of Windows must be enabled. When you install Agent
for Server System, these counters are set to be enabled, but you must
restart the system to actually enable them, except in the following cases
where they will have already been enabled:
•
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•

When both LogicalDisk and PhysicalDisk are displayed as performance
objects on a Windows performance monitor

In addition, a message dialog box may prompt you to restart the system to
complete installation. In this case, since updating of the installation file is not
yet complete, you must restart the system regardless of the performance
counter status.

Changing the number of kernel bits (for AIX® systems only)
When installing Agent for Platform on an AIX host, Agent for Platform selects
a module to be installed, based on the loaded kernel information. Therefore,
when you want to change the number of kernel bits, remove Agent for Server
System before making the change. Then after changing the number of kernel
bits, re-install Agent for Server System.

Specifying settings for collecting I/O statistics information (for AIX
systems only)
Agent for Platform collects the I/O statistics information. If Agent for Platform
is operated on an AIX host, execute the smitty chgsys command to specify
true to Continuously maintain DISK I/O history for constantly
maintaining the DISK I/O history.

ZFS support
Starting with Tuning Manager v7.2, Agent for Server System is now
supported for operation in Solaris Zettabyte File System (ZFS) environments.

Notes (for ZFS systems only)
•

The following four special characters can be used for ZFS pool names:
¢

Underscore (_)

¢

Hyphen (-)

¢

Colon (:)

Period (.)
Operations can be performed without problems even when the above
special characters are used for Agent for RAID Map.

¢

•

Notes regarding the use of colons (:) for Agent for Platform:
¢

ZFS pool names automatically contain the mount point file system
name. If a colon (:) is used for a ZFS pool name, because PD_FSL is
misinterpreted as PD_FSR for a remote file system instead of the local
file system of an Agent for Platform host, Agent for Platform forbids
the use of colons in ZFS pool names. Agent for RAID Map is subject to
the same restriction because it is a program product installed in the
same environment as Agent for Platform.
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Upgrading Agent for Server System in a Linux 6 environment
You cannot upgrade Agent for Server System v7.1 or 7.1.1 that is installed in
a Linux 6 environment to Agent for Server System v7.2 or later directly. To
upgrade Agent for Server System v7.1 or 7.1.1 to 7.2 or later in a Linux 6
environment, you must first remove Agent for Server System v7.1 or 7.1.1,
and then perform a new installation of Agent for Server System v7.2 or later.
The procedures for upgrading Agent for Server System v7.1 or 7.1.1 to 7.2 or
later in a Linux 6 environment are as follows:
1.

Use the jpcctrl backup command to obtain a backup of the Store
database for Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform v7.1 or 7.1.1.

2.

Remove Agent for Server System v7.1 or 7.1.1.

3.

Install Agent for Server System v7.2 or later.

4.

Set up the environment for Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform,
including the storage destination for the collected records and Store
database.

5.

Use the jpcresto command to restore the backed up Store database for
Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform v7.1 or 7.1.1.

6.

Connect Agent for Server System to the Tuning Manager server, and from
the Main Console GUI, make sure that information can be displayed for
Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform.

Agent for SAN Switch
The following sections describe the installation requirements for Agent for
SAN Switch.

Notes on lack of support for HP-UX and AIX systems
Agent for SAN Switch version v6.1 and later no longer support HP-UX and
AIX. Also, Agent for SAN Switch v8.0 and later no longer supports Solaris.
Before starting installation of Agent for SAN Switch, decide your course of
action based on the following notes:
•

If you want to use Agent for SAN Switch to monitor an environment for
the first time, install Agent for SAN Switch v8.0 and later on a Windows
host.

•

If you are already using Agent for SAN Switch v6.0 or earlier on an HP-UX
or AIX host, we recommend that you migrate the Agent for SAN Switch to
Windows, and then upgrade the Agent for SAN Switch to v8.0 or later. For
details about how to migrate agents, see Changing the agent installation
host on page 6-48.

Support for Brocade DCFM Enterprise edition and DCFM SMI Agent
Agent for SAN Switch supports the use of the Brocade DCFM Enterprise
edition DCFM SMI Agent. The DCFM SMI Agent is included in DCFM 10.4.0
and later versions released by Brocade.
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Note: Brocade DCFM 10.4.x cannot manage switches running FOS v7.0 or
later. If you are planning to upgrade devices to FOS v7.0 or later, you must
first upgrade DCFM to Network Advisor 11.1 or later or you risk losing
management connectivity. See Support for Brocade Enterprise and
Professional Plus editions of Network Advisor on page 4-23
When the DCFM SMI Agent is used, fabrics that contain Brocade B-Model
switches are supported. There are three different agents that may be used to
monitor Brocade switches:
•

DCFM SMI Agent is used for the Brocade DCFM SMI Agent method.

•

SMI Agent for FOS is used for the Brocade SMI Agent for FOS method.

Support for Brocade Enterprise and Professional Plus editions of Network
Advisor
Agent for SAN Switch v7.2.1-01 and later supports Brocade Network Advisor
11.1.0 or later. Network Advisor is a successor product to Brocade DCFM. In
Network Advisor, the functionality of two Brocade products is implemented:
DCFM, which is SAN management software, and INM (IronView Network
Manager), which is IP management software. You can use Network Advisor to
centrally manage Fibre Channel SANs, FCoE, IP switching and routing
(including Ethernet fabrics), and MPLS networks.
Network Advisor 11.1.0 or later is able to collect information from Brocade BModel switches (switches that use the Fabric OS (FOS) as the firmware) by
using its internal SMI Agent (hereafter referred to as Network Advisor SMI
Agent).
Network Advisor 11.0 and DCFM 10.4 do not support the collection of
information from Brocade B-Model switches that run FOS 7.0 or later.
Therefore, Agent for SAN Switch v7.2.1-00 or earlier cannot collect
information from those switches. However, Agent for SAN Switch v7.2.1-01
or later and Network Advisor v11.1.0 or later do support the collection of
information from Brocade B-Model switches that run FOS 7.0 or later.

Support for Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
Starting with NX-OS 5.2 (released in July 2011), CIM Server has been
integrated into Fabric Manager instead of the switch firmware (NX-OS, SANOS). As such, for NX-OS 5.2 or later Cisco switches, information must be
collected through the DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent bundled with DCNM-SAN, and
DCNM-SAN as integrated into the CIM Server.
WARNING: When using Cisco MDS NX-OS 5.2 or later, Cisco Seed Switch
connection destination is not supported. For NX-OS 5.2 or later, you must use
the DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the connection destination.
Cisco Fabric Manager Release 5.0(x) cannot manage the new features
introduced in Cisco DCNM-SAN Release 5.2, but it can manage the legacy
features in Cisco DCNM-SAN Release 5.2. For compatibility reasons, it is
recommended that you run the same version of Cisco DCNM-SAN as Cisco
NX-OS software.
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Connection Destination instance information
Starting with v7.6.0, the Connection Destination instance information is
used to indicate a connection destination as follows:
•

1 = Brocade (Network Advisor SMI Agent / DCFM SMI Agent)

•

2 = Brocade SMI Agent for FOS

•

4 = Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent

•

5 = Cisco Seed Switch <Update Only>
WARNING: Due to the pending termination of support (announced by
Cisco) for the SMI-S interface embedded in Cisco switches, you should
not use the Cisco Seed Switch connection destination to create new
instances. New instances should use Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the
connection destination.
At your earliest convenience, you should change existing instances that
currently use Cisco Seed Switch as the connection destination to use
Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the connection destination. For more
information see Changing the connection destination from Cisco Seed
Switch to DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent on page 7-44.

Note: For existing instances, you do not need to update the Connection
Destination instance information. The upgrade installation process will
automatically update the Connection Destination instance information to
reflect the correct Connection Destination instance information.
Note: The settings specified during instance setup are the same for the
Brocade DCFM SMI Agent method and the Network Advisor SMI Agent
method. Therefore, when Brocade DCFM is upgraded to Network Advisor, you
can collect information by starting the instance without updating the settings
during instance setup.
For details about how to set up an instance environment, refer to Setting up
an instance environment on page 7-4. For details about how to update an
instance environment, refer to Updating an instance environment on page
7-14.

Fabric configurations that can be monitored
The configurations of fabrics that Agent for SAN Switch can monitor are
shown below.
•

Fabrics consisting of Brocade B-Model switches only.

•

Fabrics consisting of Cisco ® switches only.

Agent for SAN Switch cannot monitor fabrics that contain unsupported
switches or unsupported firmware-version switches. If a fabric contains an
unsupported switch, be sure to specify the unsupported switch in an
unmonitored switch configuration file to stop the switch from being
monitored. For details on how to create an unmonitored switch configuration
file, see Settings for switches that are not monitored on page 7-38.
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Only Brocade B-Model switches can be set in the unmonitored switch
configuration file.

Fabric scale that can be monitored
Table 4-2 Fabric scale that can be monitored on page 4-25 describes the
fabric scale that can be monitored.

Table 4-2 Fabric scale that can be monitored
Brocade
SMI Agent
for FOS
method
Number of host and
1000
storage ports connected
to the fabric that the
monitored switch
belongs to

Cisco
Network
Advisor SMI
Agent
method

DCFM SMI
Agent
method
1600

1600

DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent
method

Seed Switch
method

1600

1600

Changing the settings for a monitored switch
You must stop Agent for SAN Switch services before performing any of the
following operations:
•

Changing the fabric configuration

•

Changing the settings for a switch, DCFM, DCNM, Network Advisor or SMI
Agents

•

Updating the firmware of a switch, DCFM, DCNM, Network Advisor or SMI
Agents

•

Stopping or restarting a switch, DCFM, DCNM, Network Advisor or SMI
Agents

•

Installing or removing DCFM, DCNM, Network Advisor or SMI Agents

When using the health check function
If you are using Agent for SAN Switch to monitor a large fabric, the time it
takes the Agent Collector service to collect performance data might take
longer.
If Agent for SAN Switch services are considered inactive when the services
status remains Busy for extended periods (specify Yes for the Busy as
Inactive property in the health check agent), specify the appropriate value
for the Time to Busy as Inactive Collector property based on the scale
of the monitored fabric. For details about the values, see the recommended
values for Collection Interval described in Notes on Records in the Tuning
Manager Hardware Reports Reference.
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For details about the health check function, see the chapter that describes
how to detect problems within the Tuning Manager series in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide.

When monitoring Brocade switches
The following sections describe the installation requirements for Brocade
switches.

Specifying new instance items for an upgrade installation
When specifying new instance items for an upgrade installation, you must be
aware of the following:
•

If you upgrade Agent for SAN Switch in a Windows environment, you
must modify values for the following instance items to update the
instance environment:
¢

SMI Agent IP Addressa

¢

SMI Agent Port Numberb

¢

SMI-A usera

¢

SMI-A user Passworda

Notes:
a.

Added when upgrading to Agent for SAN Switch 5.9 or later.

b.

Added when upgrading to Agent for SAN Switch 6.1 or later. This item
needs to be updated only if a port number other than 5988 has been
specified.
For details about how to update the instance environment, see Updating
an instance environment on page 7-14.

Connecting to the Brocade DCFM or Network Advisor SMI Agent
When connecting to the DCFM or Network Advisor SMI Agent, you must be
aware of the following:
•

When Agent for SAN Switch and DCFM or Network Advisor SMI Agent are
installed on different hosts, connect them via a LAN.

•

Connect DCFM or Network Advisor SMI Agent with the proxy switch or the
seed switch via a LAN.

•

To use Agent for SAN Switch, you must start DCFM or Network Advisor
SMI Agent before starting Agent for SAN Switch.

Recommended configuration when multiple fabrics are monitored
In an environment where multiple fabrics are monitored, we recommend that
you use the same number of SMI Agent hosts as the monitored fabrics and
connect only one fabric to each SMI Agent. You can also use one SMI Agent
to monitor multiple fabrics, however this configuration might degrade the
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performance of Agent for SAN Switch to acquire information because a heavy
load is concentrated on the SMI Agent.
For details about how to create an instance environment in which multiple
fabrics connect to one SMI Agent, see Setting up Agent for SAN Switch on
page 7-24.

Collecting support files for the SMI Agent
If you want to collect support files for the SMI Agent when a failure occurs,
you need to specify the following settings before starting Agent for SAN
Switch. Use the Brocade SMI Agent Configuration Tool to enable the following
items under Debugging AND Logging:
•

From CIMOM, enable the following items:
¢

FINE WITH XML TRACEa

¢

Enable Debuggingb

Enable XML Debuggingb
Notes:
¢

a.

Enable this item if you are using SMI Agent v120.7.1 or later.

b.

Enable this item if you are using SMI Agent v120.6.0a.

•

From Provider, enable Enable File logging.

•

From Debug, enable Enable Debug logging and the following log
output options:

•

¢

Exception

¢

Operation

¢

Event

¢

Configuration

¢

Switch Data

¢

Switch XML Data

¢

ThreadLock

From Provider Cache, enable the following items:
¢

Configuration Cache

¢

Configuration

¢

Zoning Cache

Starting the SMI Agent for FOS
When you use Agent for SAN Switch, you need to start SMI Agent for FOS
before starting Agent for SAN Switch. When Agent for SAN Switch and SMI
Agent for FOS are installed on the same host, start SMI Agent for FOS and
then Agent for SAN Switch. Also, note that if you are using the Windows
version of Agent for SAN Switch, you must set the Startup Type value of the
Agent for SAN Switch services to Manual in the Services window to prevent
these services from starting before the SMI Agent services.
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Using user authentication for the SMI Agent
•

Although you can create an OS login account that is not passwordprotected, you must specify a character string of at least one-byte in
length for SMI-A user Password when you create an instance of Agent for
SAN Switch. This means that a non-password-protected user account
cannot be used by the SMI Agent authentication function.

•

If you use user authentication for the SMI Agent, do not delete the user
ID for authentication while Agent for SAN Switch is starting or in use.
Also, if you want to change the password for the user authentication,
change the value specified in SMI-A user Password when constructing an
instance environment.

When monitoring Cisco switches
The following sections describe the installation requirements for Cisco
switches.
WARNING: When using Cisco MDS NX-OS 5.2 or later, Cisco Seed Switch
connection destination is not supported. For NX-OS 5.2 or later, you must use
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the connection destination.
Cisco Fabric Manager Release 5.0(x) cannot manage the new features
introduced in Cisco DCNM-SAN Release 5.2, but it can manage the legacy
features in Cisco DCNM-SAN Release 5.2. For compatibility reasons, it is
recommended that you run the same version of Cisco DCNM-SAN as Cisco
NX-OS software.

When monitoring Cisco switches by connecting to a Cisco DCNMSAN SMI-S Agent
•

Connect Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent and Seed Switch over a LAN.

•

If Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch and Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent are installed on different hosts, connect them over a LAN.

•

Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent must be started before Tuning Manager
Agent for SAN Switch is started. Prevent the Tuning Manager Agent for
SAN Switch service from starting automatically before the DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent service starts at OS startup as follows:
Open the dialog box of the Windows Services administrative tool, and
make sure that the Startup type of the Tuning Manager Agent for SAN
Switch service is set to Manual.

When monitoring Cisco switch by connecting to Cisco Seed Switch
If you want to monitor multiple switches in a single fabric, you need to define
each switch as a seed switch. Also, note that each seed switch and the host
of Agent for SAN Switch must be connected via a LAN.
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Requirements for a seed switch
The CIM server function of a seed switch must be set to enable. If the
function is not set to enable, perform the following procedure to change the
setting to enable:
1.

Execute the following command to switch to the administrator mode:
switch# config terminal

2.

Execute the following command to start the CIM server:
switch(config)# cimserver enable

Setting up the seed switch for FICON connections
Agent for SAN Switch acquires information about seed switch ports that have
been set up for FICON connections in the same way Agent for SAN Switch
acquires information about FC ports.

Using the VSAN function
•

Agent for SAN Switch acquires physical fabric information, but it does not
acquire information about virtual fabrics that use the VSAN function.

•

A switch that uses the VSAN function has multiple domain IDs. However,
Agent for SAN Switch only displays the domain ID that is detected first.

Agent for NAS
The following section describes the installation requirements for Agent for
NAS.
Because Agent for NAS accesses the NAS system via a LAN, Agent for NAS
must be installed on a host connected to the NAS system via a LAN.

Installation precautions for Agent for NAS
•

If Windows Server 2003 with NAS-Agent for Windows 2003 installed is
upgraded to Windows Server 2008, operation of the NAS-Agent is not
guaranteed. You must remove all Tuning Manager series products on the
server and after upgrading to Windows Server 2008, perform a fresh
installation of NAS-Agent for Windows 2008.

•

For a new installation of NAS-Agent under Windows Server 2008 (x64), if
the specified path to the installation-destination folder points to a location
under %SystemDrive%Program Files (without the x86 extension), the
installation will fail because the location is internally redirected to a
different location under %SystemDrive%Program Files (x86). Therefore,
observe the following when specifying the installation destination folder:
When specifying the installation destination folder on Windows Server
2008 (x64), do not specify a location that is under the \SystemDrive
\Program Files folder.

•

Under Windows Server 2008, WRP is enabled by default. No resource
under a folder protected by this function can be deleted or modified. If a
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location under a folder protected by this function is specified as the
installation destination folder, a NAS-Agent installation might fail. Even if
the installation succeeds, operation of NAS-Agent is not guaranteed.
Therefore, observe the following when specifying the installation
destination folder:
Do not specify a location under a folder protected by WRP (Windows
Resource Protection) for the installation destination.

Notes on monitoring a NAS system managed by a NAS Manager
system
Please note the following when monitoring a NAS system managed by a NAS
Manager system:
•

Agent for NAS can monitor a NAS system in a cluster configuration, but
cannot monitor a NAS system in a single configuration.

•

Virtual NAS systems cannot be monitored.

Notes on monitoring Hitachi NAS Platform
If you execute the rusc command on multiple monitoring sources to collect
performance data from Hitachi NAS Platform, you cannot obtain correct data
due to unavoidable conflicts. For details, see the troubleshooting explanation
in the Agent Administration Guide.

Agent for Oracle
The following sections describe the installation requirements for Agent for
Oracle.
Note: For Solaris, AIX, Linux (x64), and Windows (x64), the Oracle OCI 64bit mode library and the Oracle OCI 32-bit mode library are required. Make
sure that you have installed the Oracle OCI 32-bit library on the computer on
which Agent for Oracle operates.

Verifying the hosts where Agent for Oracle is to be installed
You must install Agent for Oracle on the host that contains the Oracle
database that is to be monitored. When monitoring programs that are to be
monitored on a virtual OS, Agent for Oracle will monitor only the functions
that the programs guarantee on the virtual OS.

Verifying directory names of a shared disk
In Windows, do not specify a path containing the following characters as a
directory name of a shared disk.
( )
If a left parenthesis (() or a right parenthesis ()) is contained in a directory
name of a shared disk, you can set up a logical host environment, but any
attempt to start up Agent for Oracle might fail.
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Installing required libraries
If you are using Solaris, AIX, Linux(x64), or Windows(x64), you need not
only the Oracle OCI 64-bit mode library but also the Oracle OCI 32-bit mode
library.
When installing Oracle OCI, be sure to install the Oracle OCI 32-bit mode
library on the computer on which Agent for Oracle is to run.
In addition, to monitor Oracle Database 11g R2 or Oracle Database 12c R1,
you must install and set up Oracle Client 32-bit.
Specify Administrators or run time for installation type of Oracle Client 32bit. Instant Client of Oracle Client 32bit is not supported.

Confirming connection to the Oracle database to be monitored
The following example assumes that you want to monitor Oracle Database
11g Release 2.
Before starting Agent for Oracle you must start the Oracle Client 32-bit
environment and set a network service for connecting to the Oracle Database
to be monitored. After setting this service, confirm that connection can be
made to the Oracle Database from the Oracle Client 32-bit environment via a
listener by executing Oracle's sqlplus command or by other means.

Performing procedures for an upgrade installation
Before performing an upgrade installation of Agent for Oracle, you need to
delete the objects registered in the Oracle database (tables and packages
that you created in the monitored Oracle database).
After the upgrade installation is completed, you need to register those objects
in the Oracle database.
For details about registering objects, see Registering objects in the Oracle
database on page 7-72. For details about deleting objects, see Deleting the
objects registered in the Oracle database on page 7-76.
If you delete the objects after the upgrade installation finishes rather than
before the upgrade installation starts, the following message appears:
ORA-04043: object LSC_13_PIDB2 does not exist. This message,
however, does not indicate a serious problem. Even if this message appears,
proceed to register the objects again.

Note on monitoring Oracle Database 12c Release 1 or later
The multi-tenant (CDB) environment is not supported as a monitoring target.
Only a non-CDB environment can be monitored.

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
The following sections describe the installation requirements for Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server.
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Verifying the host where Agent for Microsoft SQL Server is to be
installed
You must install Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on the host that contains the
Microsoft SQL Server that is to be monitored.

Applying the update program for Windows Server 2008
When using Windows Server 2008, you need to apply the update program for
Windows Server 2008 (KB951116). If you do not do so, used memory size
will increase when you perform any of the following operations:
•

Storing performance data into the Store database to display historical
reports

•

Displaying real-time reports

•

Monitoring targets by using alarms
Note that if used memory size continues to increase even after you
applied the update program (KB951116), this increase will eventually
stop.

Setting a logical host and the remote host name, and then
monitoring the operation of Microsoft SQL Server on a remote host
Monitoring is not guaranteed.

Agent for DB2
The following sections describe the installation requirements for Agent for
DB2.

Verifying the hosts where Agent for DB2 is to be installed
You must install Agent for DB2 on the host that contains the DB2 that is to be
monitored.

Verifying the installation directory for the DB2 to be monitored
If you have installed the DB2 to be monitored by using the alternate pathing
installation function, Agent for DB2 cannot be used.

Installing the libraries required in the 64-bit AIX
In a 64-bit AIX environment, the library for 32-bit DB2 applications is
required. When you install DB2, always install the library for 32-bit DB2
applications on the host where Agent for DB2 runs.

Setting the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable (for Linux
systems only)
The LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable must be set before Agent for
DB2 6.2 or later can be started. If you want to update the Agent for DB2
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version to 6.2 or later, set the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable and
then start the Agent for DB2 service. For details about setting the
LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable, see Setting the LD_LIBRARY_PATH
environment variable (for Linux) on page 7-107.

Setting the DB2 installation path (AIX systems only)
In Agent for DB2 6.1 and earlier versions, if you have installed the alternate
fix pack and installed the DB2 in a location other than the default path, the
instance environment must be set up again. To do so, use the jpcinssetup
command to set the DB2 installation path for db2_dir in the instance
information. For details about setting up the instance environment, see
Setting up an instance environment on page 7-4.

Agent for Enterprise Applications
•

For each SAP system to be monitored, Tuning Manager Agent for
Enterprise Applications (Agent for EAP) must be installed on the same
host as the SAP system is running.

•

Tuning Manager server cannot be installed after you install Agent for EAP.
If you want to install Tuning Manager server and this product on the same
host, you must install Tuning Manager server first.

•

To monitor an SAP system, Agent for Enterprise Applications must be
installed on each host that contains either a central instance (primary
application server instance) that has the dialog service or a dialog
instance (additional application server instance).

Notes for when an SAP system is set up as an ASCS instance
•

To monitor an SAP system, an instance environment must be set up on
each host that contains either a central instance (primary application
server instance) that has the dialog service or a dialog instance
(additional application server instance).

•

If an SAP system has been set up as an ASCS instance, performance data
cannot be acquired because the ENQUEUE_SERVER_QUEUE_LENGTH field of
the PI_ENQ record does not exist in the connected dialog instance. Thus, a
warning message (KAVF14173-W) is output to the common message log or
the Windows event log. This message is output regardless of the log
setting (whether to record collected performance data in the Store
database) of each record.

Reviewing pre-installation requirements for cluster systems
•

In a cluster system, the following agents are available on the logical
hosts:
¢

Agent for RAID

¢

Agent for SAN Switch

¢

Agent for NAS
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¢

Agent for Oracle

¢

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server

¢

Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server

¢

•

Agent for DB2
In a cluster system, Agent for RAID Map, Agent for Platform, and
Agent for MS Exchange Server can be installed on either the active
nodes or the standby nodes. Agent for RAID Map and Agent for
Platform cannot be used on a logical host. To use Agent for MS
Exchange Server to monitor Exchange Server 2010, you must install
Agent for RAID Map, Agent for Platform, and Agent for MS Exchange
Server on each Exchange Server 2010 node and use each node as a
physical host. Even if a failover occurs in a cluster system, all the
agents that run on a physical host do not need to be failed over. Thus,
there is no need to use cluster software to register an agent that runs
on a physical host.

In an HA cluster system, the following agents are available on either the
physical or logical hosts:
¢

Agent for RAID

¢

Agent for SAN Switch

¢

Agent for NAS

¢

Agent for Oracle

¢

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server

¢

Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server

¢

Agent for DB2
If Agent for Oracle, Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server, or Agent for DB2 is to be synchronized
with the object the agent monitors that runs on a logical host and
then made to fail over, the agent must be located on the same logical
host as the object it monitors. To monitor Exchange Server 2010 in a
DAG configuration, you must install Agent for Microsoft Exchange
Server on each node, and then use the node as a physical host.
If high availability of a monitoring environment is a priority, use in a
logical host environment.

•

For details about a cluster system and the system configuration when
operating Tuning Manager series programs in a cluster system, see the
chapter that describes operations in a cluster system in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide.

•

For details about the setup procedure for operating an agent in a cluster
system, see Operating agents in cluster systems on page 7-154.

•

For cluster software supported by the Tuning Manager server and agents,
refer to the Tuning Manager Release Notes.

Requirements for using an agent in a cluster system
To operate agents in a cluster system, the conditions for the following items
must be met:
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•

Cluster system

•

Shared disk

•

Logical host name and logical IP address

Before you install agents in a cluster system, verify the following:
•

Cluster system:
¢
¢

•

The cluster software must be set up to control the starting and
stopping of an agent that runs on a logical host. For Agent for Oracle,
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, and Agent for DB2, set them to fail
over together with the monitored databases.

SMI Agent for FOS system configuration
For the support status of cluster systems in SMI Agent for FOS, contact
Brocade. In either of the following configurations, Tuning Manager Agent
for SAN Switch can run in a high availability cluster system, even if SMI
Agent for FOS is not supported on logical hosts:
¢

¢

•

The cluster system must be controlled by cluster software.

SMI Agent for FOS is running on a physical host that is different from
the physical hosts that the Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch
primary and secondary nodes are on.
SMI Agent for FOS is installed on both the Tuning Manager Agent for
SAN Switch primary and secondary nodes, and is running continuously
on the physical hosts of these nodes. When configuring a Tuning
Manager Agent for SAN Switch instance environment, be sure to
specify the logical IP address of the logical host Tuning Manager Agent
for SAN Switch is running on for "SMI-A IP Address" (the IP address
for SMI Agent for FOS).

Shared disk:
¢

¢

¢

¢

There must be a shared disk that allows failover from the active node
to the standby node.
Shared disks must be physically connected to each node via Fibre
Channel or SCSI.
Tuning Manager series programs do not support as shared disks the
use of network drives or disks replicated via a network.
If a process that is using the shared disk remains for some reason
when a failover occurs, the shared disk must be forcibly unmounted
by the cluster software to allow failover.
When Tuning Manager series programs are running on one logical
host, they must use the same directory name for the shared disk. For
the size required for a shared disk, see Hitachi Command Suite
System Requirements.
A Store database can be stored in a different directory on the shared
disk by changing the storage location.

Note: Note the following:
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•

Agent for Oracle operates in a file system. If the Oracle to be
monitored has created a RAW device and a database by using ASM,
specify the file system as a shared disk.

•

For Agent for Oracle, do not specify a path that contains the following
characters as a directory name of a shared disk:
()
Even if a left parenthesis (() or a right parenthesis ()) is contained in
a directory name of a shared disk, you can set up an environment of a
logical host, but you will not be able to start Agent for Oracle.

•

Logical host name and logical IP address:
¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

For each logical host there must be a corresponding logical host
name, for each logical host name there must be a corresponding
logical IP address, and a standby node must be able to inherit data
from the active node.
The logical host name and the logical IP address must be set in the
hosts file and the name server.
When DNS is used, the host name (rather than an FQDN name)
excluding the domain name is used as the logical host name.
Each host must have a unique physical host name and logical host
name.
For Agent for Oracle, the logical host name and the logical IP address
must be the same as those of the Oracle to be monitored.

Note: Note the following:
•

Do not specify a physical host name (which is displayed by the
hostname command in Windows or the uname -n command in UNIX)
as a logical host name. Doing so may hinder normal communication.

•

Up to 32 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be used for a logical
host name. The following characters and spaces cannot be used:
/ \ : ; * ? ' " < > | & = , .

•

You cannot specify localhost, an IP address, or a host name
beginning with a hyphen (-) as a logical host name.

Notes for failover of a logical host with an agent
In a system in which an agent runs on a logical host, you must decide
whether the entire logical host should fail over if a failure occurs with the
agent.
If the entire logical host fails over due to a failure with an agent, business
applications on the same logical host on which the agent runs will also fail
over. This may hamper business operations.
Therefore we recommend that you set the cluster software in either of the
following ways as necessary. By using these settings, even if a problem
occurs, the problem will not have an impact on business applications running
on the same logical host as an agent:
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•

The activities of an agent are not monitored.

•

Detection of a problem with an agent does not cause a failover.

Note on upgrading an agent running on a logical host
To upgrade an agent that runs on a logical host, you need to place the shared
disk online from either the active or standby node.

Reviewing notes for operations in a virtual system
A virtual system can manage various resources by using the virtualizing
functions (using software or hardware). A virtual system consists of a logical
partition to which those resources are assigned. Resources to be managed
can include items such as processors, memories, disks, and networks.
The following sections provide notes that apply when you run agents in a
virtual system. Before you install agents in the virtual system, always read
the appropriate section as follows:
•

Agent for RAID (see Agent for RAID on page 4-37)

•

Agent for Server System (see Agent for Server System on page 4-37)

Agent for RAID
The setup procedure for Agent for RAID on a virtual system is the same as
the setup procedure for a non-virtual system. However, if you want to
monitor the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400,
G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, or
Hitachi USP, you must specify the settings so that accesses from a guest OS
to command devices become available. For details, refer to the
documentation for your virtual system.

Agent for Server System
The setup procedure for Agent for Server System on a virtual system is the
same as the setup procedure on a non-virtual system. However, if you want
to collect the mapping information for the guest OS file systems and logical
devices, you must change the settings so that the guest OS can access the
devices by using a command such as a SCSI command. For details, refer to
the documentation for your virtual system.
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Installing or upgrading agents
This chapter describes how to install agents on Windows or UNIX hosts. For
details about the system requirements for running Tuning Manager series
programs, see Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements. In addition,
make sure that you check the information in Chapter 2, Preparing to install or
upgrade the Tuning Manager server on page 2-1 before starting installation.
If you install an agent on a host on which a Tuning Manager series program is
already installed, make sure that you check the information in Checking items
when installing or removing the Tuning Manager server and agents on the
same host on page 1-11 before starting installation.
□ Checking the current version of an agent
□ Installing agents on a Windows host
□ Installing agents on a UNIX host
□ Installing an agent in a cluster system
□ Installing an agent on a virtual system
□ Collecting information if an installation failure occurs
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Checking the current version of an agent
Before you start an upgrade or overwrite installation, always check the
version of the existing agent. If you accidentally overwrite the existing
version with an older one, an error might occur, for example, that prevents
you from viewing the existing reports.
For the Windows version of Tuning Manager series 6.0 or later, you can check
the agent version information in Control Panel. If the OS is Windows Server
2008, in Programs and Features, select the product, and choose
Organize,Layout, and then Details pane. You can also use the jpctminfo
command to check the version information.
For the UNIX version of Tuning Manager, use the jpctminfo command to
check the version information.

Checking version information by executing the jpctminfo command:
The jpctminfo command displays product information about Tuning Manager
series programs that are installed on the host where the command is
executed. You can use this command to check the version and patch history.
For details about how to use the jpctminfo command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
The jpctminfo command is stored in the following directories:
•

Windows: installation-folder\tools

•

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/tools

The following describes how to check the agent version and the patch history.
•

Use the following command to check the version of an agent:
jpctminfo service-key
Where service-key is the agent-specific character string shown in Table
5-1 Service keys for agents used during the agent version check on page
5-2.

•

Use the following command to check the patch history for an agent:
jpctminfo service-key -p
Where service-key is the agent-specific character string shown in Table
5-1 Service keys for agents used during the agent version check on page
5-2.
If no patches have been installed, a message will indicate that there is no
patch installation history for the agent.

Table 5-1 Service keys for agents used during the agent version check
Agent
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Service key

Agent for RAID

agtd

Agent for Server System 1

agte

Agent for SAN Switch

agtw
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Agent

Service key

Agent for NAS

agtn

Agent for Oracle

agto

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server

agtq

Agent for DB2

agtr

Agent for EAP

agtm

1:
The jpctminfo command uses the agte service key as the service key for
Agent for Server System.
If you execute the jpctminfo command to check the version information
of Agent for Server System, COMPONENT is displayed, as well as PRODUCT.
For PRODUCT, version information of Agent for Server System is displayed.
For COMPONENT, the version and patch history are displayed for Agent for
RAID Map, Agent for Platform, and Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
(for Windows) respectively.

Installing agents on a Windows host
Before starting the installation, review all of the installation guidelines that
are described in Table 5-2 Installation guidelines for agent installation on a
Windows host on page 5-3.
Note: For Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2012, if the
Administrator Console is opened during an upgrade or overwrite installation
of an agent, the installation might fail. The Administrator Console must be
stopped before installation.

Table 5-2 Installation guidelines for agent installation on a Windows host
Installation
Parameter
Username,
organization name

Guidelines
You can only specify the user information the first time you install the Tuning
Manager series programs. Enter user information, such as the user name and
company name.

Installation folder
You can only specify the installation folder information the first time you install the
for Tuning Manager Tuning Manager series programs. During installation, if you are prompted to specify
agent
the installation folder for the Tuning Manager agent, observe the following rules:
Default folder:

•

Default folder is recommended
Windows Server 2008 and 2012 (x86):
%SystemDrive%\Program Files\HiCommand\TuningManager\jplpc
Windows Server 2008 and 2012 (x64):
%SystemDrive%\Program Files (x86)\HiCommand\TuningManager\jplpc

•

You must specify the folder path by using the following ASCII characters:
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Installation
Parameter

Guidelines
A-Z, a-z,0-9, periods (.), underscores (_), left parentheses ((), right
parentheses ()), and space characters. In addition to the above characters, you
can use backslashes (\) and colons (:) as path delimiters.
•

Agent for Server
System only

You cannot specify two or more consecutive spaces.

If you execute setup.exe of Agent for Server System on a host where Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server does not exist, a panel appears for selecting components
to be installed. This panel does not appear if Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
has already been installed.
To install Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server, select the Agent for MSExchange
check box. Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform are always installed, so
you cannot uncheck those boxes.

The following procedure describes how to install an agent on a Windows host:
1.

On the host where the agent is to be installed, log in as a user who
belongs to the Administrators group of the local computer.
Before proceeding to the next step, make sure that you are a member of
the Administrators group.

2.

Execute the hcmds64srv and jpcstop commands to stop all services of
the Tuning Manager series programs running on the local host.

3.

If any other applications such as the Management Console or
Administrator Console are running, manually stop them.

4.

Insert the product installation DVD.

5.

Specify the necessary item on the screen that appears.

6.

In the Product Select Page, scroll through the list of agent software to
locate the desired agent and then click Install. If a warning message
appears, click Execute to continue the installation.
If you don’t use the Product Select Page, double click the setup.exe
file and follow the on-screen instructions.

7.

Check the common message log after you finish the installation.
During installation, additional setup may be executed as appropriate to
the host environment. The execution results are output to the common
message log. Once you have completed the installation, it is important to
check the common message log to obtain the results of any additional
setup.
Note: Note the following:
•
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You can install an agent by copying the contents of the integrated
installation DVD to the installation target host. In this case, you need
to copy all the contents that are in the root folder of the integrated
installation DVD. To start installation, run setup.exe in the copied
contents. To obtain the path name of the folder containing the
setup.exe file, see Table B-1 Directory structure of the Tuning
Manager installation media on page B-2. Note that, for this folder,
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specify a string consisting of single-byte alphanumeric characters
from the set of 7-bit ASCII characters.
•

When an agent is installed, the port number used by that agent is
registered at the end of the services file. The blank line that may be
included during port number registration has no effect on operations.

Caution: When changing to Hybrid Store from the Store database due to
a version upgrade installation:
•

To inherit the performance data after the installation, operation
cannot be started until the procedure described in “Migrating the
Store database to the Hybrid Store database” in the Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide is finished.

•

If the installation fails or the required capacity cannot be secured, see
“Action to be taken if an error occurs during migration to Hybrid
Store” in the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

Note: If the installation is performed on an OS that does not support
Hybrid Store, the dialog box that asks you to enable the Tuning Manager
API is displayed.
If you want to use Hybrid Store, you must migrate to a host with an OS
that supports Hybrid Store. For details on the migration procedure, see
“Migrating the Store database to the Hybrid Store database” in the Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Precautions on upgrading the Agent for RAID.
Please note the following upgrade precautions.
•

You can only install Agent for RAID v8.1.1 or later on an NTFS file
system. To upgrade Agent for RAID installed in a FAT file system to
v8.1.1 or later, you need to convert the file system to NTFS. Use the file
system conversion command to convert the file system to NTFS before
you upgrade Agent for RAID.

•

The timing for updating summarization data differs between the Store
database and Hybrid Store. For Hybrid Store, data is summarized hourly if
the summarization unit is daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly. Therefore,
the most recent performance value might not be included in the
summarization data.

•

If you perform a version upgrade installation from a version of Agent for
RAID that is earlier than v8.1.1, the following default values related to
PI_CLMS records will be changed:
¢

¢

Collection Interval - If the value before the version upgrade was 300,
the new value will be 60.
Log - Regardless of the default value before the version upgrade, the
new value will be Yes.
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Installing an additional agent (Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server)
To install Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server on a Windows host where
Agent for RAID Map and Agent for Platform have already been installed:
1.

On the host where Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server is to be
additionally installed, log in as a user who belongs to the Administrators
group of the local computer.
Before you proceed to the next step, make sure that you are a member of
the Administrators group.

2.

Execute the hcmds64srv and jpcstop commands to stop all services of
the Tuning Manager series programs running on the local host.

3.

If any other applications such as the Management Console or
Administrator Console are running, manually stop them.

4.

From the Windows Control Panel, choose Add/Remove Programs or
Programs and Features.
A dialog box is displayed in which you can select the program whose
settings are to be changed.

5.

In the Add/Remove Programs or Programs and Features dialog box,
select Tuning Manager - Agent for Server System.

6.

Choose Modify.
A dialog box for selecting the component is displayed.

7.

In the dialog box in which you can select the component to be changed,
select the Agent for MSExchange check box.
Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server will be installed.

8.

Check the common message log after you finish the installation.
During installation, additional setup may be executed as appropriate to
the host environment. The execution results are output to the common
message log. Once you have completed the installation, be sure to check
the common message log to obtain the results of any additional setup.

Note on ports for using the Tuning Manager API
Before you install the Agent that collects necessary performance data via the
Tuning Manager API, check the use status of default ports.
You must review the port number settings so that the default port numbers
are not used by other programs. If default port numbers are used by other
programs, change the settings of those programs.
For details about the default port numbers, see the Agent Administration
Guide.

Installing agents on a UNIX host
The following procedure assumes that the installation DVD is mounted on
the /dvdrom/dvdrom0 directory on an HP-UX or Linux host. For details about
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the structure of the installation media for Tuning Manager series programs,
see Appendix B, Structure of the installation media on page B-1.
To install an agent on a UNIX host:
1.

To start the installation, log on to the host as a root user or use the su
command to switch to the root user.

2.

Execute the hcmds64srv and jpcstop commands to stop all services of
the Tuning Manager series programs running on the local host.

3.

If any other application programs are running, terminate them.

4.

Insert the product installation DVD and mount the drive to a desired
directory.

5.

Enter the following command to change the execution environment shell
to the Bourne shell as shown below:
/bin/sh

6.

Execute the installation shell.
Note: The path for the installation media mount point cannot include
space characters.
For details on the directory structure of the installation media, refer to
Appendix B, Structure of the installation media on page B-1.

7.

Specify the necessary item on the screen that appears.

8.

Check the common message log after you finish the installation.
During installation, additional setup may be executed as appropriate to
the host environment. The execution results are output to the common
message log. Once you have completed the installation, it is important to
check the common message log to obtain the results of any additional
setup.
Note:
•

You can install the agent by copying the contents of the integrated
installation DVD to the installation target host. For the directory to
which the contents are to be copied, specify a string consisting of
single-byte alphanumeric characters from the set of 7-bit ASCII
characters. You cannot place this directory directly under the root
directory (/). Also, ensure that the contents (files) are archived using
an archive command such as tar before copying them to the
installation target host.

•

When an agent is installed, the port number used by that agent is
registered at the end of the services file. The blank line that may be
included during port number registration has no effect on operations.

Caution: When changing to Hybrid Store from the Store database due to
a version upgrade installation:
•

To inherit the performance data after the installation, operation
cannot be started until the procedure described in “Migrating the
Store database to the Hybrid Store database” in the Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide is finished.
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•

If the installation fails or the required capacity cannot be secured, see
"Action to be taken if an error occurs during migration to Hybrid
Store” in the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide

Note: If the installation is performed on an OS that does not support
Hybrid Store, the dialog box that asks you to enable the Tuning Manager
API is displayed.
If you want to use Hybrid Store, you must migrate to a host with an OS
that supports Hybrid Store. For details on the migration procedure, see
"Migrating the Store database to the Hybrid Store database” in the Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Precautions on upgrading the Agent for RAID
If you perform a version upgrade installation from a version of Agent for
RAID that is earlier than v8.1.1, the following default values related to
PI_CLMS records will be changed:
•

Collection Interval - If the value before the version upgrade was 300, the
new value will be 60.

•

Log - Regardless of the default value before the version upgrade, the new
value will be Yes.

Note on ports for using the Tuning Manager API
Before you install the Agent that collects necessary performance data via the
Tuning Manager API, check the use status of default ports.
You must review the port number settings so that the default port numbers
are not used by other programs. If default port numbers are used by other
programs, change the settings of those programs.
For details about the default port numbers, see the Agent Administration
Guide.

Installing an agent in a cluster system
Install agents on the active and standby nodes. Agents must be installed on a
local disk. Do not install agents on a shared disk.
The installation procedure is the same as that for a non-cluster system. For
details on the procedure, see Installing agents on a Windows host on page
5-3 for windows hosts, and see Installing agents on a UNIX host on page 5-6
for UNIX hosts. Before you start the installation, please read Chapter 4,
Preparing to install or upgrade agents on page 4-1.
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Performing a version upgrade installation of an agent on a physical
host
This section describes how to perform a version upgrade installation of an
agent running in a physical host environment when other agents or a Tuning
Manager server is operating in a logical host environment.
1.

From the cluster software, stop all services of Collection Manager and
agents on the logical host.

2.

Use the jpcstop all command to stop all services of Collection Manager
and agents on the physical hosts at both the active and standby nodes.

3.

Mount the shared disk.
Make sure that the shared disk is mounted. If it is not, use the cluster
software or volume manager to mount it. Note that you need to perform
this step on either active or standby node (you do not need to perform
this step on both nodes).

4.

Perform an overwrite installation of the target agent on the active node.

5.

Perform an overwrite installation of the target agent on the standby node.

6.

Perform the setup required for operating Tuning Manager series
programs.

7.

From the cluster software, start the services of Collection Manager and
agents on the logical host.

8.

Execute the jpcstart command to start the services of Collection
Manager and agents on the physical hosts on both the active and standby
nodes.

Installing an agent on a virtual system
The installation procedure is the same as the one for a non-virtual system.
For details about the installation procedure, see Installing agents on a
Windows host on page 5-3 for Windows hosts or Installing agents on a UNIX
host on page 5-6 for UNIX hosts. Also for Windows hosts please read Chapter
4, Preparing to install or upgrade agents on page 4-1 before installation.

Collecting information if an installation failure occurs
If the cause of an installation or removal failure cannot be corrected, please
collect the following information, and then contact our Support Center.
The jpcras command is normally used to obtain the files described in the
table below. However, depending on when the failure occurred, the user
might not be able to use this command to obtain the files. In that case, the
user must manually obtain the files. The files that you need to collect differ
depending on the operating system of the machine on which you are
installing or removing the Tuning Manager server.
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Table 5-3 Files to collect (Windows)
File name

Output location

All files under the installation directory

install-directory\jplpc

Event log

From the Event Viewer window in Windows,
output the Application, System, and
Security contents of the Windows event
log to files.

Table 5-4 Files to collect (UNIX)
File name

Output location

All files under the installation directory

/opt/jp1pc

syslog

Default locations:
•

For HP-UX:
/var/adm/syslog/syslog.log

•

For Solaris
/var/adm/messages*

•

For AIX
/var/adm/syslog*

•

For Linux
/var/log/messages*

*If the system is configured to output
syslog to files other than those in the
default locations, confirm the output
destinations, and then obtain the files.

In Windows Server 2008 and Windows Server 2012:
•

The following file under the %TEMP% folder:
¢

•

•

pfm_inst.log

The following files under the %SystemDrive% folder:
¢

HTM_INST_LOG_*

¢

HTM_UNINST_LOG_*

¢

HTM_WORK_LOG_*

The following files under the %SYSTEMROOT% folder:
¢

TEMP\HCDINST\NETMINST.log

¢

TEMP\HCDINST\SILINST.log

¢

TEMP\HCDINST\*.log

In HP-UX:
•
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The following files under the /var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/logs/
directory:
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•

•

•

¢

HTM_INST_LOG_*

¢

HTM_UNINST_LOG_*

The following files under the /tmp/HiCommand directory:
¢

installHTMRaid.log

¢

installHTMAgent.log

The following files under the /var/adm/sw directory:
¢

swagent.log

¢

swagentd.log

¢

swinstall.log

¢

swremove.log

The following files under the /etc/.hitachi directory:
¢

.hitachi.log*

¢

.install.log*

¢

.uninstall.log*

¢

.patch.log

In Solaris, AIX, or Linux:
•

•

•

The following files under the /var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/logs/
directory:
¢

HTM_INST_LOG_*

¢

HTM_UNINST_LOG_*

The following files under the /tmp/HiCommand directory:
¢

installHTMRaid.log

¢

installHTMAgent.log

¢

installHTMSwitch.log

¢

installHTMNAS.log

The following files under the /etc/.hitachi directory:
¢

.hitachi.log*

¢

.install.log*

¢

.uninstall.log*

¢

.patch.log

Files to collect for Agent for NAS
The following tables contains a list of files to collect for Agent for NAS.
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Table 5-5 List of installation and removal logs for Agent for NAS (for
Windows)
Output File
NETMINST.log

Output Location
%SYSTEMROOT%\TEMP\HCDINST

SILINST.log
PFM-Base-type.log
PFM-Base-type_*.log
HTM-NAS.log
HTM-NAS_*.log
(*:01 to 05)
pfm_inst.log

%TEMP%

.install.log*

%SystemDrive%

(*: Blank or 01 to 03)
.uninstall.log*

%SystemDrive%

(*: Blank or 01 to 03)

Table 5-6 List of installation and removal logs for Agent for NAS (for UNIX)
File Name
HTM_INST_LOG_AGTN_*.log
(*: 1 to 3)
HTM_UNINST_LOG_AGTN_*.log

Output Location
/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/logs
and /opt/jp1pc/agtn

(*: 1 to 3)

/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/logs
and /opt/jp1pc/agtn

.hitachi.log*

/etc/.hitachi

(*: Blank or 01 to 05)
.install.log*

/etc/.hitachi

(*: Blank or 01 to 05)
.uninstall.log*

/etc/.hitachi

(*: Blank or 01 to 05)
.patch.log

/etc/.hitachi

HBase_JLibrary_install_agtn_*.log

/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/logs

(*: 1 to 3)
HBase_JLibrary_uninstall_agtn_*.log

/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/logs

(*: 1 to 3)

Files to collect for Agent for SAN Switch
The following tables contains a list of files to collect for Agent for SAN Switch.
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Table 5-7 List of installation and removal logs for Agent for SAN Switch
(for Windows)
File
NETMINST.log

Directory
%SYSTEMROOT%\TEMP\HCDINST

SILINST.log
PFM-Base-type.log
PFM-Base-type_*.log
(*: 01 to 05)
HTM-NAS.log
HTM-NAS_*.log
(*: Blank or 01 to 05)
pfm_inst.log

%TEMP%

HBase_JLibrary_install_agtw_*.log

%SystemDrive%

(*: Blank or 01 to 03)
HBase_JLibrary_uninstall_agtw_*.log

%SystemDrive%

(*: Blank or 01 to 03)

Table 5-8 List of installation and removal logs for Agent for SAN Switch
(for UNIX)
File Name

Output Location

installHTMSwitch.log

/tmp/HiCommand

.hitachi.log

/etc/.hitachi

(*: Blank or1 to 5)
.install.log*

/etc/.hitachi

.uninstall.log*

/etc/.hitachi

(*: Blank or 01 to 05)
.patch.log

/etc/.hitachi

HBase_JLibrary_install_agtw_*.log

/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/
logs

(*: 1 to 3)
HBase_JLibrary_uninstall_agtw_*.log
(*: 1 to 3)

/var/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/
logs

Files to collect for Agent for EAP
When you execute the jpcras command to collect information, the command
does not collect the log files related to the installation of Agent for EAP. The
table below lists the files that must be collected manually.
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File

Directory
/var/opt/HiCommand/
TuningManager/logs
and /opt/jp1pc/agtm

Trace log output during
installation

Note: * is a number from 1 to
3

/var/opt/HiCommand/
TuningManager/logs
and /opt/jp1pc/agtm

Trace log output during
removal

installHTMEAP.log

/tmp/HiCommand

Log output only for remote
installations.

swagent.log

/var/adm/sw

sw command log [HP-UX
only]

swagentd.log

/var/adm/sw

sw command log [HP-UX
only]

swinstall.log

/var/adm/sw

sw command log [HP-UX
only]

swremove.log

/var/adm/sw

sw command log [HP-UX
only]

.hitachi.log* (* is no value
or a number from 01 to 05)

/etc/.hitachi

Log file for Hitachi program
product installer (if installing
a Performance Reported
product)

.install.log* (* is no value
or a number from 01 to 05)

/etc/.hitachi

Output log for Performance
Reporter product called from
Hitachi program product
installer (if installing a
Performance Reporter
product)

.uninstall.log* (* is no
value or a number from 01 to
05)

/etc/.hitachi

Output log for Performance
Reporter product called from
Hitachi program product
installer (if installing a
Performance Reporter
product)

.patch.log

/etc/.hitachi

Output log for Performance
Reporter patch product
called from Hitachi program
product installer (if a patch
has been applied)

All files in the installation
directory

/opt/jp1pc

e.g. product information file
for Tuning Manager Agent
for EAP.

syslog

Default location:

syslog files

HTM_INST_LOG_AGTM_*.log
Note: * is a number from 1 to
3
HTM_UNINST_LOG_AGTM_*.log

•

In HP-UX
/var/adm/syslog/
sysl

•

In Solaris
/var/adm/messages#
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Setting up Tuning Manager series
programs
This chapter describes the setup procedures required to run Tuning Manager
series programs correctly, and optional setup procedures used to change
default settings. For details on the commands used for the setup, see the
Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide. For details on the setup to perform for
an agent after it is installed, and the setup to run agents in a cluster system,
see Chapter 7, Setting up the agents on page 7-1. Note that there are no
post-installation setup procedures for Agent for RAID Map and Agent for
Platform. Also, there is no post-installation setup procedure for Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server in a non-cluster system. For details on using the
Tuning Manager API, see the chapter about setting up Agents to use Tuning
Manager API in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
□ Cautionary note
□ Setting the LANG environment variable (UNIX)
□ Setting up the connection-target Device Manager
□ Specifying the connection-target Tuning Manager server
□ Setting up an instance environment
□ Configuring the port number
□ Setting the IP address
□ Setting up the automatic service restart function
□ Changing settings for the master store service
□ Changing the settings for the Agent Store service (for Hybrid Store)
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□ Changing settings for the Agent Store service for the Store database
□ Registering an agent
□ Specifying a host name for Tuning Manager series system
□ Changing a host name after starting operations
□ Changing the connection-target Tuning Manager server
□ Changing the agent installation host
□ Migrating to Store database version 2.0
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Cautionary note
When you use the AIX mksysb command or a virtualization system to
replicate an OS environment in which the Tuning Manager server or Agent is
running, do not apply the replicated environment to any other host. Startup
of the Tuning Manager server or Agent might fail in the replicated
environment.

Setting the LANG environment variable (UNIX)
Before setting up the Tuning Manager series programs, you must specify the
LANG environment variable on the following hosts:
•

Tuning Manager server host

•

Agent host

The Tuning Manager series supports operations using operating systems that
support languages other than English or Japanese. However, messages
output by each Tuning Manager series program will be output in either
English or Japanese regardless of the operating system in use.
The following table lists the LANG environment variables that can be used in
the Tuning Manager series and corresponding message languages output by
each program.

Table 6-1 Message language and LANG environment variables
Program
Tuning Manager server

LANG environment variables
In Solaris ja

Message language
Japanese

In Linux: ja_JP.UTF-8

Agent

Other than above

English

Values listed in Table 6-2 LANG
environment variables that can be
specified when outputting agent
messages in Japanese on page
6-3

Japanese

Values other than listed in Table
6-2 LANG environment variables
that can be specified when
outputting agent messages in
Japanese on page 6-3

English

Table 6-2 LANG environment variables that can be specified when
outputting agent messages in Japanese
OS
HP-UX

Language
Shift-JIS encoding

LANG environment variables
•

ja_JP.SJIS

•

japanese
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OS

Language
EUC encoding

Solaris

AIX

•

ja_JP.eucJP

•

japanese.euc

English

C

Shift-JIS encoding

ja_JP.PCK

EUC encoding

•

ja

•

japanese

English

C

UTF-8 code

ja_JP.UTF-8

Shift-JIS encoding

•

Ja_JP

•

Ja_JP.IBM-932

•

ja_JP

•

ja_JP.IBM-eucJP

EUC encoding

Linux

LANG environment variables

English

C

UTF-8 code

ja_JP

Shift-JIS encoding

Not applicable

EUC encoding

Not applicable

UTF-8 encoding

RHEL 4, 5, 6, 71
•

ja_JP.UTF-8

•

ja_JP.utf8

SLES 11
•

ja_JP.UTF8

Oracle Linux 6, 71

English

1.

•

ja_JP.UTF-8

•

ja_JP.utf8

C

Only Agent for Server System and Agent for RAID support RHEL 7 and
Oracle Linux 7.

Before setting these variables, make sure that the language environment that
will be set is installed and configured correctly. Otherwise, characters might
be displayed incorrectly, or definition data might be inappropriately
overwritten.
Note: If the LC_ALL environment variable is set and the value set for the
LANG environment variable is different from the LC_ALL environment variable,
either disable the LC_ALL environment variable or change the LANG
environment variable so that it is the same as the LC_ALL environment
variable before starting Tuning Manager series services or executing
commands.
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Note that this change must only be made for the shell environment used to
perform the relevant task. You do not need to change the system
environment. Use the following command to disable the LC_ALL environment
variable:
unset LC_ALL
Note: The languages of the common message log are determined by the
LANG environment variable set during service startup or command execution.
Therefore, if both English and Japanese encodings are being used, the
messages output to the common message log will be in both languages.
If the value of the LC_ALL environment variable is different from the value of
the LANG environment variable, clear the setting of the LC_ALL environment
variable before starting a Tuning Manager series product or executing a
command. Alternatively, set the LC_ALL environment variable to the same
value that is set for the LANG environment variable. Note that you need to
clear or change the setting of the LC_ALL environment variable only for the
shell you use to start the Tuning Manager series product or execute the
command. You do not need to clear or change it globally in the system. To
clear the setting of the LC_ALL environment variable, add the following entry:
unset LC_ALL

Setting up the connection-target Device Manager
The connection-target, Device Manager, is set up during the Tuning Manager
server installation.
If you want to connect the Tuning Manager server to Device Manager when it
is installed in a different host, you need to use the htmsetup command in the
Device Manager host to set up Device Manager. For details about the setup in
Device Manager host, see the section that describes about specifying the
setting for remote connection to the Tuning Manager server and the port
number in the Hitachi Command Suite Administrator Guide.
Note: For details on how to change Device Manager the Tuning Manager
server connect to after the Tuning Manager server installation completes, see
the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

Specifying the connection-target Tuning Manager server
You must perform this setup procedure on agent hosts.
On the hosts where agents are installed, you must specify the Tuning
Manager server that manages the agents. Please note the following points
about specifying the connection-target Tuning Manager server:
•

There can be only one connection-target Tuning Manager server for each
agent host. If more than one agent is installed on the same host, you
cannot specify different connection-target Tuning Manager servers for the
agents.
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•

If an agent and a Tuning Manager server are installed on the same host,
that Tuning Manager server becomes the connection-target Tuning
Manager server. In this case, you cannot change the connection-target
Tuning Manager server to a Tuning Manager server on a remote host.

•

If Tuning Manager server is running in a cluster environment and is
installed on the same host as the Agent, do not specify any host other
than the Tuning Manager server host on the same host.

•

Before you start the setup procedure, you must stop all services of the
Tuning Manager series programs that are running on the local host. If a
service of Tuning Manager series program is active during execution of
the jpcnshostname command, a message is displayed that asks you to
stop the service.

To specify the connection-target Tuning Manager server:
1.

Stop all services of the Tuning Manager series programs running on the
local host.

2.

Execute the jpcnshostname command with the host name of the
connection-target Tuning Manager server specified. For example, if the
connection-target Tuning Manager server is on host host01, specify the
following:
jpcnshostname -s host01

Setting up an instance environment
To monitor multiple targets by using one agent, you need to run the agent's
services for each monitoring target. Note that you cannot monitor one target
by using instances of multiple agents. For example, to monitor multiple
storage systems by using Agent for RAID, you need to define the services to
run for each storage system being monitored. Agent for Oracle can monitor
each instance of an Oracle database that has an SID. In this case, you need
to run services of Agent for Oracle for each instance of the Oracle database.
A group of agent services that runs for a monitoring target is called an
instance. An environment in which one or more agent instances exist is called
an instance environment.
If an agent requires a configured instance environment to monitor its target,
you must set up the instance environment on the agent host. An agent that
requires a configured instance environment in order to monitor a target is
called a multi-instance Agent. An agent that does not require a configured
instance environment in order to monitor a target is called a single-instance
Agent. The following lists the multi-instance agents and single-instance
agents.
•
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Multi-instance agents
¢

Agent for RAID

¢

Agent for SAN Switch

¢

Agent for NAS
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¢

Agent for Oracle

¢

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server

Agent for DB2
For details on setting up instance environments for multi-instance agents,
see Chapter 7, Setting up the agents on page 7-1.
¢

•

Single-instance agents
¢

Agent for RAID Map

¢

Agent for Platform

¢

Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server

Note: Single-instance agents do not require a configured instance
environment.

Configuring the port number
Set a fixed port number for each service to operate the Tuning Manager
series system in an environment that requires fixed port numbers: for
example, an environment that allows communication through a firewall
between a Tuning Manager server and an agent.
Configure the port numbers on the following hosts:
•

Tuning Manager server host

•

Agent host

Table 6-3 Default port numbers and Tuning Manager series program services
on page 6-7 shows the port numbers allocated by default for services of
Tuning Manager series programs. For other services and programs, a port
number that is not currently being used by the system is allocated
automatically every time the service is started.

Table 6-3 Default port numbers and Tuning Manager series program services
Service name

Parameter

Port
number

Description

Name Server

jp1pcnsvr

22285

The port number used for the Name Server
service of the Tuning Manager server.
Configured on all hosts of the Tuning Manager
series programs.

NNM Object Manager

jp1pcovsvr

22292

The port number reserved for Tuning Manager
series programs.

Status Server

jp1pcstatsvr

22350

The port number used for the Status Server
service of the Tuning Manager server and
agents. Configured on the Tuning Manager
server and agent hosts.

View service (between
Main Console and View
Server service, and

jp1pcvsvr

22286

Used when a user logs in to the Tuning Manager
server, or runs Performance Reporter.
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Service name

Parameter

Port
number

Description

between Performance
Reporter and the View
Server service)

Note: The Status Server service starts if the status management function is
enabled. For details on each service, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.
If you set a port number other than the default for the View Server service
(between the View Server service and other components (Tuning Manager Main Console, Tuning Manager - Performance Reporter, and Device
Manager)), it is necessary to set the same port number in the initial setting
file (config.xml) of Performance Reporter. If the same port number is not
set, Tuning Manager - Main Console, Tuning Manager - Performance
Reporter, or Device Manager will fail to communicate with the View Server
service. For details about setting up the initial setting file (config.xml), see
the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide. Note that the port number
for the View Server service (between the View Server service and other
components (Tuning Manager - Main Console, Tuning Manager - Performance
Reporter, and Device Manager)) needs to be set only on the Tuning Manager
server host, not on agent hosts.
For the list of port numbers and details on settings and notes for passing
through a firewall between Collection Manager and agents, see the appendix
in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
•

Be aware of the following when allocating a fixed port number to each
service:
¢

¢

•

The port numbers set for the Name Server and Status Server services
on all hosts must be consistent throughout the entire Tuning Manager
series system. Ensure that port number and service name allocations
are consistent throughout the entire Tuning Manager series system to
avoid conflicts.
Set the same port number for the jp1pcnsvr parameter at all hosts of
the Tuning Manager series programs.

Before setting a port number, stop all services of the Tuning Manager
series programs running on the entire Tuning Manager series system.
After setting a port number, start the services manually. It is not
necessary to stop the services when displaying the port numbers.

To set the port number:
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1.

Stop all services of the Tuning Manager series programs running on the
entire Tuning Manager series system.

2.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port command. For example, to set fixed port
numbers for all services, execute the command as follows:
jpcnsconfig port define all
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3.

Configure a port number for each service. If the jpcnsconfig port
command is executed, the system will display either the port number
currently configured or the default port number. For example, the system
will display the following if the port number 22285 is currently configured
for the Name Server service:
Component[Name Server]
ServiceID[PN1001]
Port[22285]
:
Operations will vary depending on how you want to set the port number.
Table 6-4 Port number settings on page 6-9 shows the settings and
operations. Unless the port numbers conflict within the system, use port
numbers displayed by the jpcnsconfig port command.

4.

Execute the jpcnsconfig port command again to make sure that the
port number has been configured correctly. For example, to display the
port numbers for all services, execute the command as follows:
jpcnsconfig port list all
If <error> is displayed in either the Services column or the Port column,
the configuration is incorrect. Reset the port number. If an error still
results, the following causes are possible:
¢
¢

¢

The port number is not registered in the services file.
The same port number is registered more than once in the services
file.
For cluster environment installations:
If you are setting up Collection Manager on the active node, go to
step 6 in the Procedure on the active node in Environment settings for
Collection Manager on page 3-33.

Note: If the jpcnsconfig port command is canceled with the Ctrl + C
key, the port number will not be set correctly. Re-execute the
jpcnsconfig port command and set the port numbers again.

Table 6-4 Port number settings
Settings

Operations

When using the number
displayed as a fixed port number
as is

Press the Return key.

When changing the displayed
port number

Specify a port number from 1024 to 65535. The port
number currently in use cannot be specified.

When not setting a fixed port
number.

Specify 0.
Even if 0 is specified for the following services, the
default value will be set.
•

Name Server service

•

Status Server service

•

View Server service (between Performance
Reporter and the View Server service)
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Setting the IP address
Specify this setting for either of the following:
•

When a Tuning Manager series program is running in a network
environment connected to multiple LANs

•

When using IPv4 addresses in an environment where both IPv6 and IPv4
addresses can be retrieved by the OS
Note: In an environment where both IPv6 and IPv4 addresses can be
retrieved by the OS, an agent uses IPv6 addresses for communication by
default.

In either of the above cases, the IP addresses must be defined by editing the
jpchosts file on the following hosts:
•

Tuning Manager server host

•

Agent host
Note: If the IP address of a host is specified in the jpchosts file, the
hosts file or DNS definitions will not be referenced for the IP address of
that host. Therefore, the IP address to be acquired from the host name
must be defined in the jpchosts file.

To set the IP address:
1.

Stop all services of the Tuning Manager series programs running on the
local host.

2.

Open the jpchosts file using a text editor. The storage location for the
jpchosts file is as follows:

3.

¢

Windows: installation-folder

¢

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc

Edit the jpchosts file. For example, if there are two hosts, one with the
host name hostA and the IP address 20.108.41.1, and another with the
host name hostB and the IP addresses 20.108.41.2 and 20.108.41.3,
specify them as follows:
hostA 20.108.41.1
hostB 20.108.41.2, 20.108.41.3
To assign the alias name aliasA to the host whose IP address is
20.108.41.1, specify the following:
aliasA 20.108.41.1
Note the following:
¢

¢
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You cannot set the loopback address as the IP address of the host
whose name you want to resolve. You must set the loopback address
for the local host in the hosts file.
When multiple IP addresses are specified for one host, the first
specified IP address will have priority.
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¢

¢

If the first specified IP address becomes unavailable, the second IP
address will be used. However, for the next communication, the
system will use the first IP address.
IP address settings are invalid in the following cases:
- The host name exceeds 128 bytes.
- The host name is localhost
- The host name is specified by an IP address in decimal dot notation
(for example: 172.16.233.12) or an IP address with colons in
hexadecimal notation (for example: 1234:5678:90AB:CDEF:
1234:5678:9012:3456).
- The host name begins with a hyphen (-).
- The host name contains any of the following characters or a space:
\ / : , ; * ? “ > < | . =

¢

¢

¢

For an IPv4 address, specify an IP address in decimal dot notation (for
example:172.16.233.12).
For an IPv6 address, specify an IP address with colons in hexadecimal
notation (for example: 1234:5678:90AB:CDEF:
1234:5678:9012:3456).
An IP address abbreviation can also be used. Note that only a global
address can be specified for the IP address. A site local address or link
local address cannot be specified.
A maximum of 16 IP addresses can be specified per host.

Note: In Tuning Manager series systems, make sure that server host
names or alias names that are set by the monitoring host name setting
function are unique. The server host names differ depending on the
monitoring host name acquisition method.

4.

•

If the monitoring host name acquisition method is hostname, the
results from executing hostname.

•

If the monitoring host name acquisition method is uname, the results
from executing uname -n

Copy the jpchosts file to each host.
Copy the jpchosts file to each host because each service of Tuning
Manager series programs needs to use the IP addresses specified at step
3. Copy the jpchosts file to the following directories:

5.

¢

Windows: installation-folder

¢

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc

Restart the services of the Tuning Manager series programs to apply the
information changed in the jpchosts file.
Note: If the jpchosts file in which IPv6 addresses have been defined is
copied to the host of an agent whose version is 5.9 or earlier, the
KAVE00179-W message will be output to the common message log every
time each agent service starts.

6.

For cluster environment installations:
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If you are setting up Collection Manager on the active node, go to step 7
in the Procedure on active node in Environment settings for Collection
Manager on page 3-33.
Note: If the Tuning Manager server host or agent host satisfies all the
following conditions, you do not need to set an IP address for them:
•

The local host has only one IP address.

• The host at the communication destination has only one IP address.
The specified jpchosts file must be copied to all Tuning Manager server and
agent hosts to unify the settings in the whole system.

Changing the IP address of a Tuning Manager server host
For details about the procedure to change the IP address of a Tuning Manager
server host, refer to the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

Changing the IP address of an agent host
Use the following procedure to change the IP address of an agent host.
1.

Stop the agent program and services.
Stop the agent program and services that are running on the agent host.
Use the jpstop command to stop the services. If you use a cluster
system, stop the cluster software first.

2.

Change the IP address of the target agent host.
Change the IP address of the host on which agent is installed.

3.

Specify the necessary network settings.
Ensure that all agents and Tuning Manager server hosts can communicate
with the target agent host via TCP.

4.

Restart the agent services.
Restart the agent program and services to be run on the host on which
the agent is installed. If you use a cluster system, restart the cluster
software first.

Setting up the automatic service restart function
If Collection Manager and agent services stop abnormally for some reason,
this setup is required in order to automatically restart the services. For
details, see the chapter that describes Tuning Manager series error detection
in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Changing settings for the master store service
If you want to change the storage destination folder for events, the backup
destination folder, or export destination folder managed by a Tuning Manager
server, perform this setup procedure on the Tuning Manager server host.
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Event data of agents is managed by the Store database of Tuning Manager
Master Store service.
To change the following folders for the event data managed by the Store
database, directly edit the settings in the jpcsto.ini file:
•

Storage folder

•

Backup folder

•

Export folder

The jpcsto.ini file is stored in the following locations:
On physical hosts:
¢

Windows:installation-folder\mgr\store\jpcsto.ini

¢

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/jpcsto.ini

On logical hosts:
¢

Windows:environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\store\jpcsto.ini

¢

UNIX:environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/store/jpcsto.ini

Note: environment-directory is a directory of a shared disk, and is specified
when a logical host is created.

Items to be specified in the jpcsto.ini file
The following table lists label names and ranges of values that can be
specified in the jpcsto.ini file.

Table 6-5 Settings for the storage location of the event data ([Data Section] section in
jpcsto.ini)
Setting item
Folder in which the
event data is
stored

Label name
Store Dir 2

Specifiable
value 1
Absolute path
from 1 to 127
bytes

Default value
On physical hosts:
•

Windows: installation-folder\mgr\store

•

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/mgr/store

On logical hosts:

Backup folder for
the event data

Backup Dir 2

Absolute path
from 1 to 127
bytes

•

Windows: environment-directory\jp1pc
\mgr\store

•

UNIX: environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/
store

On physical hosts:
•

Windows: installation-folder\mgr\store
\backup

•

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/backup

On logical hosts:
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Setting item

Label name

Specifiable
value 1

Default value
•

Windows: environment-directory\jp1pc
\mgr\store\backup

•

UNIX: environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/
store/backup

Maximum number
of generations of
event data to back
up

Backup Save

From 1 to 9

5

Export folder for
the event data

Dump Dir 2

Absolute path
from 1 to 127
bytes

On physical hosts:
•

Windows: installation-folder\mgr\store
\dump

•

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/mgr/store/dump

On logical hosts:
•

Windows: environment-directory\jp1pc
\mgr\store\dump

•

UNIX: environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/
store/dump

Notes:
1.

Specify absolute paths for all folders. You can use alphanumeric
characters, symbols, and spaces except for the following:
; , * ? ' " < > |
When invalid values are specified, the Master Store service cannot be
started.

2.

You cannot specify a duplicated folder for Store Dir, Backup Dir, and
Dump Dir.

Editing the jpcsto.ini file
To edit the jpcsto.ini file:
1.

Execute the jpcstop command to stop the Master Store service of the
Tuning Manager server.

2.

Use a text editor to open the jpcsto.ini file.

3.

Change the storage locations and other information related to event data
(see Figure 6-1 Example of editing the jpcsto.ini file (only shaded parts
can be edited) on page 6-15).
Note: Note the following editing rules:
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•

Do not enter spaces at the beginning of the coding and also before
and after an equal sign (=).

•

A period (.) in the value of each label represents the default storage
folder of the Store database of the Master Store service. The default
storage folders are as follows:
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On physical hosts:
- Windows:installation-folder\mgr\store
- UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/mgr/store
On logical hosts:
- Windows:environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\store
- UNIX:environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/store
To store the Store database in a different location, specify the relative
path from the default folder, or the absolute path to the location.
•

Create a folder to be specified before changing the storage location of
the Store database.

•

The jpcsto.ini file contains the definition information in addition to
the information on the database installation folder. Change values
only in the [Data Section] section. The Tuning Manager server might
not operate correctly if you change values other than those in the
[Data Section] section.

4.

Save and then close the jpcsto.ini file.

5.

Execute the jpcstop command to start Tuning Manager server services.

6.

For cluster environment installations:
If you are setting up Collection Manager on the active node, go to step 9
in the Procedure on the active node in Environment settings for Collection
Manager on page 3-33.

Figure 6-1 Example of editing the jpcsto.ini file (only shaded parts can be
edited)

Changing the settings for the Agent Store service (for
Hybrid Store)
These settings are required for changing the Hybrid Store installation folder
used for saving the performance data managed by Agent for RAID.
The default folders used to save the performance data are as follows:
•

In Windows:
installation-folder\agtd\store\instance-name\

•

In UNIX:
installation-folder/agtd/store/instance-name/
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Note: In logical host operation, the default values will be as follows (instead
of those in the table):
In Windows:
The default value is environment-directory\jp1pc instead of
installation-folder.
In UNIX:
The default value is environment-directory/jp1pc instead of /opt/
jp1pc.
The Agents operated by using Hybrid Store retain the collected performance
data in file format. This file is called the operational performance information
file, and the Performance database that stores the files is called Hybrid Store.
The amount of the data managed by Hybrid Store is larger, because all the
instances of the Agents operated by using Hybrid Store fall under the
management scope.
As a result, the following settings can be set from an Agent for the Hybrid
Store:
•

Changing the destination of Hybrid Store output

•

Specifying records to be output to the Hybrid Store

•

Changing the retention period for the Hybrid Store

Note: Performance data in the Hybrid Store will be automatically deleted
when it exceeds a specified time frame (retention period).

Changing the destination of Hybrid Store output
The destination of Hybrid Store output can be changed by editing a definition
file.There are three ways to edit this definition file: by changing the
destination for all instances on the same host, and by changing the
destination for individual instances.
There are three ways to edit this definition file: by changing the destination
for all instances on the same host, and by changing the destination for
individual instances.
If both changes are applied, the setting for individual instances takes
precedence over the setting for all instances on the same host.
The default output destination is:
installation-folder\agtx\store\instance-name
Wherex is the product ID of the Agent.
For instructions on how to change the output destination, see the following
sections:
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•

To change the output destination for all instances on the same host, refer
to Changing the output destination for all instances on the same host on
page 6-17.

•

To change the output destination for individual instances, refer to
Changing the output destination for individual instances on page 6-18

Changing the output destination for all instances on the same host
The steps below describe how to change the output destination of Hybrid
Store for all instances on the same host at once.
1.

Run the following command to stop the Agent services:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all

2.

Run the following command to confirm the status of the Agent services.
If a service is currently running, wait a while and then confirm the status
of the service again. Then, confirm that all Agent services are stopped,
and go to the next step.
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv status -all

3.

Edit the following property file (dbdataglobalconfig.ini):
installation-folder\htnm\agent\config\dbdataglobalconfig.ini
Locate the [DB Data Setting] section, and then specify the absolute path
of the new output destination for Directory in the section.1

4.

Create the following directory under the directory specified in step 3:
folder-specified-in-step-3\host-name2\agtx3\store\instance-name

5.

Move the Hybrid Store from the pre-change old directory to the directory
created in step 4.
Source:
pre-change-old-folder-in-step-3\agtx2\store\instance-name
Destination:
post-change-new-folder-in-step-3\host-name2\agtx3\store
\instance-name

6.

Execute the following command to start the Agent services:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all

1: The following table outlines the precautions when specifying a path:
Item
Format

Precautions
Specify an absolute path.
If a path includes a space character, enclose the space
character using double quotations (").
The following cannot be specified:

Path

•

Symbolic link

•

Network drive

•

Network folder

Enter a path that is from 1 to 80 bytes long.
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Item

Precautions
Specify an existing path.

Available characters

Single-byte alphanumeric characters, symbols, and spaces
can be specified, excluding the following characters:
;,*?'"<>|

2: Specify the logical host name for the logical host, and then specify
localhost for all other cases.
3: x is the product ID of the Agent.

Changing the output destination for individual instances
The steps below describe how to change the destination of output for
individual instances.
1.

Run the following command to stop the Agent services:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all

2.

Run the following command to confirm the status of the Agent services.
If a service is currently running, wait a while and then confirm the status
of the service again. Then, confirm that all Agent services are stopped,
and go to the next step.
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv status -all

3.

Edit the following property file (dbdataglobalconfig.ini):
installation-folder\htnm\agent\config\dbdataglobalconfig.ini
Locate the [DB Data Setting] section, and then specify the absolute path
of the new output destination for Directory in the section.1

4.

Move the Hybrid Store from the pre-change old directory to the directory
created in step 4.
Source:
pre-change-old-folder-in-step-\agtx2\store\instance-name
Destination:
new-folder-specified-in-step-3

5.

Execute the following command to start the Agent services:
installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all

1: The following table outlines the precautions when specifying a path:
Item
Format

Precautions
Specify an absolute path.
If a path includes a space character, enclose the space
character using double quotations (").
The following cannot be specified:
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•

Symbolic link

•

Network drive

•

Network folder
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Item
Path

Precautions
Enter a path that is from 1 to 120 bytes long.
Specify an existing path.

Available characters

Single-byte alphanumeric characters, symbols, and spaces
can be specified, excluding the following characters:
;,*?'"<>|

2: x is the product ID of the Agent.

Changing settings for the Agent Store service for the Store
database
To change the settings of the Agent Store service, you must specify settings
on the agent hosts. Tuning Manager series programs store performance data
collected by an agent in the Store database of the Agent Store service. To
change the storage location of the Store database of the Agent Store service
or change the maximum generation number for backup of the Store
database, use the jpcdbctrl config command to specify the settings. If you
need the performance data collected before the storage directory of the Store
database is changed, use the -move option of the jpcdbctrl config
command.
Note that, when using Store database version 1.0, you can directly edit the
jpcsto.ini file to change the settings. For details about editing the
jpcsto.ini file to change the settings, see Editing the jpcsto.ini file to
change settings (Store database version 1.0) on page 6-22).
The following table lists the options that can be specified for the jpcdbctrl
config command and the ranges of values that can be specified. For details
about using the jpcdbctrl config command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Table 6-6 Command options for changing the storage location of performance data

Description

Directory in which
performance data
is saved

Option
name

sd

Value that can be
set (Store
database version
1.0)
(see 1)

Value that can be
set (Store
database version
2.0)
(see 1)

Default Value
(see 2)

Directory name
Directory name
•
from 1 to 127 bytes from 1 to 214 bytes

(see 3)

Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx
\store[\instance-name]
(see 4 and 5)

•

UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/
instance-name]
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Description

Option
name

Value that can be
set (Store
database version
1.0)
(see 1)

Value that can be
set (Store
database version
2.0)
(see 1)

Default Value
(see 2)
(see 4 and 5)

Directory for
storing backed up
performance data

bd

Directory name
Directory name
•
from 1 to 127 bytes from 1 to 211 bytes

(see 3)

Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx
\store[\instance-name]
\backup
(see 4 and 5)

•

UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/
instance-name]/backup
(see 4 and 5)

Directory for
storing partially
backed up
performance data

pbd

Not applicable

Directory name
•
from 1 to 214 bytes

Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx
\store[\instance-name]
\partial
(see 4 and 5)

•

UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/
instance-name]/partial
(see 4 and 5)

Maximum
generation
number for
backup of
performance data

bs

1 to 9

1 to 9

5

Directory for
storing exported
performance data

dd

Directory name
Directory name
•
from 1 to 127 bytes from 1 to 127 bytes

(see 3)

Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx
\store[\instance-name]
\dump
(see 4 and 5)

•

UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/
instance-name]/dump
(see 4 and 5)

Directory for
storing imported
performance data

id

Not applicable

Directory name
•
from 1 to 222 bytes

Windows:
installation-folder\xxxx
\store[\instance-name]
\import
(see 4 and 5)

•
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UNIX:

Description

Option
name

Value that can be
set (Store
database version
1.0)
(see 1)

Value that can be
set (Store
database version
2.0)
(see 1)

Default Value
(see 2)
/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/
instance-name]/import
(see 4 and 5)

Notes:
1.

To specify a directory name, use the absolute path or the relative path
from the default storage directory for the Store database. The default
storage directory for the Store database is installation-folder\xxxx
\store[\instance-name] (for Windows) or/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/
instance-name] (for UNIX). Note that xxxx indicates the service key of
each agent. For details about the service key of each agent, see the table
in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on page 4-7.
Use single-byte alphanumeric characters, symbols, or spaces to specify a
directory name. Note that you cannot use the following characters:
; , * ? ` “ < > |
If the specified value is incorrect, the Agent Store service will not start.
When you specify the folder in which performance data will be stored,
make sure that the folder is not protected by Windows Resource
Protection (WRP). Tuning Manager agents are not able to store
performance data in such protected folders.

2.

In logical host operation, the default values will be as follows (instead of
those in the table):
¢

¢

Windows: The default value is environment-directory\jp1pc instead of
installation-folder.
UNIX: The default value is environment-directory/jp1pc instead
of /opt/jp1pc.

3.

You cannot specify a duplicate directory in any of the following
directories: the directory for storing performance data, the directory for
storing backed up performance data, and the directory for storing
exported performance data.

4.

xxxx indicates the service key of each agent. For the service key of each
agent, see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on
page 4-7. Also, note that the instance-name directory will not be created
for an agent that has a configured instance environment.

5.

For an agent that does not have an instance environment configured, the
instance-name directory is not created.
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Editing the jpcsto.ini file to change settings (Store database version
1.0)
When you are using Store database version 1.0, you can directly edit the
jpcsto.ini file to change the settings for the Agent Store service.
The storage location for jpcsto.ini file is as follows:
•

Windows:installation-folder\xxxx\store\[instance-name]

•

UNIX:/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store/[instance-name]

Note that xxxx indicates the service key of each agent. For the service key of
each agent, see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on
page 4-7. Also, note that the instance-name directory will not be created for
an agent that does not have an instance environment configured.
Table 6-7 Items in jpcsto.ini file to be edited on page 6-22 shows items that
are edited in the jpcsto.ini file: The section name, label names and range
of values that can be set.

Table 6-7 Items in jpcsto.ini file to be edited
Section
name
[Data
Section]

Label
name

Directory
name from 1
to 127 bytes

Store
Dir
(see 3)
Backup
Dir
(see 3)

Default value
(Windows)
(see 2)

Value range
(see 1)

Directory
name from 1
to 127 bytes

Default value
(UNIX)
(see 2)

installation-folder
\xxxx
\store[\instancename](see 4)

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store[/instancename]

installation-folder
\xxxx
\store[\instancename]\backup

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store[/instancename]/backup

(see

4)

(see 4)

(see 4)

Description
Directory for storing
the Store database of
the Agent Store
service
Directory for storing
a backed up Store
database of the Agent
Store service

Backup
Save

1 to 9

5

5

Maximum generation
number for backup of
the Store database of
the Agent Store
service

Dump Dir

Directory
name from 1
to 127 bytes

installation-folder
\xxxx
\store[\instancename]\dump

/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/
store[/instancename]/dump

Directory for storing
an exported Store
database of the Agent
Store service

(see

3)

(see 4)

(see 4)

Notes:
1.
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To specify a directory name, use the absolute path or the relative path
from the default storage directory for the Store database. The default
storage directory for the Store database is installation-folder\xxxx
\store[\instance-name] (for Windows) or/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/
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instance-name] (for UNIX). Note that xxxx indicates the service key of
each agent. For details about the service key of each agent, see the table
in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on page 4-7.
Use single-byte alphanumeric characters, symbols, or spaces to specify a
directory name. Note that you cannot use the following characters:
; , * ? ` “ < > |
If the specified value is incorrect, the Agent Store service will not start.
2.

In logical host operation, the default values will be as follows (instead of
those in the table):
¢

¢

Windows: The default value is environment-directory\jp1pc instead of
installation-folder
UNIX: The default value is environment-directory/jp1pc instead
of /opt/jp1pc.

3.

You cannot specify a duplicate directory in any directory of Store Dir,
Backup Dir, or Dump Dir.

4.

For an agent that does not have an instance environment configured, the
instance-name directory is not created.

Before changing the settings of the Agent Store service
•

When you want to change the storage directory for the Store database,
create a storage directory in advance.

•

When you change the storage directory for the Store database, the
performance data collected before the storage directory is changed can no
longer be used. If you need the performance data collected before the
storage directory is changed, use the following procedure to inherit the
data.
a.

Use the jpcctrl backup command to create a backup of the
performance data stored in the Store database.

b.

Change the storage directory for the Store database as described in
To change the settings of the Agent Store service.

c.

Use the jpcresto command to restore the backup data into the new
storage directory.

To change the settings of the Agent Store service
1.

Stop services of the agent for which you want to change the settings.

2.

Open the jpcsto.ini file using a text editor.

3.

Change items in [Data Section], such as the storage directory, for the
Store database of the Agent Store service. You can edit the items shown
in Table 6-7 Items in jpcsto.ini file to be edited on page 6-22.
Note the following points when editing the jpcsto.ini file:
¢

Do not enter spaces at the beginning of a line or immediately before
or after an equal sign (=).
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¢

¢

4.

The dot (.) in the value of each label indicates the default storage
directory for the Store database of the Agent Store service. The
default storage directory for Windows is installation-folder\xxxx
\store[\instance-name], and for UNIX is/opt/jp1pc/xxxx/store[/
instance-name](xxxx indicates a service key of each agent. For details
on the service keys specific to each agent, see the table in Before an
upgrade or overwrite installation on page 4-7). When changing the
storage directory, enter the relative path from that storage directory,
or an absolute path.
In addition to the storage directory of the Store database, other
information is also defined in the jpcsto.ini file. Do not change the
values other than those in [Data Section]. If values other than
those in [Data Section] are changed, the Tuning Manager series
programs might not operate properly.

Save the jpcsto.ini file, and then close it.
Note: If you change the storage directory for the Store database in this
procedure, the performance data files are not deleted from the directory
before the change. If you do not need these files, delete only the
following files:
•

All files whose extension is .DB

•

All files whose extension is .IDX

Registering an agent
Typically, this setup procedure is not required because agent information has
already been registered in the Tuning Manager server. This setup procedure
is required when the agent that has been installed is a repaired version
whose data model version has been upgraded, or when the agent that has
been installed was released after the Tuning Manager series programs were
released. Register an agent before setting an instance environment. For
details about setting up an instance environment for each agent, see Chapter
7, Setting up the agents on page 7-1.
Perform this setup procedure at the following hosts:
•

Tuning Manager server host

•

Agent host

To register agent information
To register agent information, you must copy the agent setup file on the
agent host to the setup directories for Collection Manager and Performance
Reporter on the Tuning Manager server host.
If you transfer agent setup files with the FTP protocol from another host,
transfer them in binary mode. Table 6-8 Source agent setup file and target
directory (agent host is a Windows host) on page 6-25 and Table 6-9 Source
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agent setup file and target directory (agent host is a UNIX host) on page
6-25 indicate the source and target setup files for agents.
Note: The xxxx portion of jpcxxxxw.EXE and jpcxxxxu.Z indicates the
service key of each agent. For details about the service key of each agent,
see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on page 4-7.

Table 6-8 Source agent setup file and target directory (agent host is a Windows host)
Tuning
Manager
server host
Windows

UNIX

Location of the source agent
setup file
Agent-installation-folder\setup
\jpcxxxxw.EXE

Agent-installation-folder\setup
\jpcxxxxu.Z

Target setup directory of Collection Manager
and Performance Reporter
•

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\jp1pc\setup

•

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\PerformanceReporter\setup

•

/opt/jp1pc/setup

•

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/
PerformanceReporter/setup

Table 6-9 Source agent setup file and target directory (agent host is a UNIX host)
Tuning
Manager
server
host
Windows

UNIX

Location of source agent setup
file
/opt/jp1pc/setup/jpcxxxxw.EXE

/opt/jp1pc/setup/jpcxxxxu.Z

Target setup directory of Collection Manager
and Performance Reporter
•

Collection-Manager-installation-folder\setup

•

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder
\PerformanceReporter\setup

•

/opt/jp1pc/setup

•

/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/
PerformanceReporter/setup

Use the following procedure to register agent information.
1.

Execute the jpcstop all command to stop all services of the Tuning
Manager series programs running on the Tuning Manager server host.
jpcstop all

2.

Move the current directory to the following directory:
¢

¢

When the Tuning Manager server is on a Windows host:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\PerformanceReporter
\tools
When the Tuning Manager server is on a UNIX host:
/opt/HiCommand/TuningManager/PerformanceReporter/tools

3.

Execute the jpcpragtsetup command:
jpcpragtsetup

4.

Move the current directory to the following directory:
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¢

¢

5.

When the Tuning Manager server is on a Windows host:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\jp1pc\tools
When the Tuning Manager server is on a UNIX host:
/opt/jp1pc/tools

Execute the jpcagtsetup command.
jpcagtsetup xxxx

xxxx indicates the agent service key. For details about agent service
keys, see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on page
4-7.
6.

Execute the jpcstart all command to start the services of the Tuning
Manager series programs manually.
jpcstart all

Specifying a host name for Tuning Manager series system
This section describes how to specify a host name used in a Tuning Manager
series system.
Note that host names of hosts on which Tuning Manager series programs are
installed are called monitoring host names.
Note: The monitoring host name is used as a part of the service ID (device
name). For example, if Agent for Platform (Windows) is installed on a host
whose monitoring host name is host01, the service ID of its Agent Collector
service would be TA1host01.
The default value for a monitoring host name is the host name acquired from
the OS (the real host name).
If you want to change how the name of a monitored host in a Tuning
Manager series system is obtained, you must execute the jpcconf host
hostmode command. (In an environment in which real host names are used
to obtain the names of monitored hosts, the jpcconf host hostmode
command is the command that is used to perform actions such as changing
the name of a physical host [for example, from hostA to hostB]).
In a Tuning Manager series system, you can specify any host name (an alias
name) for the monitoring host name. This function is called the monitoringhost name setting function.
If there are multiple hosts with the same real host name, by setting an alias
name for each such host you can identify each host by its alias name.
To check the monitoring host name currently in use by the Tuning Manager
series system, execute the following command:
jpcconf host hostmode -display
The following is an example of the command execution results:
hostmode : hostname
hostname : host01
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hostmode indicates the monitoring host name acquisition method, and
hostname indicates the monitoring host name.
The following table lists the relationship between the monitoring host name
acquisition method, and the monitoring host name itself.

Table 6-10 Relationship between the monitoring host name acquisition
method for monitoring host names and the monitoring host names
Monitoring host name
acquisition method

Monitoring host name

hostname

Physical host name (value displayed by the hostname
command)

uname

Physical host name (value displayed by the uname -n
command in UNIX)

alias

Alias name

To change the monitoring-host name of a Tuning Manager-series system from
an alias name to the actual host name, you must execute the jpcconf host
hostmode command.
If an alias name is specified for a monitoring host name, the jpcconf host
hostmode command needs to be executed with alias specified for the
monitoring host name acquisition method.
Note that when the jpcconf host hostmode command is executed, all of the
information about the monitoring host before the change, such as the
definition information and the performance information, is carried over. For
details on the jpcconf host hostmode command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.
Note: Do not execute any other commands while the jpcconf host
hostmode command is executing. Doing so might cause the jpcconf host
hostmode command or the other command to fail.
When you assign an alias name to a monitoring target host, additional Tuning
Manager server settings may be required. For more information, refer to the
Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

Prerequisites
In order to use the monitoring-host name setting function, the versions of
Tuning Manager series programs running on a host must satisfy the following
conditions:
For agent hosts:
•

At least one agent of v6.3 or later is required.

•

Versions of any other agents installed on the same host must be 5.7 or
later.

Note the following when using the monitoring-host name setting function:
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•

If an alias name is used, it must be possible to resolve the host's IP
address from the alias name. If you do not want to affect IP address
resolution outside the Tuning Manager series system, you can define IP
address resolution in the jpchosts file. For details about how to edit the
jpchosts file, see Setting the IP address on page 6-10. To link with
another system, you must specify the settings in such a manner that IP
addresses can be resolved by the hosts file and DNS definitions.

•

If the monitoring-host name setting function is used, depending on the
type of agent, the host name that is output to the common log might not
match the name of the actual host that is running.

Setup method
This section describes how to set a monitoring host name.

Setting a monitoring host name on a Tuning Manager server host
To set a monitoring host name on a Tuning Manager server host:
1.

Release alarm table bindings from agents.
If the health check function is enabled, release the alarm table binding
from the health check agent. Also, if an agent that is installed on the
Tuning Manager server host (whose host name is to be changed) is bound
to an alarm table, release the alarm table binding from the agent. For
details about how to release alarm table bindings, see the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide or Tuning Manager User Guide.

2.

Stop the services on the agent hosts.
Stop all services of the Tuning Manager series on the agent hosts that are
to connect to the Tuning Manager server host whose name you want to
change. To stop services, use the jpcstop command.

3.

Stop the services on the Tuning Manager server host.
Stop all services of the Tuning Manager series on the Tuning Manager
server host whose name you want to change. To stop services, use the
jpcstop command.

4.

Change the monitoring host name of the Tuning Manager server host.
Execute the jpcconf host hostmode command to change the monitoring
host name acquisition method. The following is an example of the
command when the monitoring host name acquisition method is changed
to an alias name (specifically for the monitoring host with the alias name
aliasA):
hostmode : alias
hostname : aliasA
jpcconf host hostmode -mode alias -aliasname aliasA -d d:
\backup -dbconvert convert
For details on the jpcconf host hostmode command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
The space required in the folder specified in the -d option of the jpcconf
host hostmode command is equal to the total size of the Store database
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for an agent on the specified host and the database in the import
directory. Note however, if the directory in which the Store database will
be stored and the import directory have changed, estimate the required
disk space based on the database capacity after the change of directories.
For example, if a health check agent, Agent for Platform, and Agent for
Oracle are installed on the specified host, the required space is equal to
the total size of all Store databases and all databases in import
directories. Note that the Store database for the Master Store service on
the Tuning Manager server does not need to be included in this
calculation.
5.

If necessary, change the jpchosts file, hosts file, and DNS settings.
Specific procedures are required when a version of Agent for Microsoft
SQL Server earlier than 6.3 is installed on the Tuning Manager server
host. For details on agent-specific procedures, see Agent-specific
procedures when changing monitoring host name on page 6-32.

6.

Start the services on the Tuning Manager server host. Use the jpcstart
command to start the service.

7.

Delete the service information on the Tuning Manager server host.
Renaming the Tuning Manager server host does not change the service
information for the Tuning Manager series programs that still contain the
previous host name. If you have renamed the Tuning Manager server
host, you must delete service information of the Tuning Manager server
and agents before the change. For example, to delete information of the
Collection Manager service or the Agent Store service of Agent for Oracle
on the host host02, execute the command as follows:
¢

To delete information of the Collection Manager service:
jpcctrl delete P* host=host02

To delete information of the Agent Store service of Agent for Oracle:
jpcctrl delete OS* host=host02
When the command is executed, if the KAVE05233-W message is output
and the service information cannot be deleted, execute the command
again as shown below.
¢

¢

To delete Collection Manager service information:
jpcctrl delete P* host=host02 -force

¢

To delete information of the Agent Store service for Agent for Oracle:
jpcctrl delete OS* host=host02 -force

8.

Restart the services on the Tuning Manager server host.
Restart the Tuning Manager series programs and services on the Tuning
Manager server host to update the service information. To stop the
services, execute both the jpcstop and hcmds64srv command. To start
the services, execute both the jpcstart and hcmds64srv commands.

9.

If you released the alarm table bindings in step 1, bind the alarm tables
again.
For details about how to bind alarm tables, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide or the Tuning Manager User Guide.

10. Update the alarm settings.
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If the Action Handler service on the Tuning Manager server host is
specified as the execution target of an action, you must modify the alarm
settings by using Performance Reporter or the Tuning Manager server
host’s jpcalarm command.
Edit the alarm and set PH1Tuning-Manager-server-host-name-afterchange as the Action Handler for which the action is to be executed.
For details about how to edit alarms, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide or the Tuning Manager User Guide.
11. Check the specified settings.
After you have changed the settings, do the following:
¢

¢

Collect performance data.
Run the Tuning Manager server environment for more than double the
time specified as the collection interval for performance data, and
then make sure that the data has been collected properly.
Execute the jpcrpt command.
Make sure that the collected performance data can be output
properly.

¢

¢

Check the report definition and the alarm definition.
Make sure that there are no problems with the report and alarm
definitions that have been created using a browser.
Check the execution of the action.
Make sure that the created alarm action executes successfully.

Setting a monitoring host name on an agent host
To set a monitoring host name on an agent host:
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1.

Release alarm table bindings from agents.
If an agent that is installed on the agent host (whose host name is to be
changed) is bound to an alarm table, release the alarm table binding from
the agent. For details about how to release alarm table bindings, see the
Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide or Tuning Manager User
Guide.

2.

Stop the services on the agent host.
Stop all services of the Tuning Manager series on the agent host whose
name you want to change. To stop services, use the jpcstop command.

3.

Change the monitoring host name of the agent host.
Execute the jpcconf host hostmode command to change the monitoring
host name acquisition method. The following is an example of the
command when the monitoring host name acquisition method is changed
to an alias name (specifically for the monitoring host with the alias name
aliasA):
hostmode : alias
hostname : aliasA
jpcconf host hostmode -mode alias -aliasname aliasA -d d:
\backup -dbconvert convert
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For details on the jpcconf host hostmode command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
The space required in the folder specified in the -d option of the jpcconf
host hostmode command is equal to the total size of the Store database
for an agent on the specified host and the database in the import
directory. Note however, if the directory in which the Store database will
be stored and the import directory have changed, estimate the required
disk space based on the database capacity after the change of directories.
For example, if a health check agent, Agent for Platform, and Agent for
Oracle are installed on the specified host, the required space is equal to
the total size of all Store databases and all databases in import
directories. Note that the Store database for the Master Store service on
the Tuning Manager server does not need to be included in this
calculation.
4.

If necessary, change the jpchosts file, hosts file, and DNS settings.

5.

If necessary, perform any agent-specific procedures.
There are additional procedures when changing the monitoring host name
of a host where a version of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server earlier than
6.3 is installed. For details on agent-specific procedures, see Agentspecific procedures when changing monitoring host name on page 6-32.

6.

Start the services on the agent host.
Execute the jpcstart command to start the services of the Tuning
Manager series on the agent host that has been renamed.

7.

Delete the service information on the Tuning Manager server host.
Renaming the agent host does not change the service information for the
Tuning Manager series programs that still contain the previous host
name. On the Tuning Manager server host, you must delete the service
information for the agent that existed before the change. For example, to
delete information of the Agent Store service of Agent for Oracle on the
host host02, execute the command on the Tuning Manager server host as
follows:
jpcctrl delete OS* host=host02

8.

Restart the services on the Tuning Manager server host.
Restart the Tuning Manager series programs and services on the Tuning
Manager server host to update the service information. To stop the
services, execute both the jpcstop and hcmds64srv command. To start
the services, execute both the jpcstart and hcmds64srv commands.

9.

Update the alarm settings.
If the Action Handler service on the Tuning Manager server host is
specified as the execution target of an action, you must modify the alarm
settings. To do this, use Performance Reporter or the Tuning Manager
server host's jpcalarm command to set the service ID of the Action
Handler for which the action is to be executed.
For details about how to edit alarms, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide or the Tuning Manager User Guide.

10. Check the specified settings.
After you have changed the settings, do the following:
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¢

¢

Collect performance data.
Run the Tuning Manager server environment for more than double the
time specified as the collection interval for performance data, and
then make sure that the data has been collected properly.
Execute the jpcrpt command.
Make sure that the collected performance data can be output
properly.

¢

¢

Check the report definition and the alarm definition.
Make sure that there are no problems with the report and alarm
definitions that have been created using a browser.
Check the execution of the action.
Make sure that the created alarm action executes successfully.

Agent-specific procedures when changing monitoring host name
Following are specific procedures for each agent product, which are
sometimes required for the following operations:
•

Changing the monitoring host name of a Tuning Manager server host

•

Changing the monitoring host name of an agent
To determine whether these procedures are required, see Setting a
monitoring host name on a Tuning Manager server host on page 6-28
orSetting a monitoring host name on an agent host on page 6-30.

For Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Execute the jpcinssetup command for all created instance environments.
For example, if an instance environment named default exists in Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server, execute the command as follows:
jpcinssetup agtq -inst default
Because jpcinssetup is an interactive command, a prompt requesting input
is returned. In the prompt, enter the new host name for SQL_HOST, and
press the Enter key without entering anything for the other items. The
existing settings will be automatically carried over for the other items.

Editing the jpccomm.ini file to change monitoring host name settings
To change monitor host name settings, edit the jpccomm.ini file.
The location of the jpccomm.ini file is as follows:
•

Windows: installation-folder\jpccomm.ini

•

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/jpccomm.ini
Note: If you are changing the monitoring host name settings for the
Tuning Manager server host, this is the Collection Manager installation
folder. If you are changing the monitor host name settings for the agent
host, this is the agent installation folder. Edit the files on the host for
which you are changing the monitoring host name settings.
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Table 6-11 Items to be edited in the jpccomm.ini file on page 6-33 lists and
describes the settings that can be edited in the jpccomm.ini file, such as the
section name, label names, and permitted value ranges.

Table 6-11 Items to be edited in the jpccomm.ini file
Section
name
[Common
Section]

Label name
Get Host Mode (see
Get host mode on
page 6-33)

Specifiable
value
0 to 2

Host Alias Name
1 to 32 bytes
(see Host alias name of single-byte
on page 6-34)
alphanumeric
characters

Description
Specify one of the following values:
•

0: Specify when you do not want
to use the monitoring-host name
setting function.

•

1: Specify when you want to use
the real host name as the
monitoring host name.

•

2: Specify when you want to use
an alias name as the monitoring
host name.

If 2 is specified for the Get Host
Mode label, specify an alias name.

Get host mode
•

The permitted value is one of the following single-byte numeric
characters:0, 1, or 2. If any other single-byte numeric character, a
symbol, or a double-byte character is specified, the services cannot be
started.

•

If you install an agent of v5.5 or earlier on the same host, specify 0. If
you specify 1 or 2, the conditions described in Prerequisites on page 6-27
must be satisfied. If the environment in use does not satisfy these
conditions, you must specify 0.

•

If you specify 0, the monitoring host name will be the real host name as
follows:
¢

In Windows: A real host name acquired by the hostname command

¢

In UNIX: A real host name acquired by the uname -n command

•

If you specify 1, the monitoring host name will be the real host name that
is acquired by the hostname command

•

If you specify 2, the name specified for the Host Alias Name label is
used as the monitoring host name. If no alias name is specified for the
Host Alias Name label, it is not possible to set up the connection-target
Tuning Manager server or specify instance environments. In addition, the
services cannot be started.
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Host alias name
•

If the value specified for the Get Host Mode label is not 2, the setting in
the Host Alias Name label is ignored. The conditions for the alias name
that can be specified for the Host Alias Name label are listed below. If
the specified alias name does not satisfy these conditions, the services
will not start.

•

The permitted characters are from 1 to 32 bytes of single-byte
alphanumeric characters.

•

The character string localhost and the IP address cannot be specified as
an alias name.

•

The alias name cannot contain or be followed by a single-byte space.

•

Any single-byte space preceding the alias name is ignored.

•

If the Tuning Manager server or an agent on the same host uses an alias
name, the logical host name that you specify when you create the logical
host environment cannot be the same as this alias name.

•

If you intend to use an alias name while the same host contains Tuning
Manager series program running in the logical host environment, the alias
name that you specify cannot be the same as the logical host name.

Example:
The following example indicates the monitoring host name acquired by the
hostname command:
[Common Section]
Get Host Mode=1
Host Alias Name=
The following example indicates the alias name host02 that is used as the
host name:
[Common Section]
Get Host Mode=2
Host Alias Name=host02

Changing a host name after starting operations
After configuring a Tuning Manager series system, you can still change a host
name of a Tuning Manager server or an agent.
•

If the following conditions are met for the new host name, use the
monitoring-host name setting function to specify another host name (an
alias name) for the host name before changing the host name:
¢

¢

In Windows, AIX, HP-UX, Linux (x86 or x64), or Solaris: The host
name exceeds 128 bytes
In Linux (IPF): The host name exceeds 32 bytes or includes a dot (.).

First, check the monitoring host name that is currently in use by the Tuning
Manager series system and the monitoring host name acquisition method. For
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details on how to do so, see Specifying a host name for Tuning Manager
series system on page 6-26.
If alias is set as the monitoring host name acquisition method, the
monitoring host name of the Tuning Manager series system will remain the
same, even if the physical host name of the computer is changed. As a result,
the procedures for changing the monitoring host name explained here do not
need to be performed.
If hostname is set as the monitoring host name acquisition method, the
procedures described in Setting a monitoring host name on a Tuning Manager
server host on page 6-28 or Setting a monitoring host name on an agent host
on page 6-30 need to be performed.
If an alias name is specified for a monitoring host name, the jpcconf host
hostmode command needs to be executed with alias specified for the
monitoring host name acquisition method.
Note that when the jpcconf host hostmode command is executed, all of the
information about the monitoring host before the change, such as the
definition information and the performance information, is carried over. For
details on the jpcconf host hostmode command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.
Note: Do not execute any other commands while the jpcconf host command
is executing. Doing so might cause the jpcconf host command or the other
command to fail.

Changing a host name of a Tuning Manager server
When changing a host name of a Tuning Manager server, perform this setup
procedure for the following hosts:
•

Tuning Manager server host

•

Agent host

The following describes the tasks for each host.

Tasks on the agent host
Note: In the procedure below, if Tuning Manager server is running in a
cluster environment and is installed on the same host as the agent, do not
specify any host other than the Tuning Manager server host on the same
host.
1.

Execute the jpcstop all command to stop all services of Collection
Manager and agents in the entire Tuning Manager series system.

2.

Use the jpcnshostname command to change the settings for the
connection-target Tuning Manager server physical host. For example, to
change the host name of the connection-target Tuning Manager server to
host02, execute the following command:
jpcnshostname -s host02
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3.

Restart the services of the Tuning Manager series programs when the
tasks on the Tuning Manager server host have been completed, as
outlined below.

Tasks on the Tuning Manager server host
In addition to the procedure below, the Common Component configuration
file on the Tuning Manager server host must also be modified. For details, see
the chapter that describes Common Component in the Tuning Manager
Server Administration Guide.
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1.

Release alarm table bindings from agents.
If the health check function is enabled, release the alarm table binding
from the health check agent. Also, if an agent that is installed on the
Tuning Manager server host (whose host name is to be changed) is bound
to an alarm table, release the alarm table binding from the agent. For
details about how to release alarm table bindings, see the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide or Tuning Manager User Guide.

2.

Execute the jpcstop all command to stop all services of Collection
Manager and agents in the entire Tuning Manager series system.

3.

Change the monitoring host name of the Tuning Manager server host.
Execute the jpcconf host hostname command to change the monitoring
host name.
jpcconf host hostname -newhost host02 -d d:\backup -dbconvert
convert
Do not execute any other commands before you change the host name.
For details on the jpcconf host hostname command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
The space required in the folder specified in the -d option of the jpcconf
host hostmode command is equal to the total size of the Store database
for an agent on the specified host and the database in the import
directory. Note however, if the directory in which the Store database will
be stored and the import directory have changed, estimate the required
disk space based on the database capacity after the change of directories.
For example, if Agent for Platform and Agent for Oracle are installed on
the specified host, the required space is equal to the total size of all Store
databases and all databases in import directories. Note that the Store
database for the Master Store service on the Tuning Manager server does
not need to be included in this calculation.

4.

Change the physical host name for the Tuning Manager server host.
Change the physical host name of the Tuning Manager server host. If
necessary, also change the jpchosts file, hosts file, and DNS settings. If
the computer needs to be restarted, change the settings so that the
Tuning Manager series programs and services do not start automatically
after the computer is restarted. After all of the operations on the Tuning
Manager server host have been completed, change back the settings so
that the Tuning Manager series programs and services will again start
automatically.

5.

If necessary, perform any agent-specific procedures.
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Specific procedures are required when a version of Agent for Microsoft
SQL Server earlier than 6.3 is installed on the Tuning Manager server
host. For details on agent-specific procedures, see Agent-specific
procedures when changing monitoring host name on page 6-32.
6.

Restart the services of the Tuning Manager series programs on the Tuning
Manager server host.
To stop the services, execute both the jpcstop and hcmds64srv
command. To start the services, execute both the jpcstart and
hcmds64srv commands.

7.

Delete all service information for the Tuning Manager series programs
that contain the old host name of the Tuning Manager server.
Changing the host name of the Tuning Manager server does not change
the service information for the Tuning Manager series programs that
contains the old host name. If you have changed the host name of the
Tuning Manager server, you must delete the old service information for
the Tuning Manager server and agents. For example, to delete all of the
Collection Manager service information and Agent for Oracle Agent Store
service information on the host host02, execute the command as follows:
jpcctrl delete P* host=host02
To delete information of the Agent Store service of Agent for Oracle:
jpcctrl delete OS* host=host02

8.

Restart the services of the Tuning Manager series programs on the Tuning
Manager server host.
To stop the services, execute both the jpcstop and hcmds64srv
command. To start the services, execute both the jpcstart and
hcmds64srv commands.

9.

If you released the alarm table bindings in step 1, bind the alarm tables
again.
For details about how to bind alarm tables, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide or the Tuning Manager User Guide.

10. If the Action Handler service on the Tuning Manager server host is
specified as the execution target of an action, you must modify the alarm
settings.
Use Performance Reporter or execute the Tuning Manager server host's
jpcalarm command to specify the service ID of the Action Handler for
which the action is to be executed. For details about editing an alarm and
about service IDs, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide or
the Tuning Manager User Guide.
11. Check the following after changing the host name:
¢

¢

Collection of performance data
Run the Tuning Manager server environment for more than double the
time specified for the Collection Interval for performance data, and
then make sure the data has been collected properly.
Output result of the jpcrpt command
Make sure the collected performance data can be output properly.

¢

Report definition and alarm definition
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Make sure these definitions have been properly created.

Changing an agent host name
When changing an agent host name, perform this setup procedure for the
following hosts:
•

Tuning Manager server host

•

Agent host
Note: If an agent host name is changed, the Tuning Manager server
recognizes the agent as a new agent. The data collected by the agent
before changing its host name cannot be transferred.

The following sections describe the operations for using each host.

Operations on the agent host
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1.

Stop the services on the agent hosts.

2.

If services of Collection Manager or agents are running on the local host,
execute the jpcstop all command to stop the services.

3.

Change the monitoring host name of the agent.
Execute the jpcconf host hostname command to change the monitoring
host name.
The following example of the command changes the physical host name
to host02:
jpcconf host hostname -newhost host02 -d d:\backup -dbconvert
convert
Do not execute any other commands before you change the host name.
For details on the jpcconf host hostname command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
The space required in the folder specified in the -d option of the jpcconf
host hostmode command is equal to the total size of the Store database
for an agent on the specified host and the database in the import
directory. Note however, if the directory in which the Store database will
be stored and the import directory have changed, estimate the required
disk space based on the database capacity after the change of directories.
For example, if Agent for Platform and Agent for Oracle are installed on
the specified host, the required space is equal to the total size of all Store
databases and all databases in import directories. Note that the Store
database for the Master Store service on the Tuning Manager server does
not need to be included in this calculation.

4.

Change the physical host name of the agent host.
Change the physical host name of the agent host. If necessary, also
change the jpchosts file, hosts file, and DNS settings. If the computer
needs to be restarted, change the settings so that the Tuning Manager
series programs and services do not start automatically after the
computer is restarted. After all of the operations on the Tuning Manager
server host have been completed, change back the settings so that the
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Tuning Manager series programs and services will again start
automatically.
5.

If necessary, perform any agent-specific procedures.
There are additional procedures when changing the monitoring host name
of a host where a version of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server earlier than
6.3 is installed. For details on Agent-specific procedures, see Agentspecific procedures when changing monitoring host name on page 6-32.

6.

Restart the services of the Tuning Manager series programs.
To stop the services, execute both the jpcstop and hcmds64srv
command. To start the services, execute both the jpcstart and
hcmds64srv commands.

Operations on the Tuning Manager server host
1.

Release alarm table bindings from agents.
If an agent that is installed on the agent host (whose host name is to be
changed) is bound to an alarm table, release the alarm table binding from
the agent. For details about how to release alarm table bindings, see the
Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide or Tuning Manager User
Guide.

2.

Among service information registered on the Tuning Manager server,
delete the information of any service whose ID contains the old agent
host name.
Changing the agent host name does not change the service information
for the Tuning Manager series programs that contain the old host name.
If you have changed the agent host name, you must delete the old
service information for that agent. For example, to delete information of
the Agent Store service of Agent for Oracle on the host host02, execute
the command on the Tuning Manager server host as follows:
jpcctrl delete OS* host=host02

3.

Restart the services of the Tuning Manager series programs on the Tuning
Manager server host.
To stop the services, execute both the jpcstop and hcmds64srv
commands. To start the services, execute both the jpcstart and
hcmds64srv commands.

4.

If the Action Handler on a Tuning Manager server host is specified for the
execution target of the action, modify the alarm settings. Use
Performance Reporter or execute the Tuning Manager server host's
jpcalarm command to specify the service ID of the Action Handler for
which the action is to be executed. For details about how to edit alarms,
see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide or the Tuning
Manager User Guide.

5.

Check the following after changing the host name:
¢

Collection of performance data
Run the Tuning Manager server environment for more than double the
time specified for the Collection Interval for performance data, and
then make sure the data has been collected properly.
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¢

Output result of the jpcrpt command
Make sure the collected performance data can be output properly.

¢

Report definition and alarm definition
Make sure these definitions have been properly created.

Renaming the logical hosts of the Tuning Manager server and agent
hosts
You can rename the logical hosts of Tuning Manager server and agent hosts
that are run in the logical host environment.
If you want to change the logical host name, first use the jpcconf host
hostname command to change the monitoring host name.
Note that when the jpcconf host hostname command is executed, all of the
information about the monitoring host before the change, such as the
definition information and the performance information, is carried over. For
details on the jpcconf host hostname command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

When a Tuning Manager server is in a logical host environment
To change a Tuning Manager server logical host name, you must modify the
Common Component configuration file on the Tuning Manager server host in
addition to performing the procedure below. For details, see the chapter that
describes Common Component in the Tuning Manager Server Administration
Guide.
To rename the logical host:
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1.

Delete the health check agent settings.
If the health check function is being used, delete the agent definition of
the health check agent from Performance Reporter by deleting the
definition from the management folder on the agent level, and then
deleting the relationship between the definition and the alarm table. For
details on how to change agent definitions, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

2.

Stop the services on the agent hosts.
On the agent hosts that are to connect to the Tuning Manager server
whose logical host you wish to rename, stop all services of the Tuning
Manager series. To stop services, use the jpcstop command.

3.

Stop the services on the Tuning Manager server host.
Using the cluster software, stop the Tuning Manager series services that
are running on both the active and standby nodes. For details about how
to stop the services, refer to the cluster software documentation.

4.

Delete the registered Tuning Manager server settings from the cluster
software.
Delete the Tuning Manager server-related settings for the logical host
from the cluster software. For details about how to delete the settings,
refer to the cluster software documentation.
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5.

Change the monitoring host name of the Tuning Manager server host.
Execute the jpcconf host hostname command to change the monitoring
host name acquisition method. The following example of the command
changes the logical host name from lhost01 to lhost02:
jpcconf host hostname -lhost lhost01 -newhost lhost02 -d d:
\backup -dbconvert convert
For details on the jpcconf host hostname command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
The space required in the folder specified in the -d option of the jpcconf
host hostmode command is equal to the total size of the Store database
for an agent on the specified host and the database in the import
directory. Note however, if the directory in which the Store database will
be stored and the import directory have changed, estimate the required
disk space based on the database capacity after the change of directories.
For example, if a health check agent, Agent for Platform, and Agent for
Oracle are installed on the specified host, the required space is equal to
the total size of all Store databases and all databases in import
directories. Note that the Store database for the Master Store service on
the Tuning Manager server does not need to be included in this
calculation.

6.

Rename the logical host for the Tuning Manager server.
Rename the logical host. If necessary, change the settings in the hosts
file and jpchosts file.

7.

Export the logical host environment definition to a file.
After you have created a Tuning Manager logical host environment on the
primary node, apply the settings of the primary node to the secondary
node. To do this, export the logical host environment definition to a file. If
you set up another Tuning Manager instance on the same logical host,
make sure that all necessary setup procedures have been completed
before you export the file.
Execute the jpchasetup export command to export the logical host
environment definition to a file. For example, if the name of the export
destination file is lhostexp.conf, execute the following command:
jpchasetup export -f lhostexp.conf
Note: If the health check functionality is enabled in the Tuning Manager
whose logical host environment is to be exported, the information about
the health check agent is also exported because the health check agent
has been set up on the logical host.

8.

Copy the logical host environment definition file to the secondary node
(task on the primary and secondary nodes).
In the previous step, you created a file on the primary node. Copy this file
to the secondary node to apply the settings in the file to the secondary
node. Once completed, if the shared disk is no longer necessary, you can
unmount the file system of the shared disk.
If the jp1pc directory and files in the directory exist in the specified
environment directory even when the shared disk has been unmounted,
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this means that Tuning Manager was set up without mounting the shared
disk. In that case, perform the following procedure:

9.

a.

Use the tar command to archive the jp1pc directory in the specified
environment directory on the local disk.

b.

Mount the shared disk.

c.

If the specified environment directory does not exist on the shared
disk, create it.

d.

Extract the contents of the tar file to the environment directory on the
shared disk.

e.

Unmount the shared disk.

f.

In the specified environment directory on the local disk, delete the
jp1pc directory and the files in it.

Import the logical host environment definition file (task on the secondary
node).
Import to the secondary node the export file you have copied from the
primary node.
Execute the jpchasetup import command to import the logical host
environment definition to the secondary node. For example, if the name
of the export file is lhostexp.conf, execute the following command:
jpchasetup import -f lhostexp.conf
After the jpchasetup import command is executed, the environment
settings of the secondary node are replaced with the same environment
settings that are on the primary node. The environment for running
Tuning Manager on a logical host is now configured.
Note: If the health check functionality is enabled in the Tuning Manager
whose logical host environment is to be imported, the information about
the health check agent is also imported because the health check agent
has been set up on the logical host.

10. Confirm the logical host environment settings.
Execute the jpchasetup list all command the same way you did on
the primary node to check the logical host settings:
jpchasetup list all
For details about the jpchasetup commands, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.
11. Set up the cluster software again.
For details about the setup method, see Chapter 3, Installing or
upgrading the Tuning Manager server on page 3-1.
12. If necessary, perform any agent-specific procedures.
Specific procedures are required when a version of Agent for Microsoft
SQL Server earlier than 6.3 is installed on the Tuning Manager server
host. For details on agent-specific procedures, see Agent-specific
procedures when changing monitoring host name on page 6-32.
13. Start the services on the Tuning Manager server host.
Use the cluster software to start the Tuning Manager server services.
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14. Delete the service information on the Tuning Manager server host.
Renaming the Tuning Manager server host does not change the service
information for the Tuning Manager series programs that still contain the
previous host name. If you have renamed the Tuning Manager server
host, you must delete service information of the Tuning Manager server
and agents before the change. For example, to delete information of the
Collection Manager service or the Agent Store service of Agent for Oracle
on the host host02, execute the command as follows:
¢

To delete information of the Collection Manager service:
jpcctrl delete P* host=host02

To delete information of the Agent Store service of Agent for Oracle:
jpcctrl delete OS* host=host02
When the command is executed, if the KAVE05233-W message is output
and the service information cannot be deleted, execute the command
again as shown below.
¢

¢

¢

To delete Collection Manager service information:
jpcctrl delete P* host=host02 -force
To delete information of the Agent Store service for Agent for Oracle:
jpcctrl delete OS* host=host02 -force

15. Restart the services on the Tuning Manager server host.
To update the service information, use the cluster software to restart the
services for the Tuning Manager server cluster.
16. On the agent host, change the connection-target Tuning Manager server.
On the agent host that is to connect to the Tuning Manager server whose
logical host has been renamed, change the connection-target Tuning
Manager server. To change the connection-target Tuning Manager server,
use the jpcnshostname command. For example, if the host name of the
connection-target Tuning Manager server is host02, execute the following
command:
jpcnshostname -s host02
17. Start the services on the agent hosts.
On the agent hosts that are to connect to the Tuning Manager server
whose logical host has been renamed, execute the jpcstart command to
start the services of the Tuning Manager series.
18. Re-define the health check agent definition.
If the health check function is being used, re-define the health check
agent definition deleted in step 1, after the host name is changed.
19. If you have imported an alarm definition for the old logical host name,
update the alarm settings.
If the Action Handler of the Tuning Manager server host is specified as the
target Action Handler, you must modify the alarm settings. Use
Performance Reporter or the Tuning Manager server host's jpcalarm
command to set the service ID of the Action Handler for which the action
is to be executed.
For details about how to edit alarms, see the Tuning Manager User Guide
or the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
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20. Check the following after changing the host name:
¢

¢

Collection of performance data
Run the Tuning Manager server environment for more than double the
time specified as the collection interval for performance data, and
then make sure that the data has been collected properly.
Output result of the jpcrpt command
Make sure that the collected performance data can be output
properly.

¢

¢

The report definitions and alarm definitions.
Make sure that there are no problems with the report definitions and
the alarm definitions created from the browser.
Action execution
Make sure that the actions for the created alarms can be executed
without any problems.

When the agent is in a logical host environment
To rename the logical host:
1.

Release alarm table bindings from agents.
If an agent that is installed on the agent host (whose logical host name is
to be changed) is bound to an alarm table, release the alarm table
binding from the agent. For details about how to release alarm table
bindings, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide or Tuning
Manager User Guide.

2.

Stop the services on the agent host.
On the agent host whose logical host you wish to rename, stop all
services of the Tuning Manager series. Using the cluster software, stop
the services of the Tuning Manager series that are running on both the
active and standby nodes. For details about how to stop the services,
refer to the cluster software documentation.

3.

Delete the registered agent settings from the cluster software.
Delete the agent-related settings for the logical host from the cluster
software. For details about how to delete the settings, refer to the cluster
software documentation.

4.

Change the monitoring host name of the agent host.
Execute the jpcconf host hostname command to change the monitoring
host name acquisition method. The following example of the command
changes the logical host name from lhost01 to lhost02:
jpcconf host hostname -lhost lhost01 -newhost lhost02 -d d:
\backup -dbconvert convert
Do not execute any other command before you change the host name.
For details on the jpcconf host hostname command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Note: As a rule, the folder specified in the -d option of the jpcconf host
hostname command needs to have enough free space to store all of the
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Agent Store databases on the specified host. For example, if the
environment directory contains Agent for RAID and Agent for Oracle, the
free space required is equal to the total of the Store database sizes in the
environment directory. Note that the Store database for the Master Store
service on the Tuning Manager server does not need to be included in this
calculation.
5.

Rename the logical host for the agent.
Rename the logical host. If necessary, change the settings in the hosts
file and jpchosts file. If you are using Agent for RAID to monitor a
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600,
Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform series V/VM, or
Hitachi USP storage system you will need to change the settings in the
jpcagtha.ini cluster configuration file. For details about the
jpcagtha.ini cluster configuration file, see Monitoring Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified
Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, or Hitachi USP in a
cluster system on page 7-177.

6.

Export the logical host environment definition to a file.
After you have created a Tuning Manager logical host environment on the
primary node, apply the settings of the primary node to the secondary
node. To do this, export the logical host environment definition to a file. If
you set up another Tuning Manager instance on the same logical host,
make sure that all necessary setup procedures have been completed
before you export the file.
Execute the jpchasetup export command to export the logical host
environment definition to a file. For example, if the name of the export
destination file is lhostexp.conf, execute the following command:
jpchasetup export -f lhostexp.conf
Note: If the health check functionality is enabled in the Tuning Manager
whose logical host environment is to be exported, the information about
the health check agent is also exported because the health check agent
has been set up on the logical host.

7.

Copy the logical host environment definition file to the secondary node
(task on the primary and secondary nodes).
In the previous step, you created a file on the primary node. Copy this file
to the secondary node to apply the settings in the file to the secondary
node. Once completed, if the shared disk is no longer necessary, you can
unmount the file system of the shared disk.
If the jp1pc directory and files in the directory exist in the specified
environment directory even when the shared disk has been unmounted,
this means that Tuning Manager was set up without mounting the shared
disk. In that case, perform the following procedure:
a.

Use the tar command to archive the jp1pc directory in the specified
environment directory on the local disk.

b.

Mount the shared disk.
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8.

c.

If the specified environment directory does not exist on the shared
disk, create it.

d.

Extract the contents of the tar file to the environment directory on the
shared disk.

e.

Unmount the shared disk.

f.

In the specified environment directory on the local disk, delete the
jp1pc directory and the files in it.

Import the logical host environment definition file (task on the secondary
node).
Import to the secondary node the export file you have copied from the
primary node.
Execute the jpchasetup import command to import the logical host
environment definition to the secondary node. For example, if the name
of the export file is lhostexp.conf, execute the following command:
jpchasetup import -f lhostexp.conf
After the jpchasetup import command is executed, the environment
settings of the secondary node are replaced with the same environment
settings that are on the primary node. The environment for running
Tuning Manager on a logical host is now configured.
Note: If the health check functionality is enabled in the Tuning Manager
whose logical host environment is to be imported, the information about
the health check agent is also imported because the health check agent
has been set up on the logical host.

9.

Confirm the logical host environment settings.
Execute the jpchasetup list all command the same way you did on
the primary node to check the logical host settings:
jpchasetup list all
For details about the jpchasetup commands, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

10. Set the cluster software.
For details about the setup method, see Setting up agents in cluster
systems on page 7-154.
11. If necessary, perform any agent-specific procedures
There are additional procedures when changing the monitoring host name
of a host where a version of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server earlier than
6.3 is installed. For details on Agent-specific procedures, see Agentspecific procedures when changing monitoring host name on page 6-32.
12. Start the services on the Agent host.
On the agent host whose logical host has been renamed, start the
services of the Tuning Manager series using the cluster software.
13. Delete the service information on the Tuning Manager server host.
Renaming the logical host for the agent host does not change the service
information for the Tuning Manager series programs that still contain the
previous host name. If you have renamed the agent host, delete the old
agent service information from the Tuning Manager server host. For
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details about how to delete the service information, see the chapter that
describes starting and stopping Collection Manager and agent services in
the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
14. Restart the services on the Tuning Manager server host.
To update the service information, use the cluster software to restart the
services for the Tuning Manager server cluster.
15. If you released the alarm table bindings in step 1, bind the alarm tables
again.
For details about how to bind alarm tables, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide or the Tuning Manager User Guide.
16. Update the alarm settings.
If the Action Handler service on the agent host (whose logical host name
been renamed) is specified as the execution target of an action, you must
modify the alarm settings. To do this, use Performance Reporter or the
Tuning Manager server host's jpcalarm command to set the service ID of
the Action Handler for which the action is to be executed.
For details about how to edit alarms, see the Tuning Manager User Guide
or the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
17. Check the following after changing the host name:
¢

¢

Collection of performance data
Run the Tuning Manager server environment for more than double the
time specified as the collection interval for performance data, and
then make sure that the data has been collected properly.
Output result of the jpcrpt command
Make sure that the collected performance data can be output
properly.

¢

¢

Report definition and alarm definition
Make sure that there are no problems with the report and alarm
definitions that have been created using a browser.
Action execution
Make sure that the actions for the created alarms can be executed
without any problems.

Changing the connection-target Tuning Manager server
After configuring the Tuning Manager series system, you can change the
connection-target Tuning Manager server by executing the jpcnshostname
command on the agent host.
Note: Note the following:
•

Only one Tuning Manager server can be set as a connection target per
host. If multiple agents are installed on the same host, different Tuning
Manager servers cannot be set as the connection target for each agent.

•

When an agent and a Tuning Manager server are installed on the same
host, the connection-target Tuning Manager server will be the Tuning
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Manager server on the same host. In such cases, the connection-target
Tuning Manager server cannot be changed to a Tuning Manager server on
a remote host.
To change the connection-target Tuning Manager server on an agent host:
1.

Execute the jpcstop all command to stop all services of the Tuning
Manager series programs running on the local host.

2.

Use the jpcnshostname command to change the connection-target Tuning
Manager server. For example, to change the connection-target Tuning
Manager server to the Tuning Manager server on host02, specify host02
and execute the following command:
jpcnshostname -s host02

3.

Confirm that the new connection-target Tuning Manager server is
running.

4.

Restart the services of the Tuning Manager series programs on the agent
host.

At the connection-target Tuning Manager server that was connected before
the change, delete all service information for the Tuning Manager series
programs whose service names contain the agent host name. For details
about deleting service information, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

Changing the agent installation host
This section contains notes on changing the agent installation host after you
have started operations, and also how to continue to use the performance
data that was used before the host was changed.
Store databases of agents cannot be migrated between hosts that have
different host names. Before deleting an agent instance from the migration
source host, output the performance data on the migration source host to a
text file. You can use either the jpcctrl dump or jpcrpt command to output
the performance data to a text file. For details about these commands, see
the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
For details on how to migrate Store databases between hosts, see the
chapter that describes data management by using the Store database in the
Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
If you want to use the Performance Reporter GUI (not a text file) to view
performance data before migration, temporarily install agents on both the
migration source host and destination host to view the performance data
before and after the migration. Note that because performance data is
remotely collected from the monitoring targets in this operation, this only
applies to agents in which collection of performance data is not affected by
changing their hosts (Agent for RAID, Agent for SAN Switch, and Agent for
NAS).
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Note: When you migrate an agent between hosts that have the same OS
type and host name, you can migrate performance data and service definition
information by using the backup and restoration operations. In this case,
there is no need to leave the agent on the migration source host.

To install an agent on both a migration source host and a
destination host:
1.

Install the target agent on the migration destination host.

2.

On the destination host, set up the instance environment for the target
agent.

3.

Log in to the Tuning Manager server with Admin permission. Then, in the
Services tree of Performance Reporter, make sure that all the values of
the Log properties of the records for the agent service on the migration
host are set to No.
If the target agent is either Agent for RAID or Agent for SAN Switch, go to
step 4. If the target Agent is Agent for NAS, go to step 6.

4.

On the migration source host, stop the service of the target agent
instance.

5.

On the migration source host, execute the jpcinssetup command with the
target agent instance specified so that the instance item value is updated
as shown below.
If the target is Agent for RAID and Storage Model is set to 2:
Set A for Command Device File Name.
If the target is Agent for SAN Switch:
Set 0.0.0.1 for IP Address.

6.

On the migration destination host, start the target agent instance, and
connect it to Tuning Manager server.

7.

Re-specify the settings (such as alarms and Performance Reporter
bookmarks) for the target agent instance on the migration destination
host.

8.

On the migration source host, start the target agent instance.

To view the performance data after changing the installation host:
To view the performance data existing before migration, in Performance
Reporter, select the service of the agent on the migration source host to
display a historical report. To view the performance data existing after
migration, on the Tuning Manager server, display a report on the monitored
target. Alternatively, in Performance Reporter, select the agent instance
service on the migration destination host to display a historical report.
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Guidelines for the migration period and steps to be taken after the
migration period has expired:
Based on the performance data retention period set, determine how long the
agent instances on the migration source and destination hosts should be
allowed to co-exist. When this period has expired, do the following:
1.

On the migration source host, execute the jpcinsunsetup command to
delete the target agent's instance environment.

2.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the jpcctrl delete
command to delete the service information of the migration source agent
instance from the Tuning Manager server.

3.

Remove the target agent from the migration source host, if necessary.

Migrating to Store database version 2.0
The Store database, a database to which an agent stores collected data, has
versions 1.0 and 2.0. Formats and conditions used when storing performance
data vary depending on the Store database version. Store database version
2.0 enables you to store performance data for a longer period, because the
amount of data that can be stored by Store database version 2.0 is larger
than Store database version 1.0. For details about the functions of Store
database versions 1.0 and 2.0, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration
Guide.
When you install a new agent in a new environment, you can start operations
in Store database version 2.0. When you install a new single-instance agent,
Store database version 2.0 is set up by default during installation. When you
install a multi-instance agent, you can use the jpcinssetup command to set
up the Store database version at the same time you set up the instance
environment.
Note: Store database version 2.0 is valid only for the Agent Store service,
and is invalid for the Master Store service.

Setting up Store database version 2.0
Even if you install a product whose version is 5.7 or later, when the existing
environment uses Store database version 1.0, operation continues with Store
database version 1.0 still in effect. In this case, execute the jpcdbctrl setup
command to migrate to Store database version 2.0.
The setup procedure for migrating to Store database version 2.0 is as
follows:
1.

Determine the retention period for data in the Store database.
Make sure that the system resources required for installing Store
database version 2.0 are adequate for the environment. You must check
the following system resources:
¢
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Hard drive capacity
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¢

Number of available files

Number of files that a process can open
You can adjust these values by specifying the retention period for the
Store database. When you plan the retention period, take into account
the resources that exist in the environment. For details on estimating
system resources, see Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements.

¢

2.

Specify the settings of the directory used by the Agent Store service.
In Store database version 2.0, the Agent Store service might not start
with the directory settings that were used in Store database version 1.0.
For this reason, you must reconsider the settings of the directory used by
the Agent Store service. To display or change the settings of the directory
used by the Agent Store service, you can use the jpcdbctrl config
command.
In Store database version 2.0, the maximum size of a directory in which a
Store database is stored or backed up differs from that in Store database
version 1.0. If the directory settings were changed into a relative path in
Store database version 1.0, make sure that the value converted to an
absolute path satisfies the conditions of the maximum directory length in
Store database version 2.0. In Store database version 2.0, the maximum
length of a directory is 214 bytes. If the conditions are not satisfied,
change the settings of the directory used by the Agent Store service, and
then go to Step 3.

3.

Execute the setup command.
Execute the following command to migrate to Store database version 2.0:
jpcdbctrl setup -key xxxx
xxxx indicates the service key of an agent. For the service keys of agents,
see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on page 4-7.
For details on the jpcdbctrl setup command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.

4.

Specify the retention period for data in the Store database.
Specify the retention period you planned based on the estimates you
made in step 1. Start the Agent Store service, and then use the
Performance Reporter command to specify the retention conditions.

Reverting to Store database version 1.0
Use the jpcdbctrl unsetup command to perform unsetup of Store database
version 2.0. When unsetup of Store database version 2.0 is performed, all
data in the Store database is initialized.
For details on the jpcdbctrl unsetup command, see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

Notes
•

If you migrate the Store database from version 1.0 to 2.0:
Even if you migrate the Store database from version 1.0 to 2.0, the
retention period specified for records of the PI record type will be
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inherited. However, for records of the PD record type and the PL record
type, the default retention period (days) will be specified for each record
regardless of the previous setting (the number of stored records), and
data that was collected before the newly-set retention period will be
deleted.
For example, assume that, in Store database version 1.0, the number of
stored records is set to 1,000 and the collection interval is set to 3,600
seconds for the PD records. In this case, 24 records are stored per day,
and data for approximately 42 days (calculated by dividing 1,000 records
by 24 days) is saved. If this Store database is migrated to Store database
version 2.0 and then the default retention period is set to, for example,
10 days, data of 11 days or more before the current day will be deleted
and you will no longer be able to reference that data.
Before you migrate the Store database version to 2.0, make sure that you
check the setting for the number of stored records of the PD and PL
record type. If it is specified that data earlier than the default retention
period (days) is saved, use the jpcrpt command to output the data in
the database.
•
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When reverting to Store database version 1.0 from Store database
version 2.0
If you cancel setup of version 2.0, the data will be initialized. Before
reverting to Store database version 1.0, use the jpcctrl dump command
to output Store database version 2.0 data.
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7
Setting up the agents
This chapter describes post-installation setup procedures specific to the
agents listed below, and it describes the setup required to use an agent in a
cluster system. Note that there are no post-installation setup procedures for
Agent for Platform. Also, there are no post-installation setup procedures for
Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server in a non-cluster system. For setup
procedures common to Tuning Manager series programs, see Chapter 6,
Setting up Tuning Manager series programs on page 6-1.
□ Cautionary note
□ Setting up Agent for RAID
□ Setting up Agent for SAN Switch
□ Setting up Agent for NAS
□ Setting up Agent for Oracle
□ Setting up Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
□ Setting up Agent for DB2
□ Setting up Agent for EAP
□ Operating agents in cluster systems
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Cautionary note
When you use the AIX mksysb command or a virtualization system to
replicate an OS environment in which the Tuning Manager server or Agent is
running, do not apply the replicated environment to any other host. Startup
of the Tuning Manager server or Agent might fail in the replicated
environment.

Setting up Agent for RAID
This section explains the setup that is required before you can use Agent for
RAID. This manual uses abbreviations and generic names to represent
storage systems that Agent for RAID supports. The following table lists
abbreviations and generic names for the storage systems.
Refer to “Setting up Agents to Use Tuning Manager API” in the Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide for information
about configuring environment settings (such as the settings of SSL) when
the Tuning Manager API is enabled.

Table 7-1 Abbreviations used for storage systems
Full name

Abbreviation

Hitachi Adaptable
Modular Storage
200

Hitachi AMS200

Hitachi Adaptable
Modular Storage
500

Hitachi AMS500

Hitachi Adaptable
Modular Storage
1000

Hitachi AMS1000

Hitachi Workgroup
Modular Storage
100

Hitachi WMS100

Hitachi WMS
series

Hitachi Adaptable
Modular Storage
2100

Hitachi AMS2100
(H/W Rev. 0100
and 0200)

Hitachi
AMS2000 series

Hitachi Adaptable
Modular Storage
2300

Hitachi AMS2300
H/W Rev. 0100
and 0200)

Hitachi Adaptable
Modular Storage
2500

Hitachi AMS2500
H/W Rev. 0100
and 0200)

Hitachi Unified
Storage 110

HUS110

Hitachi Unified
Storage 130

HUS130
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Hitachi AMS
series

HUS100 series

Hitachi AMS/WMS
series

HUS100 series
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Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS
series

Full name

Abbreviation

Hitachi Unified
Storage 150

HUS150

Hitachi Simple
Modular Storage
100

Hitachi SMS100

Hitachi SMS
series

Hitachi Universal
Storage Platform
100

Hitachi USP100

Hitachi USP

Hitachi Universal
Storage Platform
600

Hitachi USP600

Hitachi Universal
Storage Platform
1100

Hitachi USP1100

Hitachi Network
Storage Controller
NSC55

Hitachi NSC55

Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform

VSP

Hitachi VSP

Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform
G200

VSP G200

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G200

Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform
G400

VSP G400

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G400

Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform
G600

VSP G600

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G600

Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform
G1000

VSP G1000

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000

Hitachi Universal
Storage Platform V

USP V

Universal Storage Platform V/VM series

Hitachi Universal
Storage Platform
VM

USP VM

Hitachi Unified
Storage VM

HUS VM

SMS series

Hitachi Unified Storage VM

Switching to Oracle JDK (when Tuning Manager API is used)
You can switch the JDK used by the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
Component to Oracle JDK. For details about how to switch to Oracle JDK, see
the description on the setup for using Oracle JDK in the chapter about setting
up Agents to use Tuning Manager API in the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.
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Advanced Security Mode is an optional Account Authentication function
(disabled by default) that is supported by the AMS 2000 series starting with
version 9. The advanced security mode setting changes the encryption
method to strengthen the level of security as shown in Table 7-2 Advance
security mode encryptions settings on page 7-4.

Table 7-2 Advance security mode encryptions settings
Function to be controlled
Account Authentication password
encryption method

Advanced security
mode disabled
MD5

Advanced security
mode enabled
SHA256

If the setting of Advance Security Mode is changed from enabled to disabled
or vice versa, all logged-in sessions and created accounts are deleted.
Therefore, if the Advance Security Mode setting changes while Agent for RAID
is running, Agent for RAID will stop because of a login failure (a KAVF18626-E
message is output).

Setting up an instance environment
You must specify instance information for the storage system that Agent for
RAID will monitor.
Table 7-3 Instance information for Agent for RAID (Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series) on page 7-4 lists the instance
information to be specified when the monitored storage system is a member
of the Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series.
Table 7-6 Instance information for Agent for RAID (Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM,
Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, and Hitachi USP) on page 7-8 lists
the instance information to be specified when the monitored storage system
is a member of the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200,
G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM
series, or Hitachi USP. Check this information before you start the setup
procedure.
Note: To update an instance environment in which the Tuning Manager API is
enabled, you must update the agent information immediately. To update the
agent information immediately, use the API to perform a manual refresh. For
details about how to use the API, see the API Reference Guide.

Table 7-3 Instance information for Agent for RAID (Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series)
Item
Storage Model

Description
Specify 1 as the storage system to be monitored.
This item is mandatory.

IP Address or Host Name Specify the IP address or host name assigned to Controller 0 of the
(Controller 0)
storage system to be monitored.
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Item

Description
If the monitored storage system supports IPv6 communication, either an
IPv4 or IPv6 address can be used. If the monitored storage system does not
support IPv6 communication, only an IPv4 address can be used.
When this item is specified, Array Unit Name is ignored.

IP Address or Host Name Specify the IP address or host name assigned to Controller 1 of the
(Controller 1)
storage system to be monitored. This item is mandatory when IP Address
or Host Name (Controller 0) is specified and the storage system to be
monitored has a dual controller configuration.
If an IPv4 address is specified for IP Address or Host Name (Controller
0), specify an IPv4 address only. If an IPv6 address is specified, specify an
IPv6 address only.
Array Unit Name

Use this item to maintain compatibility with earlier versions.
When you create a new instance, we recommend that you specify the
storage system to be monitored by setting values in IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 0) and IP Address or Host Name (Controller 1). When
you use this item to specify the storage system to be monitored, copy the
utlprm.inf file generated upon registration of the storage system to the
following directory:
•

Windows: installation-folder\agtd\agent\instance-name

•

UNIX:/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/instance-name

Note: The contents of the utlprm.inf file are in text format. To send an
utlprm.inf file to a UNIX host by FTP, make sure that you use the ASCII
mode.
user ID

When the storage system to be monitored is a member of the Hitachi
HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series, and Account Authentication is
enabled, specify the user ID of the Agent for RAID account.
Do not specify anything if the storage system to be monitored does not
support Account Authentication, or Account Authentication is not enabled.

password

Specify the password for the user ID set for user ID. The characters
entered for this item are not displayed. You will be required to enter the
same value twice.
Do not specify anything if the storage system to be monitored does not
support Account Authentication, or Account Authentication is not enabled.

Secure Port function

Select whether to use secure communication with the storage system to be
monitored.
•

If you want to use secure communication:
Enter Y or y.

•

If you do not want to use secure communication:
Enter N or n.

If no value is entered, N is assumed and secure communication is not used.
If a value other than Y, y, N, or n is entered, re-entry is requested.
If the storage system to be monitored does not support secure
communication, enter N or n.
Store Version
Note:

Specify the version of the Store database to be used. The default is 2.0.
Either 1.0 or 2.0 can be specified. For details on the Store database
version, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
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Item

Description

You can specify the Store
Version item only when
setting up a new instance
environment. You cannot
specify this item when
updating an existing
instance environment.

Table 7-4 jpcinssetup settings and logical devices (Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM,
Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, or Hitachi USP) on page 7-6 shows
the jpcinssetup settings and logical devices that can be acquired when the
monitored storage system is an enterprise class storage system.

Table 7-4 jpcinssetup settings and logical devices (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP
G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform
V/VM series, or Hitachi USP)
jpcinssetup settings

Logical device
type

Logical device to which
an LDEV number has
been assigned

Unassigned Open
Volume
Monitoring1, 2

Y

Y

N

N

Mainframe Volume
Monitoring

Y

N

Y

N

Logical device of the
Yes
Open system
emulation type for
which a LUN path has
been set in the port

Yes

Yes

Yes

Logical device of the
Open system
emulation type for
which no LUN path
has been set in the
port

Yes3

Yes3

No

No

Logical device of the
mainframe system
emulation type

Yes3

No

Yes3

No

No

No

No

No

Logical device to which
-an LDEV number has not
been assigned

Legend:
Yes: Logical device that can be acquired by Agent for RAID
No: Logical device that cannot be acquired by Agent for RAID
Notes:
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1.

If the storage system contains a pool volume, you need to set
"Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring" to "Y". If this setting is not set
to "Y", the usage rate associated with IOs to the pool volume is not
included in the following array group and LDEV usage rate field values:
¢
¢

2.

PI_RGS record: "Busy %" field and "Max Busy %" field
PI_LDE, PI_LDE1, PI_LDE2, and PI_LDE3 records: "Busy %" field
and "Max Busy %" field

To monitor Universal Replicator journal volumes, you need to set
"Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring" to "Y".

Table 7-5 jpcinssetup settings and parity groups (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP
G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform
V/VM series, or Hitachi USP)
jpcinssetup settings

Parity group type

Unassigned Open Volume
Monitoring1, 2

Y

Y

N

N

Mainframe Volume Monitoring

Y

N

Y

N

Parity group of the Open system
emulation type that has a logical
device for which a LUN path has
been set in the port

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Parity group of the Open system
emulation type that has no logical
device for which a LUN path has
been set in the port

Yes3

Yes3

No

No

Yes3

No

Yes3

No

Example: Parity group in which all
logical groups are pool volumes for
HDP or Copy-on-write Snapshot
Parity group of the emulation type
for a mainframe system

Legend:
Yes: Parity group that can be acquired by Agent for RAID
No: Parity group that cannot be acquired by Agent for RAID
Notes:
1.

If the storage system contains a pool volume, you need to set
"Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring" to "Y". If this setting is not set
to "Y", the usage rate associated with IOs to the pool volume is not
included in the following array group and LDEV usage rate field values:
¢
¢

PI_RGS record: "Busy %" field and "Max Busy %" field
PI_LDE, PI_LDE1, PI_LDE2, and PI_LDE3 records: "Busy %" field
and "Max Busy %" field
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2.

To monitor Universal Replicator journal volumes, you need to set
"Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring" to "Y".

Table 7-6 Instance information for Agent for RAID (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform,
VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage
Platform V/VM series, and Hitachi USP)
Item

Description
Specify 2 as the storage system to be monitored.

Storage Model

This item is mandatory.
Command Device File
Name

For Windows hosts, specify the device file name or the partition GUID of the
command device to be output by using the jpctdlistraid command. For
UNIX hosts, specify the device file name. Agent for RAID uses this command
device to acquire information about the storage system.
In Linux, the /dev/sd form of the device file name might be changed by
rescanning the disk device. We recommend that you use the WWID based
form of the device file name. See Assigning a logical unit to the command
device on page 4-16 for details about assigning a WWID based device file
name.
Select whether Agent for RAID monitors a logical device for which the
emulation type used for a mainframe is set.

Mainframe Volume
Monitoring1

•

To monitor a logical device for a mainframe, enter Y or y.

•

To not monitor a logical device for a mainframe, enter N or n.

•

For Hitachi Unified Storage VM, mainframe emulation is not supported.
Mainframe volumes are excluded from monitoring when an HUS VM is
monitored.

If no value is entered, the default value N is set and the logical unit for a
mainframe is not monitored. If you enter a value other than Y, y, N, or n,
the system prompts you to enter a value again.
Unassigned Open Volume
Monitoring1

Specify whether a logical device or an parity group for which an open
system emulation type has been set and that has not been mapped to a
port is to be monitored.
•

To monitor a logical device or parity group that has not been mapped to
a port, enter Y or y.

•

To not monitor a logical device or parity group that has not been
mapped to a port, enter N or n.

If no value is entered, the default value N is set. If you enter a value other
than Y, y, N, or n, the system prompts you to enter a value again.
Specify the version of the Store database to be used. The default is 2.0.
Either 1.0 or 2.0 can be specified. For details on the Store database
version, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Store Version2

Notes:
1.
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Depending on the microcode version of the storage system, you might not
be able to use the Mainframe Volume Monitoring or Unassigned Open
Volume Monitoring function even though you have enabled the setting.
For details on the correspondence between the microcode versions of the
storage system and the Agent for RAID functions, see the Tuning
Manager Hardware Reports Reference.
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2.

You can specify the Store Version item only when setting up a new
instance environment. You cannot specify this item when updating an
existing instance environment.

The following table shows the types of logical devices and parity groups in the
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi
Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, and Hitachi USP,
and the corresponding settings for the instance information for monitoring
these logical devices and parity groups.
Note that in the Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series, all the
logical devices and parity groups are to be monitored regardless of the
settings for the instance information.

Table 7-7 Logical devices and parity groups in Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP
G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform
V/VM series, and Hitachi USP, and settings for the instance data
Type of logical device or parity group
A logical device or
parity Group for
which an open
system emulation
type has been set

Settings for monitoring a logical device or parity
group

A logical device or
parity group that has
been mapped to a
port

The logical device or parity group is always monitored
regardless of the settings for the instance information.

A logical device or
parity group that has
not been mapped to a
port

By default, the logical device or parity group is not
monitored. To monitor the logical device or parity group,
you need to specify Y or y for Unassigned Open Volume
Monitoring when you set the instance information.

A logical device or parity group for which a
mainframe system emulation type has been
set.

By default, the logical device or parity group is not
monitored. To monitor the logical device or parity group,
you need to specify Y or y for Mainframe Volume
Monitoring when you set the instance information.
Note:
For Hitachi Unified Storage VM, mainframe emulation is not
supported. Mainframe volumes are excluded from
monitoring when an HUS VM is monitored.

Also note that you cannot set an LU path for pool volumes for Copy-on-Write
Snapshot or Dynamic Provisioning. Therefore, to obtain performance
information related to the usage of an parity group that contains pool
volumes for Copy-on-Write Snapshot or Dynamic Provisioning, you need to
specify Y or y for Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring. If Mainframe HDP is
monitored, you must specify Y or y for Mainframe Volume Monitoring.
Use the jpcinssetup command to construct an instance environment.

To construct an instance environment
1.

Execute the jpcinssetup command with the service key and instance
name (no more than 32 bytes) specified.
For example, to construct an instance environment for the instance
named 35053 for Agent for RAID, execute the following command:
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jpcinssetup agtd -inst 35053
Note:
•

Use an instance name that is unique among all the names of the
agent instances on the network. You cannot use lib as the instance
name.

•

For the instance name you specify as an argument in the
jpcinssetup command, make sure that the length is from 1 to 32
bytes and only half-width alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) are
used.

2.

Set up the instance information for the storage system you will monitor.
Enter the information shown in Table 7-3 Instance information for Agent
for RAID (Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series) on page 7-4
or Table 7-6 Instance information for Agent for RAID (Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified
Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, and Hitachi USP) on
page 7-8, in accordance with the command’s instructions. When entering
the displayed default value, or not specifying a value, press only the
Enter key.

3.

To perform the operation with multiple instances, repeat steps 1 and 2 for
each instance.

4.

For UNIX systems, make sure that RAID Manager LIB is installed.
When the storage system to be monitored is a member of the Hitachi
Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi
Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, or Hitachi
USP, make sure that RAID Manager LIB is installed on the host where
Agent for RAID is installed.

About the constructed instance environment
Once you have entered all items, the instance environment is constructed.
The organization of directories for instance environments and the service ID
for an instance environment are described below.

Organization of directories for instance environments
Instance environments are constructed under the following directories:
•

•

Windows:
¢

Physical host:installation-folder\agtd

¢

Logical host:environment-directory\jp1pc\agtd

UNIX:
¢

Physical host: /opt/jp1pc/agtd

¢

Logical host:environment-directory/jp1pc/agtd

Table 7-8 Organization of directories for instance environments for Agent for
RAID on page 7-11 shows the organization of the directories for instance
environments.
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Table 7-8 Organization of directories for instance environments for Agent for RAID
Directory and file names
agent

instancename

conf_refresh_times.ini.sa
mple

Sample file of the collection time definition
file

jpcagt.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent
Collector service

jpcagt.ini.model

Model file for the startup-information file of
the Agent Collector service

Note: Use this file to restore
the settings that were in effect
before the instance
environment was constructed.

store

instancename

Description

ldev_filter.ini.sample

Sample file of the logical device definition
file

log

Directory for storing internal log files of the
Agent Collector service

system

Directory for storing internal files when
Hybrid Store is used

*.DAT

Data model definition file

backup

Default directory for storing a database
backup

dump

Default directory for storing an exported
database

import

Default directory for storing an imported
database (for Store database version 2.0)

jpcsto.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Store
service

jpcsto.ini.model

Model file for the startup-information file of
the Agent Store service

dbconfig.ini

Directory for storing internal files when
Hybrid Store is used

log

Directory for storing internal log files of the
Agent Store service

partial

Default directory for storing a partial
database backup (for Store database
version 2.0)

STPD

Directory for storing performance data of
the PD record type (for Store database
version 2.0)

STPI

Directory for storing performance data of
the PI record type (for Store database
version 2.0)

system

Directory for storing internal files when
Hybrid Store is used
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Service ID for an instance environment
The following is the service ID for an instance environment:
product-IDfunction-IDinstance-numberinstance-name [host-name]
The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide chapter that describes types of services.

Windows Service Name for an instance environment
The following are Windows service names for an instance environment:
•

Agent Collector: PFM - Agent for RAID instance-name

•

Agent Store: PFM - Agent Store for RAID instance-name

The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide chapter that describes types of services. For details
about the Windows service names when operating on a logical host, see the
Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide chapter that describes service
names of the Tuning Manager series programs when operating in a cluster
system.

Verifying setup of an instance environment
Before you start operation in an instance environment you have created,
execute the jpctdchkinst command to verify the instance settings. The
jpctdchkinst command references the set instance information and checks
whether the settings allow information to be acquired from the storage
system monitored by Agent for RAID. For details about the jpctdchkinst
command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Before starting operations
If necessary, change the following three settings for Agent for RAID to
optimize the operating environment of Agent for RAID and storage systems:
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•

Collection Interval for records of the PI record type
Records of the PI record type store performance information for the
storage system. Take into consideration the need for performance
information, and then adjust the value of Collection Interval. By
specifying a larger value for Collection Interval, you can reduce the
frequency of access from Agent for RAID to the storage system.

•

Times at which configuration information for the storage system is
collected
Adjust the times at which configuration information for the storage
system is collected, based on how frequently the configuration of the
monitored storage system is changed. By specifying a minimum required
value for the times at which configuration information is collected, you
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can reduce the frequency of access from Agent for RAID to the storage
system.
•

Logical Devices to be monitored
Specify a logical device to be monitored when you want to monitor only a
specific logical device among logical devices that exist in the storage
system. By specifying the logical devices to be monitored, you can use
the Store database capacity effectively because only performance data for
the specified logical devices is stored in the Store database. In addition,
accessing information for a specific logical device will be easier because
only information for the specified logical devices is displayed in a report.

To use Tuning Manager API, you need the settings to optimize records to be
output to the data file and the retention period of the data file. For details,
see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Canceling setup of an instance environment
To cancel setup of multiple instance environments, you must repeat the
following procedures for each environment:
•

Delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host

•

Delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager server
host

To delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host
1.

Find the instance name of Agent for RAID using the jpcinslist
command. The command format is as follows:
jpcinslist agtd
For example, if the instance name is 35053, the command displays
35053.

2.

Stop the Agent for RAID service in the instance environment if it is active.

3.

Delete the instance environment using the jpcinsunsetup command. The
command format is as follows:
jpcinsunsetup agtd -inst instance-name
Example:
To delete an instance environment whose instance name is 35053:
jpcinsunsetup agtd -inst 35053
If the command is successful, the Windows services and the directories
created during instance environment setup are deleted. If a service with
the specified instance name is active, a message appears asking whether
the service is to be stopped.

To delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager
server host
1.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the jpcctrl delete
command to delete the agent’s instance information.
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For example, to delete the instance information when the instance name
is 35053, the host name is host03, the Agent Collector service ID is
DA135053[host03], and the Agent Store service ID is DS135053[host03]:
¢

Windows: jpcctrl delete D?135053[host03] host=host03

¢

UNIX: jpcctrl delete "D?135053[host03]" host=host03

2.

Restart the Collection Manager service.

3.

Restart Performance Reporter.

Updating an instance environment
Updating an instance environment involves checking the instance name
(using the jpcinslist command), then updating the instance environment
(using the jpcinssetup command).
To update multiple instance environments, repeat the following procedure for
each environment.

To update an instance environment
1.

Find the instance name by executing the jpcinslist command,
specifying the service key of the Agent for RAID running in the instance
environment.
For example, to check the instance name of Agent for RAID, execute the
following command:
jpcinslist agtd
If the specified instance name is 35053, the command displays 35053.

2.

Check the information of the instance environment to be updated (see
Table 7-9 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for RAID
(Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series) on page 7-15 or
Table 7-10 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for RAID
(Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600,
Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, and
Hitachi USP) on page 7-16 at the end of these instructions).

3.

If the Agent for RAID service is active in the instance environment that is
to be updated, stop the service.
Note: To update an instance environment in which the Tuning Manager
API is enabled, you must update the agent information immediately. To
update the agent information immediately, use the API to perform a
manual refresh. For details about how to use the API, see the API
Reference Guide.

4.
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Execute the jpcinssetup command, specifying the service key and
instance name of the Agent for RAID in the instance environment that you
wish to update.
For example, if you are updating the instance environment for the Agent
for RAID with instance name 35053, execute the following command:
jpcinssetup agtd -inst 35053
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Note:
•

Use an instance name that is unique among all the names of the
agent instances on the network. You cannot use lib as the instance
name.

•

For the instance name you specify as an argument in the
jpcinssetup command, make sure that the length is from 1 to 32
bytes and only half-width alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) are
used.

5.

If the service is still active in the instance environment that is to be
updated when you execute the jpcinssetup command, a confirmation
message is displayed to enable you to stop the service.
If you stop the service, update processing resumes; if you do not stop the
service, update processing is cancelled.

6.

Enter the information shown in Table 7-9 Instance information that can
be updated for Agent for RAID (Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS
series) on page 7-15 or Table 7-10 Instance information that can be
updated for Agent for RAID (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000,
VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage
Platform V/VM series, and Hitachi USP) on page 7-16 in accordance with
the command’s instructions to update the instance information.
The current settings are displayed. When using the displayed value, or
not specifying a value, press only the Enter key. When all entries are
completed, the instance environment is updated.

7.

Restart the service in the updated instance environment.
Note: To change the storage system being monitored, you must delete
the instance environment and then re-create it.
Depending on the microcode versions of the storage system, you might
not be able to use the Mainframe Volume Monitoring or Unassigned
Open Volume Monitoring function even though you have enabled the
setting. For details on the correspondence between the microcode
versions of the storage system and the Agent for RAID functions, see the
Tuning Manager Hardware Reports Reference.

Table 7-9 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for RAID (Hitachi
HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series)
Item

Description

Storage Model

You cannot update this value. Only the current setting is displayed.

IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 0)

You can update this value. Specify the IP address or host name assigned to
Controller 0 of the storage system to be monitored.
If the monitored storage system supports IPv6 communication, either an IPv4
or IPv6 address can be used. If the monitored storage system does not support
IPv6 communication, only an IPv4 address can be used.
If you specify this item, the Array Unit Name specification is ignored. To leave
this item unset, specify a space.
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Item
IP Address or Host
Name (Controller 1)

Description
You can update this value. Specify the IP address or host name assigned to
Controller 1 of the storage system to be monitored. If you have set IP
Address or Host Name (Controller 0) and the storage system to be
monitored has a dual controller configuration, this item is mandatory. To leave
this item unset, specify a space.
If an IPv4 address is specified for IP Address or Host Name (Controller 0),
specify an IPv4 address only. If an IPv6 address is specified, specify an IPv6
address only.

Array Unit Name

You can update this value. Use this item to maintain compatibility with earlier
versions
If you want to update an instance, specify values in IP Address or Host Name
(Controller 0) and IP Address or Host Name (Controller 1) to specify a
storage system to be monitored. To leave this item unset, specify a space.
You can update this value. When the storage system to be monitored is a
member of the Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series, and Account
Authentication is enabled, specify the user ID of the Agent for RAID account. To
delete the set value and leave this setting blank, specify only a space
character.

user ID

Do not specify anything if the storage system to be monitored does not support
Account Authentication, or Account Authentication is not enabled.
password

You can update this value. Specify the password for the user ID set for user
ID. The characters entered for this item are not displayed. You will be required
to enter the same value twice. To delete the set value and leave this setting
blank, specify only a space character.
Do not specify anything if the storage system to be monitored does not support
Account Authentication, or Account Authentication is not enabled.

Secure Port function You can update this value. Select whether to use secure communication with
the storage system to be monitored.
•

If you want to use secure communication:
Enter Y or y.

•

If you do not want to use secure communication:
Enter N or n.

If no value is entered, N is assumed and secure communication is not used. If a
value other than Y, y, N, or n is entered, re-entry is requested.
If the storage system to be monitored does not support secure communication,
enter N or n.

Table 7-10 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for RAID (Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM,
Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, and Hitachi USP)
Item

Description

Storage Model

You cannot update this value. Only the current setting is displayed.

Command Device File
Name

You can update this value. For Windows hosts, specify the device file name or
the partition GUID of the command device output by the jpctdlistraid
command. For UNIX hosts, specify the device file name. Agent for RAID uses
this command device to acquire information about the storage system.
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Item

Description

Mainframe Volume
Monitoring

You can update this value. Select whether Agent for RAID monitors a logical
device for which the emulation type used for a mainframe is set.
•

To monitor a logical device for a mainframe, enter Y or y.

•

To not monitor a logical device for a mainframe, enter N or n.

If you enter a value other than Y, y, N, or n, the system prompts you to enter a
value again.
Note:
•

If you want to monitor a logical device for a mainframe by changing the
value from N or n to Y or y, the resources required for Agent Store and
Main Console increase. Before changing the setting, re-estimate these
resources, make sure that there are no problems, and then change the
value.

•

For Hitachi Unified Storage VM, mainframe emulation is not supported.
Mainframe volumes are excluded from monitoring when an HUS VM is
monitored.

Note: If you want to monitor a logical device for a mainframe by changing the
value from N or n to Y or y, the resources required for Agent Store and Main
Console increase. Before changing the setting, re-estimate these resources,
make sure that there are no problems, and then change the value.
Unassigned Open
Volume Monitoring

This value can be updated. It specifies whether a logical device for which an
open system emulation type has been set and that has not been mapped to a
port is to be monitored.
•

To monitor a logical device that has not been mapped to a port, enter Y or
y.

•

To not monitor a logical device that has not been mapped to a port, enter N
or n.

If you enter a value other than Y, y, N, or n, the system prompts you to enter a
value again.

Before you start operation in an instance environment you have updated,
execute the jpctdchkinst command to verify the instance settings. The
jpctdchkinst command references the set instance information and checks
whether the settings allow information to be acquired from the storage
system monitored by Agent for RAID.

Backup and restoration of Agent for RAID (if used with the Hybrid
Store)
This section describes backup and restoration of Agent for RAID that is
running in Hybrid Store.
The data items that need to be backed up are as follows:

Table 7-11 Data to be backed up (for Agent for RAID)
Data to be backed up
Setting information files unique to Agent for
RAID

Reference
Backup on page 7-18
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Data to be backed up

Reference

The configuration information file for Tuning
Manager Agent components
Performance data of the Hybrid Store
Definition information file for Common

“Backing up and restoring service
definition information” in the Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.

Backup
You can obtain backup of performance data and a configuration information
file by using the htmhsbackup command. The configuration information file
contains the configuration file for Tuning Manager Agent components.
The execution units of backup are as follows:
•

Agent host

•

Agent type

•

Agent instance

Note: By using the backup data, you can not only recover data if a failure
occurs, but also migrate data to other hosts where operation by Hybrid Store
is available.

Prerequisites
The following conditions must be met before you back up data:
•

The output folder for backup data must exist.
However, if the output folder for the backup data contains the error data
of the previous backup, manually delete the data, and then execute the
backup.

•

The output folder for the backup data must have free space equal to or
greater than the size of the data to be backed up.

Procedure
Run the following command to perform a backup.
To back up by Agent host:
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•

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data

•

In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data
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To back up by Agent type:
•

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data –key agtd

•

In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data –key agtd

To back up by Agent instance:
•

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data –key agtd –inst instance-name

•

In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsbackup –dir output-folderfor-the-backup-data –key agtd –inst instance-name

For details about the htmhsbackup command, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Restoration
You can use the htmhsrestore command to restore backups of performance
data and setting information. The configuration information file contains the
configuration file for Tuning Manager Agent components.
The execution units of restoration are as follows:
•

Agent host

•

Agent type

•

Agent instance

Prerequisites
The following conditions must be met before you restore data:
•

The data to be restored must be the data that was backed up by using
the htmhsbackup command.

•

The service of an instance to be restored and the service of the Tuning
Manager Agent REST API component must be stopped.

•

The version and revision number of the host to be restored must be the
same as when the host was backed up.

•

The output directory for Hybrid Store has free space equal to or greater
than the size of the data to be restored.

•

The name of an instance to be backed up must match the name of an
instance of the restoration destination.

•

The OS of the restoration-destination host must match the OS of the
backup-source host.
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If you have changed the default output directory for Hybrid Store, consider
the following conditions:
•

The output directory for Hybrid Store exists.

•

The path of the output directory for Hybrid Store is the same for the host
to be backed up and the host to be restored.
If the output directory for Hybrid Store differs between the host to be
backed up and the host to be restored, rewrite the output destination
paths written in the properties files (dbdataglobalconfig.ini and
dbconfig.ini), which set output destinations of the backup files for
Hybrid Store, to the path of the restoration destination host, and then
perform a restoration.

Notes when performing a restoration
Some configuration files to be backed up are not restored depending on the
unit used for a backup and restoration. The following describes the
relationship between the data and configuration files to be backed up and the
units used for restoration.

Table 7-12 Relationship between the data and configuration files to be
backed up and the units used for restoration
Data and configuration files to be backed up
Performance data

Restoration
unit

Snapshot
method

Configuration file
By Agent
host1

Timeline
method

By Agent
type

By Agent
instance

By Agent
host

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

By Agent
type

Y

N

Y/N

Y

Y

By Agent
instance

Y

N

Y/N

Y/N

Y

Legend:
Y
All data items are restored.
Y/N
Some data items are not restored. However, the configuration files that
are not restored are used to check the necessary configuration
information when performing a restoration. No problem exists if these
files are not restored.
N
Data or files are not restored.
1
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If the -lhost option is specified, the configuration files for each logical
host are also included.
How to update performance data and configuration files when a restoration is
performed is as follows:
•

For performance data:
¢

¢

•

Snapshot method: If snapshot data exists in the restoration
destination, delete all the data, and then restore the data to be
restored.
Timeline method: If timeline data exists in the restoration destination,
delete all the data.

For configuration files:
The configuration files of the restoration destination are overwritten.

Action to be taken for the configuration files that are not restored
after performing a restoration
The following configuration files are not restored because they contain
environment-dependent information (such as host name, installation path,
list of instances, and port number). Take appropriate action after performing
a restoration by referring to the table below.

Table 7-13 Action to be taken for the configuration files that are not
restored after performing a restoration (In Windows)
Configuration files that are not
restored
Installation-folder\htnm\Rest
\config\htnm_httpsd.conf

Component
Tuning Manager
Agent components

Installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC¥web\redirector
¥workers.properties
Installation-folder\htnm
\HBasePSB\CC\server\usrconf
\ejb\AgentRESTService
\usrconf.properties
Installation-folder\agtd\agent Agent for RAID
\jpcagtha.ini
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Action to be taken after
performing a restoration
Change port numbers or
specify the SSl settings as
needed.
If ports were changed in the
workers.properties property
and the
usrconf.properties
property in the backup
environment, manually
modify these properties in
the restoration-destination
environment.
Set a cluster definition file
according to the restorationdestination environment.
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Table 7-14 Action to be taken for the configuration files that are not
restored after performing a restoration (In Linux)
Component
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/Rest/config/
htnm_httpsd.conf

Tuning Manager
Agent components

Change port numbers or
specify the SSl settings as
needed.
If ports were changed in the
workers.properties property
and the
usrconf.properties
property in the backup
environment, manually
modify these properties in
the restoration-destination
environment.

/opt/jp1pc/htnm/
HBasePSB/CC/web/redirector/
workers.properties
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/HBasePSB/CC/
server/usrconf/ejb/
AgentRESTService/
usrconf.properties
/opt/jp1pc/ agtd/agent/
jpcagtha.ini

Action to be taken after
performing a restoration

Agent for RAID

Set a cluster definition file
according to the restorationdestination environment.

Notes when performing a restoration
Note the following when you perform a restoration:
•

To restore the data backed up in an environment where the output
destination for Hybrid Store has been changed in
dbdataglobalconfig.ini by specifying the -key option.
Set the same output destination for dbdataglobalconfig.ini of the
backup source and the restoration destination.
If the output destinations differ, the destination where the backup data
will be located and the destination Hybrid Store accesses will not match,
and the backup data will not be inherited.

•

To restore the data backed up in an environment where the output
destination for Hybrid Store has been changed in
dbdataglobalconfig.ini without specifying the -key option.
dbdataglobalconfig.ini will be overwritten by the backup data.
If Hybrid Store is already operating in the restoration destination, first
match the output destination for dbdataglobalconfig.ini of the backup
source to the output destination for dbdataglobalconfig.ini in the
restoration destination environment that is already operating, and then
perform a restoration.

•

To restore the data backed up in an environment where the output
destination for Hybrid Store has been changed in
dbdataglobalconfig.ini or in dbconfig.ini.
Create in advance the output destination directory specified in
dbdataglobalconfig.ini or dbconfig.ini, which is contained in the
backup data. If the specified output destination directory does not exist,
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KATR10109-E and KATR13251-E will be output, and the restoration will
fail.

Procedure
Run the following command to perform a restore:
1.

Execute the following command to stop all instances and Tuning Manager
Agent REST API component services on the same host. (Tuning Manager Agent REST Web Service and Tuning Manager - Agent REST Application
Service)
¢

¢

2.

In UNIX
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -all

Run the following command to make sure that all Agent services have
been stopped.
¢

¢

3.

In Windows
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv stop -all

In Windows
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv status -all
In UNIX
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmsrv status -all

Execute the following command to restore the backups of performance
data and setting information.
To restore by Agent host:
¢

¢

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data
In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data

To restore by Agent type:
¢

¢

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data –key agtd
In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data –key agtd

To restore by Agent instance:
¢

¢

In Windows:
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data –key agtd –inst instance-name
In UNIX:
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmhsrestore –dir outputfolder-for-the-backup-data –key agtd –inst instance-name
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For details about the htmhsrestore command, see the Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
4.

Check if the restored instance is properly monitoring the monitoring
target.
Use the jpctdchkinst command to check the monitoring status, and use
the jpcinssetup command to change the settings as needed. If you have
changed the setting, use the jpctdchkinst command again to check the
monitoring status and make sure that the monitoring is properly
performed.
For details about the jpctdchkinst command, see the Hitachi Command
Suite Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

5.

Execute the following command to start all instances and Tuning Manager
Agent REST API component services on the same host.
¢

¢

In Windows
Installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv start -all
In UNIX
Installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -all

Setting up Agent for SAN Switch
This section explains the setup that is required before you can use Agent for
SAN Switch. Please review the following items before you start to set up
Agent for SAN Switch.
•

When monitoring fabrics consisting of Brocade B-Model switches only:
¢

¢

•

Number of sessions
One SMI Agent session is used for each instance of Agent for SAN
Switch.

When monitoring fabrics that consist of Cisco switches only by connecting
them to Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agents:
¢

¢
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Units for instance construction
Set up one instance for one fabric. When setting up an instance
environment, the WWN of a switch that belongs to the fabric to be
monitored must be specified for Target Switch WWN. The fabric to
which the switch specified by Target Switch WWN belongs is
monitored.

Configuring instances
When setting up the instance environment, you can select whether to
monitor only a specific fabric managed by a DCNM-SAN or to monitor
multiple fabrics as a single fabric. Be aware that connecting multiple
fabrics to one DCNM-SAN might degrade the performance of
information acquisition of Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch. We
recommend that you configure an instance (for monitoring) to
represent a specific fabric.
When monitoring only a specific fabric
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Monitor only the fabric that contains a specified Target Switch WWN.
¢

¢

•

When monitoring multiple fabrics as a single fabric
By setting ALL for Target Switch WWN, all fabrics managed by the
DCNM-SAN are monitored. Note that if the fabrics managed by the
DCNM-SAN include switches that Tuning Manager Agent for SAN
Switch does not support, Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch might
be unable to acquire correct information. If so, exclude the nonsupported switches from management by adding them to the
unmonitored switch configuration file. For details about specifying this
configuration file, see Settings for switches that are not monitored on
page 7-38.
Number of sessions
One DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent session is used per Tuning Manager
Agent for SAN Switch instance.

When monitoring fabrics consisting of Cisco switches only by connecting
to Cisco Seed Switch:
¢

¢

Units for instance construction
Set up one instance for each seed switch.
Number of sessions
One seed switch session is used for each instance of Agent for SAN
Switch.
If Agent for SAN Switch has already established a session with a seed
switch, other sessions cannot be established with that seed switch.

Specifying an Oracle Java installation path (Windows and Linux)
By default, the Windows and Linux versions of Agent for SAN Switch use the
Java version that is bundled with the Agent for SAN Switch (Windows: JDK7
(1.7.0)/ Linux: JDK6 (1.6.0)). No additional property settings are required.
To specify an Oracle Java version, you must edit the agtn.properties file.
The agtn.properties file can be found at the following location:
In Windows:
Agent-for-NAS-installation-directory\agtn\agent
In Linux:
/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent

Note: Only the 32-bit edition of Oracle JDK is supported. The 32-bit edition
must be purchased even for a 64-bit platform.
To specify Oracle Java, you must have already installed Oracle standard JDK
7 (1.7.0) 32-bit or JDK 8 (1.8.0) 32-bit.
In the agtn.properties file, edit the agtn.agent.JDK.location property
and specify the full path to the installation location of the Oracle Java
program to be used by Agent for SAN Switch.
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Note: Oracle Java must be installed in a path that does not contain multibyte characters (a path that is specified by using ASCII code characters
only).

Setting up an instance environment
You must specify instance information for the fabric that Agent for SAN
Switch will monitor. The tables listed below describe the instance information
that must be specified for each of the different SMI Agents. Refer to the
appropriate table before you start the setup procedure.
Note: When setting up a new instance environment to monitor Cisco
switches, you should initially connect to the Cisco switch using DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent as the connection destination. If you connect to the Cisco switch
using the Cisco Seed Switch as the connection destination when setting up a
new instance environment, if a failure occurs you might not be able to
determine the cause of the failure.
•

Table 7-15 Instance information for Brocade (Network Advisor SMI
Agent / DCFM SMI Agent) on page 7-27.

•

Table 7-16 Instance information for Brocade (SMI Agent for FOS) on page
7-28.

•

Table 7-17 Instance information for Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent on
page 7-29.

•

Table 7-18 Instance information for Cisco Seed Switch on page 7-30.
WARNING: Due to the pending termination of support (announced by
Cisco) for the SMI-S interface embedded in Cisco switches, you should
not use the Cisco Seed Switch connection destination to create new
instances. New instances should use Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the
connection destination.
At your earliest convenience, you should change existing instances that
currently use Cisco Seed Switch as the connection destination to use
Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the connection destination. For more
information see Changing the connection destination from Cisco Seed
Switch to DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent on page 7-44.

Prerequisite products required to monitor a fabric that consists of
Brocade switches
The following Brocade software products are required to use Agent for SAN
Switch to monitor a fabric that consists of Brocade switches:
•

DCFM

•

DCFM SMI Agent

Alternatively:
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•

Network Advisor

•

Network Advisor SMI Agent
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Collecting information using DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor
SMI Agent method
Either the DCFM SMI Agent method or the Network Advisor SMI Agent
method can be used to collect information from a fabric consisting of Brocade
switches.
To prepare, install either the DCFM and DCFM SMI Agent combination or the
Network Advisor and Network Advisor SMI Agent combination. Next, the
fabric from which information is to be collected is set in DCFM or Network
Advisor to start fabric monitoring. For DCFM SMI Agent, DCFM is specified as
the partner. For Network Advisor SMI Agent, Network Advisor is specified as
the partner. Then, while the Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch instance is
being set up, information about DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI
Agent is set.
Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch connects to DCFM SMI Agent or
Network Advisor SMI Agent and collects information via DCFM or Network
Advisor. The information that is collected is information about all fabrics
managed by DCFM or Network Advisor. Therefore, during Agent for SAN
Switch instance setup, the WWN of the target switch is specified to enable the
record creation section of Agent for SAN Switch to discard the information for
all fabrics except the target fabric.
FOS v7.0 and later versions do not support information collection that uses
SMI Agent for FOS or DCFM SMI Agent. For this reason, switches that run
FOS v7.0 or later must collect information from Network Advisor.

Table 7-15 Instance information for Brocade (Network Advisor SMI Agent / DCFM SMI
Agent)
Item
Connection Destination

Description
Specify the numeric value that indicates the connection destination
for the switch to be monitored.
For Brocade (Network Advisor SMI Agent / DCFM SMI Agent)
specify 1.

IP Address

Specify the IP address (up to 15 bytes) of DCFM SMI Agent or
Network Advisor SMI Agent that is to be accessed by Agent for
SAN Switch in dotted decimal format.

Secure Communication

Specify whether to use secure communication for the connection
between Agent for SAN Switch and DCFM SMI Agent or Network
Advisor SMI Agent:

Port Number

•

If y or Y is specified, HTTPS is used.

•

If n or N is specified, HTTP is used.

•

The default value is N.

Specify the port number for DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor
SMI Agent accessed by Agent for SAN Switch. The port that is
specified is determined by the Secure Communication
specification.
•

If Secure Communication is y or Y:
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Item

Description
Specify the HTTPS port. (The default HTTPS port number for
DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent is 5989.)
•

If Secure Communication is n or N:
Specify the HTTP port. (The default HTTP port number for
DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent is 5988.)

Symbolic name of the fabric

Specify a name for the fabric to be monitored (1-31 bytes, using
alphanumeric characters). The default value is the instance name.

Login ID

Specify a login ID (1-255 bytes, using alphanumeric characters)
used when Agent for SAN Switch accesses DCFM SMI Agent or
Network Advisor SMI Agent.
Note that permissions to be granted to the login ID do not apply.

Login Password

Specify a password required when Agent for SAN Switch accesses
DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent. (Use up to 250
bytes of single-byte characters, including the space character.
These characters are case sensitive.)
If you do not want to set a password, specify a space character
only.

Store version

Specify the version of the Store database (Agent common string).

Target Switch WWN

Specify the WWN of a switch that belongs to the fabric to be
monitored. The default is 0000000000000000.
Note:
If ALL is specified for Target Switch WWN when the fabrics
managed by DCFM or Network Advisor contain a switch that is not
supported by Agent for SAN Switch, Agent for SAN Switch might
not be able to acquire correct information. In this case, specify the
unsupported switch in an unmonitored switch configuration file to
stop the switch from being monitored. For details on how to create
an unmonitored switch configuration file, see Settings for switches
that are not monitored on page 7-38.

Table 7-16 Instance information for Brocade (SMI Agent for FOS)
Item
Connection Destination

Description
Specify the numeric value that indicates the connection destination
for the switch to be monitored.
For Brocade (SMI Agent for FOS) specify 2.

IP Address

Specify the proxy switch IP address (up to 15 bytes) in dotted
decimal format.
Note:
If you specify SilkWorm 48000, Brocade DCX, or Brocade DCX-4S
for a proxy switch, specify the IP address of a logical switch. When
multiple switch ports are bundled and managed as one switch, the
switch is called a logical switch. Agent for SAN Switch treats and
monitors each logical switch as a single independent switch.
When you create an instance environment for multiple logical
switches, specify the settings as follows:
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Item

Description
•

If you use either logical switch 0 or logical switch 1, specify
the IP address of the selected logical switch.

•

If you use both logical switch 0 and logical switch 1 and they
belong to the same fabric, specify the IP address of logical
switch 0 or logical switch 1.

Symbolic name of the fabric

Specify a name for the fabric to be monitored (1-31 bytes, using
alphanumeric characters). The default value is the instance name.

Login ID

Specify a login ID (1-255 bytes, using alphanumeric characters)
required to access the proxy switch.
Note that the login ID must have Admin permission.

Login Password

Specify a password required to access the proxy switch. (Use up to
250 bytes of single-byte characters, including the space character.
These characters are case sensitive.)
If you do not want to set a password, specify a space character
only.

Target Switch WWN

Specify the WWN of a switch that belongs to the fabric to be
monitored. The default is 0000000000000000.

SMI-A IP Address

Specify the SMI Agent for FOS IP address (up to 15 bytes) in
dotted decimal format. Only an IPv4 address can be specified.

SMI-A Port Number

Specify the port number of the SMI Agent for FOS that is to be
accessed by Agent for SAN Switch. Values from 5000 to 32767 can
be specified. The default value is 5988.

SMI-A user

Specify the user ID required to access the SMI Agent. Use 1-40
bytes of alphanumeric characters. The default value is smia_user.
A value must be specified for this item. If the value is omitted or if
only a space is specified, the default value is set for the initial
settings, and the previously specified value is set when updating.

SMI-A user Password

Specify the password required to access the SMI Agent. Use 1-127
bytes of single-byte characters. These characters are case
sensitive. The default value is smia_password.
A value must be specified for this item. If the value is omitted or if
only a space is specified, the default value is set for the initial
settings, and the previously specified value is set when updating.

Table 7-17 Instance information for Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
Item
Connection Destination

Description
Specify the numeric value that indicates the connection destination
for the switch to be monitored.
For Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent specify 4.

IP Address

Specify the IP address (up to 15 bytes) of DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
that is to be accessed by Agent for SAN Switch in dotted decimal
format.
•

When monitoring only a single specified fabric:
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Item

Description
Of the fabrics managed by the DCNM-SAN, the DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent (specified by IP Address) monitors only the fabric
specified by Target Switch WWN (which it contains).
•

When monitoring multiple fabrics as a single fabric:
The DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent (specified by IP Address)
monitors all fabrics managed by the DCNM-SAN. In this case,
these fabrics are recognized as a single fabric.

Secure Communication

Specify whether to use secure communication for the connection
between Agent for SAN Switch and DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent:
•

If y or Y is specified, HTTPS is used.

•

If n or N is specified, HTTP is used.

•

The default value is N.

Symbolic name of the fabric

Specify a name for the fabric to be monitored (1-31 bytes, using
alphanumeric characters). The default value is the instance name.

Login ID

Specify a login ID (1-255 bytes, using alphanumeric characters)
used when Agent for SAN Switch accesses DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent.
Note that permissions to be granted to the login ID do not apply.
Specify a password required when Agent for SAN Switch accesses
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent. (Use up to 250 bytes of single-byte
characters, including the space character. These characters are
case sensitive.)

Login Password

If you do not want to set a password, specify a space character
only.
Target Switch WWN

Specify the WWN of a switch that belongs to the fabric to be
monitored. The default is 0000000000000000.
Note:
If ALL is specified for Target Switch WWN when the fabrics
managed by DCNM-SAN contain a switch that is not supported by
Agent for SAN Switch, Agent for SAN Switch might not be able to
acquire correct information. In this case, specify the unsupported
switch in an unmonitored switch configuration file to stop the
switch from being monitored. For details on how to create an
unmonitored switch configuration file, see Settings for switches
that are not monitored on page 7-38.

Store version

Used as the Store database version (common to all agents).
•

1.0: Disable the extended functions of StoreDB

•

2.0: Enable the extended functions of StoreDB

Table 7-18 Instance information for Cisco Seed Switch
Item
Connection Destination

Description
Specify the numeric value that indicates the connection destination
for the switch to be monitored.
For Cisco Seed Switch specify 5.
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Item

Description
Specify the seed switch IP address (up to 15 bytes) in dotted
decimal format.

IP Address

Only an IPv4 address can be specified.
Specify whether to use secure communication for the connection
between Agent for SAN Switch and the seed switch:

Secure Communication

•

If y or Y is specified, HTTPS is used.
To communicate with a Cisco seed switch via the HTTPS
protocol, make sure that the CIM server's HTTPS protocol is
enabled on the switch. For details, see the applicable Cisco
documentation.

•

If n or N is specified, HTTP is used.

•

The default value is N.

Symbolic name of the fabric

Specify a name for the fabric to be monitored (1-31 bytes, using
alphanumeric characters). The default value is the instance name.

Login ID

Specify a login ID (1-255 bytes, using alphanumeric characters)
required to access the seed switch.
Note that permissions to be granted to the login ID do not apply.
Specify a password required to access the seed switch. (Use up to
250 bytes of single-byte characters, including the space character.
These characters are case sensitive.)

Login Password

If you do not want to set a password, specify a space character
only.

To construct an instance environment
Use the jpcinssetup command to construct an instance environment.
1.

Execute the jpcinssetup command with the service key and instance
name (no more than 32 bytes) specified.
For example, to construct an instance environment for the instance
named FAB01 for Agent for SAN Switch, execute the following command:
jpcinssetup agtw -inst FAB01
Note:

2.

•

Use an instance name that is unique among all the names of the
agent instances on the network. You cannot use lib as the instance
name.

•

For the instance name you specify as an argument in the
jpcinssetup command, make sure that the length is from 1 to 32
bytes and only half-width alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) are
used.

Set up the instance information for the fabric you will monitor.
Refer to the appropriate instance information table below. All items must
be specified. To use the displayed default value, press the Enter key.
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¢

¢

¢

¢

Table 7-15 Instance information for Brocade (Network Advisor SMI
Agent / DCFM SMI Agent) on page 7-27.
Table 7-16 Instance information for Brocade (SMI Agent for FOS) on
page 7-28.
Table 7-17 Instance information for Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent on
page 7-29.
Table 7-18 Instance information for Cisco Seed Switch on page 7-30.

WARNING: Due to the pending termination of support (announced by
Cisco) for the SMI-S interface embedded in Cisco switches, you should
not use the Cisco Seed Switch connection destination to create new
instances. New instances should use Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as
the connection destination.
At your earliest convenience, you should change existing instances
that currently use Cisco Seed Switch as the connection destination to
use Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the connection destination. For
more information see Changing the connection destination from Cisco
Seed Switch to DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent on page 7-44.
The fabric to be monitored is specified depending on the settings for
instance information as follows:
¢

¢

When using Agent for SAN Switch to monitor Brocade switches, make
sure you set the gateway IP addresses on the switches.
When monitoring a fabric consisting of Brocade B-Model switches only
(when 1 or 2 is specified in Connection Destination)
The fabric to which the switch specified by IP Address and Target
Switch WWN belongs is specified.

¢

When monitoring a fabric consisting of Cisco switches only connecting
to Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent (when 4 is specified in Connection
Destination.
- When monitoring only a single specific fabric:
Of the fabrics managed by the DCNM-SAN, the DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent (specified by IP Address) monitors only the fabric specified by
Target Switch WWN (which it contains).
- When monitoring multiple fabrics as a single fabric:
The DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent (specified by IP Address) monitors all
fabrics managed by the DCNM-SAN. In this case, these fabrics are
recognized as a single fabric.

¢

When monitoring a fabric consisting of Cisco seed switches only (when
5 is specified in Connection Destination).
The fabric that includes the seed switch specified in IP Address is
monitored.

3.
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To perform the operation with multiple instances, repeat steps 1 and 2 for
each instance.
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About the constructed instance environment
Once you have entered all items, the instance environment is constructed.
The organization of directories for instance environments and the service ID
for an instance environment are described below.

Organization of directories for instance environments
Instance environments are constructed under the following directory:
•

•

Windows:
¢

Physical host:installation-folder\agtw

¢

Logical host:environment-directory\jp1pc\agtw

UNIX:
¢

Physical host: /opt/jp1pc/agtw

¢

Logical host:environment-directory/jp1pc/agtw

Note: The environment directory is a directory on a shared disk that is
specified when the logical host is created.
Table 7-19 Organization of directories for instance environments (Agent for
SAN Switch) on page 7-33 shows the organization of the directories for
instance environments.

Table 7-19 Organization of directories for instance environments (Agent for SAN
Switch)
Directory and file names
agent

instance-name

Description

jpcagt.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Collector
service

jpcagt.ini.model

Model file for the startup-information file of the
Agent Collector service

Note:
Use this file to
restore the settings
that were in effect
before the instance
environment was
constructed.

store

instance-name

log

Directory for storing internal log files of the Agent
Collector service

*.DAT

Data model definition file

backup

Default directory for storing a database backup

dump

Default directory for storing an exported database

import

Default directory for storing an imported database
(for Store database version 2.0)

jpcsto.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Store service
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Directory and file names
jpcsto.ini.model

Description
Model file for the startup-information file of the
Agent Store service.
Use this file to restore the settings that were in
effect before the instance environment was
constructed.

log

Directory for storing internal log files of the Agent
Store service

partial

Default directory for storing a partial database
backup (for Store database version 2.0)

STPD

Directory for storing performance data of the PD
record type (for Store database version 2.0)

STPI

Directory for storing performance data of the PI
record type (for Store database version 2.0)

Service ID for an instance environment
The following is the service ID for an instance environment:
product-IDfunction-IDinstance-numberinstance-name[host-name]
The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide chapter that describes types of services.
If the destination is one of the following agents, verify the instance
information using the jpctwchkinst command after setting up the instance
environment using the jpcinssetup command. For details about the
jpctwchkinst command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
•

Brocade (Network Advisor SMI Agent)

•

Brocade (DCFM SMI Agent)

•

Brocade (SMI Agent for FOS)

•

Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent

Windows Service Name for an Instance Environment
The following are Windows service names for an instance environment:
•

Agent Collector: PFM - Agent for SANSwitch instance-name

•

Agent Store: PFM - Agent Store for SANSwitch instance-name

The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide. For details about the Windows service names when
operating on a logical host, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration
Guide.
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Port numbers used for monitoring switches
When Brocade (using the DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent
method) is used to monitor Brocade switches, the port number used between
Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch and DCFM SMI Agent or Network
Advisor SMI Agent is a port number that is not being used in the system.
DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent uses the port number that
has been set in DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI Agent. The default
port number is 5988. If secure communication is used, the port number is
5989.
When Brocade (using the SMI Agent for FOS method) is used to monitor
Brocade B-Model switches, the port number used between SMI Agent for FOS
and Proxy Switch is a port number that is not being used in the system or the
port number that has been set in SMI Agent for FOS. Proxy Switch can use
port numbers 111, 897, 898, and port numbers that are not being used in the
system.
When using either the Seed Switch method or DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
method to monitor Cisco switches, the port number used between Tuning
Manager Agent for SAN Switch and the Seed Switch or the DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent is a port number that is not being used in the system. Cisco Seed
Switch and DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent use port number 5988 (for HTTP) or
5989 (for HTTPS).

How data should pass through the firewall when switches are
monitored
If there is a firewall between Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch and its
prerequisite products, use the firewall settings described in the following
tables.

Table 7-20 Firewall settings when using the DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI
Agent method
Direction of
data
From: Agent
To: DCFM SMI
Agent or
Network Advisor
SMI Agent
From: DCFM SMI
Agent or
Network Advisor
SMI Agent
To: Agent

Sender IP
address
Agent

Destination IP
address

Sender port

DCFM SMI Agent Any
or Network
Advisor SMI
Agent

DCFM SMI Agent Agent
or Network
Advisor SMI
Agent

Destination
port

The SMI Agent
TCP
port # value of
DCFM SMI Agent
or Network
Advisor SMI
Agent

The SMI Agent
Any
port # value of
DCFM SMI Agent
or Network
Advisor SMI
Agent
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Protocol

TCP
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Table 7-21 Firewall settings when using the DCFM SMI Agent or Network Advisor SMI
Agent method (secure communication)
Direction of
data

Sender IP
address

From: Agent

Agent

Sender port

DCFM SMI Agent Any
or Network
Advisor SMI
Agent

To: DCFM SMI
Agent or
Network Advisor
SMI Agent
From: DCFM SMI
Agent or
Network Advisor
SMI Agent

Destination IP
address

DCFM SMI Agent Agent
or Network
Advisor SMI
Agent

To: Agent

Destination
port

Protocol

The SMI Agent
TCP
port # value of
DCFM SMI Agent
or Network
Advisor SMI
Agent

The SMI Agent
Any
port # value of
DCFM SMI Agent
or Network
Advisor SMI
Agent

TCP

Table 7-22 Firewall settings when using the SMI Agent for FOS method
Direction of
data

Sender IP
address

From: Agent

Agent

To: SMI Agent
for FOS
From: SMI Agent SMI Agent for
for FOS
FOS

Destination IP
address

To: SMI Agent
for FOS

Proxy Switch

Agent

The current HTTP Any
port value of SMI
Agent for FOS

TCP

Proxy Switch

Any

111

TCP

Any

897

TCP

The ARR TCP
Any
port value of SMI
Agent for FOS*

TCP

The Eventing TCP Any
Port value of SMI
Agent for FOS*

TCP

111

Any

TCP

897

Any

TCP

Any

The ARR TCP
TCP
port value of SMI
Agent for FOS*

Any

The Eventing TCP TCP
Port value of SMI
Agent for FOS*

SMI Agent for
FOS

* The value can be changed in SMI Agent for FOS.
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Protocol

Any

To: Proxy Switch

From: Proxy
Switch

Destination
port

SMI Agent for
FOS

To: Agent
From: SMI Agent SMI Agent for
for FOS
FOS

Sender port
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The current HTTP TCP
port value of SMI
Agent for FOS

Table 7-23 Firewall settings when using the Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent method
Direction of
data
From: Agent

Sender IP
address

Sender port

Destination
port

Protocol

Agent

DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent

Any

5988

TCP

DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent

Agent

5988

Any

TCP

To: DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent
From: DCNMSAN SMI-S
Agent

Destination IP
address

To: Agent

Table 7-24 Firewall settings when using the Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent method
(secure communication)
Direction of
data
From: Agent

Sender IP
address

Sender port

Destination
port

Protocol

Agent

DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent

Any

5989

TCP

DCNM-SAN SMIS Agent

Agent

5989

Any

TCP

To: DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent
From: DCNMSAN SMI-S
Agent

Destination IP
address

To: Agent

Table 7-25 Firewall settings when using the Seed Switch method
Direction of
data
From: Agent

Sender IP
address

Destination IP
address

Sender port

Destination
port

Protocol

Agent

Seed Switch

Any

5988

TCP

Seed Switch

Agent

5988

Any

TCP

To: Seed Switch
From: Seed
Switch
To: Agent

Table 7-26 Firewall settings when using the Seed Switch method (secure
communication)
Direction of
data
From: Agent

Sender IP
address

Destination IP
address

Sender port

Destination
port

Protocol

Agent

Seed Switch

Any

5989

TCP

Seed Switch

Agent

5989

Any

TCP

To: Seed Switch
From: Seed
Switch
To: Agent
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Settings for switches that are not monitored
This section describes how to monitor fabrics that contain switches or
firmware-version switches that are not supported by Agent for SAN Switch.
By default, Agent for SAN Switch collects information for all of the switches
contained in a monitored fabric. Therefore, if the monitored fabric contains an
unsupported switch, invalid data will be collected for that switch.
To avoid this, specify unsupported switches in an unmonitored switch
configuration file (excsw.txt) so that Agent for SAN Switch will only collect
data from the supported switches.
Only Brocade B-Model switches can be specified in the unmonitored switch
configuration file.

Specifying switches that are excluded from monitoring
Create an unmonitored switch configuration file for each instance.
To create a file and enable the settings:
1.

Start the Agent for SAN Switch service.
Execute the jpcstart command by specifying the Agent for SAN Switch
service key agtw. For example, if the instance name is FAB01, execute
the command as follows:
jpcstart agtw inst=FAB01
If you are operating Agent for SAN Switch in a cluster system, use your
cluster software to start the service on the active node.

2.

Use Performance Reporter to display the Switch List Status report.
The Switch List Status report displays configuration information about the
monitored switches. For details on this report, see the description
regarding solution sets in the Tuning Manager Hardware Reports
Reference.

3.

Output the Switch List Status report in CSV format, name the file
excsw.txt, and then store the file in the following directory:
In Windows:
¢

¢

Physical host environment:installation-folder\agtw\agent\instancename
Logical host environment:
environment-directory\jp1pc\agtw\agent\instance-name

In Linux
¢

¢

Physical host environment: installation-directory/agtw/agent/
instance-name
Logical host environment:
environment-directory/jp1pc/agtw/agent/instance-name
For details on how to output the report in CSV format, see the chapter
that describes report operations in Performance Reporter in the
Tuning Manager User Guide.
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4.

Use a text editor to edit the excsw.txt file.
Delete the lines regarding the information about the switches supported
by Agent for SAN Switch, so that only the lines regarding the information
about the unsupported switches and the file header remain. For details on
how to specify the unmonitored switch configuration file and an example
of settings, see Coding rules for the unmonitored switch configuration file
on page 7-39.

5.

Save the excsw.txt file, and then close the editor.

6.

Stop and restart the Agent for SAN Switch service.
Execute the jpcstop and jpcstart commands by specifying the Agent for
SAN Switch service key. For example, if the instance name is FAB01,
execute the commands as follows:
jpcstop agtw inst=FAB01
jpcstart agtw inst=FAB01
If you are operating Agent for SAN Switch in a cluster system, use your
cluster software to stop and restart the service on the active node.

7.

Use Performance Reporter to display the Switch List Status report.
Confirm that the settings in the unmonitored switch configuration file
have been applied.

Coding rules for the unmonitored switch configuration file
The following are the coding rules for an unmonitored switch configuration file
and an example of the settings:
•

Do not edit the file header. If you do so, Agent for SAN Switch might fail
to start.

•

A line beginning with a hash mark (#) is treated as a comment.

•

Each line in the file can be edited, with the exception of the file header.
You can add or delete lines, and comment out or add comment lines.

•

Linefeed codes are written as \r\n in Windows and \n in Linux.

•

- Only one switch can be defined per line.

•

A maximum of 128 switches can be defined in one unmonitored switch
configuration file.

•

- Blank lines are ignored.

•

Lines containing commas are enclosed in double quotation marks ("). The
double quotation marks will be ignored during processing.

Note: Use a text editor to edit unmonitored switch configuration files. If you
use any other application to edit a file, the contents of the unmonitored
switch configuration file might become invalid. If the contents of the
unmonitored switch configuration file become invalid, re-create the file.
Example of an unmonitored switch configuration file:
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Figure 7-1 Example of an unmonitored switch configuration file

Before starting operations
Check the following items before starting Agent for SAN Switch:
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•

Notes on Collection Interval for records of the PI record type
For a Collection Interval value of a record of the PI record type, specify a
value appropriate for the size of the fabric to be monitored. If the time
required to collect performance data exceeds the specified values for
Collection Interval, processing might time out. In which case, the records
will not be created correctly.
For details about how to choose appropriate values for Collection Interval,
see the section that describes notes on records in the Tuning Manager
Hardware Reports Reference.

•

Notes on using the automatic service restart function
After creating an instance environment for a Brocade B-Model switch,
before you specify Yes for the Restart when Single Service Running
property in the settings for the automatic service restart function, first
verify that the Agent for SAN Switch service can start normally. If
establishing a session fails because of an error (such as having the
incorrect settings for an instance environment) the Agent for SAN Switch
services will stop. Because the state of the services will become Single
Service Running, the automatic service restart function will attempt to
repeatedly restart the services.
For details about the automatic service restart function, see the chapter
that describes how to detect problems within the Tuning Manager series
in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
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Canceling setup of an instance environment
To cancel setup of multiple instance environments, you must repeat the
following procedures for each environment:
•

Delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host

•

Delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager server
host

To delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host
1.

Find the instance name of Agent for SAN Switch using the jpcinslist
command. The command format is as follows:
jpcinslist agtw
For example, if the instance name is FAB01, the command displays
FAB01.

2.

Stop the Agent for SAN Switch service in the instance environment if it is
active.

3.

Delete the instance environment using the jpcinsunsetup command. The
command format is as follows:
jpcinsunsetup agtw -inst instance-name
Example:
To delete an instance environment whose instance name is FAB01:
jpcinsunsetup agtw -inst FAB01
If the command is successful, the Windows services and the directories
created during instance environment setup are deleted. If a service with
the specified instance name is active, a message appears asking whether
the service is to be stopped.

To delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager
server host
1.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the jpcctrl delete
command to delete the agent’s instance information.
For example, to delete the instance information when the instance name
is FAB01, the host name is host03, the Agent Collector service ID is
WA1FAB01[host03], and the Agent Store service ID is
WS1FAB01[host03]:
¢

Windows: jpcctrl delete W?1FAB01[host03] host=host03

¢

UNIX: jpcctrl delete "W?1FAB01[host03]" host=host03

2.

Restart the Collection Manager service.

3.

Restart Performance Reporter.
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Setting the monitoring time for a session
You can specify the monitoring time for establishing and disconnecting a
session by editing the session.timeout value in the Agent for SAN Switch
properties file (agtw.properties).

Setting the monitoring time
1.

If Agent for SAN Switch is running, stop the agent.

2.

Edit the session.timout value in the Agent for SAN Switch properties file
(agtw.properties). You can specify a value from 600 to 3,600 seconds.
If you do not specify a value, 600 seconds is the default session
monitoring time. The agtw.properties file can be found at the following
location:
In Windows:
Agent-for-SAN-Switch-installation-directory\agtw\agent
In Linux:
/opt/jp1pc/agtw/agent

3.

Restart the Agent for SAN Switch.

The following sample sets the monitoring time to 900 seconds.
#Setting JDK(JRE) installation directory used by Agent for SAN
Switch.
#For example:
#agtw.agent.JRE.location=C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.7.0_22
agtw.agent.JRE.location=
#A monitoring period for the establishment and termination of
sessions.
#For example:
#session.timeout=600
session.timeout=900

Updating an instance environment
Updating an instance environment involves checking the instance name
(using the jpcinslist command), then updating the instance environment
(using the jpcinssetup command).
To update multiple instance environments, repeat the following procedure for
each environment.
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To update an instance environment
1.

Find the instance name by executing the jpcinslist command,
specifying the service key of the Agent for SAN Switch running in the
instance environment.
For example, to check the instance name of Agent for SAN Switch,
execute the following command:
jpcinslist agtw
If the specified instance name is FAB01, the command displaysFAB01.

2.

Before updating the instance information refer to the appropriate instance
information table below to review the instance information parameters.
¢

¢

¢

¢

Table 7-15 Instance information for Brocade (Network Advisor SMI
Agent / DCFM SMI Agent) on page 7-27.
Table 7-16 Instance information for Brocade (SMI Agent for FOS) on
page 7-28.
Table 7-17 Instance information for Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent on
page 7-29.
Table 7-18 Instance information for Cisco Seed Switch on page 7-30.
WARNING: Due to the pending termination of support (announced by
Cisco) for the SMI-S interface embedded in Cisco switches, at your
earliest convenience you should change existing instances that
currently use Cisco Seed Switch as the connection destination to use
Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the connection destination. For
more information see Changing the connection destination from Cisco
Seed Switch to DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent on page 7-44

3.

If the Agent for SAN Switch service is active in the instance environment
that is to be updated, stop the service.

4.

Execute the jpcctrl list command to confirm that Inactive is
displayed as the status of the Agent for SAN Switch service.

5.

Execute the jpcinssetup command, specifying the service key and
instance name of the Agent for SAN Switch in the instance environment
that you wish to update.
For example, if you are updating the instance environment for the Agent
for SAN Switch with instance name FAB01, execute the following
command:
jpcinssetup agtw -inst FAB01
Note:
•

Use an instance name that is unique among all the names of the
agent instances on the network. You cannot use lib as the instance
name.

•

For the instance name you specify as an argument in the
jpcinssetup command, make sure that the length is from 1 to 32
bytes and only half-width alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) are
used.
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6.

Enter the instance information in accordance with the command’s
instructions to update the instance information.
The current settings are displayed (except for the password). To use the
displayed value, press the Enter key. When all entries are completed, the
instance environment is updated.

7.

Restart the service in the updated instance environment.
Note: To change the switch being monitored, delete the instance
environment and then re-create the instance environment.

Changing the connection destination from Cisco Seed Switch to
DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent
Changing the connection destination from Cisco Seed Switch to DCNM-SAN
SMI-S Agent changes the way Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch
monitors Cisco switches from per-switch to per-fabric. Therefore, historical
data that was stored in the Store database will become unavailable.
To save historical data collected when the connection destination was Cisco
Seed Switch, before changing the connection destination to DCNM-SAN SMI-S
Agent, export a historical report to a file. To do this, use the Tuning
Manager’s jpcrpt command. For details about the jpcrpt command, refer to
the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
To change the connection destination of an instance from Cisco Seed Switch
to DCNM-SAN SMI-Agent, proceed as follows:
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1.

Install the paid license (FM_Server) on the monitored switches. For
details on how to install a license, see the Cisco NX-OS Licensing Guide.

2.

Install the DCNM-SAN. For details on how to do this, see the Cisco DCNM
Installation and Licensing Guide.

3.

In DCNM-SAN, set up a fabric to be monitored. For details on how to set
up a fabric, see the Cisco DCNM Fundamentals Guide.

4.

If the version of Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch in use is earlier
than 7.2.1-00, upgrade the Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch to
v7.2.1-00 or later.

5.

Execute the jpcconf inst unsetup command (jpcinsunsetup) for the
instance that connects to Cisco Seed Switch to delete the instance. For
details on the jpcconf inst unsetup command (jpcinsunsetup), see the
Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

6.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the jpctool service delete
command (jpcctrl delete) to delete the information about the instance
that connects to Cisco Seed Switch. For details on the jpctool service
delete command (jpcctrl delete), see the Tuning Manager CLI
Reference Guide.

7.

If the destination is one of the following agents, verify the instance
information using the jpctwchkinst command. For details about the
jpctwchkinst command, see the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
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8.

¢

Brocade (Network Advisor SMI Agent)

¢

Brocade (DCFM SMI Agent)

¢

Brocade (SMI Agent for FOS)

¢

Cisco DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent

Create a new instance that uses DCNM-SAN SMI-S Agent as the
connection destination. See Setting up an instance environment on page
7-4.

After changing the connection destination from the Cisco Seed Switch to DCNMSAN SMI-S Agent
If you are using DCNM-SAN 5.2, the information collected about the storage
systems in the monitored fabric and about the ports that belong to the
storage systems will not include the following records:
•

PD_DEVD

•

PD_PTD

•

PD_CPTD

•

PI

If you are using DCNM-SAN 6.1 with Tuning Manager Agent for SAN Switch
v7.4.1-00 or 7.5.0-00, the information collected about the storage systems in
the monitored fabric and about the ports that belong to the storage systems
will not include the following record:
•

PI

Setting up Agent for NAS
This section explains the setup that is required before you can use Agent for
NAS. If you are using Agent for NAS on a UNIX host, please review the
following before you start setting up Agent for NAS.

Notes when the file size of the Store database is less than 2GB (for
UNIX hosts of Store database version 1.0 only)
When the number of records to be stored for each record of the PD record
type used by Agent for NAS is set to the default value, 2 GB of space is
required for the Store database files. In a UNIX environment, the maximum
usable file size might be smaller than 2 GB. Before using the Agent for NAS
service, use the ulimit command to check the maximum usable file size. If
the specified size is smaller than 2 GB, use the ulimit command to specify a
larger value. For details about the default number of records to be stored for
records of the PD record type, see Hitachi Command Suite System
Requirements.
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Setting up an instance environment
You must specify instance information for the NAS system that Agent for NAS
will monitor.Table 7-27 Instance information for Agent for NAS (when the
monitoring target is a NAS system managed in a NAS Manager system) on
page 7-46, Table 7-29 Instance information for Agent for NAS (when the
monitoring target is Hitachi NAS Platform) on page 7-47, and Table 7-30
Instance information that can be updated for Agent for NAS (when the
monitoring target is Hitachi NAS Platform) on page 7-48 lists the instance
information items that are to be specified. Check this information before you
start the setup procedure.

Table 7-27 Instance information for Agent for NAS (when the monitoring target is a
NAS system managed in a NAS Manager system)
Item
NAS Type

destination_address

Description
If the monitoring target is a NAS
system managed by NAS
Manager, specify HDI. This is a
required item.

When VLAN is used:

Specify the actual IP address of
the NAS system management
port.
For sample entries for IP
addresses, see Table 7-28
Sample entries for IP addresses
during instance setup on page
7-47.

When VLAN is not used:

Specify the NIC-specific IP
address for the NAS system.
For sample entries for IP
addresses, see Table 7-28
Sample entries for IP addresses
during instance setup on page
7-47.
Specifies the port number used
for collecting information from the
NAS system. You must specify
the default value (20265). This
setting is required.

portnumber

detour_address

When VLAN is used:

Specify the actual IP address of
another management port set up
on the NAS system, as a detour.
This can be omitted if there is no
detour.
For sample entries for IP
addresses, see Table 7-28
Sample entries for IP addresses
during instance setup on page
7-47.
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Item

Description

When VLAN is not used:

Specify the actual IP address of
another NIC set up on the NAS
system, as a detour. This can be
omitted if there is no detour.
For sample entries for IP
addresses, see Table 7-28
Sample entries for IP addresses
during instance setup on page
7-47.
Specifies, as a backup route, the
port number that is used for
collecting information from the
NAS system. You must specify
the value 20265 when setting up
a backup route. You can omit this
setting if you do not need to have
a backup route.

detour_portnumber

You can specify the Store Version item only when setting up a new
Specify the version of the Store
instance environment. You cannot specify this item when updating an database to be used. For details
existing instance environment.
about the version of the Store
database, see the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration
Guide.
The default value is 2.0.
The value that can be specified is
1.0 or 2.0. This setting is
required.

Use the jpcinssetup command to construct an instance environment.

Table 7-28 Sample entries for IP addresses during instance setup
Type of IP address

Format

Sample

IPv4 address

Dot-decimal notation

192.168.123.123

IPv6 address

Hexadecimal colon notation

2001::225:b3ff:fece:1111

Table 7-29 Instance information for Agent for NAS (when the monitoring
target is Hitachi NAS Platform)
Item
NAS Type

Description
If the monitoring target is Hitachi NAS Platform,
specify HNAS.
This is a required item.

SMU IP Address

Specify the IP address of SMU.1

User ID

Specify the user ID that is used to log in to SMU.1

Password

Specify the password that is used to log in to SMU.1
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Item

Description
Specify the version of the Store database to be used.
For details about the version of the Store database,
see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Store Version2

The value that can be specified is 1.0 or 2.0. The
default value is 2.0.
This is a required item.

1.

To collect Hitachi NAS Platform performance information, user information
for accessing SMU is required. Before specifying this user information, in
the Add SMU User window, select the Allow CLI Access check box under
SMU CLI Access.

2.

You can specify the Store Version only when setting up a new instance
environment. You cannot specify this item when updating an existing
instance environment.

Table 7-30 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for NAS
(when the monitoring target is Hitachi NAS Platform)
Item
NAS Type

Description
If the monitoring target is Hitachi NAS Platform,
specify HNAS.
This is a required item.

SMU IP Address

Specify the SMU IP address.
This is a required item.1

User ID

Specify the user ID that is used to log in to SMU.
This is a required item.1

Password

Specify the password that is used to log in to SMU.
This is a required item.1

SSH Port Number

Specify the port number that is used for SSH
communication. The default number is 22.
This is a required item.

1.

This is optional if you execute the jpcinssetup command to set up the
instance environment.

To construct an instance environment
1.

Execute the jpcinssetup command with the service key and instance
name (no more than 32 bytes) specified.
For example, to construct an instance environment for the instance
named NS21 for Agent for NAS, execute the following command:
jpcinssetup agtn -inst NS21
Note:
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•

Use an instance name that is unique among all the names of the
agent instances on the network. You cannot use lib as the instance
name.

•

For the instance name you specify as an argument in the
jpcinssetup command, make sure that the length is from 1 to 32
bytes and only half-width alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) are
used.

2.

Set up the instance information for the NAS system you will monitor.
Enter the information shown in Table 7-27 Instance information for Agent
for NAS (when the monitoring target is a NAS system managed in a NAS
Manager system) on page 7-46, in accordance with the command’s
instructions. To use the displayed default value, press the Enter key.

3.

To perform the operation with multiple instances, repeat steps 1 and 2 for
each instance.

About the constructed instance environment
Once you have entered all items, the instance environment is constructed.
The organization of directories for instance environments and the service ID
for an instance environment are described below.

Organization of directories for instance environments
Instance environments are constructed under the following directory:
•

•

Windows:
¢

Physical host:installation-folder\agtn

¢

Logical host:environment-directory\jp1pc\agtn

UNIX:
¢

Physical host: /opt/jp1pc/agtn

¢

Logical host:environment-directory/jp1pc/agtn

Note: The environment directory is a directory on a shared disk that is
specified when the logical host is created.
Table 7-31 Organization of directories for instance environments (Agent for
NAS) on page 7-49 shows the organization of the directories for instance
environments.

Table 7-31 Organization of directories for instance environments (Agent for NAS)
Directory and file names
agent

instance-name jpcagt.ini
jpcagt.ini.model
Use this file to
restore the settings
that were in effect

Description
Startup-information file of the Agent Collector service
Model file for the startup-information file of the Agent
Collector service
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Directory and file names

Description

before the instance
environment was
constructed.
log
store

instance-name *.DAT

Directory for storing internal log files of the Agent
Collector service
Data model definition file

backup

Default directory for storing a database backup

dump

Default directory for storing an exported database

import

Default directory for storing an imported database
(for Store database version 2.0)

jpcsto.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Store service

jpcsto.ini.model

Model file for the startup-information file of the Agent
Store service

Use this file to
restore the settings
that were in effect
before the instance
environment was
constructed.
log

Directory for storing internal log files of the Agent
Store service

partial

Default directory for storing a partial database
backup (for Store database version 2.0)

STPD

Directory for storing performance data of the PD
record type (for Store database version 2.0)

STPI

Directory for storing performance data of the PI
record type (for Store database version 2.0)

Service ID for an instance environment
The following is the service ID for an instance environment:
product-IDfunction-IDinstance-numberinstance-name[host-name]
The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about service IDs, see the section that describes types of services in the
Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Windows Service Name for an Instance Environment
The following are Windows service names for an instance environment:
•

Agent Collector: Tuning Manager - Agent for NAS instance-name

•

Agent Store: Tuning Manager - Agent Store for NAS instance-name

The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide chapter that describes types of services. For details
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about the Windows service names when operating on a logical host, see the
Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide chapter that describes service
names of the Tuning Manager series programs when operating in a cluster
system.

Canceling setup of an instance environment
To cancel setup of multiple instance environments, you must repeat the
following procedures for each environment:
•

Delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host

•

Delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager server
host

To delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host
1.

Find the instance name of Agent for NAS using the jpcinslist command.
The command format is as follows:
jpcinslist agtn
For example, if the instance name is NS21, the command displays NS21.

2.

Stop the Agent for NAS service in the instance environment if it is active.

3.

Delete the instance environment using the jpcinsunsetup command. The
command format is as follows:
jpcinsunsetup agtn -inst instance-name
Example:
To delete an instance environment whose instance name is NS21:
jpcinsunsetup agtn -inst NS21
If the command is successful, the Windows services and the directories
created during instance environment setup are deleted. If a service with
the specified instance name is active, a message appears asking whether
the service is to be stopped.

To delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager
server host
1.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the jpcctrl delete
command to delete the agent’s instance information.
For example, to delete the instance information when the instance name
is NS21, the host name is host03, the Agent Collector service ID is
NA1NS21[host03], and the Agent Store service ID is NS1NS21[host03]:
¢

Windows: jpcctrl delete N?1NS21[host03] host=host03

¢

UNIX: jpcctrl delete "N?1NS21[host03]" host=host03

2.

Restart the Collection Manager service.

3.

Restart Performance Reporter.
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Updating an instance environment
Updating an instance environment involves checking the instance name
(using the jpcinslist command), then updating the instance environment
(using the jpcinssetup command).
To update multiple instance environments, repeat the following procedure for
each environment.

To update an instance environment
1.

Find the instance name by executing the jpcinslistcommand, specifying
the service key f the Agent for NAS running in the instance environment.
For example, to check the instance name of Agent for NAS, execute the
following command:
jpcinslist agtn
If the specified instance name is NS21, the command displays NS21.

2.

Check the information of the instance environment to be updated (see
Table 7-32 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for NAS on
page 7-53 at the end of these instructions).

3.

If the Agent for NAS service is active in the instance environment that is
to be updated, stop the service.

4.

Execute the jpcinssetup command, specifying the service key and
instance name of the Agent for NAS in the instance environment that you
wish to update.
For example, if you are updating the instance environment for the Agent
for NAS with instance name NS21, execute the following command:
jpcinssetup agtn -inst NS21
Note:
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•

Use an instance name that is unique among all the names of the
agent instances on the network. You cannot use lib as the instance
name.

•

For the instance name you specify as an argument in the
jpcinssetup command, make sure that the length is from 1 to 32
bytes and only half-width alphanumeric characters (A-Z, a-z, 0-9) are
used.

5.

If the service is still active in the instance environment that is to be
updated when you execute the jpcinssetup command, a confirmation
message is displayed to enable you to stop the service.
If you stop the service, update processing resumes; if you do not stop the
service, update processing is cancelled.

6.

Enter the information shown in Table 7-32 Instance information that can
be updated for Agent for NAS on page 7-53 in accordance with the
command’s instructions to update the instance information.
The current settings are displayed. To use the displayed value, press the
Enter key. When all entries are completed, the instance environment is
updated.
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7.

Restart the service in the updated instance environment.

Table 7-32 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for NAS
Item

Description

NAS Type

If the monitoring target is a NAS system managed
by NAS Manager, specify HDI. This is a required
item.

destination_address

When VLAN is
used:

Specify the actual IP address of the NAS system
management port.
For sample entries for IP addresses, see Table 7-28
Sample entries for IP addresses during instance
setup on page 7-47.

When VLAN is not
used:

Specify the NIC-specific IP address for the NAS
system.
For sample entries for IP addresses, see Table 7-28
Sample entries for IP addresses during instance
setup on page 7-47.
This is modifiable (i.e., can be updated). This item
specifies the port number used to collect information
from the NAS system. You must specify the default
value (20265). This setting is required.

portnumber

detour_address

When VLAN is
used:

Specify the actual IP address of the NAS system
management port.
For sample entries for IP addresses, see Table 7-28
Sample entries for IP addresses during instance
setup on page 7-47.

When VLAN is not
used:

Specify the NIC-specific IP address for the NAS
system. This item is required.
For sample entries for IP addresses, see Table 7-28
Sample entries for IP addresses during instance
setup on page 7-47.
This is modifiable (i.e., can be updated). This item
specifies, as a backup route, the port number that is
used for collecting information from the NAS system.
You must specify 20265 if you wish to set up a
backup route. Specify a space if you wish to keep
this item unset.

detour_portnumber

Setting up Agent for Oracle
Note: For Solaris, AIX, Linux (x64), and Windows (x64), the Oracle OCI 64bit mode library and the Oracle OCI 32-bit mode library are required. Make
sure that you have installed the Oracle OCI 32-bit library on the computer on
which Agent for Oracle operates.
This section explains the setup that is required before you can use Agent for
Oracle. To monitor an Oracle database, you need to create a user account for
the Oracle database to be monitored and an instance environment.
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Creating a Oracle database user account used by Agent for Oracle
To use Agent for Oracle for monitoring Oracle databases and collecting
performance data, a user account for Oracle databases (abbreviated
hereafter as user account) with specific Oracle database privileges is
required.
To set up a user account, use either of the following procedures:
•

Use the sys account to set the user account used for monitoring Oracle
databases from Agent for Oracle.

•

Create a user account with specific system privileges, and use that user
account to set a user account used for monitoring Oracle databases by
Agent for Oracle. For details on the user account with specific system
privileges, see Required privileges for creating a user account on page
7-54.

Required privileges for creating a user account
Before Agent for Oracle operation is started, the user account needed to run
Agent for Oracle needs to be created using the sys account or another user
account with the following privileges:
•

CREATE SESSION

•

CREATE USER

•

GRANT ANY PRIVILEGE
Note: Note the following:
•

User accounts created with the above three privileges only need to be
created when a user account used to monitor an Oracle database is
created. They are not used during Agent for Oracle operation.

•

The user account creation script (mk_user.sql) provided by Agent for
Oracle needs to be executed by a user account with CREATE
SESSION, CREATE USER, and GRANT ANY PRIVILEGE privileges.

CREATE SESSION, CREATE USER, and GRANT ANY PRIVILEGE privileges are
needed during account creation for the following reasons:
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•

CREATE SESSION
This privilege is needed to establish a session with the monitored Oracle
database.

•

CREATE USER
This privilege is needed to create user accounts used for monitoring an
Oracle database from Agent for Oracle.

•

GRANT ANY PRIVILEGE
This privilege is needed to grant the following privileges to user accounts
used for monitoring a created Oracle database.
¢

CREATE SESSION

¢

CREATE TABLE
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¢

CREATE PROCEDURE

¢

SELECT ANY DICTIONARY

¢

SELECT ANY TABLE

¢

INSERT ANY TABLE

¢

UPDATE ANY TABLE

¢

DELETE ANY TABLE

¢

CREATE ANY INDEX

¢

ALTER ANY INDEX

¢

UNLIMITED TABLESPACE1
1. This privilege is not necessary if the writable assignment limitation
is set to the default table area of the account used for the monitoring.

Operations performed for Oracle databases and required system privileges
The following table describes the operations performed for Oracle databases
to allow Agent for Oracle to collect performance data. It also lists the system
privileges (for the user account used to monitor the Oracle database) that are
needed to perform these operations.

Table 7-33 Operations performed for Oracle databases and required
system privileges
Operations

Required system privileges

•

To search a static data dictionary view

•

To search a dynamic performance view •

CREATE TABLE

•

To execute a listener control utility

CREATE PROCEDURE

•

To obtain an execution schedule for the •
selected SQL
•
To execute an original stored package
•
of Agent for Oracle
•

•

•
•

CREATE SESSION

SELECT ANY DICTIONARY
SELECT ANY TABLE
INSERT ANY TABLE
DELETE ANY TABLE

•

UPDATE ANY TABLE

•

CREATE ANY INDEX

•

ALTER ANY INDEX

•

UNLIMITED TABLESPACE1

1. This privilege is not necessary if the writable assignment limitation is set to
the default table area of the account used for the monitoring.
Table 7-34 Account privileges required by Agent for Oracle to collect
performance data on page 7-56 shows the account privileges required by
Agent for Oracle to collect performance data.
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Table 7-34 Account privileges required by Agent for Oracle to collect
performance data
Required privilege

Description

CREATE SESSION

Required to establish a session with the monitored Oracle
database

SELECT ANY
DICTIONARY

Required to register the necessary information for the
monitored Oracle database, to allow Agent for Oracle to
monitor the database.
For details about the necessary information to monitor an
Oracle database, see Registering objects in the Oracle database
on page 7-72.

UNLIMITED TABLESPACE Required to collect information of the Explain Plan
(EXPLAIN_PLAN) field in the SQL Text (PD_PDSQ) record
This privilege is not
required if a modifiable
allocation limit is set for
the default tablespace
of the account to be
used for monitoring.
SELECT ANY TABLE
INSERT ANY TABLE
UPDATE ANY TABLE
DELETE ANY TABLE
CREATE ANY INDEX
ALTER ANY INDEX

If an SQL Text (PD_PDSQ) record is to be generated, all privileges shown in
Table 7-34 Account privileges required by Agent for Oracle to collect
performance data on page 7-56 are required for the user account.
If a SQL Text (PD_PDSQ) record will not be generated, the following privileges
are required for the user account:CREATE SESSION and SELECT ANY
DICTIONARY.
The sys account has the system privileges shown in Table 7-33 Operations
performed for Oracle databases and required system privileges on page 7-55.
If the sys account cannot be used to monitor Oracle databases due to
security requirements, use a user account that has the system privileges
shown in Table 7-33 Operations performed for Oracle databases and required
system privileges on page 7-55. There is no functional difference between the
sys account and an Oracle account that has the system privileges shown in
Table 7-33 Operations performed for Oracle databases and required system
privileges on page 7-55.
The user account that is used to monitor Oracle databases and has the
system privileges described in Table 7-33 Operations performed for Oracle
databases and required system privileges on page 7-55 is created by
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executing the mk_user.sql script provided with Agent for Oracle. If
necessary, create a user account.
To create a user account that can run Agent for Oracle without executing the
mk_user.sql script, grant privileges that correspond to the operations that
you want to perform. By granting those privileges, you can grant the
minimum required privileges to the user account. If you grant privileges to a
role, specify the privileges explicitly (GRANT privilege-to-be-granted ...).

Required information for creating a user account
Table 7-35 Required information for creating a user account on page 7-57
shows information required to execute the mk_user.sql script, which creates
a user account. Before starting account setup, obtain the following
information:

Table 7-35 Required information for creating a user account
Item
Enter username

Description
Enter the name of the user account to be created.
The value specified must be a string consisting of single-byte 7-bit ASCII
alphanumeric characters, with a length of up to 30 bytes, and must also be
specifiable for the user parameter in the CREATE USER statement. The
default value is PFMAGTO.
Note: If you specify an existing database account as the account for the
Agent for Oracle instance, an error occurs during script processing. You
must check the account names in the database, and specify the account
dedicated to the Agent for Oracle instance.
Do not specify a character string which starts with a number and also
contains alphabetic characters. Correct examples:
•

abc - Alphabetic string

•

123 - Numeric string

•

abc123 - Alphanumeric string starting with an alpha character

Incorrect example:
•
Enter password

123abc - Alphanumeric string starting with a number.

Enter a password for the user account to be created.
The value specified must be a string consisting of single-byte 7-bit ASCII
alphanumeric characters, with a length of up to 30 bytes, and must also be
specifiable for the BY password parameter for the IDENTIFIED clause in the
CREATE USER statement. This entry is mandatory.
Do not specify a character string which starts with a number and also
contains alphabetic characters. Correct examples:
•

abc - Alphabetic string

•

123 - Numeric string

•

abc123 - Alphanumeric string starting with an alpha character

Incorrect example:
•
Enter default
tablespace

123abc - Alphanumeric string starting with a number.

Enter a default tablespace to be used by the user account to be created.
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Item

Description
The value specified must be a string consisting of single-byte 7-bit ASCII
alphanumeric characters, with a length of up to 30 bytes, and must also be
specifiable for the DEFAULT TABLESPACE clause in the CREATE USER
statement. This entry is mandatory.
Note: Do not specify a SYSTEM or INDEX tablespace as the default
tablespace.
Specify a default tablespace in which Agent for Oracle packages can be
registered without causing any problems. Alternatively, create a tablespace
for Agent for Oracle and specify it as the default tablespace.
Do not specify a character string which starts with a number and also
contains alphabetic characters. Correct examples:
•

abc - Alphabetic string

•

123 - Numeric string

•

abc123 - Alphanumeric string starting with an alpha character

Incorrect example:
•

123abc - Alphanumeric string starting with a number.

Enter default temporary Enter a default temporary tablespace to be used by the user account to be
tablespace
created.
The value specified must be a string consisting of single-byte 7-bit ASCII
alphanumeric characters, with a length of up to 30 bytes, and must also be
specifiable for the TEMPORARY TABLESPACE clause in the CREATE USER
statement. This entry is mandatory.
Note: Do not specify a SYSTEM, INDEX, or USERS tablespace as the default
temporary tablespace.
Specify a tablespace that can be used as the default temporary tablespace
without causing any problems. Alternatively, create a tablespace for Agent
for Oracle and specify it as the default temporary tablespace.
Do not specify a character string which starts with a number and also
contains alphabetic characters. Correct examples:
•

abc - Alphabetic string

•

123 - Numeric string

•

abc123 - Alphanumeric string starting with an alpha character

Incorrect example:
•
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123abc - Alphanumeric string starting with a number.

•

When entering a value for each item, use a string consisting of singlebyte 7-bit ASCII alphanumeric characters, with a length of up to 30 bytes.
If the entered value exceeds 30 bytes, or contains characters other than
single-byte 7-bit ASCII alphanumeric characters, the script may perform
unexpected operations.

•

When entering a value for each item, use non-quote characters in
accordance with the naming convention for schema objects. If you specify
a quote character, the script may perform unexpected operations. For
details about the naming convention for schema objects and non-quote
characters, refer to the Oracle database documentation.
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•

To check the details of the user account created by the mk_user.sql
script, see the DBA_USERS static data dictionary view for the Oracle
database being monitored.
The following example shows how to view the tablespace of the A4O user
account displayed in the DBA_USERS static data dictionary view. If you
execute the following SQL statement and find, from the execution result,
that the account was created in an incorrect tablespace, delete the
account and then re-create it by using the mk_user.sql script.
Example:
To view the tablespace of the A4O user account, which is for monitoring
the Oracle database:
a.

From the command prompt, connect to SQL*Plus with the sys
account:
sqlplus sys-account/password-for-sys-account AS SYSDBA

b.

Execute the following SQL statement in SQL*Plus:
SQL>select DEFAULT_TABLESPACE,TEMPORARY_TABLESPACE from
DBA_USERS where USERNAME='A4O';

c.

Check the DEFAULT_TABLESPACE column (default tablespace) and the
TEMPORARY_TABLESPACE column (default temporary tablespace)
displayed in the execution result.
Note: Note the following:
•

The method for connecting to SQL*Plus by using the sys account
differs depending on the Oracle database version. For details,
refer to the Oracle database documentation.

•

Connect as SYSDBA to the Oracle database to be monitored.

Before creating a user account, prepare all resources (such as a tablespace).
For details about the CREATE USER statement, refer to the Oracle database
documentation.

Creating a user account
To create a user account:
1.

Configure an environment so that the sqlplus command of the Oracle
database can be executed.
For details about an environment configuration for the Oracle database,
refer to the Oracle database documentation.

2.

Move to the following directory that contains the mk_user.sql script
provided by Agent for Oracle:

3.

¢

Windows:installation-folder\agto\agent\sql

¢

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/sql

Execute the mk_user.sql script for the Oracle database to be monitored.
For example:
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sqlplus user-account@name-of-the-net-service-for-the-monitoreddatabase/password-for-the-user-account @mk_user.sql
Note: Note the following:
•

sqlplus is a command provided by Oracle Corporation.

•

An error might occur if you use the SYS account to execute the
mk_user.sql script without the AS SYSDBA option specified.

•

Connect as SYSDBA to the Oracle Database to be monitored. An
example of executing the mk_user.sql script is shown below:
sqlplus "Oracle-account@name-of-the-net-service-for-themonitored-database/password-of-Oracle-account AS SYSDBA"
@mk_user.sql

•

4.

If the mk_user.sql script is executed, the execution result is output
to a spool file by the script processing. Note, however, that creation of
a spool file fails in the following cases:
- When executing the mk_user.sql script, the current directory is not
changed to the directory mentioned in step 2.
- On a UNIX host, when you attempt to execute the mk_user.sql
script in SQL*PLUS as a user other than root.

Specify the parameters required for creating a user account.
Enter the items listed in Table 7-35 Required information for creating a
user account on page 7-57 in accordance with the command’s
instructions. No items can be omitted. If you want to use the displayed
default value, simply press the return key.

After you enter all entries, a user account is created. Table 7-36 Privileges
granted to a user account by executing mk_user.sql on page 7-60 shows the
privileges granted to a user account by executing mk_user.sql.

Table 7-36 Privileges granted to a user account by executing mk_user.sql
Privilege type
System Privilege
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Granted privilege

Description

CREATE SESSION

Required to establish a session with the
monitored Oracle database

CREATE TABLE

Required to register a necessary table (see
Table 7-41 Table and packages created by
executing the sp_inst.sql script on page
7-73) in order to allow Agent for Oracle to
monitor the Oracle database

CREATE PROCEDURE

Required to register a necessary monitoring
procedure (see the packages in Table 7-41
Table and packages created by executing
the sp_inst.sql script on page 7-73) in
order to allow Agent for Oracle to monitor
the Oracle database

SELECT ANY
DICTIONARY

Required to register necessary information
to an Oracle Database to monitor the
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Privilege type

Granted privilege

Description
Oracle Database (see Table 7-41 Table and
packages created by executing the
sp_inst.sql script on page 7-73 and Table
7-71 Execution environment (COMMAND
section) on page 7-148), and to obtain
information

SELECT ANY TABLE
INSERT ANY TABLE

Required to obtain the Explain Plan
(EXPLAIN_PLAN) field in the SQL Text
(PD_PDSQ) record

UPDATE ANY TABLE
DELETE ANY TABLE
CREATE ANY INDEX
ALTER ANY INDEX
Restriction of
allocation for
tablespace

Unlimited allocation
for the default
tablespace (see 4 and
5)

Required to register the necessary
information to an Oracle Database to
monitor the Oracle Database (see Table
7-41 Table and packages created by
executing the sp_inst.sql script on page
7-73 and Table 7-71 Execution environment
(COMMAND section) on page 7-148), and
to obtain the Explain Plan (EXPLAIN_PLAN)
field in the SQL Text (PD_PDSQ) record

1.

If you specify an account other than sys for Agent for Oracle, the value of
the Explain Plan (EXPLAIN_PLAN) field in the SQL Text (PD_PDSQ) record
cannot be obtained for an operation on an object in the SYS schema. In
such a case, the Explain Plan (EXPLAIN_PLAN) field stores the message
Explain Plan Failed. If you want to obtain, for a SYS schema object,
the value of the Explain Plan (EXPLAIN_PLAN) field in the SQL Text
(PD_PDSQ) record, specify sys as the account to be used by Agent for
Oracle.

2.

If the account used by Agent for Oracle does not have permission to
access an object belonging to the schema for the user who executed an
SQL script, or such object cannot be browsed, the value of the Explain
Plan field (EXPLAIN_PLAN) in the SQL Text record (PD_PDSQ) cannot be
obtained. In this case, the message Explain Plan Failed is stored in
the Explain Plan field (EXPLAIN_PLAN). To obtain the value of the Explain
Plan field (EXPLAIN_PLAN), execute the SQL script for this field using
owner.table-name.

3.

Because the user account created by the mk_user.sql script is granted
permissions (such as the UPDATE ANY TABLE system privileges) to
manipulate the objects in other schema, take extra care when managing
accounts.

4.

The created user account is granted unlimited permissions to write over
the tablespace specified as the default tablespace. To change the quota
for the tablespace, in an environment where the sqlplus command of the
Oracle database can be executed, issue the ALTER USER statement after
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the user account is created. To issue the ALTER USER statement, the user
account must have the ALTER USER system privileges.
5.

The following shows an example of changing the quota:
ALTER USER user-account QUOTA upper-limit-of-the-tablespace-quota ON
tablespace-name;
For details about the ALTER USER statement, refer to the Oracle database
documentation.

Setting up an instance environment
Setting up an instance environment involves the following tasks. You can set
up multiple instance environments by repeating the procedure for each
instance.
•

Constructing an instance environment

•

in the Oracle database

•

Setting up the Oracle database

Constructing an instance environment
You must specify instance information for the Oracle database that Agent for
Oracle will monitor. Table 7-37 Instance information for Agent for Oracle on
page 7-62 lists the instance information items that are to be specified.
Check this information before you start the setup procedure. For details about
instance information for the Oracle database, refer to the Oracle database
documentation.

Table 7-37 Instance information for Agent for Oracle
Item
oracle_sid

Description
Specify the system identifier of the Oracle database to be monitored (same value
as for the ORACLE_SID environment variable). The default is the value specified in
the -inst option of the jpcinssetup command. The value must be a string of up
to 255 single-byte characters, not including the space character, tab, and the
following special characters:
, < >

oracle_home12

Specify the Oracle home directory (the same value as specified in the environment
variable ORACLE_HOME). Specify a string of no more than 255 one-byte characters.
You cannot specify a blank character, a tab or any of the following special
characters:
, < >

oracle_version12

Specify the version number of the Oracle database.
In Linux (default is 11):
•

For Oracle 9i: 9

•

For Oracle 10g: 10

•

For Oracle 11g: 11

•

For Oracle 12c: 12

In Windows or OSs other than Linux (default is 10):
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Item

Description
For Oracle 10g: 10

•

For Oracle 11g: 11

•

For Oracle 12c: 12

Specify the user account for monitoring the Oracle database. For details about the
privileges required for this account, see Operations performed for Oracle
databases and required system privileges on page 7-55. The default issys. The
value must be a string of up to 255 single-byte characters, not including the space
character, tab, and the following special characters:

oracle_user
(see

•

1)

, < >
oracle_passwd
(see

1, 2,

and

3)

Specify a password for the user account that was specified in oracle_user. The
value must be a string of up to 255 single-byte characters, not including the space
character, tab, and the following special characters:
, < >
Specify Y for any of the following three cases:

sqlnet
(see

4

and

12)

1.

If using an Oracle RAC configuration
For details on the RAC configuration, see the Oracle documentation.

2.

If using a PD_PDIA record to monitor the availability of a listener

3.

If any Oracle service is running on an account other than the local system
account (Windows only).

If you specify N for the case 1 or 3, above, Oracle might encounter an error.
The default is N.
The value must be {Y | N}.
net_service_name
(see 12)

Specify the net service name of the database you want to monitor. The default is
the instance name (the value of oracle_sid). This value is enabled if you specified
Y in sqlnet. For details on the net service name of the database you want to
monitor, see the Oracle documentation. Specify a string of no more than 255 onebyte characters. You cannot specify a blank character, a tab or any of the following
special characters:
, < >

listener_home
(see

12)

Specify the environment variable ORACLE_HOME of the Oracle component containing
the listener you want to monitor. The default is the value specified in
oracle_home. Specify a string of no more than 255 one-byte characters. You
cannot specify a blank character, a tab or any of the following special characters:
, < >

listener_name

Specify the name of one listener that you want to monitor using the PDLS record.
If a PDLS record is not being used to monitor the listener, specify the default
listener name "LISTENER". This is because even though the specified value is not
used, a blank is not permitted. You can specify up to 255 single-byte characters,
not including the space character, tab, and the following special characters:
, < >

retry_time

Note that this item only needs to be set up in the Windows environment. Specify
the retry interval for re-establishing connection in the event of an authentication
error while establishing a connection with the Oracle database. The default is 0
seconds. The value (in seconds) must be in the range from 0 to 600.
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Item

Description
If an authentication error occurs after the specified period elapses, the PFM Agent for Oracle service stops. If 0 is specified and an authentication error occurs,
the PFM - Agent for Oracle service stops without attempting to reconnect.
The retry-time specification takes effect if startup_always is set to N. The
specification is ignored if startup_always is set to Y.
Specify the absolute path of the output directory for agent logs.

log_path
(see

The default value is as follows:

5)

•

Windows: installation-folder\agto\agent\instance-name\log

•

UNIX: opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/instance-name/log

You can specify up to 245 single-byte characters. The following characters cannot
be specified:
For Windows:
•

Tabs

•

The following characters:
/ : , ; * ? " < > |

For UNIX:
•

Spaces

•

Tabs

•

The following characters:
, < >

Notes:

(see 5)

and

•

Values specified as other instance output destinations cannot be specified.

Specify the timeout period for accessing the Oracle database during a query.

timeout
(see

When a value other than the default value is specified, paths within the
installation directory cannot be specified.

Specify the maximum size of an agent log file (see 5). This can be 1 to 32 (units:
MB), with a default value being 16. Note that we recommend a value of 16 or
higher.

log_size

5

•

7)

The default is 0.
The value (in seconds) must be 0 or in the range from 10 to 3600.
If you specify 0, timeout monitoring will not be performed. If you specify a value in
the range from 1 to 9, the value will be changed to 10 when a query is performed.
For details about access timeouts for the Oracle database, see Setting the timeout
value on page 7-84.

sql_option
(see

5

and

8)

If you specify Y, a value of 0 or the value specified for numeric_10 will be set for
the field without collecting information for specific fields in the Database Interval
(PI_PIDB) record and the Tablespace (PD_PDTS) record.
The default is N.
The value must be {Y | N}.
You can also specify this function by using the environment variable
HTM_ORASET_SQL_OPTION. If you specify this environment variable, the value
specified for sql_option will be disabled. For details on the environment variable
HTM_ORASET_SQL_OPTION, see the chapter that provides notes on Agent for Oracle
records in the Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference.
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Item

Description
When Y is specified for sql_option, specify a value that will be set for the fields
whose information is not collected. When N is specified for sql_option, this item
will be ignored.

numeric_10
(see

9)

The default is 0.
The value must be in the range from 0 to 99999.
Note that if you specify a value that exceeds the maximum value (32767 for the
short data type, 65535 for the ushort data type) of the data type for the fields to
be set, the maximum value of the data type will be set. If the data type of the
fields in each record is float or double, the data will become a floating point
number, and might be rounded and displayed depending on the specified value.
Example:
If you specify 32767 for numeric_10, 32760 might be displayed.
You can also specify this function by using the environment variable
HTM_ORASET_NUMERIC_10. If you specify this environment variable, the value
specified for numeric_10 will be disabled. For details on the environment variable
HTM_ORASET_NUMERIC_10, see the chapter that provides notes on Agent for Oracle
records in the Tuning Manager Application Reports Reference.
startup_always

Agent for Oracle may stop due to an Oracle connection error, such as when the
monitored Oracle is still starting up when Agent for Oracle starts up.
The default value is N.
The permitted value is {Y|N}.
If Y is specified, start processing continues even if a connection error occurs. If N is
specified, start processing will stop if an error occurs.

Store Version
(see

10)

Specify the version of the Store database to be used. For details about the version
of the Store database, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
The default value is 2.0.
The value that can be specified is 1.0 or 2.0.

localtemp_option
(see 11)

This option toggles the display of the free space information for locally managed
temporary tablespaces for PD_PDDB, PI_PIDB, PD_PDDF, PI_PIDF, PD_PDTF,
PD_PDTS, and PD_PCTS records.
The default value is N.
The permitted values are {Y|N}.
If Y is specified, the size of the unused space is displayed. If N is specified, the size
of the unallocated space is displayed.

undospace_option
(see 13)

The option that switches the mode of free space information about the UNDO
tablespace displayed for the PD_PDDB, PI_PIDB, PD_PDDF, PI_PIDF, PD_PDTS, and
PD_PCTS records. If this option is set to N, the amount of unallocated space is
displayed. If this option is set to Y, the amount of unused space is displayed.

Notes:
1.

Agent for Oracle can be started by the password authentication for the
Oracle database.

2.

If the password in oracle_passwd has been set up to expire and it has
expired, any attempts to connect to Oracle will fail, and performance data
will no longer be collected. To avoid such an error, perform either of the
followings before the password expires:
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¢
¢

Disable the password expiration setting
Change the password and then execute the jpcinssetup command to
update the oracle_passwd setting.
Note that the default profile provided by Oracle is used for the Oracle
account created by mk_user.sql.

3.

If the expiration period of the password is set for oracle_passwd
(account password specified for oracle_user), an Oracle connection error
occurs and attempts to collect performance data fail when the password
expires.
Perform either of the following operations before the password expires in
order to avoid Oracle connection errors:
¢
¢

Remove the expiration period of the password.
Update the password, and then re-execute jpcconf inst setup
(jpcinssetup) to update oracle_passwd.

Note that the default profile provided by Oracle is applied to Oracle
accounts created by mk_user.sql.
4.

Specify whether to use Oracle network services.
¢

If Y is specified:
Agent for Oracle connects to Oracle via a listener that is made up of
Oracle network services. In this case, you must have set the Oracle
network service definitions (such as tnsnames.ora and
listener.ora). Store the tnsnames.ora file in the following
directory:
directory-specified-in-oracle_home\network\admin
If you store the tnsnames.ora file in any other location, Agent for
Oracle will encounter an Oracle connection error.
To monitor Oracle Database instances in an Oracle RAC configuration,
set up the environment to monitor Oracle Database instances on each
node. For details on setup, see the Oracle documentation.

¢

If N is specified:
Agent for Oracle connects to the local database without using the
Oracle network services.

5.

When Agent for Oracle is upgraded from a version earlier than 5.7, the
default values are set.

6.

Up to four agent log files are collected per instance. When specifying the
value of log_size, make sure that it satisfies the following condition
(including when the default value is used for log_path).
free-space-on-the-disk-specified-for-log_path(MB) > value-of-log_size ´4
If the hard disk does not have enough free space, an output error occurs
for the agent logs. For details on agent logs, see the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.
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7.

Specify the timeout value based on the time required to collect records at
a heavy load period (peak time).

8.

To obtain information for individual segments from the Oracle database,
PFM - Agent for Oracle searches Oracle's static dictionary view,
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DBA_SEGMENTS. If a large number of segments (more than hundreds of
thousands of segments) exist in the Oracle database, collecting the
information can take a very long time. Therefore, if a large number of
segments exist and you do not need information for the fields shown in
Table 7-38 Fields whose information is not collected when Y is specified
for sql_option on page 7-67, specify Y for sql_option.

Table 7-38 Fields whose information is not collected when Y is
specified for sql_option
Record
name
PD_PDTS

View name of the field
Segments

Value specified for numeric_10
Valid

Extents
PI_PIDB

DB Files %
Log Files %
NextAlloc Fails
Tablespaces
Rollback Segments
Rollback Segments Trans
Blocks
Segments
Extents
Free Mbytes
Overextended
High Max Extent
Datafiles
Mbytes
Free Extents
Free%
Free Change
Write%
Write/sec
Redo Files
Links
Links Logged On
Links In Tran
Links Open Cursors
Used Change
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Record
name

View name of the field

Value specified for numeric_10

Used Mbytes
Rollback Segments Hit%
Sort Segments
Sorting Users
Physical Blocks Read
Physical Blocks Written

0 is always set because these are
delta items.

Physical Reads
Physical Writes

9.

When Performance Reporter is used to display data, this item is used to
identify whether the field values indicated in Note 7 are values collected
from the Oracle database or the fixed values.

10. You can specify the Store Version item only when setting up a new
instance environment. You cannot specify this item when updating an
existing instance environment.
11. If N is specified for localtemp_option, the free space information for
locally managed temporary tablespaces and the information regarding
extents are acquired by using v$temp_space_header in the dynamic
performance view. The acquired free space is equivalent to the
unallocated size. Allocated space cannot be released until the temporary
tablespace is rebuilt or re-created. As a result, free space will not increase
until the allocated space is released.
If Y is specified for localtemp_option, the free space information for
locally managed temporary tablespaces and the information regarding
extents are acquired by using v$temp_extent_pool in the dynamic
performance view. The acquired free space is equivalent to the unused
size, which is calculated from the size of the space that was being used
during a collection. When v$temp_extent_pool is searched for in the
dynamic performance view, the Oracle instance is temporarily stopped.
When specifying this option, keep in mind that this might affect Oracle
Database performance. For details, see the Oracle database
documentation.
12. To monitor Oracle Database 11g R2 or Oracle Database 12c R1 in Solaris,
AIX, Linux (x64), or to use Windows (x64), you must install and set up
Oracle Client 32-bit.
Let's assume that you specify ORACLE_HOME of Oracle Database 11g R2,
Oracle Database 12c R1 or Oracle Client 64-bit in the oracle_home item
in Oracle instance information and start up Agent for Oracle. In this case,
the following error messages are output to the common message log:
In Windows:
KAVF12020-E
In Solaris, AIX, and Linux(x64):
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KAVF12011-E and KAVF12021-E
In addition, when executing the jpcinssetup command, you must set the
following values in each item:
¢

oracle_home
Set the Oracle home of Oracle Client 32-bit.

¢

¢

oracle_version
Specifies the version of Oracle Client
sqlnet
Specify Y.

¢

net_service_name
Specify the net service name that you set in Oracle Client 32-bit.

¢

listener_home
Specify the Oracle home of the Oracle Database you want to monitor.
As the net service name to be set in Oracle Client 32-bit, specify the
name of the net service that is to connect to the Oracle Database you
want to monitor.
Note:
•

You cannot start an Agent for Oracle service if you have not set up
the instance environment.

•

When you use the jpcinssetup command to set up the instance
environment, the command terminates normally even if you
specify an instance name that does not exist in Oracle. However,
when Agent for Oracle subsequently starts to collect records, the
KAVF12401-W message is output to the common message log and
Agent for Oracle cannot connect to Oracle that you want to
monitor. In such a case, confirm that the instance name is correct
and then execute the jpcinssetup command again.

13. If undospace_option is set to N, the size of unallocated UNDO tablespace
is collected. In the UNDO tablespace, the space that becomes available
after the retention period has expired is treated as allocated space until
that space is de-allocated.
If undospace_option is set to Y, the size of unused UNDO tablespace is
collected. In the UNDO tablespace, the space that becomes available after
the retention period has expired is treated as unused space.
Use the jpcinssetup command to construct an instance environment.

To construct an instance environment
1.

Execute the jpcinssetup command with the service key and instance
name (no more than 32 bytes) specified.
For example, to construct an instance environment for the instance
named SDC for Agent for Oracle, execute the following command:
jpcinssetup agto -inst SDC
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Note: Use an instance name that is unique among all the names of the
agent instances on the network. Note that you cannot use sql as the
instance name.
2.

Set up the instance information for the Oracle database you will monitor.
Enter the information shown in Table 7-37 Instance information for Agent
for Oracle on page 7-62, in accordance with the command’s instructions.
To use the displayed default value, press the Enter key.

3.

To perform the operation with multiple instances, repeat steps 1 and 2 for
each instance.

About the constructed instance environment
Once you have entered all items, the instance environment is constructed.
The organization of directories for instance environments and the service ID
for an instance environment are described below.

Organization of directories for instance environments
Instance environments are constructed under the following directory:
•

•

Windows:
¢

Physical host:installation-folder\agto

¢

Logical host:environment-directory\jp1pc\agto (see Note)

UNIX:
¢

Physical host: /opt/jp1pc/agto

¢

Logical host:environment-directory/jp1pc/agto (see Note)

Note: The environment directory is a directory on a shared disk that is
specified when the logical host is created.
Table 7-39 Organization of directories for instance environments (Agent for
Oracle) on page 7-70 shows the organization of the directories for instance
environments.

Table 7-39 Organization of directories for instance environments (Agent for Oracle)
Directory and file names
agent

jpcagt.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Collector
service

jpcagt.ini.model

Model file for the startup-information file of the
Agent Collector service.

instance-name
Use this file to restore
the settings that were
in effect before the
instance environment
was constructed.
log
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Description

Directory for storing log files
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Directory and file names

store

instance-name

Description

ocilog.txt

Maintenance documents file

*.DAT

Data model definition file

backup

Default directory for storing a database backup

dump

Default directory for storing an exported database

import

Default directory for storing an imported database
(for Store database version 2.0)

jpcsto.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Store service

jpcsto.ini.model

Model file for the startup-information file of the
Agent Store service.
Use this file to restore the settings that were in
effect before the instance environment was
constructed.

log

Directory for storing internal log files of the Agent
Store service

partial

Default directory for storing a partial database
backup (for Store database version 2.0)

STPD

Directory for storing performance data of the PD
record type (for Store database version 2.0)

STPI

Directory for storing performance data of the PI
record type (for Store database version 2.0)

Service ID for an instance environment
The following is the service ID for an instance environment:
product-IDfunction-IDinstance-numberinstance-name [host-name]
The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide chapter that describes types of services.

Windows Service Name for an Instance Environment
The following are Windows service names for an instance environment:
•

Agent Collector: PFM - Agent for Oracle instance-name

•

Agent Store: PFM - Agent Store for Oracle instance-name

The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide chapter that describes types of services. For details
about the Windows service names when operating on a logical host, see the
Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide chapter that describes service
names of the Tuning Manager series programs when operating in a cluster
system.
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Registering objects in the Oracle database
To monitor an Oracle database, you need to register the object that Agent for
Oracle will use to obtain performance data for the Oracle database to be
monitored. To register this object, use the sp_inst.sql SQL script provided
by Agent for Oracle.
The user account that executes the sp_inst.sql script needs to have the
following privileges:
•

CREATE SESSION

•

CREATE TABLE

•

CREATE PROCEDURE

•

SELECT ANY DICTIONARY

•

UNLIMITED TABLESPACE1

1. This privilege is not necessary if writable assignment restriction is set to
the default table area of the account used for the monitoring.
The following table lists the reasons why these privileges are needed.
Note: The maximum allocation size for the default tablespace of the user
account that executes sp_inst.sql needs to be set to 64 KB or greater.

Table 7-40 Required privileges for the user account that executes the
sp_inst.sql script
Granted privilege

Description

CREATE SESSION

Required to establish a session with the monitored Oracle
database

CREATE TABLE

Required to register a necessary table (see Table 7-41 Table and
packages created by executing the sp_inst.sql script on page
7-73) in order to allow Agent for Oracle to monitor the Oracle
database

CREATE PROCEDURE

Required to register a necessary monitoring procedure (see the
packages in Table 7-41 Table and packages created by
executing the sp_inst.sql script on page 7-73) in order to allow
Agent for Oracle to monitor the Oracle database

SELECT ANY
DICTIONARY

Required to register necessary information (see Table 7-41
Table and packages created by executing the sp_inst.sql script
on page 7-73) in order to allow Agent for Oracle to monitor the
Oracle database

UNLIMITED
TABLESPACE1

1. This privilege is not necessary if writable assignment restriction is set to
the default table area of the account used for the monitoring.
To use Agent for Oracle to monitor an Oracle database, you must register the
objects provided by Agent for Oracle in the applicable Oracle database. To do
this, execute sp_inst.sql provided by Agent for Oracle. The procedure is
explained below. The following operations are required only once for each
account that monitors an Oracle database instance.
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To register objects in the Oracle database
1.

Set up an environment in which Oracle's sqlplus command can be
executed.
For details about environment setup for the Oracle database, refer to the
Oracle database documentation.

2.

Move to the following directory that is provided by Agent for Oracle and
which contains sp_inst.sql and sp_inst_seg2.sql:

3.

¢

Windows:installation-folder\agto\agent\sql

¢

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/sql

Execute the sp_inst.sql script on the Oracle database that is to be
monitored.
Connect to the Oracle database using the account specified for
oracle_user in the instance information prior to executing the
sp_inst.sql script.
Execute the sp_inst.sql script to register, in the Oracle database, the
object (such as a monitoring procedure or work table) that Agent for
Oracle requires for monitoring the Oracle database.
Note: Do not use the sp_inst_seg2.sql script.
Example:
sqlplus user-account@name-of-the-net-service-for-the-monitoreddatabase/password-for-the-user-account@sp_inst.sql
¢
¢

sqlplus is a command provided by Oracle Corporation.
For the user account, specify the value of oracle_user. The object
will be created in the database with the specified user account. You
will have to use the same user account if you cancel environment
setup.

If you use the SYS user as the Oracle account, an error might occur if
you execute the sp_inst.sql script without specifying the AS SYSDBA
option. To avoid this, execute the script again with the AS SYSDBA
option specified
Executing the sp_inst.sql script creates the table and packages shown
in Table 7-41 Table and packages created by executing the sp_inst.sql
script on page 7-73.

¢

Table 7-41 Table and packages created by executing the sp_inst.sql script
Table
LSC_13_PLAN_TABLE*

Package
LSC_13_PDAS, LSC_13_PICS, LSC_13_73_PDDB, LSC_13_PDDB2,
LSC_13_PDI, LSC_13_717273_PDMT, LSC_13_PDS3, LSC_13_73_PIDB,
LSC_13_PIDB2, and LSC_13_PIDB3
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* LSC_13_PLAN_TABLE is only used when an SQL Text (PD_PDSQ) record is
collected. Therefore, when you collect an SQL Text (PD_PDSQ) record, at least
5 MB of free space needs to be available in the default table area.

Setting up the Oracle database
For some records provided by Agent for Oracle, you must change to TRUE the
value of the Oracle database TIMED_STATISTICS initialization parameter to
collect performance data.

Table 7-42 Items requiring the TIMED_STATISTICS=TRUE setting to
collect performance data
Record
ASM Disk (PD_PDDK)

Field

Remarks

Read Time (READ_TIME)

Not applicable

Write Time (WRITE_TIME)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Entire record

Data File Interval (PI_PIDF)

Write Time (WRITE_TIME)

Not applicable

Session Detail (PD_PDS)

Avg Wait (AVERAGE_WAIT)

Block Contention Interval
(PI_PIBC)
Block Contention Statistics
(PD_PDBC)

Avg Wait String
(AVERAGE_WAIT_STRING)
Time Waited (TIME_WAITED)
Time Waited String
(TIME_WAITED_STRING)
Session Event (PD_PDEV)

Avg Wait (AVERAGE_WAIT)
Avg Wait String
(AVERAGE_WAIT_STRING)
Time Waited (TIME_WAITED)
Time Waited String
(TIME_WAITED_STRING)

Session Event Interval
(PI_PIEV)

Avg Wait (AVERAGE_WAIT)
Avg Wait String
(AVERAGE_WAIT_STRING)
Time Waited (TIME_WAITED)
Time Waited String
(TIME_WAITED_STRING)
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Session Stat Summary
Interval (PI_PIS2)

Statement CPU (STATEMENT_CPU)

Session Statistics Summary
(PD_PDS2)

Statement CPU (STATEMENT_CPU)
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Record
Session Wait (PD_PDWA)

Field

Remarks

Wait Time (WAIT_TIME)
Wait Time String
(WAIT_TIME_STRING)

System Event (PD_PDSE)

Avg Wait (AVERAGE_WAIT)

Not applicable

Time Waited (TIME_WAITED)
System Event Interval
(PI_PISE)

Avg Wait (AVERAGE_WAIT)

Not applicable

Time Waited (TIME_WAITED)

If you modify the initialization parameters file, you must restart the instance’s
database.
Oracle 9i and later versions support the server parameters file that stores
parameter information for the Oracle database. Any value change you make
in the server parameters file takes precedence over a change made to the
initialization parameters file.
Setting the TIMED_STATISTICS initialization parameter to TRUE may have
adverse effects on the performance of the Oracle database. If you plan to use
this setting, you should first evaluate the possible effects. For details, refer to
the Oracle database documentation.

Canceling setup of an instance environment
To cancel setup of multiple instance environments, you must repeat the
following procedures for each environment:
•

Delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host

•

Delete the objects registered in the Oracle database

•

Delete the user account for Agent for Oracle

•

Delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager server
host

Deleting the agent’s instance environment on the agent host
To delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host:
1.

Find the instance name of Agent for Oracle using the jpcinslist command.
The command format is as follows: jpcinslist agto
For example, if the instance name is SDC, the command displaysSDC.

2.

Stop the Agent for Oracle service in the instance environment if it is
active.

3.

Delete the instance environment using the jpcinsunsetup command. The
command format is as follows: jpcinsunsetup agto -inst instancename
Example:
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To delete an instance environment whose instance name is SDC:
jpcinsunsetup agto -inst SDC
If the command is successful, the Windows services and directories
created during instance environment setup are deleted. If a service with
the specified instance name is active, a message appears asking whether
the service is to be stopped.

Deleting the objects registered in the Oracle database
The sp_drop.sql script is used to delete the object used by Agent for Oracle
to obtain performance data from the Oracle database. The CREATE SESSION
privilege must be granted to the user account executing the sp_drop.sql
script. This privilege is needed to establish a session with the monitored
Oracle database.
This section describes the procedure for deleting the table and packages that
were created in the Oracle database being monitored. To execute this
procedure, you must use the same user account as when you registered the
objects in the Oracle database. The following operations are required only
once for each account that monitors an Oracle database instance.
Note: If you complete the following procedure when no objects have been
registered in the Oracle database, an error message of the Oracle database is
displayed during execution of the sp_drop.sql script.

To delete the objects registered in the Oracle database being
monitored
1.

Set up an environment where the sqlplus Oracle command can be
executed.
For details about environment setup for the Oracle database, refer to the
Oracle database documentation.

2.

Move to the following directory that contains the sp_drop.sql script
provided by Agent for Oracle:

3.

¢

Windows:installation-folder\agto\agent\sql

¢

UNIX: /opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/sql

Execute the sp_drop.sql script on the Oracle database being monitored.
From the Oracle database, delete the object (such as a monitoring
procedure or work table) that Agent for Oracle requires for monitoring the
Oracle database.
Example:
sqlplus user-account@name-of-the-net-service-for-the-monitoreddatabase/password-for-the-user-account@sp_drop.sql
¢
¢
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sqlplus is a command provided by Oracle Corporation.
For the user account, specify the same user account used when the
objects were registered in the database.
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For Oracle 10g and later versions, because LSC_13_PLAN_TABLE is stored
in DBA_RECYCLEBIN, complete deletion is not possible. To fully delete
LSC_13_PLAN_TABLE, execute the following command:PURGE TABLE
LSC_13_PLAN_TABLE;
Note that if the Oracle account is sys, the PURGE TABLE
LSC_13_PLAN_TABLE; command is not necessary because
LSC_13_PLAN_TABLE is not stored in DBA_RECYCLEBIN.
4.

Restore the initialization parameter for the Oracle database to its original
setting.
If the value of the initialization parameter, for the Oracle database,
TIMED_STATISTICS, has been changed so that Agent for Oracle can collect
records, restore it to its original setting if necessary.

Notes on upgrades
When you perform an overwrite installation of the Agent for Oracle program,
the steps in Creating a Oracle database user account used by Agent for
Oracle on page 7-54 should only be performed when you change or delete
your Oracle account.

Deleting the user account
To monitor Oracle databases, the user account used by Agent for Oracle is
granted permissions to freely manipulate objects in other schema. Because of
this, you must delete any unnecessary user accounts. If the tablespace
allocated for the user account is also no longer necessary due to the deletion
of the account, remove the tablespace.

Deleting the user account
To delete the user account, issue the DROP USER statement in an environment
where the Oracle sqlplus command can be executed, as shown in the
following example:
DROP USER user-account CASCADE;
To issue the DROP USER command, the user account must have the DROP
USER system privileges. For details about the DROP USER statement, refer to
the Oracle database documentation.
Note: You can use the CASCADE option to simultaneously delete the objects
belonging to the account.

Removing the tablespace used by the deleted user account
To remove a tablespace that is no longer necessary due to the deletion of the
user account, issue the DROP TABLESPACE statement in an environment where
the Oracle sqlplus command can be executed. To issue the DROP
TABLESPACE statement, the user account must have the DROP TABLESPACE
system privileges.
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For details about the DROP TABLESPACE statement, refer to the Oracle
database documentation.

Deleting the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager server host
To delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager server
host:
1.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the jpcctrl delete
command to delete the agent’s instance information.
For example, to delete the instance information when the instance name
is SDC, the host name is host03, the Agent Collector service ID is
OA1SDC[host03], and the Agent Store service ID is OS1SDC[host03]:
¢

Windows: jpcctrl delete O?1SDC[host03] host=host03

¢

UNIX: jpcctrl delete "O?1SDC[host03]" host=host03

2.

Restart the Collection Manager service.

3.

Restart Performance Reporter.

Updating an instance environment
Updating an instance environment involves checking the instance name
(using the jpcinslist command), then updating the instance environment
(using the jpcinssetup command). For details about instance information of
the Oracle database, refer to the Oracle database documentation.
To update multiple instance environments, repeat the following procedure for
each environment.

To update an instance environment
1.

Find the instance name by executing the jpcinslist command,
specifying the service key of the Agent for Oracle running in the instance
environment.
For example, to check the instance name of Agent for Oracle, execute the
following command:
jpcinslist agto
If the specified instance name is SDC, the command displays SDC.
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2.

Check the information of the instance environment to be updated (see
Table 7-43 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for Oracle
on page 7-79 at the end of these instructions).

3.

If the Agent for Oracle service is active in the instance environment that
is to be updated, stop the service.

4.

Execute the jpcinssetup command, specifying the service key and
instance name of the Agent for Oracle in the instance environment that
you wish to update.
For example, if you are updating the instance environment for the Agent
for Oracle with instance name SDC, execute the following command:
jpcinssetup agto -inst SDC
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5.

If the service is still active in the instance environment that is to be
updated when you execute the jpcinssetup command, a confirmation
message is displayed to enable you to stop the service.
If you stop the service, update processing resumes; if you do not stop the
service, update processing is cancelled.

6.

Enter the information shown in Table 7-43 Instance information that can
be updated for Agent for Oracle on page 7-79 in accordance with the
command’s instructions to update the instance information.
The current settings are displayed (except for the value of
oracle_passwd). To use the displayed value, press the Enter key. When
all entries are completed, the instance environment is updated.

7.

Restart the service in the updated instance environment.

Table 7-43 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for Oracle
Item
oracle_sid

Description
You can update this value. Specify the system identifier of the Oracle
database to be monitored (same value as for the ORACLE_SID environment
variable). The previously specified value is used by default. The value must
be a string of up to 255 single-byte characters, not including the space
character, tab, and the following special characters:
, < >

oracle_home1

You can update this value. Specify the Oracle home directory (same value as
for the ORACLE_HOME environment variable). The previously specified value
is used by default. The value must be a string of up to 255 single-byte
characters, not including the space character, tab, and the following special
characters:
, < >

oracle_version1

oracle_user2

You can update this value. Specify the version number of the Oracle
database. The previously specified value is used by default.
•

For Oracle 10g: 10

•

For Oracle 11g: 11

•

For Oracle 12c: 12

You can update this value. Specify the user account for monitoring the Oracle
database. For details about the privileges required for the account, see
Operations performed for Oracle databases and required system privileges on
page 7-55. The previously specified value is used by default. You can specify
up to 255 single-byte characters. The following characters, spaces, and tabs
cannot be specified:
, < >

oracle_passwd2, 3

You can update this value. Specify a password for the account that was
specified in oracle_user. The previously specified value is used by default.
You can specify up to 255 single-byte characters. The following characters,
spaces, and tabs cannot be specified:
, < >

sqlnet 1, 4

You can update this value. Specify Y for any of the following three cases:
1. When an Oracle RAC structure is used
For details on the RAC structure, refer to the Oracle database documentation.
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Item

Description
2. When monitoring the availability of the listener in the PD_PDIA record
3. When there is a service of the Oracle database that is running with an
account other than a local system account (Windows only).
If you specify N for the case 1 or 3, an error might occur in the Oracle
database.
The previously specified value is used by default.
The value must be {Y | N}.

net_service_name 1

You can update this value. Specify the net service name of the database to
be monitored. This value takes effect when Y is specified in sqlnet. For
details about the net service name of the database to be monitored, refer to
the Oracle database documentation. The previously specified value is used by
default. The value must be a string of up to 255 single-byte characters, not
including the space character, tab, and the following special characters:
, < >

listener_home 1

You can update this value. Specify the ORACLE_HOME environment variable
of the Oracle database component that contains the listener that you want to
monitor. The previously specified value is used by default. The value must be
a string of up to 255 single-byte characters, not including the space
character, tab, and the following special characters:
, < >

listener_name

This value can be updated. Specify the listener name monitored by using the
PDLS record. If a PDLS record is not being used to monitor the listener,
specify the default listener name "LISTENER". This is because even though
the specified value is not used, a blank is not permitted.. The value can
contain no more than 255 single-byte characters. However, spaces, tabs, and
the following characters cannot be used:
, < >

retry_time

You can update this value. Note that this item can be set in the Windows
environment only. Specify the retry interval for re-establishing connection in
the event of an authentication error while establishing a connection with the
Oracle database.
The previously specified value is used by default.
The value (in seconds) must be in the range from 0 to 600.
If an authentication error occurs after the specified period elapses, the PFM Agent for Oracle service stops. If 0 is specified and an authentication error
occurs, the PFM - Agent for Oracle service stops without attempting to
reconnect.
The retry-time specification takes effect if startup_always is set to N. The
specification is ignored if startup_always is set to Y.

log_path

You can update this value. Specify the absolute path of the output directory
for agent logs. The previously specified value is used by default. You can
specify up to 245 single-byte characters. The following characters cannot be
specified:
For Windows:
•

Tabs

•

The following characters:
/ : , ; * ? " < > |

For UNIX:
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Item

Description
•

Spaces

•

Tabs

•

The following characters:

, < >
Notes:
•

When a value other than the default value is specified, paths within the
installation directory cannot be specified.

•

Values specified as other instance output destinations cannot be
specified.

log_size

You can update this value. Specify the maximum size of an agent log file.
The previously specified value is used by default. You can specify a value
from 1 to 32 (units: KB). Note that we recommend a value of 16 or higher.

timeout

You can update this value. Specify the timeout period for accessing the
Oracle database during a query.
The previously specified value is used by default.
The value (in seconds) must be 0 or in the range from 10 to 3600.
If you specify 0, timeout monitoring will not be performed. If you specify a
value in the range from 1 to 9, the value will be changed to 10 when a query
is performed.
For details about access timeouts for the Oracle database, see Setting the
timeout value on page 7-84.

sql_option5

You can update this value. If you specify Y, a value of 0 or the value specified
for numeric_10 will be set for the field without collecting information for
specific fields (see Table 7-38 Fields whose information is not collected when
Y is specified for sql_option on page 7-67) in the Database Interval
(PI_PIDB) record and the Tablespace (PD_PDTS) record.
The previously specified value is used by default.
The value must be {Y | N}.
You can also specify this function by using the environment variable
HTM_ORASET_SQL_OPTION. If you specify this environment variable, the value
specified for sql_option will be disabled. For details on the environment
variable HTM_ORASET_SQL_OPTION, see the chapter that provides notes on
Agent for Oracle records in the Tuning Manager Application Reports
Reference.

numeric_10

You can update this value. When Y is specified for sql_option, specify a
value that will be set for the fields whose information is not collected. When N
is specified for sql_option, this item will be ignored.
The previously specified value is used by default.
The value must be in the range from 0 to 99999.
Note that if you specify a value that exceeds the maximum value (32767 for
the short data type, 65535 for the ushort data type) of the data type for
the fields to be set, the maximum value of the data type will be set. If the
data type of the fields in each record is float or double, the data will
become a floating point number, and might be rounded and displayed
depending on the specified value.
Example:
If you specify 32767 for numeric_10, 32760 might be displayed.
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Item

Description
You can also specify this function by using the environment variable
HTM_ORASET_NUMERIC_10. If you specify this environment variable, the value
specified for numeric_10 will be disabled. For details on the environment
variable HTM_ORASET_NUMERIC_10, see the chapter that provides notes on
Agent for Oracle records in the Tuning Manager Application Reports
Reference.
You can update this value.

startup_always

Agent for Oracle may stop due to an Oracle connection error, such as when
the monitored Oracle is still starting up when Agent for Oracle starts up.
The previously specified value is used by default.
The permitted value is {Y|N}.
If Y is specified, start processing continues even if a connection error occurs.
If N is specified, start processing will stop if an error occurs.
localtemp_option6

You can update this value. This option toggles the display of the free space
information for locally managed temporary tablespaces for PD_PDDB,
PI_PIDB, PD_PDDF, PI_PIDF, PD_PDTF, PD_PDTS, and PD_PCTS records.
The previously specified value is used by default.
The permitted values are {Y|N}.
If Y is specified, the size of the unused space is displayed. If N is specified,
the size of the unallocated space is displayed.

undospace_option7

The option that switches the mode of free space information about the UNDO
tablespace displayed for the PD_PDDB, PI_PIDB, PD_PDDF, PI_PIDF,
PD_PDTS, and PD_PCTS records. If this option is set to N, the amount of
unallocated space is displayed. If this option is set to Y, the amount of
unused space is displayed.

Notes:
1.

To monitor Oracle Database 11g R2 or Oracle Database 12c R1 in Solaris,
AIX, Linux (x64), or to use Windows (x64), you must install and set up
Oracle Client 32-bit.
Let's assume that you specify ORACLE_HOME of Oracle Database 11g R2,
Oracle Database 12c R1 or Oracle Client 64-bit in the oracle_home item
in Oracle instance information and start up Agent for Oracle. In this case,
the following error messages are output to the common message log:
In Windows: KAVF12020-E
In Solaris, AIX, and Linux(x64): KAVF12011-E and KAVF12021-E
In addition, when executing the jpcinssetup command, you must set the
following values in each item:
¢

oracle_home
Specify the Oracle home of Oracle Client 32-bit.

¢

oracle_version
Specify the version of Oracle Client.

¢

sqlnet
Specify Y.

¢
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Specify the net service name that you set in Oracle Client 32-bit.
¢

listener_home
Specify the Oracle home of the Oracle Database you want to monitor.
As the net service name to be set in Oracle Client 32-bit, specify the
name of the net service that is to connect to the Oracle Database you
want to monitor.

2.

When you change the account to monitor Oracle, perform the following
steps:
a.

Delete the object created by the old account.

b. Register new objects with the new account.
For details about deleting objects, see Deleting the objects registered in
the Oracle database on page 7-76. For details about registering objects,
see Registering objects in the Oracle database on page 7-72.
3.

If the password in oracle_passwd has been set up to expire and it has
expired, any attempts to connect to Oracle will fail, and performance data
will no longer be collected. To avoid such an error, perform either of the
following before the password expires:
¢
¢

Disable password expiration.
Change the password and then run jpcinssetup to update the
oracle_passwd.

Note that the default profile provided by Oracle is used for the Oracle
account created by mk_user.sql.
4.

Specify whether to use Oracle network services.
¢

If Y is specified:
Agent for Oracle connects to Oracle via a listener that is made up of
Oracle network services. In this case, you must set the Oracle
network service definitions (such as tnsnames.ora and
listener.ora). Store the tnsnames.ora file in the following
directory:
directory-specified-in-oracle_home\network\admin
If you store the tnsnames.ora file in any other location, Agent for
Oracle will encounter an Oracle connection error.
To monitor Oracle Database instances in an Oracle RAC configuration,
set up the environment to monitor Oracle Database instances on each
node. For details on setup, see the Oracle documentation.

¢

If N is specified:
Agent for Oracle connects to the local database without using the
Oracle network services.

5.

To obtain information for individual segments from the Oracle database,
PFM - Agent for Oracle searches Oracle's static dictionary view,
DBA_SEGMENTS. If a large number of segments (more than hundreds of
thousands of segments) exist in the Oracle database, collecting the
information can take a very long time.
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Therefore, if a large number of segments exist and it is not necessary to
collect the information shown in Table 7-38 Fields whose information is
not collected when Y is specified for sql_option on page 7-67, set the
sql_option to Y.
6.

If N is specified for localtemp_option, the free space information for
locally managed temporary tablespaces and the information regarding
extents are acquired by using v$temp_space_header in the dynamic
performance view. The acquired free space is equivalent to the
unallocated size. Allocated space cannot be released until the temporary
tablespace is rebuilt or re-created. As a result, free space will not increase
until the allocated space is released.
If Y is specified for localtemp_option, the free space information for
locally managed temporary tablespaces and the information regarding
extents are acquired by using v$temp_extent_pool in the dynamic
performance view. The acquired free space is equivalent to the unused
size, which is calculated from the size of the space that was being used
during a collection. When v$temp_extent_pool is searched for in the
dynamic performance view, the Oracle instance is temporarily stopped.
When specifying this option, keep in mind that this might affect Oracle
Database performance. For details, see the Oracle database
documentation.

7.

If N is specified for undospace_option, the size of unallocated UNDO
tablespace is collected. In the UNDO tablespace, the space that becomes
available after the retention period has expired is treated as allocated
space until that space is de-allocated.
If Y is specified for undospace_option, the size of unused UNDO
tablespace is collected. In the UNDO tablespace, the space that becomes
available after the retention period has expired is treated as unused
space.

Setting the timeout value
To create records, the following is performed for each record (in the order
shown):
1.

Accessing the Oracle database.

2.

Writing a record into the Store database.

You can set the timeout value corresponding to the maximum amount of time
to access the monitored Oracle database when creating one record.
If you attempt to collect record data when the Oracle database or the
machine is heavily loaded, depending on the amount of data to be collected,
it might take time to collect record data. In this case, requests from Agent for
Oracle might affect the Oracle database processing. However, if you specify
the timeout value, requests from Agent for Oracle will be canceled if a
timeout occurs during access to the Oracle database. Therefore, you can
avoid affecting the Oracle database processing.
You can set the timeout value when creating an instance environment by
using the jpcinssetup command. For details about using the jpcinssetup
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command to set the timeout value, see Constructing an instance environment
on page 7-62.
Note: A timeout value cannot be set for the following records:
•

Instance Availability (PD_PDIA)

•

Server Status (PD_STAT)

•

SQL*Net Listener (PD_PDNL)

•

SQL*Net Listeners (PD_PDLS)

The timeout value (in seconds) must be a value of 0 or a value in the range
from 10 to 3,600. The default is 0. If a value of 0 or a value outside the valid
range is specified, the timeout value is disabled.
Note: Specify the timeout value based on the time required to collect records
at a heavy load period (peak time).
Table 7-44 Correspondence between the setting methods and input values for
the timeout value on page 7-85 shows input values for the timeout value.
Note: This value can be entered. However, when Agent for Oracle starts, it
will replace this value with 10. The KAVF12630-W message will be output to
the common message log.

Table 7-44 Correspondence between the setting methods and input values for the
timeout value
Setting method
When the timeout
value is set or
updated using the
jpcinssetup
command

Input value
-1 or Less

0

An input error
Acceptable
occurs (this value
cannot be
specified).

1 to 9
Unacceptable*

10 to 3,600
Acceptable

3,601 or greater
An input error
occurs (this value
cannot be
specified).

*This value can be entered. However, when Agent for Oracle starts, it will
replace this value with 10. The KAVF12630-W message will be output to the
common message log.
For details about how to specify a timeout value by using the jpcinssetup
command, see Constructing an instance environment on page 7-62.

Log output when a timeout occurs
•

If a timeout occurs, the KAVF12636-I message is output to the normal log
(agtoinf0x.log) of the agent log.

•

If a record was not created due to a timeout, the KAVF12401-W message
is output to the common message log.
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Notes
•

When multiple records are created simultaneously (for example, when
historical data is collected), if the creation of a record is canceled because
a timeout occurs for that record, the creation of other records is not
canceled.

•

This function is realized by the OCIBreak function of Oracle Call Interface
(OCI). Therefore, the time required to cancel the record creation depends
on the processing time of OCIBreak(), and sometimes record creation is
not canceled promptly.

•

In the following situations, even if a timeout occurs, record creation is not
canceled:
¢

¢

Write operations into the Store database have already started when
the timeout occurs.
An attempt to cancel record creation caused by a timeout occurs at
the same time that access to the Oracle database ends (In this case,
the KAVF12636-I message is output to the log file, however, the
record is created successfully).

•

If you use Oracle9i 9.2.0, use Oracle9i 9.2.0.4 or later.

•

When the version of the monitored Oracle database is earlier than
9.2.0.4, even if you set the timeout value, this function will not be
enabled. In this case, the KAVF12637-I message is output to the common
message log when Agent for Oracle starts.

Setting up Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Some setup is required before you can use Agent for Microsoft SQL Server.
To monitor Microsoft SQL Server, you need to set up an instance environment
and to register a stored procedure. Before you start setting up Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server, please read the following notes.
•

You must enable shared memory on the Microsoft SQL Server side
because Agent for Microsoft SQL Server uses shared memory to
communicate with the Microsoft SQL Server. For details about how to
enable shared memory and for other detailed information, refer to the
Microsoft SQL Server documentation.

•

In the memory settings for the Microsoft SQL Server, do not set the value
for minimum query memory to less than the default of 1,024 KB. If you
do, any attempts to query the Microsoft SQL Server will fail and data will
become uncollectable.

Setting up an instance environment
You must specify instance information for the Microsoft SQL Server that
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server will monitor. Table 7-45 Instance information
for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on page 7-87 lists the instance
information items that are to be specified. Check this information before you
start the setup procedure. For details about instance information and user
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authentication for Microsoft SQL Server, please refer to the Microsoft SQL
Server documentation.

Table 7-45 Instance information for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Item
Microsoft SQL Server
instance name

Description
Specify the name of the monitored Microsoft SQL Server instance. The
instance name you specify depends on the way Microsoft SQL Server was
installed.
Default installation: default
Instance name assigned during installation:assigned-instance-name

SQL_HOST

Specify the name of the host on which the monitored Microsoft SQL Server
instance is running, as a single-byte string. For a logical host, specify the
logical host name. The default is the name of the host on which Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server is installed.

SQL_USER1)

Specify the name of the Microsoft SQL Server user used for SQL Server
authentication. The default is sa. User accounts with the same permissions
as sa (fixed server role sysadmin member account) can be specified.
Specify one single-byte space when Windows authentication is used.
For details on preparing an account other than the above account, see
About the constructed instance environment on page 7-10.

SQL_PASSWORD1)

Specify the password for the Microsoft SQL Server user name used for SQL
Server authentication. The password corresponding to SQL_USER can be
specified.

SQL_ERRORLOG

Specify the absolute path of the error log file for the monitored Microsoft
SQL Server instance. The default output folder is C:\Program Files
\Microsoft SQL Server\MSSQL\LOG\ERRORLOG. You can specify up to 512
single-byte characters. The following characters, spaces, and tabs cannot be
specified:
/ : , ; * ? " < > |

STARTUP_PENDING2)

Specify the pending time from when Agent for Microsoft SQL Server starts
until it transfers to normal processing, from 0 to 3600 (unit: seconds).
Pending is not performed when 0 is specified. The default value is 0.
For details on the pending function, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.

LOG_PATH(see 2 and 3)

Specify the absolute path of the output folder for agent logs. The default
output folder is installation-folder\agtq\agent\instance-name\log. You can
specify up to 245 single-byte characters. The following characters and tabs
cannot be specified:
/ : , ; * ? " < > |

LOG_SIZE2)

Specify the maximum size of an agent log file (see 4). The default value is
16. Values from 1 to 32 (units: MB) can be specified, but we recommend a
value of 16 or greater.

TIMEOUT

Specify the timeout value for queries to Microsoft SQL Server. Values from 1
to 3600 (units: seconds) can be specified. The default value is 60.

LOGIN_TIMEOUT

Specify the timeout value for connecting to Microsoft SQL Server. Values
from 1 to 3600 (units: seconds) can be specified. The default value is 20.
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Item

Description
Specify the version of the Store database to be used. For details about the
version of the Store database, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration
Guide.

Store Version5)

The default value is 2.0.
The value that can be specified is 1.0 or 2.0.
DB_FREE_PERC_OPTION
(see 6 and 7)

Specify the action when the value in the Free % field of the Database Space
Detail (PD_DS) record is negative. The value you can specify is Y or N. If you
specify Y, the value specified in DB_FREE_PERC_NUMBER is set. If you specify
N, the negative value in the Free % field is set as is. The default is Y.

DB_FREE_PERC_NUMBER(see Specify a replacement value when the value in the Free % field of the
7 and 8)
Database Space Detail (PD_DS) record is negative. This item is enabled only
whenY is specified in DB_FREE_PERC_OPTION. You can specify a value from
-1 to 999. The default value is 0.

Notes:
1.

As described in the following table, the Microsoft SQL Server
authentication method differs depending on the Microsoft SQL Server user
name specified for SQL_USER. For details on installing Microsoft SQL
Server, Microsoft SQL Server instance information, and Microsoft SQL
Server user authentication, refer to the Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

2.

When Agent for Microsoft SQL Server is upgraded from a version earlier
than 5.5, the default values are set.

3.

If you want to change the output folder for agent logs from the default
folder, make sure to choose a folder for which write permission is
enabled. For Windows Server 2008, you cannot delete or change any
resource that is under a folder for which WRP resource protection is
enabled. Therefore, do not specify the agent log output folder under a
folder for which WRP is enabled.

4.

Up to four agent log files are collected per instance. When specifying the
value of LOG_SIZE, make sure that it satisfies the following condition
(including when the default value is used for LOG_PATH).
free-space-on-the-drive-specified-for-LOG_PATH(MB) > value-ofLOG_SIZE ´4
If the hard disk does not have enough free space, an output error occurs
for the agent logs. For details on agent logs, see the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.
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5.

You can specify the Store Version item only when setting up a new
instance environment. You cannot specify this item when updating an
existing instance environment.

6.

Due to the delayed allocation of Microsoft SQL Server data, the Free %
field of the Database Space Detail (PD_DS) record might become negative
due to the lag in updating performance data values. This item is used to
specify whether to replace such negative values.
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7.

If you replace the value for Free % field, the message KAVF21847-I is
output to the agent log.

8.

If the Free % field is used for an alarm condition, set a value appropriate
for your operating environment.
To generate an alarm:
Set a value that exceeds the threshold value for an error or warning
condition.
To not generate an alarm:
Set a value that does not exceed the threshold value for an error or
warning condition.

Table 7-46 Value of SQL_USER and authentication method
Value of SQL_USER

Value of SQL_PASSWORD
Password for the user sa

sa

Authentication method
SQL Server authentication

Nothing (when no password is set)
Password for the specified user
Desired single-byte string

Nothing (when no password is set)

One single-byte space

Not required (any entered value will be
ignored)

Windows authentication
Note: Windows
authentication is
performed using the
account for the Tuning
Manager - Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server
instance-name service.

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server services will not start unless the instance
environment is set up.
Use the jpcinssetup command to construct an instance environment.

To construct an instance environment
1.

Execute the jpcinssetup command with the service key and instance
name (no more than 32 bytes) specified, as follows:
jpcinssetup agtq -inst instance-name
The instance-name to be specified should be as follows, depending on the
installation method for Microsoft SQL Server:
¢

When default installation of Microsoft SQL Server was performed:
You must specify default for the instance-name (to monitor default
instances), as follows:
jpcinssetup agtq -inst default
Note that names other than default cannot be specified.

¢

When installation of Microsoft SQL Server was performed with a
specified instance name:
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You must specify the instance-name so that it can be recognized as
the instance of the Microsoft SQL Server. Specify the instance name
that was entered at installation of the Microsoft SQL Server (the
instance name of the Microsoft SQL Server to be monitored).
Example:
If Microsoft SQL Server was installed with the instance named SQL1,
specify the instance-name as follows:
jpcinssetup agtq -inst SQL1
2.

Set up the instance information for the Microsoft SQL Server you will
monitor.
Enter the information shown in Table 7-45 Instance information for Agent
for Microsoft SQL Server on page 7-87, in accordance with the command’s
instructions. To use the displayed default value, press the Enter key.
As shown in Table 7-45 Instance information for Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server on page 7-87, the process for how Microsoft SQL Server
authentication is performed depends on the Microsoft SQL Server user
name specified in SQL_USER. For details about how to install Microsoft
SQL Server, as well as details about instance information and user
authentication for Microsoft SQL Server, refer to the Microsoft SQL Server
documentation.

3.

To perform the operation with multiple instances, repeat steps 1 and 2 for
each instance.

About the constructed instance environment
Once you have entered all items, the instance environment is constructed.
Execute the jpcinssetup command again to update the instance
environment to change the host name, user name, password, or error log file
name. For details about updating an instance environment, see Updating an
instance environment on page 7-14.
Note: When using the jpcinssetup command to create an instance
environment, the command ends normally even if you specify an instance
name that does not exist on the Microsoft SQL Server. However, when you
start collecting records, the KAVF21400-W message is output to the common
message log and the Tuning Manager server cannot connect to the monitored
Microsoft SQL Server. In this case, specify the correct instance name, then
run the jpcinssetup command again.

Organization of folders for instance environments
Instance environments are constructed under the following folder:
Physical host:installation-folder\agtq
Logical host:environment-directory\jp1pc\agtq (see Note)
Note: The environment directory is a directory on a shared disk that is
specified when the logical host is created.
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Table 7-47 Organization of folders for instance environments (Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server) on page 7-91 lists the organization of the folders for
instance environments.

Table 7-47 Organization of folders for instance environments (Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server)
Folder and file names
agent

instancename

Description

jpcagt.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Collector service

jpcagt.ini.mode
l

Model file for the startup-information file of the Agent
Collector service.
Use this file to restore the settings that were in effect
before the instance environment was constructed.

store

instancename

log

Folder for storing internal log files of the Agent Collector
service

*.DAT

Data model definition file

backup

Default folder for storing a database backup

dump

Default folder for storing an exported database

import

Default folder for storing an imported database (for
Store database version 2.0)

jpcsto.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Store service

jpcsto.ini.mode
l

Model file for the startup-information file of the Agent
Store service.
Use this file to restore the settings that were in effect
before the instance environment was constructed.

log

Folder for storing internal log files of the Agent Store
service

partial

Default folder for storing a partial database backup (for
Store database version 2.0)

STPD

Folder for storing performance data of the PD record
type (for Store database version 2.0)

STPI

Folder for storing performance data of the PI record
type (for Store database version 2.0)

Service ID for an instance environment
The following is the service ID for an instance environment:
product-IDfunction-IDinstance-numberinstance-name[host-name]
The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide chapter that describes types of services.

Windows service name for an instance environment
The following are Windows service names for an instance environment:
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•

Agent Collector: PFM - Agent for Microsoft(R) SQL Server instancename

•

Agent Store: PFM - Agent Store for Microsoft(R) SQL Server
instance-name

The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about the Windows service names, see the Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide chapter that describes types of services. For details
about the Windows service names when operating on a logical host, see the
Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide chapter that describes service
names of the Tuning Manager series programs when operating in a cluster
system.

Permissions for the user account when Microsoft SQL Server
authentication is used
To use Microsoft SQL Server, you need a user account that has specific
permissions for the Microsoft SQL Server database.
Table 7-48 Permissions required for Microsoft SQL Server to collect
performance information from Microsoft SQL Server database on page 7-92
shows the permissions required for Microsoft SQL Server to collect
performance information from the Microsoft SQL Server database.

Table 7-48 Permissions required for Microsoft SQL Server to collect performance
information from Microsoft SQL Server database
Permission

Description

sysadmin server role

This permission is required to obtain information from the SQL Text field in the
PD_SQL record. It enables a user to create all types of records.

db_owner database role
for the master server

This permission is required to obtain information about the procedure cache
for the PD_PCAC record. It enables a user to create records other than
PD_SQL records.

Permissions required for These permissions are required to create records other than PD_SQL and
individual objects that
PD_PCAC.
are used during record
creation (For details, see
Table 7-50 Permissions
required for individual
objects used during
record creation on page
7-94.)

Set the permissions that are required to create the desired record, and then
use Agent for Microsoft SQL Server. Table 7-49 Permissions required to
create a record for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on page 7-93 shows the
permissions required to create a record for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server.
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Table 7-49 Permissions required to create a record for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Permission required for record
creation

Record
SQL Text (PD_SQL)

sysadmin server role

Description
To create a PD_SQL record, use a
user account that has the
sysadmin server role permission.

Procedure Cache Detail (PD_PCAC) db_owner database role for the
master server

If you do not create a PD_SQL
record, use a user account that
has the db_owner database role
for the master server.

•

Server Detail (PD)

•

Database Detail (PD_DD)

•

Database Space Detail
(PD_DS)

•

Server Space Detail (PD_SS)

If you do not create PD_SQL or
PD_PDAC records, use a user
account that has the permissions
required for the individual objects
utilized when the record is
created.

•

Database Interval (PI_DI)

•

Server Space Interval
(PI_SI)

•

Config Detail (PD_CD)

•

Job History Detail (PD_JH)

•

Lock Detail (PD_LD)

•

Licensing Detail (PD_LIC)

•

Server Locks Detail
(PD_LOCK)

•

Process Detail (PD_PDET)

•

Database Replication Detail
(PD_RD)

•

Replication Summary Detail
(PD_RS)

•

User Process Detail
(PI_USER)

•

Global Server Summary (PI)

•

Replication Published
Database Overview
(PI_RPDB)

•

Server Overview (PI_SERV)

•

Transaction Log Overview
(PI_TLOG)

•

User-Defined Counter
Overview (PI_UCTR)

•

Global Server Summary 2
(PI_PI2)

•

Server Overview 2 (PI_SRV2)

Permissions required for
individual objects used during
record creation (For details, see
Table 7-50 Permissions required
for individual objects used during
record creation on page 7-94.)
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Permission required for record
creation

Record
•

Errorlog Error Detail (PD_EE)

•

Errorlog Summary Detail
(PD_ES)

Creation of these records is
independent of the permission
settings on Microsoft SQL Server.

Description
--

Table 7-50 Permissions required for individual objects used during record
creation on page 7-94 shows the permissions required for individual objects
that are used during record creation.

Table 7-50 Permissions required for individual objects used during record creation
Record

Object used

Permissions required during
record creation

PD_CD

sp_configure

EXEC permission for
sp_configure must be set for the
users in the master database who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

PD_RPDB

sp_replcounters

EXEC permission for
sp_replcounters must be set for
the users in the master database
who correspond to SQL Server
logins.

PD_JH

msdb..sysjobhistory

SELECT permission for
sysjobhistory must be set for
the users in the msdb database
who correspond to SQL Server
logins.

msdb..sysjobsteps

SELECT permission for
sysjobsteps must be set for the
users in the msdb database who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

PD_RS

*..MSdistribution_history

SELECT permission for
MSdistribution_history must
be set for the users in all
databases who correspond to SQL
Server logins.

PD, PD_LIC, PD_USER, PI,
PI_PI2

Scalar functions whose name
starts with double at signs (@@)

All users can use these functions.

PD, PD_DD, PD_DS, PD_RD,
PD_RS, PD_SS, PI_DI,
PI_RPDB, PI_SI

master..sysdatabases

SELECT permission for
sysdatabases must be set for the
users in the master database who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

sp_databases

EXEC permission for
sp_databases must be set for the
users in the master database who
correspond to SQL Server logins.
However, this item is not
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Record

Permissions required during
record creation

Object used

available when the sp_inst.sql
script is being executed.

PD, PD_DD, PD_DS, PD_RD,
PD_RS, PD_SS, PI_DI,
PI_RPDB, PI_SI

A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES

EXEC permission for
A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES
must be set for the users in the
master database who correspond
to SQL Server logins. However,
this item is available only when
the sp_inst.sql script is being
executed.

master.dbo.spt_values

SELECT permission for
spt_values must be set for the
users in the master database who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

*..sysindexes

SELECT permission for
sysindexes must be set for the
users in all databases who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

*.sys.indexes

SELECT permission for
sys.indexes must be set for the
users in all databases who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

DBCC SQLPERF(LOGSPACE)

•

These permissions must be
set if you want to monitor
Microsoft SQL Server 2005 or
later.

•

The SELECT permission must
be set if you perform
monitoring in a mirroring
configuration.

All users can execute this object.
If you plan to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later, the
VIEW SERVER STATE permissions
for the server must be set.

msdb.dbo.backupset

SELECT permission for backupset
must be set for the users in the
msdb database who correspond
to SQL Server logins.

*..sysarticles

SELECT permission for
sysarticles must be set for the
users in all databases who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

*..syspublications

SELECT permission for
syspublications must be set for
the users in all databases who
correspond to SQL Server logins.
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Record

PD, PD_DD, PD_LD, PD_LOCK,
PD_PDET, PD_USER, PI_DI

Object used

Permissions required during
record creation

*..syssubscriptions

SELECT permission for
syssubscriptions must be set
for the users in all databases who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

master..sysprocesses

SELECT permission for
sysprocesses must be set for the
users in the master database who
correspond to SQL Server logins.
If you plan to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later, the
VIEW SERVER STATE permissions
for the server must be set.

PD, PD_DD, PD_LD, PD_LOCK,
PD_PDET, PD_USER

master..syslogins

SELECT permission for syslogins
must be set for the users in the
master database who correspond
to SQL Server logins.

master..sysusers

SELECT permission for sysusers
must be set for the users in the
master database who correspond
to SQL Server logins.

master..syslockinfo

SELECT permission for
syslockinfo must be set for the
users in the master database who
correspond to SQL Server logins.
If you plan to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later, the
VIEW SERVER STATE permissions
for the server must be set.

*..sysobjects

SELECT permission for
sysobjects must be set for the
users in all databases who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

PD, PD_LIC, PI, PI_SERV,
PI_UCTR, PI_PI2, PI_SRV2

master..sysperfinfo

SELECT permission for
sysperinfo must be set for the
users in the master database who
correspond to SQL Server logins.

PD_DD, PD_DS, PD_SS, PI_DI,
PI_SI

*..sysfiles

SELECT permission for sysfiles
must be set for the users in all
databases who correspond to SQL
Server logins.

PD_DS, PD_SS, PI_DI, PI_SI

*.sys.allocation_units

SELECT permission for
sys.allocation_units must be
set for the users in all databases
who correspond to SQL Server
logins.
These permissions must be set if
you want to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later.
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Record

Object used
*.sys.partitions

Permissions required during
record creation
SELECT permission for
sys.partitions must be set for
the users in all databases who
correspond to SQL Server logins.
These permissions must be set if
you want to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later.

*.sys.internal_tables

SELECT permission for
sys.internal_tables must be
set for the users in all databases
who correspond to SQL Server
logins.
These permissions must be set if
you want to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later.

PD, PI, PI_SERV, PI_PI2,
PI_SRV2

DBCC SQLPERF(IOSTATS)
DBCC SQLPERF(LRUSTATS)

All users can execute these
objects.

DBCC SQLPERF(NETSTATS)
DBCC SQLPERF(RASTATS)
PI_TLOG

DBCC SQLPERF(LOGSPACE)

All users can execute this object.
If you plan to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later, the
VIEW SERVER STATE permissions
for the server must be set.

PD_USER

master..syslogins

SELECT permission for syslogins
must be set for the users in the
master database who correspond
to SQL Server logins.

PD_LD

master.sys.dm_tran_locks

SELECT permission for
sys.dm_tran_locks must be set
for the users in the master
database who correspond to SQL
Server logins.
These permissions must be set if
you want to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later.
If you plan to monitor Microsoft
SQL Server 2005 or later, the
VIEW SERVER STATE permissions
for the server must be set.

*.sys.all_objects

SELECT permission for
sys.all_objects must be set for
the users in all databases who
correspond to SQL Server logins.
(See Note 1)
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Registering the stored procedure
Register the A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES stored procedure in the master
database of the monitored Microsoft SQL Server instance.
This stored procedure is used when Agent for Microsoft SQL Server obtains a
list of names and sizes of the database from Microsoft SQL Server. When the
size of the database in the monitored instance is 2 TB or more,Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server will fail to obtain the information if the
A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES stored procedure is not registered.
Note: You cannot register the A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES stored procedure
if a stored-procedure-table-view that has the same name as that stored
procedure exists in the master database of the monitored Microsoft SQL
Server instance.
You can register the A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES stored procedure by
executing the sp_inst.sql script provided by Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server.

To register the A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES stored procedure
1.

Set up the environment where the sqlcmd utility of Microsoft SQL Server
can be executed.
The sqlcmd utility is provided by Microsoft. For details about the settings
for the Microsoft SQL Server environment, refer to the documentation of
Microsoft SQL Server.

2.

Move to the folder in which the sp_inst.sql script is stored.
The location of the storage folder is as follows:
installation-folder\agtq\sql

3.

Execute the sp_inst.sql script with the Microsoft SQL Server that is to
be monitored specified.
The execution method for the script differs, depending on the type of
monitored Microsoft SQL Server instance, and the authentication method
used when connecting to Microsoft SQL Server. The following table shows
the execution methods in each case.

Table 7-51 When registering to a default instance
Authentication
method

Execution method of the sp_inst.sql script

SQL Server
authentication

sqlcmd -Shost-name-Uuser-name-Ppassword -d master -i sp_inst.sql

Windows authentication

sqlcmd -Shost-name -E -d master -i sp_inst.sql
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Table 7-52 When registering to an instance that has a name
Authentication
method

Execution method of the sp_inst.sql script

SQL Server
authentication

sqlcmd -Shost-name\instance-name-Uuser-name-Ppassword-d master -i
sp_inst.sql

Windows authentication

sqlcmd -Shost-name\instance-name-E -d master -i sp_inst.sql

The values that you have to specify are as follows:
•

host-name: The name of a host where the monitored Microsoft SQL
Server is running

•

instance-name: The instance name of the monitored Microsoft SQL Server

•

user-name: A user account that has the sa permission or a permission
equal to the sa permission (fixed server role, sysadmin member account)

•

password: A password corresponding to the user name specified for username.

Canceling setup of an instance environment
To cancel setup of multiple instance environments, you must repeat the
following procedures for each environment:
•

Delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host

•

Delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager server
host

To delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host:
1.

Find the instance name of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server using the
jpcinslist command. The command format is as follows:
jpcinslist agtq
For example, if the instance name is SQL1, the command displays SQL1.

2.

Stop the Agent for Microsoft SQL Server service in the instance
environment if it is active.

3.

Delete the instance environment using the jpcinsunsetup command. The
command format is as follows:
jpcinsunsetup agtq -inst instance-name
Example:
To delete an instance environment whose instance name is SQL1:
jpcinsunsetup agtq -inst SQL1
If the command is successful, the Windows services and folders created
during instance environment setup are deleted. If you specify default for
the instance-name, the instance environment for monitoring the default
Microsoft SQL Server instance will be deleted. If a service with the
specified instance name is active, a message appears asking whether the
service is to be stopped.
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To delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager
server host
1.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the jpcctrl delete
command to delete the agent’s instance information.
For example, to delete the instance information when the instance name
is SQL1, the host name is host03, the Agent Collector service ID is
QA1SQL1[host03], and the Agent Store service ID is QS1SQL1[host03]:
jpcctrl delete Q?1SQL1[host03] host=host03

2.

Restart the Collection Manager service.

3.

Restart Performance Reporter.

Deleting the stored procedure
When the A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES stored procedure becomes
unnecessary, execute the sp_drop.sql script provided byAgent for Microsoft
SQL Server to delete that stored procedure.

To delete the A4QHITACHIPROCSPDATABASES stored procedure
1.

Set up the environment where the sqlcmd utility of Microsoft SQL Server
can be executed.
The sqlcmd utility is provided by Microsoft. For details about the settings
for the Microsoft SQL Server environment, refer to the documentation of
Microsoft SQL Server.

2.

Move to the folder in which the sp_drop.sql script is stored.
The location of the storage folder is as follows:
installation-folder\agtq\sql

3.

Execute the sp_drop.sql script with the Microsoft SQL Server that is to
be monitored specified.
The execution method for the script differs, depending on the type of
monitored Microsoft SQL Server instance, and the authentication method
used when connecting to Microsoft SQL Server. The following table shows
the execution methods in each case.

Table 7-53 When deleting from a default instance
Authentication
method

Execution method of the sp_drop.sql script

SQL Server
authentication

sqlcmd -Shost-name-Uuser-name-P password -d master -i sp_drop.sql

Windows authentication

sqlcmd -Shost-name-E -d master -i sp_drop.sql
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Table 7-54 When deleting from an instance that has a name
Authentication
method

Execution method of the sp_drop.sql script

SQL Server
authentication

sqlcmd -Shost-name\instance-name-Uuser-name-P password -d master -i
sp_drop.sql

Windows authentication

sqlcmd -Shost-name\instance-name-E -d master -i sp_drop.sql

The values that you must to specify are the:
•

host-name: The name of a host where the monitored Microsoft SQL
Server is running

•

instance-name: The instance name of the monitored Microsoft SQL Server

•

user-name: A user account that has the sa permission or a permission
equal to the sa permission (fixed server role, sysadmin member account)

•

password: A password corresponding to the user name specified for username.

Updating an instance environment
Updating an instance environment involves checking the instance name
(using the jpcinslist command), then updating the instance environment
(using the jpcinssetup command).
To update multiple instance environments, repeat the following procedure for
each environment.

To update an instance environment
1.

Find the instance name by executing the jpcinslist command,
specifying the service key of the Agent for Microsoft SQL Server running
in the instance environment.
For example, to check the instance name of Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server, execute the following command:
jpcinslist agtq
If the specified instance name is SQL1, the command displays SQL1.

2.

Check the information of the instance environment to be updated (see
Table 7-55 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server on page 7-102 at the end of these instructions).

3.

If the Agent for Microsoft SQL Server service is active in the instance
environment that is to be updated, stop the service.

4.

Execute the jpcinssetup command, specifying the service key and
instance name of the Agent for Microsoft SQL Server in the instance
environment that you wish to update.
For example, if you are updating the instance environment for the Agent
for Microsoft SQL Server with instance name SQL1, execute the following
command:
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jpcinssetup agtq -inst SQL1
5.

If the service is still active in the instance environment that is to be
updated when you execute the jpcinssetup command, a confirmation
message is displayed to enable you to stop the service.
If you stop the service, update processing resumes; if you do not stop the
service, update processing is cancelled.

6.

Enter the information shown in Table 7-55 Instance information that can
be updated for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on page 7-102 in
accordance with the command’s instructions to update the instance
information.
The current settings are displayed (except for the value of
SQL_PASSWORD). To use the displayed value, press the Enter key. When
all entries are completed, the instance environment is updated.

7.

Restart the service in the updated instance environment.

Table 7-55 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Item

Description

Microsoft SQL Server
instance name

This value cannot be updated. The current setting is displayed only.

SQL_HOST

This value can be updated. Specify the name of the host on which the
Microsoft SQL Server to be monitored is running, by using single-byte
characters. For a logical host, specify the logical host name. The most
recently specified value is used by default.

SQL_USER

This value can be updated. Specify the Microsoft SQL Server user name, by
using single-byte characters. The most recently specified value is used by
default.

SQL_PASSWORD

This value can be updated. Specify the password corresponding to the
Microsoft SQL Server user name, by using single-byte characters. The most
recently specified value is used by default.

SQL_ERRORLOG

This value can be updated. Specify the absolute path of the error log file for
the monitored Microsoft SQL Server instance, by using single-byte
characters. The most recently specified value is used by default. You can
specify up to 512 single-byte characters. The following characters, spaces,
and tabs cannot be specified:
/ : , ; * ? " < > |

STARTUP_PENDING

This value can be updated. Specify the pending time from when Agent for
Microsoft SQL Server starts until it transfers to normal processing. The most
recently specified value is used by default. You can specify a value in the
range from 0 to 3600 (unit: seconds). Pending is not performed when 0 is
specified.

LOG_PATH

This value can be updated. Specify the absolute path of the output folder for
agent logs. The most recently specified value is used by default. You can
specify up to 245 single-byte characters. The following characters and tabs
cannot be specified:
/ : , ; * ? " < > |

LOG_SIZE
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This value can be updated. Specify the maximum size of an agent log file.
The most recently specified value is used by default. Values from 1 to 32
(units: MB) can be specified, but we recommend a value of 16 or greater.
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Item

Description

TIMEOUT

This value can be updated. Specify the timeout value for queries to
Microsoft SQL Server. Values from 1 to 3600 (units: seconds) can be
specified. The most recently specified value is used by default.

LOGIN_TIMEOUT

This value can be updated. Specify the timeout value for connecting to
Microsoft SQL Server. Values from 1 to 3600 (units: seconds) can be
specified. The most recently specified value is used by default.

DB_FREE_PERC_OPTION

This value can be updated. Specify the action when the value in the Free %
field of the Database Space Detail (PD_DS) record is negative. The value you
can specify is Y or N. If you specifyY, the value specified in
DB_FREE_PERC_NUMBER is set. If you specify N, the negative value in the Free
% field is set as is. The most recently specified value is used by default.

DB_FREE_PERC_NUMBER

This value can be updated. Specify a replacement value when the value in
the Free % field of the Database Space Detail (PD_DS) record is negative.
This item is enabled only when Y is specified in DB_FREE_PERC_OPTION. You
can specify a value from -1 to 999. The most recently specified value is
used by default.

Working with a mirrored configuration
This section explains the processing for monitoring databases configured with
the mirroring functionality for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 or Microsoft SQL
Server 2008, and the processing required when a failover occurs for
databases in a mirrored configuration.

Monitoring databases in a mirrored configuration
For databases configured with mirroring functionality, Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server collects information for non-mirrored databases (neither those
configured for mirroring nor the principal database). Following is an overview
of monitoring for databases that are in a mirrored configuration.
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Figure 7-2 Monitoring for mirroring configurations

Monitoring during failover in a mirroring configuration
Figure 7-3 Monitoring during failover on page 7-105 shows the processing for
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server when failover occurs for a database
configured for mirroring.
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Figure 7-3 Monitoring during failover
When failover occurs while information for a Microsoft SQL Server instance
with databases configured for mirroring is collected, Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server cannot collect information for each database instance. If this happens,
at the time the failover occurs, the KAVF2182-E message is output to the
agent log, but there is no impact on operations.

Monitoring after failover in a mirroring configuration
Figure 7-4 Monitoring after failover on page 7-106 shows the processing for
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server once failover for a database configured for
mirroring is completed.
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Figure 7-4 Monitoring after failover
After failover, the principal database is transferred to host B, and the
mirrored database is transferred to host A. The Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server instance (instance A in Figure 7-4 Monitoring after failover on page
7-106), together with the database transferred to the mirrored database,
collects information for non-mirrored databases. The instance (instance B in
Figure 7-4 Monitoring after failover on page 7-106), together with the
database transferred to the principal database, collects information for the
principal database and databases not configured for mirroring.
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Setting up Agent for DB2
This section explains the setup that is required before you can use Agent for
DB2.

Setting the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable (for Linux)
If you are using Agent for DB2 v6.2 or later, you must specify the location of
the DB2 library in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable as follows,
before you start Agent for DB2:
LD_LIBRARY_PATH=DB2-installation-path/lib32
If you plan to include other paths in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment
variable, make sure that you specify the above value at the beginning of the
environment variable.
The path of the DB2 library is the value set for the DB2DIR environment
variable with /lib32 attached to the value, when a DB2 instance user is
logged in.
Note: When multiple DB2s are installed:
If multiple DB2s are installed in different locations on the same host and if
each of them is to be monitored by Agent for DB2, perform the following
operation for each instance of Agent for DB2:
1.

Set the DB2-installation-path/lib32 path of the monitoring target for the
LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable.

2.

Execute the following command to start the Agent for DB2 service:
agtr inst=Agent-for-DB2-instance-name
If you start multiple Agent for DB2 services from the same terminal or shell,
perform the above procedure for each instance of Agent for DB2.
Note that the service cannot be restarted by the following commands, which
do not specify the instance name of Agent for DB2
•

jpcstart all

• jpcstart agtr
If you are using the automatic restart or periodic restart function:
Set the location of the DB2 library in the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment
variable of the Status Server service.
If multiple DB2s are installed at different locations on the same host, the
automatic restart and periodic restart functions cannot be used.

Setting up an instance environment
You must specify instance information for the DB2 that Agent for DB2 will
monitor. Table 7-56 Instance information for Agent for DB2 on page 7-108
lists the instance information items that are to be specified. Check this
information before you start the setup procedure. For details about DB2
instance information, refer to the DB2 documentation.
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Table 7-56 Instance information for Agent for DB2
Item

Description
Specify the instance name for DB2. Up to 8 single-byte alphanumeric characters can
be specified. However, space characters and the following symbols cannot be used:

db2_instance

! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~
Specify the node name for DB2. Up to 8 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be
specified. However, space characters and the following symbols cannot be used:

db2_node

! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~
Specify the database name for DB2. Up to 8 single-byte alphanumeric characters can
be specified. However, space characters and the following symbols cannot be used:

db2_name

! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~
Specify a user name that has SYSADM, SYSCTRL or SYSMAINT privileges and is
allowed to connect to the DB2 database. Up to 8 single-byte alphanumeric
characters can be specified. However, space characters and the following symbols
cannot be used:

db2_user

! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~
Specify the password for the user specified by db2_user. Up to 64 single-byte
alphanumeric characters can be specified. However, space characters and the
following symbols cannot be used:

db2_password

! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~
attach_retry

Specify the number of DB2 instance connection retries. The default is0. A value in
the range from 0 to 99 (the number of retries) can be specified.

attach_waittime

Specify the interval for DB2 instance connection retries. The default is0. A value in
the range from 0 to 600 (seconds) can be specified.

db2_activate

Specify whether to activate DB2. The default is n. Eithery or n can be specified.

db2_dir

Specify the DB2 installation path. The default value is/opt/IBM/db2/V9.1. The
permitted value is a directory path with a maximum length of 255 bytes.

This item is
required only for
AIX.

The value to be specified in db2_dir is the location where the DB2 is installed
(installation path). Normally, this is the value of the DB2DIR environment variable
that you can obtain by logging in as a DB2 instance user.
If multiple DB2s are installed at different locations on the same host and if each of
them is to be monitored by Agent for DB2, make sure that the value of db2_dir
matches the installation path of each DB2 you wish to monitor.

Store Version

Specify the version of the Store database to be used. For details about the version of
the Store database, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
The default value is 2.0.
The value that can be specified is 1.0 or 2.0.
You can specify the Store Version item only when setting up a new instance
environment. You cannot specify this item when updating an existing instance
environment.

If the information for db2_instance or db2_node is unknown, start Control
Center for the DB2 and specify Name in the Instances folder for
db2_instance, and Node name for db2_node. For details about Control
Center, refer to the DB2 documentation.
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To acquire performance data from DB2, Agent for DB2 sets the snapshot
monitor switches listed below to ON for the DB2 instance being monitored. To
enable Agent for DB2 to set the snapshot monitor switches to on, specify a
user name that has the SYSADM privileges for db2_user in the instance
information. Note that, if all of these snapshot monitor switches are already
on, you can specify a user name that has the SYSCTRL or SYSMAINT
privileges for db2_user in the instance information (for details about the
snapshot monitor switch, refer to the DB2 documentation):
•

DFT_MON_BUFPOOL

•

DFT_MON_LOCK

•

DFT_MON_SORT

•

DFT_MON_STMT

•

DFT_MON_TABLE

•

DFT_MON_UOW

If you activate the database, the database level and tablespace information
will be obtained regardless of whether an application is connected (however,
to obtain application-level information, the relevant application must be
connected). To activate the database, you need to specify a user name that
has the SYSADM, SYSCTRL, or SYSMAINT privileges for db2_user in the
instance information. If the specified user name does not have the
appropriate privileges, an attempt to activate the database will fail and the
agent processing will continue. The database will be activated after an
attempt to attach (which is performed when the agent starts or when an
attempt to reattach to the DB2 instance is made after detachment) to the
DB2 instance is made.
The following table describes the relationship between the status of the
database (activated or deactivated) and application (connected or
unconnected) and the status of Agent for DB2 (started or stopped).

Table 7-57 Relationship between the database status and the status of Agent for DB2
Whether the
database is
activated or
deactivated
by a user
Activated

Whether an
application is
connected

When Agent for DB2 has
started

When Agent for DB2 has
stopped

Connected

[DB2 message]

N/A

Unconnected

SQL1490W

N/A

Activate database is
successful, however, the
database has already been
activated on one or more
nodes.
The database remains active. It
will not be deactivated when the
agent stops.
Not activated

Connected

[DB2 message]

N/A
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Whether the
database is
activated or
deactivated
by a user

Whether an
application is
connected

When Agent for DB2 has
started

When Agent for DB2 has
stopped

SQL1494W
Activate database is
successful, however, there
is already a connection to
the database.
The database becomes active. It
will be deactivated when the
agent stops.
Unconnected

[DB2 message]

N/A

No error
The database becomes active. It
will be deactivated when the
agent stops.
Not deactivated Connected

N/A

[DB2 message]
SQL1495W
Deactivate database is
successful, however, there
is still a connection to
the database.
The database becomes inactive.
The connection to the application
will remain.

Unconnected

N/A

[DB2 message]
No error

Deactivated

Connected

N/A

[DB2 message]
SQL1495W
Deactivate database is
successful, however, there
is still a connection to
the database.
The connection to the application
will remain.
If the above DB2 errors are
detected when the database is
being activated or deactivated,
although the DB2 error message
will be output to the log, the
processing for Agent for DB2 will
continue and will not be
affected.
•
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Agent for DB2 services will
not start unless the instance
environment is set up.

Whether the
database is
activated or
deactivated
by a user

Deactivated

Whether an
application is
connected

When Agent for DB2 has
started

When Agent for DB2 has
stopped
•

When constructing an
instance environment by
using the jpcinssetup
command, even if you
specify an instance name
that does not exist in DB2,
the command will be
completed. However, if you
then start collecting records,
the KAVF29016-W message
will be output to the
common message log and
attempts to connect to the
monitoring target DB2 will
fail. In this case, check and
specify the correct instance
name, and then re-execute
the jpcinssetup command.
If y is specified for
db2_activate, other
applications that depend on
the DB2 status (activated or
deactivated) may be
affected.

Connected

N/A

•

Unconnected

N/A

[DB2 message]
SQL1496W
Deactivate database is
successful, but the database was
not activated.

Use the jpcinssetup command to construct an instance environment.

To construct an instance environment
1.

Execute the jpcinssetup command with the service key and instance
name (no more than 32 bytes) specified.
For example, to construct an instance environment for the instance
named db2inst for Agent for DB2, execute the following command:
jpcinssetup agtr -inst db2inst
Note: Use an instance name that is unique among all the names of the
agent instances on the network.

2.

Set up the instance information for the DB2 you will monitor.
Enter the information shown in Table 7-56 Instance information for Agent
for DB2 on page 7-108, in accordance with the command’s instructions.
To use the displayed default value, press the Enter key.
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3.

To perform the operation with multiple instances, repeat steps 1 and 2 for
each instance.

About the constructed instance environment
Once you have entered all items, the instance environment is constructed.
The organization of directories for instance environments and the service ID
for an instance environment are described below.

Organization of directories for instance environments
Instance environments are constructed under the following directory:
Physical host: /opt/jp1pc/agtr
Logical host:environment-directory/jp1pc/agtr
Note: The environment directory is a directory on a shared disk that is
specified when the logical host is created.
Table 7-58 Organization of directories for instance environments (Agent for
DB2) on page 7-112 shows the organization of the directories for instance
environments.

Table 7-58 Organization of directories for instance environments (Agent
for DB2)
Directory and file names
agent

instancename

Description

jpcagt.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent
Collector service

jpcagt.ini.model

Model file for the startup-information file of
the Agent Collector service.
Use this file to restore the settings that
were in effect before the instance
environment was constructed.

store
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instancename

log

Directory for storing internal log files of the
Agent Collector service

*.DAT

Data model definition file

backup

Default directory for storing a database
backup

dump

Default directory for storing an exported
database

import

Default directory for storing an imported
database (for Store database version 2.0)

jpcsto.ini

Startup-information file of the Agent Store
service

jpcsto.ini.model

Model file for the startup-information file of
the Agent Store service.
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Directory and file names

Description
Use this file to restore the settings that
were in effect before the instance
environment was constructed.

log

Directory for storing internal log files of the
Agent Store service

partial

Default directory for storing a partial
database backup (for Store database
version 2.0)

STPD

Directory for storing performance data of
the PD record type (for Store database
version 2.0)

STPI

Directory for storing performance data of
the PI record type (for Store database
version 2.0)

Service ID for an instance environment
The following is the service ID for an instance environment:
product-IDfunction-IDinstance-numberinstance-name [host-name]
The instance-name is specified with the jpcinssetup command. For details
about service IDs, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Canceling setup of an instance environment
To cancel setup of multiple instance environments, you must repeat the
following procedures for each environment:
•

Delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host

•

Delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager server
host

To delete the agent’s instance environment on the agent host
1.

Find the instance name of Agent for DB2 using the jpcinslist command.
The command format is as follows: jpcinslist agtr
For example, if the instance name is db2inst, the command displays
db2inst.

2.

Stop the Agent for DB2 service in the instance environment if it is active.

3.

Delete the instance environment using the jpcinsunsetup command. The
command format is as follows:
jpcinsunsetup agtr -inst instance-name
Example:
To delete an instance environment whose instance name is db2inst:
jpcinsunsetup agtr -inst db2inst
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If the command is successful, the directories created during instance
environment setup are deleted. If a service with the specified instance
name is active, a message appears asking whether the service is to be
stopped.

To delete the agent’s instance information on the Tuning Manager
server host
1.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the jpcctrl delete
command to delete the agent’s instance information.
For example, to delete the instance information when the instance name
is db2inst, the host name is host03, the Agent Collector service ID is
RA1db2inst[host03], and the Agent Store service ID is
RS1db2inst[host03]:
jpcctrl delete "R?1db2inst[host03]" host=host03

2.

Restart the Collection Manager service.

3.

Restart Performance Reporter.

Updating an instance environment
Updating an instance environment involves checking the instance name
(using the jpcinslist command), then updating the instance environment
(using the jpcinssetup command).
To update multiple instance environments, repeat the following procedure for
each environment.

To update an instance environment
1.

Find the instance name by executing the jpcinslist command,
specifying the service key of the Agent for DB2 running in the instance
environment.
For example, to check the instance name of Agent for DB2, execute the
following command:
jpcinslist agtr
If the specified instance name is db2inst, the command displays db2inst.
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2.

Check the information of the instance environment to be updated (see
Table 7-59 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for DB2 on
page 7-115 at the end of these instructions).

3.

If the Agent for DB2 service is active in the instance environment that is
to be updated, stop the service.

4.

Execute the jpcinssetup command, specifying the service key and
instance name of the Agent for DB2 in the instance environment that you
wish to update.
For example, if you are updating the instance environment for the Agent
for DB2 with instance name db2inst, execute the following command:
jpcinssetup agtr -inst db2inst
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5.

If the service is still active in the instance environment that is to be
updated when you execute the jpcinssetup command, a confirmation
message is displayed to enable you to stop the service.
If you stop the service, update processing resumes; if you do not stop the
service, update processing is cancelled.

6.

Enter the information shown in Table 7-59 Instance information that can
be updated for Agent for DB2 on page 7-115 in accordance with the
command’s instructions to update the instance information.
The current settings are displayed (except for the db2_password). To use
the displayed value, press the Enter key. When all entries are completed,
the instance environment is updated.

7.

Restart the service in the updated instance environment.

Table 7-59 Instance information that can be updated for Agent for DB2
Item
db2_instance

Description
You can update this value. Specify the instance name for DB2. Up to 8 singlebyte alphanumeric characters can be specified. However, space characters and
the following symbols cannot be used:
! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~

db2_node

You can update this value. Specify the node name for DB2. Up to 8 single-byte
alphanumeric characters can be specified. However, space characters and the
following symbols cannot be used:
! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~

db2_name

You can update this value. Specify the database name for DB2. Up to 8 singlebyte alphanumeric characters can be specified. However, space characters and
the following symbols cannot be used:
! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~

db2_user

You can update this value. Specify a user name that has SYSADM, SYSCTRL or
SYSMAINT privileges and is allowed to connect to the DB2 database. Up to 8
single-byte alphanumeric characters can be specified. However, space
characters and the following symbols cannot be used:
! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~

db2_password

You can update this value. Specify the password for the user specified by
db2_user. Up to 64 single-byte alphanumeric characters can be specified.
However, space characters and the following symbols cannot be used:
! " % & ' ( ) + , - . / : ; < = > ? [ \ ] ' { | } ~

attach_retry

You can update this value. Specify the number of DB2 instance connection
retries. The default is 0. A value in the range from 0 to 99 (the number of
retries) can be specified.

attach_waittime

You can update this value. Specify the interval for DB2 instance connection
retries. The default is 0. A value in the range from 0 to 600 (seconds) can be
specified.

db2_activate

You can update this value. Specify whether to activate DB2. The default isn.
Either y or n can be specified.
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Item

Description
You can update this value. Specify the DB2 installation path. The default value
is/opt/IBM/db2/V9.1. The permitted value is a directory path with a
maximum length of 255 bytes.

db2_dir

Setting up Agent for EAP
This section describes the setup tasks to be performed after installing Agent
for Enterprise Applications (Agent for EAP). The setup tasks are listed in the
table below.
Tuning
Manager
server

Setup task

Performance
Reporter

Agent for
EAP

Set up the agent

Required

Required

Required

Create instance environment for
agent

--

--

Required

Change the TCP/IP port number
from the default setting

Optional

Optional

Optional

Change the logging options from
the default setting

Optional

--

Optional

Change the audit log setting from Optional
the default.

--

Optional

Change the location, backup
destination, and export
destination of the performance
database from the defaults

Optional

Optional

Optional

Configure the connection target
manager

--

Optional

Optional

Configure the Agent Store
Optional
database expansion functionality.

Optional

Optional

Configure whether to generate
Tuning Manager server system
events.

--

Optional

Optional

Legend:
Required: Mandatory item Optional: Optional item --: Not applicable

Setting up the Agent
Before you can centrally manage Agent for EAP using the Tuning Manager’s
Performance Reporter, the agent must be set up.
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Creating SAP users, used by Tuning Manager
To collect performance information, Agent for Enterprise Applications uses
RFC, a SAP communication protocol, to execute the external management
interface defined on the SAP system. As such, the user (used by Tuning
Manager Agent for Enterprise Applications) needs to be created in advance on
the SAP system.
The following explains the user type, password, and permissions for SAP
users created on an SAP system.

User types
The following types of users can be used as SAP users for Tuning Manager
Agent for Enterprise Applications:
•

Dialog box (dialog)

•

System (System)

•

Communication (Communication

•

Service (Service)

Characters that can be specified for passwords
SAP user passwords must be defined using half-width numerals (0 to 9), halfwidth letters (a to z and A to Z), and the following half-width symbols:
!@$%&/()=?'`*+~#-_.:{[]}<>|

Required permissions
The following permissions (permissions objects) need to be set for the user:
•

Permissions allowing the user to establish an RFC connection to general
modules (S_RFC or S_RFC_ALL)

•

allowing the use of the external management interface (S_XMI_PROD or
S_XMI_ADMIN)
The authorization values are shown in the tables below.

Table 7-60 User permissions for establishing RFC connections with general modules
(S_RFC or S_RFC_ALL)
Permission

Description

Value for S_RFC

Value for S_RFC_ALL

RFC_TYPE

Type of protected RFC
object

FUGR (general group)

*

RFC_NAME

Protected RFC name

*

*

ACTVT

Activity

16 (execution)

*
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Table 7-61 Permission for using the external management interface (S_XMI_PROD or
S_XMI_ADMIN)
Permission

Description

Value for S_XMI_PROD

Value for
S_XMI_ADMIN

EXTCOMPANY

Company name for the external
management tool

HITACHI

*

EXTPRODUCT

Program name for the external
management tool

JP1

*

INTERFACE

Interface ID

For jr3alget command:
XAL

*

For jr3slget command:
XMB

Setting up an instance environment
A scenario in which one or more Agent Collector and Agent Store services
monitor an application that provides multiple services on a single host
(including logical hosts) is called instance-based execution monitoring. An
agent that supports this scenario is called an instance-compliant agent.
SAP agent is an instance-compliant agent. Each instance of the agent
monitors a SAP instance
An environment that supports instances is not in place at the time of
installation. You must create one as part of set up.
Before you configure an instance environment, prepare the following
information for each SAP instance that will be a monitoring target:
•

The system ID (SID) of the SAP system to be monitored

•

The name (SERVER) of the SAP instance to be monitored

•

Information that SAP Agent uses to connect to the SAP system
¢

Host name (ASHOST) of application server (usually localhost)

¢

System number (SYSNR)

¢

Name of client associated with SAP user (CLIENT)

¢

SAP user name (USER)

¢

Extended password of SAP user (EXTPWD)

¢

Password of SAP user (PASSWD)

•

Whether to check the operating status of the SAP system at SAP agent
startup (DELAYCONNECT).

•

Whether to enable the expansion functionality for the Agent Store
database (Store Version).

For details about the meaning of each value and the range of values you can
specify, see Agent Collector startup information file (jpcagt.ini) on page
7-126.
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If you intend for Tuning Manager to run the system log monitoring commands
or CCMS alert monitoring commands (for the collection of PD_SLMX and
PD_ALMX records) provided by the SAP event management functionality,
additional setup steps are required to customize this functionality. For details,
see Performance Reporter linkage for SAP event management functionality on
page 7-134.

Constructing an instance environment
Use the jpcinssetup command to construct an instance environment. This
task must be performed on every host on which SAP Agent is installed. To
construct an instance environment:
1.

Log in as a user with root permissions

2.

Open a terminal window.

3.

Navigate to installation directory/tools
In UNIX:
# cd /opt/jp1pc/tools
In Windows:
# cd C:\Program Files\Hitachi\jp1pc\tools

4.

Execute the jpcinssetup command.
# jpcinssetup agtm -inst instance-name
Where agtm is the service key allocated to the Agent for Enterprise
Applications and instance -name is a name (32 bytes or less) that
identifies the instance environment of the SAP agent. Because this name
forms part of the ID in VIEW, to simplify management, it is recommended
that you use the same name as the SAP instance.

5.

You will be prompted to enter the SAP instance parameters. An example
is shown below.
“Store Version” is a parameter of Collection Manager.
"EXTPWD" is a parameter of Collection Manager.

Figure 7-5 Sample SAP instance
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In the above sample, the value that appears in square brackets is the
default value for the parameter. You can use the default value by
pressing ENTER.
The instance setup command derives its SAP-specific input parameters
(as well as their default values and specifiable ranges) from the definition
file for instance startup environment rules (insrules.dat).
The jpcinssetup command also prompts for some information
independent of the definition file for instance startup environment rules
(insrules.dat).
6.

Repeat these steps for each instance on the host.
To change the configuration for an instance, directly edit the relevant
values in the Agent Collector startup information file for the created
instance environment.
To delete an instance environment, use the jpcinsunsetup command.
The Agent Collector startup information file for SAP Agent can be found in
the following location:
installation-directory/agtm/agent/instance-name/jpcagt.ini

Changing the port numbers from the default
Perform this task if you need to change the port number used to connect to
the manager.
When you install Tuning Manager server, the following port number is
registered automatically in the services file.
In UNIX, the services file is located at /etc/services.
jp1pcnsvr22285/tcp

You can change this value by executing the jpcnsconfig port command.

Changing the logging options from the default
Agent for EAP conforms to the Performance Reporter common log format and
supports the output of log entries to the common message log.
You can change logging-related settings by manually editing the component
startup information file (installation-directory\jpccomm.ini) directly.
For details about the meaning of each value and the range of values you can
specify, see Startup information common to components (jpcomm.ini) on
page 7-124.

Changing audit log settings from the default
By default, the system does not output audit logs. You can enable audit log
output by editing the component startup information file (jpccomm.ini)
directly.
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For details about the meaning of each value and the range of values you can
specify, see Startup information common to components (jpcomm.ini) on
page 7-124.
Note: Settings relating to audit logs apply to all Performance Reporter
products on the same physical or logical host. You cannot use different
settings for different agent instances.

Change the location, backup destination, and export destination of
the performance database
The performance data collected by SAP Agent is stored in a performance
database on the agent host. Each Agent Store service has its own
performance database, with separate databases being kept for different agent
types and instances.
To change the properties related to performance databases from the defaults,
edit the Agent Store startup information file directly.
The Agent Store startup information file for SAP Agent can be found in the
following location:
installation-directory/agtm/store/instance-name/jpcsto.ini
For details about the meaning of each value and the range of values you can
specify, see Agent Store startup information file (jpcsto.ini) on page 7-131.

Configure the connection target manager
This step is necessary to determine the connection-target manager for Agent
for EAP (unless agent and manager are installed on the same host).]
To set the host name, use the jpcnshostname command under installationdirectory\tools.
Execute the command as follows (in this example, the host name of the
connection-target manager is host1):
1.

Log in as a user with root permissions

2.

Open a terminal window

3.

Navigate to:
# cd installation-directory/tools/.

4.

Execute the jpcnshostname command:
# jpcnshostname -s host1
KAVE05087-I The connecting host has changed (localhost -> host1)
#

Note: The connection-target manager setting applies to all agent
products installed on that host. You cannot use different managers to
manage individual agents installed on the same host.
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Configure Agent Store database expansion functionality
You can configure the Agent Store database expansion functionality at the
instance setup stage. The Agent Store database expansion functionality can
be configured at the instance level.

Enabling the Agent Store database expansion functionality
Choose the appropriate process to enable the Agent Store database
expansion functionality on an agent host running v7.1.1or later of Tuning
Manager server.
Instance status

Method for enabling

New instance

Enter 2.0 as the value for the Store
Version item in the jpcinssetup
command

Existing instance upgraded from an earlier
version or an instance with the Agent Store
database expansion functionality disabled.

Execute the jpcdbctrl setup command

Disabling the Agent Store database expansion functionality
On an agent host running Tuning Manager server v7.1.1 or later, execute the
following command to disable the Agent Store database expansion
functionality and return the database to the format associated with Tuning
Manager server v7.1.1 and earlier.
WARNING: When you execute this command, the data in the database is
lost.
jpcdbctrl unsetup

Checking the status of the Agent Store database expansion functionality
In Tuning Manager server v7.1.1, you can check whether Agent Store
database has the expansion functionality enabled, or remains in the format of
Tuning Manager v7.1.1 or earlier. To check the status, execute the following
command:
jpcdbctrl display

ini files
Several ini files are required to start the Collection Manager services. Each ini
file is customizable and holds the current startup status of Collection
Manager. At installation, always perform an overwrite installation of the
ini.model model file. If you cannot find a required .ini file, copy ini.model
and create the required ini file from the copy.
This section lists the ini files that are provided by or related to SAP Agent,
and describes the purpose of each file and the relationship between each file
and SAP Agent.
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Each specification item in an ini file has a level of importance. "Mandatory"
means the item must be preset for operation to start. "Optional" means the
item needs to be specified only when the associated function is used.
"Changeable" means the item has a default value and that value can be
changed as needed.

Management information files
The management information files define management information such as
Performance Reporter network settings and the installation status of each
product. The following table describes the management information files that
are provided by SAP Agent and whether the source of the information is
Tuning Manager Server or Agent for EAP.

Table 7-62 Management information files
File name
jpcns.ini

Description
Service configuration information file.
This file specifies or stores the Performance Reporter
specific network configurations. The file is shared by all
Performance Reporter components on the same host.
The file format conforms to the Collection Performance
Reporter specifications.

Information source
Tuning Manager server
or Agent for EAP

jpcplist.ini

Product definition information file. This file defines the
Tuning Manager server
information related to installed products. It is one of the or Agent for EAP
files that must be changed when an agent is added. If
you do not correctly specify the properties of the added
agent in this file, some of the Performance Reporter
functions will not be available. The file format conforms
to the Performance Reporter specifications.

inst.ini

Common installation information file. This file specifies
the installation information that is common to
Performance Reporter. The file format conforms to the
Performance Reporter specifications.

Tuning Manager server
or Agent for EAP

instagtm.ini

Installation information file. This file specifies the
installation information related to the Agent product.
The file format conforms to the Performance Reporter
specifications.

Agent for EAP

Service startup information files
A service startup information file specifies the startup information that is
specific to each Collection Manager and agent service and stores the
operating environment of each Collection Manager and agent service.
Collection Manager and agent services read and update the contents of a
service startup information file as necessary. The following table describes
the seven service startup information files that are provided by SAP Agent.
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Table 7-63 Service startup information files
File name

Description

Information Source

jpccomm.ini

Startup information file common to all components. This Tuning Manager server
file stores information that is common to all
or Agent for EAP
Performance Reporter components. The file stores the
log settings and communication settings of the Agent
Collector and Agent Store services.

jpcagt.ini

Agent Collector startup information file. This file is for
the Agent Collector service provided by the Agent
product. The file stores the startup information and
operating environment. In this file, add and define the
agent-specific properties and required external
arguments in the appropriate format under the [Agent]
and other sections.

Agent for EAP

jpcsto.ini

Agent Store startup information file. This file is for the
Agent Store service provided by the Agent product. The
file stores the startup information and operating
environment. The file format conforms to the
Performance Reporter specifications.

Agent for EAP

jpcah.ini

Action Handler startup information file. This file is for
the Action Handler service provided by the Agent
product. The file stores the startup information and
operating environment. The file format conforms to the
Performance Reporter specifications.

Tuning Manager server
or Agent for EAP

jpcstat.ini

Status Server startup information file. This file stores
the startup information and operating environment of
the Status Server service. The file format conforms to
the Performance Reporter specifications.

Tuning Manager server
or Agent for EAP

The following tables describe the of the format of the startup information
common to components file (jpcomm.ini), Agent Collector startup
information file (jpcagt.ini), and Agent Store startup information file
(jpcsto.ini) related to the external specifications of SAP Agent and the
public properties that users can change.

Startup information common to components (jpcomm.ini)
Location:
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/jpccomm.ini
UNIX (logical host configuration):
<environment-directory>/jp1pc/jpccomm.ini
The table below lists and describes the information that can be specified.
The characters in sections and labels are not case-sensitive. Do not include
spaces or unneeded characters at the beginning of a line or before or after an
equal sign (=).
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Table 7-64 Public parameters (jpcomm.ini)
Section

label=

Importance

Description

Specifiable values
(initial value/
default)1

[Common
Section]

Common Msglog
Size=

Changeable

Size in KB of the file that
contains common message
log data (fixed as
installation-destination
\jpclog01|02)

4 to 32768
(8192/8192)2

[Action Log
Section]

Action Log Mode=

Changeable

Specify whether to enable or
disable the function that
outputs monitoring log data.

0, 1 (0/0)0:
Disable, 1: Enable

Action Log Dir=

Changeable

Directory to which the
monitoring log data is output

UNIX: Character
string of 1 to 185
bytes. Specify a full
path (none/
<environmentdirectory>)/
auditlog).
Character string of
1 to 185 bytes.
Specify a full path
(none/
<environmentfolder>\auditlog).

Action Log Num=

Changeable

Number of monitoring log
files to be retained.
This number includes the
number of current files. The
number of shift files that are
generated is (set value - 1).

Action Log Size=

Changeable

Size in KB of one monitoring
log file

Integer in the
range from 2 to 10
(none/ 5)

Integer in the
range from 512 to
2096128 (none/
512)

Notes:
1.

(Initial value/default):
The initial value is specified in jpccomm.ini after installation. "Undefined"
means the label itself is not defined. "None" means the label is defined
but there is no value. The default is the value used by the program if the
parameter is invalid or omitted.

2.

The indicated values apply when a new installation is performed. For an
upgrade installation, those values apply before the version is upgraded.

The new configuration affects all Performance Reporter products that are
installed on the same PC and also SAP Agent.
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Agent Collector startup information file (jpcagt.ini)
Location: (created for each instance)
UNIX:*
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/<instance-name>/jpcagt.ini
UNIX (logical host configuration):
<environment-directory>/jp1pc/agtm/<instance-name>/jpcagt.ini*
* Created for each instance.
The following table lists and describes the Agent Collector startup information
that can be specified.

Table 7-65 Agent Collector startup information (jpcagt.ini)
Subsection
[[Target]]

label=
SID

Importance
Mandatory

Description
Specify the system ID of the
SAP system to be monitored.

Specifiable values
(initial value/default1
1 to 8 bytes (<SID>/
none

(Example: SD5
SERVER=

Mandatory

Specify the instance name of
the SAP system to be
monitored

1 to 20 bytes
(<SERVER>/none

(Example: o246bci_SD5_00)
[[Destination]]

ASHOST

Mandatory

Specify the name of the host
running the application server
that supplies the destination
SAP instance (dialog service).

1 to 100 bytes
(<ASHOST>/none)

You can specify an IP address
in dotted decimal format
(example: 172.16.90.222) or
the address of an SAP router,
such as /H/hostname/S/
port/H/host/S/port....
(Example: o246bci)
SYSNR=

CLIENT=

Mandatory

Mandatory

Specify the SAP system
number assigned to the
destination SAP instance
(dialog service).

Decimal value of 1 to 3
bytes in the range from
0 to 999 (<CLIENT>/
none

(Example: 00)

Note that 0 and 00 have
the same meaning.

Specify the client to which the
connected user belongs.

Decimal value of 1 to 3
bytes in the range from
0 to 999 (<CLIENT>/
none)

(Example: 002)

Note that 0 and 000
have the same meaning.
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Subsection
[[Destination]]

label=
USER=

Importance
Mandatory

Description
Specify the name of the
connected user (example:
SAP*).

Specifiable values
(initial value/default1
1 to 12 bytes (<USER>/
none)

The profile of the user must
contain the appropriate
permissions for the following:

EXTPWD

Changeable

•

Permission object for
limiting RFC connection
(S_RFC)

•

Permission object for
limiting the use of external
management interfaces
(S_XMI_PROD)

For 08-50 or later

Y|N (N/N)

Specify Y or N to indicate
whether to use an extended
password for connection to an
SAP system.

Characters are not casesensitive. Y and y have
the same meaning. No
syntax check is
performed for this
parameter within the
Agent Collector service.
The program treats any
value other than Y and y
as N.

N: Controls passwords by not
treating the value specified for
[ENCRYPT PASSWD] as an
extended password.
Y: Controls passwords by
treating the value specified for
[ENCRYPT PASSWD] as an
extended password.
ENCRYPT
PASSWD=

Mandatory

Specify the password of the
connected user.

Before 08-501 to 8 bytes
(<PASSWD>/none)

(Example: 06071992)

08-50 or later1 to 40
bytes (<PASSWD>/
none)

Some restrictions apply to SAP
Basis 7.00 and later
versions3.This item is
encrypted when displayed and
is not editable.
LANG=4

Changeable

Specify the language of the
connected user.
If no language is specified, the
default language, which is
determined by the destination
SAP system, is set.
(Example: EN)

[[Destination]]

CODEPAGE Changeable
=4

For 08-10 or later
Specify the code page of the
connected user.

1 to 2 bytes (EN/none)
For details about the
combinations of the
LANG label and the
CODEPAGE label
permitted for customer
use, see 2.
Decimal value of 1 to 4
bytes in the range from
0 to 9999 (undefined/
none)

If no code page is specified, the
Note that 0 and 0000
default code page, which is
have the same meaning.
determined by the destination
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Subsection

label=

DEST=4

Importance

Optional

Description

Specifiable values
(initial value/default1

SAP system, is set (example:
1100).

For details about the
combinations of the
LANG label and the
CODEPAGE label
permitted for customer
use, see 2.

Connection using saprfc.ini

1 to 64 bytes
(undefined/none)

When this parameter is
defined, the ASHOST and
SYSNR specifications are
ignored. Define the RFC
connection parameters to
perform RFC connection by
using saprfc.ini.
For the value of this parameter,
specify the value of the DEST=
entry (the destination for the
connection) in saprfc.ini.
If the full path for saprfc.ini
is not specified in the RFC_INI
parameter described later,
saprfc.ini is searched for
immediately under the
execution directory of the
Agent Collector service
(.../agtm/<instance-name>).
For details about saprfc.ini,
see SAP online Help or http://
help.sap.com
RFC_INI4

Optional

Path for saprfc.ini
When this parameter is
defined, export the RFC_INI
environment variable with the
specified value before you use
the RFC library (call
RfcOpenEx). Then instruct the
RFC library to change the path
for saprfc.init.
Completely define the path and
file name of saprfc.ini
(example: C:\TEST
\saprfc.ini).
This parameter is not effective
unless you use the DEST
parameter to declare the use of
saprfc.ini.

[[Mode]]
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DELAYCON
NECT=

Changeable

Delayed connection mode

Y|N (N/N)

Specify whether to include
connection to the SAP system

Characters are not casesensitive. Y and y have
the same meaning.
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Subsection

label=

Importance

Description
in the startup sequence of the
Agent Collector service.
If you specify N for this item,
connection to the SAP system
is attempted during startup
processing. If the connection
fails, the Agent Collector
service ends abnormally,
resulting in a startup failure.

Specifiable values
(initial value/default1
No syntax check is
performed for this
parameter within the
Agent Collector service.
The program treats any
value other than Y and y
as N.

If you specify Y, the connection
to the SAP system is postponed
until the first collection request.
The Agent Collector service
attempts reconnection as
necessary if a connection error
occurs after the completion of
startup. Therefore, enabling
this mode keeps the Agent
Collector service alive
independent of the startup
status of the SAP system.
KEEPCONN Changeable
ECT=4

Permanent connection mode

Y|N (undefined/Y)

If you specify N for this
parameter, Agent for EAP
requests disconnection from
the SAP system after it
completes collecting
performance data at the record
level.

Characters are not casesensitive. Y and y have
the same meaning.

Because repeated connection
and disconnection significantly
increases processing load, this
parameter generally needs to
be set to Y.

No syntax check is
performed for this
parameter within the
Agent Collector service.
The program treats any
value other than N and n
as Y.

You can specify N for this
parameter when the collection
interval is sufficiently long and
there are reasons you do not
want to have a permanent RFC
connection between SAP Agent
and the SAP system.
If you specify N for
DELAYCONNECT and N for
KEEPCONNECT, during startup
processing, the connection with
the SAP system is checked and
then the connection is severed.
[[PI_UMP]]

MONITOR_ Changeable
SET=

Monitor set name of the
1 to 60 bytes
monitor to be monitored by the (undefined/none)
PI_UMP record
(Example: SAP CCMS Monitor
Templates)
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Subsection

label=

Importance

MONITOR= Changeable

Description

Specifiable values
(initial value/default1

Monitor name of the monitor to 1 to 60 bytes
be monitored by the PI_UMP
(undefined/none)
record
(Example: Entire System)

MAX_INST
ANCE=4

Changeable

ENABLE_LI Changeable
STBOX=4

Maximum number of instances 1 to 32767 (undefined/
that can be obtained in one
4096)
collection by the PI_UMP record
Indicates the specification
method for the MONITOR_SET
and MONITOR labels.

Y|N (undefined/N)
Characters are not casesensitive. Y and y have
the same meaning.

If you specify Y or y for this
item, you can use PFM - View
The program treats any
to select the values for
value other than Y and y
MONITOR_SET and MONITOR
as N.
from a list (list box). In the list,
a monitor set name and a
monitor name are paired as a
single property (monitor set
name/monitor name). When
you select a property, the
monitor set name and the
monitor name in the property
are stored as the values for the
MONITOR_SET and MONITOR
labels
If the value of this item is a
value other than Y and y
(including N), Performance
Reporter displays a text box to
allow users to directly enter
values for MONITOR_SET and
MONITOR.

Notes:
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1.

Initial value/default
The initial value is specified in jpcagt.ini after an instance has been set
up. Undefined means the label itself is not defined. None means the label
is defined but there is no value. A value enclosed with < and > is the
value of a parameter specified by a user before the jpcinssetup
command is executed.

2.

combinations of the "LANG" label and the "CODEPAGE" label (not
available to users)
Obtained characters might not be corrected depending on the
combination of the specified LANG label value and CODEPAGE label value
and the character code set used for PFM - Agent for SAP R/3. This
problem is avoided by providing users with permitted combinations of
LANG label and CODEPAGE label values.
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3.

Cautionary notes on passwords for connecting to a SAP Basis 7.00 or later
system
For versions before 08-50:
The password specifications were changed in SAP Basis 7.00. However, to
enable connection to previous SAP systems, the version of the library that
is used is the version used prior to SAP Basis 7.00. For this reason, the
passwords of SAP system users, which must be specified when Tuning
Manager Agent for EAP is used, must be set in SAP systems according to
the rules below. All users of SAP Basis 7.00 and later systems must
observe these rules.
¢

1 to 8 bytes.

Alphabetic characters must be upper-case.
For 08-50 or later:
When you connect to an SAP system that does not permit extended
passwords, follow the rules for versions before 08-50 described above.
When you connect to an SAP system that permits extended passwords,
observe the following rules when you specify a password.
¢

4.

¢

1 to 40 bytes

¢

Alphabetic characters are case-sensitive.

Not available to users.

Agent Store startup information file (jpcsto.ini)
Location:
UNIX:
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/store/<instance-name>/jpcsto.ini*
UNIX (logical host configuration):
<environment-directory>/jp1pc/agtm/store/<instance-name>/
jpcsto.ini*
* Created for each instance.
Tuning Manager server v7.1.1 and later versions provide extended functions
for the Agent Store database, parameter values differ according to whether
the extended functions are enabled or disabled. To check whether the
extended functions are enabled or disabled, execute the jpcdbctrl display
command provided in Tuning Manager server v7.1.1 or later.
The following table lists and describes the Agent Store startup information
that can be specified.
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Table 7-66 Agent Store startup information file (jpcsto.ini)

Section

[Data
Section

label=

Store Dir=

Importance

Changeable

Description

Specify the directory where the
performance database is to be
created. When you restart an
agent (Agent Store), the initial
performance database is
automatically created under the
specified directory.
This directory must be created
beforehand. If you do not specify
a value by inserting a linefeed
character immediately after =,
the default value is used.

Specifiable values (initial
value/default)3
<root>: Installation
destination
<inst>: Instance name
When the extended functions
of the Agent Store database
are disabled:
Specify the relative path
from the work directory of
the Agent Store service or
the full path in the range
from 1 to 127 bytes1.1
UNIX: (“.”/none)
Windows: (“.”/none)
When the extended functions
of the Agent Store database
are enabled:
Specify the relative path
from the work directory of
the Agent Store service or
the full path in the range
from 1 to 214 bytes. When
you specify a relative path,
the size of the path must be
no more than 214 bytes,
including after conversion to
a full path.1
UNIX: (“.”/none)
Windows: (“.”/none)

Data
Section

Backup Dir= Changeable

Specify the backup directory for
the performance database. When
you execute the jpcctrl backup
subcommand, a backup file is
created under the directory you
specify here (a generation
number is appended to the name
of the directory). Generation 01
is always the latest backup
(numbering continues with 02,
03, 04, and so on with a smaller
number indicating a newer file).
The directory must be created
beforehand. If you do not specify
a value by inserting a linefeed
character immediately after =,
the default value is used.

When the extended functions
of the Agent Store database
are disabled:
Specify the relative path
from the work directory of
the Agent Store service or
the full path in the range
from 1 to 127 bytes1.
UNIX: (“./backup”/none)
Windows: (".\backup”/none)
When the extended functions
of the Agent Store database
are enabled:

Specify the relative path
from the work directory of
the Agent Store service or
For details, see the explanation of
the full path in the range
the jpcctrl backup
from 1 to 211 bytes. When
subcommand.
you specify a relative path,
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Section

label=

Importance

Description

Specifiable values (initial
value/default)3
<root>: Installation
destination
<inst>: Instance name
the size of the path must be
no more than 211 bytes,
including after conversion to
a full path1
UNIX: (“./backup”/none)
Windows: (".\backup”/none)

Backup
Save=

Changeable

Specify the maximum generation
number for the backup set. The
backup history for the number of
generations specified here is
saved. If you do not specify a
value by inserting a linefeed
character immediately after =,
the default value is used.

1 to 9 (5/5)

For details, see the explanation of
the "jpcctrl backup"
subcommand.
Data
Section

Dump Dir=

Changeable

Specify the directory where the
performance database is to be
exported. When you execute the
jpcctrl dump subcommand, the
export file is created under the
directory you specify here. If you
do not specify a value by
inserting a linefeed character
immediately after =, the default
value is used.

Specify the relative path
from the work directory of
the Agent Store service or
the full path in the range
from 1 to 127 bytes.1
UNIX: ("./dump"/none)
Windows: (".\dump"/none)

Exporting a database means that
the contents of the database are
output to another file in text
format.
Because the data is in text
format, it can be easily
exchanged with other
applications. For example, other
applications can read the
contents of the database by using
a method other than ODBC. As
another example, information can
be stored in a format other than
the Tuning Manager-specific
format.2
For details, see the explanation of
the "jpcctrl dump"
subcommand.

Notes:
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1.

Specifiable characters are one-byte alphanumeric characters, one-byte
symbols, and one-byte spaces. The following characters cannot be
used: ; , * ? ' " < > |. If you want to specify the work directory of the
Agent Store service, make sure you explicitly specify the period (.).

2.

Note that export of a database does not support the concept of
generations such as backup generations. If you need to manage multiple
generations, you must change the output file names when exporting or
use another switching method.

3.

(Initial value/default):
The initial value is specified in jpcsto.ini after an instance is set up.
"Undefined" means the label itself is not defined. "None" means the label
is defined but there is no value.
The default is the value used by the program if the parameter is invalid or
omitted. When the default is "none", the Agent Store service internally
checks the parameter and reports an invalid parameter if the value of the
parameter is not valid. In such cases, the Agent Store service cannot be
started.

Performance Reporter linkage for SAP event management
functionality
During instance environment setup, an execution environment for each
command is automatically created for each agent instance.

System log extraction and conversion
The system provides the jr3slget command, which acquires messages from
the system log file. This file is kept by each application server, and stores
information about important events and potential errors in the SAP system.
Through functionality equivalent to log file trapping of Tuning Manager
server, you can monitor the syslog of the SAP system using various
integrated management tools. (Version 06-70-/E requires the presence of
some mechanism that can periodically execute commands: e.g. JP1/AJS2 or
cron.)
Because this functionality uses an external interface (XMB) that conforms to
SAP standards, it does not require any add-ons on the SAP system side. For
details about the information that can be edited, see Table 7-67 List of items
specified for the jr3slget command on page 7-135.

(CCMS alert extraction and conversion
The system provides the jr3alget command, which acquires alerts from the
CCMS monitoring architecture.
Through functionality equivalent to log file trapping of Tuning Manager
server, you can monitor CCMS alerts in the SAP system using various
integrated management tools. (Version 06-70-/E requires the presence of
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some mechanism that can periodically execute commands: e.g. JP1/AJS2 or
cron).
Because this functionality uses an external interface (XAL) that conforms to
SAP standards, it does not require any add-ons on the SAP system side. For
details about the information that can be edited, see Table 7-68 List of items
specified for the jr3alget command on page 7-138.

Table 7-67 List of items specified for the jr3slget command
Item specified
Command working
directory

Specification
method1
--

Specified value

Can be changed
by environment
parameter2

Not specified in particular, but this directory No
becomes the same directory as the Agent
Collector service process, which is the
parent process.
It is possible to change this by defining the
value of the WORKDIR label in the
COMMAND section of the environment
parameter settings file, but this is not
permitted.3

RFC connection
information
(application server
host)

Argument

The contents loaded from the ASHOST
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are
specified by argument. (format: -h
<ASHOST>)

--

RFC connection
information (system
number)

Argument

The contents loaded from the SYSNR
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are
specified by argument. (format: -s
<SYSNR>)

--

RFC connection
information (client)

Argument

The contents loaded from the CLIENT
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are
specified by argument. (format: -c
<CLIENT>)

--

RFC connection
information (user
name)

Argument

The contents loaded from the USER
-parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are
specified by argument. (format: -u <USER>)

RFC connection
information
(password)

Argument

The contents loaded from the PASSWD
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are
specified by argument. (format: -p
<PASSWD>)

--

RFC connection
information
(extended
password)

Argument

The contents loaded from the PASSWD2
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are
specified by argument. (format: p2<PASSWD2>) (08-50 or later)

--

RFC connection
information
(language)

Environment

This can be specified by the LANG label in
the CONNECT section of the environment
parameter settings file. For details about
the values that can be specified, see Table
7-65 Agent Collector startup information
(jpcagt.ini) on page 7-126. If this is not

Yes
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Item specified

Specification
method1

Specified value

Can be changed
by environment
parameter2

specified in the environment parameter
settings file, the default language of the
connection destination SAP system is used.
RFC connection
information
(codepage)

Environment

This can be specified by the CODEPAGE
label in the CONNECT section of the
environment parameter settings file. For
details about the values that can be
specified, see Table 7-65 Agent Collector
startup information (jpcagt.ini) on page
7-126. If this is not specified in the
environment parameter settings file, the
default codepage of the connection
destination SAP system is used.

Yes

The name of the
Argument
SAP instance
collecting monitored
system logs (local
logs)

The contents loaded from the SERVER
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are specified
by argument. (format: -server <SERVER>)

--

Specification for the
extraction duration

Argument

Whether to perform differential-data
extraction by using a timestamp file is
specified by an argument. (format: lasttime)

--

Timestamp file
name

Argument

The value of the -lasttime option is
specified by argument.

--

•

For UNIX
log/jr3slget.timestamp

•

For Windows:
log\jr3slget.timestamp

Output destination

Argument

Whether log files are output at the path
specified in the environment parameter
settings file is specified by argument.
(format: -x2)

--

Output destination
log file path

Environment

The name of the output destination log file
is specified by the X2PATH label in the
EXTRACTFILE section of the environment
parameter settings file. 3

Yes

The initial values are:
•

For UNIX
log/SYSLOG

•

For Windows
log\SYSLOG

Size of the output
destination log file
(in KB)
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Environment

The log file size is specified by the SIZE
label in the EXTRACTFILE section of the
environment parameter settings file. The
initial value is 1024.
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Yes

Item specified

Specification
method1

Specified value

Can be changed
by environment
parameter2

Trace information
(message log
acquisition level)

Environment

The message log acquisition level is
Yes
specified by the MSGLOG_LEVEL label in the
TRACE section of the environment
parameter settings file. The initial value is
2.

Trace information
(message log file
size)

Environment

The size of message log files is specified by
the MSGLOG_SIZE label in the TRACE
section of the environment parameter
settings file. The initial value is 512.

Yes

Trace information
(directory for
obtaining message
log files)

Environment

The location in which a message log file is
created is specified by the MSGLOG_DIR
label in the TRACE section of the
environment parameter settings file.3

No

The specified value is always as follows:
•

For UNIX: log

•

For Windows: log

Trace information
Environment
(data log acquisition
level)

The data log acquisition level is specified by Yes
the DATALOG_LEVEL label in the TRACE
section of the environment parameter
settings file. The initial value is 2.

Trace information
(data log file size)

Environment

The data log file size is specified by the
DATALOG_SIZE label in the TRACE section
of the environment parameter settings file.
The initial value is 512.

Yes

Trace information
(directory for
obtaining data log
files)

Environment

The location in which data log files are
created is specified by the DATALOG_DIR
label in the TRACE section of the
environment parameter settings file.3

No

The specified value is always as follows:
•

For UNIX: log

•

For Windows: log

Notes:
1.

Argument: Used by specifying an argument
Environment: Used by specification in the environment parameter
settings file

2.

Cannot be changed by environment parameters, as it is already specified
by argument (with the Agent Collector service)
No: Changes by environment parameter are possible but not permitted
Yes: Changes by environment parameter are possible and can be
performed as needed

3.

For Windows, if a path containing a folder protected by UAC or WRP is
set, because the service is started by the SYSTEM user for which UAC and
WRP is permitted, instead of outputting to another folder by redirect, no
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error (KAVF14241-E) or warning (KAVF14271-W) is output. The
installation destination folder can be output as Everyone: Full control.

Table 7-68 List of items specified for the jr3alget command
Item specified
Command working
directory

Specification
method1
--

Specified value

Can be changed
by environment
parameter2

Not specified in particular, but this directory No
becomes the same directory as the Agent
Collector service process, which is the
parent process.
It is possible to change this by defining the
value of the WORKDIR label in the
COMMAND section of the environment
parameter settings file, but this is not
permitted.3

RFC connection
information
(application server
host)

Argument

The contents loaded from the ASHOST
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are specified
by argument. (format: -h <ASHOST>)

--

RFC connection
information (system
number)

Argument

The contents loaded from the SYSNR
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are specified
by argument. (format: -s <SYSNR>)

--

RFC connection
information (client)

Argument

The contents loaded from the CLIENT
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are specified
by argument. (format: -c <CLIENT>)

--

RFC connection
information (user
name)

Argument

The contents loaded from the USER
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are specified
by argument. (format: -u <USER>)

--

RFC connection
information
(password)

Argument

The contents loaded from the PASSWD
parameter of the jpcagt.ini file are specified
by argument. (format: -p <PASSWD>)

--

RFC connection
information
(extended
password)

Argument

RFC connection
information
(language)

Environment

This can be specified by the LANG label in
Yes
the CONNECT section of the environment
parameter settings file. (For details about
values that can be specified, see Table 7-65
Agent Collector startup information
(jpcagt.ini) on page 7-126.)If this is not
specified in the environment parameter
settings file, the default language of the
connection destination SAP system is used.

RFC connection
information
(codepage)

Environment

This can be specified by the CODEPAGE
label in the CONNECT section of the
environment parameter settings file. (For
details about values that can be specified,
see Table 7-65 Agent Collector startup
information (jpcagt.ini) on page 7-126.)
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Yes

Item specified

Specification
method1

Specified value

Can be changed
by environment
parameter2

If this is not specified in the environment
parameter settings file, the default
codepage of the connection destination SAP
system is used.
Name of the monitor Environment
set being monitored

The name of the monitor set being
monitored is specified by the
MONITOR_SET label in the TARGET section
of the environment parameter settings file.

Yes

Name of the monitor Environment
being monitored

The name of the monitor being monitored is Yes
specified by the MONITOR label in the
TARGET section of the environment
parameter settings file.
The initial value is Entire System.

Extraction duration
specification

Argument

Whether to perform differential-data
extraction by using a timestamp file is
specified by an argument. (format: lasttime)

--

Timestamp file
name

Argument

The value of the -lasttime option is
specified by argument.

--

•

For UNIX
log/jr3alget.timestamp

•

For Windows:
log\jr3alget.timestamp

This file is created at the above path within
the log directory for the Agent Collector
service. This file name is fixed, and cannot
be changed.
Output destination

Argument

Whether log files are output at the path
specified in the environment parameter
settings file is specified by argument.
(format: -x2)

--

Output destination
log file path

Environment

The name of the output destination log file
is specified by the X2PATH label in the
EXTRACTFILE section of the environment
parameter settings file. 3

Yes

The initial values are:
•

For UNIX
log/ALERT

•

For Windows
log\ALERT

This file is created at the above path within
the log directory for the Agent Collector
service.
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Item specified

Specification
method1

Specified value

Can be changed
by environment
parameter2

Size of the output
destination log file
(in KB)

Environment

The log file size is specified by the SIZE
label in the EXTRACTFILE section of the
environment parameter settings file. The
initial value is 1024.

Yes

Trace information
(message log
acquisition level)

Environment

The message log acquisition level is
Yes
specified by the MSGLOG_LEVEL label in the
TRACE section of the environment
parameter settings file. The initial value is
2.

Trace information
(message log file
size)

Environment

The size of message log files is specified by
the MSGLOG_SIZE label in the TRACE
section of the environment parameter
settings file. The initial value is 512.

Yes

Trace information
(directory for
obtaining message
log files)

Environment

The location in which a message log file is
created is specified by the MSGLOG_DIR
label in the TRACE section of the
environment parameter settings file.3

No

The specified value is always as follows:
•

For UNIX: log

•

For Windows: log

This file is created at the above path within
the log directory for the Agent Collector
service. This parameter might not be
changed.
Trace information
Environment
(data log acquisition
level)

The data log acquisition level is specified by Yes
the DATALOG_LEVEL label in the TRACE
section of the environment parameter
settings file. The initial value is 2.

Trace information
(data log file size)

Environment

The data log file size is specified by the
DATALOG_SIZE label in the TRACE section
of the environment parameter settings file.
The initial value is 512.

Yes

Trace information
(directory for
obtaining data log
files)

Environment

The location in which data log files are
created is specified by the DATALOG_DIR
label in the TRACE section of the
environment parameter settings file.3

No

The specified value is always as follows:
•

For UNIX: log

•

For Windows: log

Notes:
1.
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Argument: Used by specifying an argument
Environment: Used by specification in the environment parameter
settings file
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2.

Cannot be changed by environment parameters, as it is already specified
by argument (with the Agent Collector service)
No: Changes by environment parameter are possible but not permitted
Yes: Changes by environment parameter are possible and can be
performed as needed

3.

For Windows, if a path containing a folder protected by UAC or WRP is
set, because the service is started by the SYSTEM user for which UAC and
WRP is permitted, instead of outputting to another folder by redirect, no
error (KAVF14241-E) or warning (KAVF14271-W) is output. The
installation destination folder can be output as Everyone: Full control.

Setting environment parameter files for extracting log information
and CCMS alert information from the SAP system
During jr3slget command execution, when the environment parameter
settings file is specified as an argument, system log information from the SAP
system is extracted according to the jr3slget parameter file settings.
During jr3alget command execution, when the environment parameter
settings file is specified as an argument, CCMS alert information from the SAP
system is extracted according to the jr3alget parameter file settings.

Setting environment parameters for extracting log information from the SAP
system
1.

Make a copy of the default jr3slget.ini.sample parameter file.
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/evtrap/jr3slget.ini.sample
The default jr3slget.ini file is shown in Figure 7-6 Sample jr3slget
parameter file on page 7-142.
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Figure 7-6 Sample jr3slget parameter file
2.

7-142

Edit the settings.
The settings shown in bold-italic in Figure 7-7 Editable jr3slget log
information on page 7-143 can be edited. For details about these settings
refer to Description of environment parameter settings files on page
7-145.
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Figure 7-7 Editable jr3slget log information
3.

Save the edited file in the following location:
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/instance-name/jr3slget.ini

Required permissions in UNIX:
444 (-r--r--r--)

During jr3slget command execution, if the -cnf option is specified,
system log information for the SAP system is extracted according to the
environment parameter settings file.

Setting environment parameters for extracting CCMS alert information from the
SAP system
1.

Make a copy of the default jr3alget.ini.sample parameter file.
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/evtrap/jr3alget.ini.sample
The default jr3alget.ini file is shown in Figure 7-8 Sample jr3alget
parameter file on page 7-144.
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Figure 7-8 Sample jr3alget parameter file
2.

7-144

Edit the settings.
The settings shown in bold-italic in Figure 7-9 Editable jr3alget log
information on page 7-145 can be edited. For details about these settings
refer to Description of environment parameter settings files on page
7-145.
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Figure 7-9 Editable jr3alget log information
3.

Save the edited file in the following location:
/opt/jp1pc/agtm/agent/instance-name/jr3alget.ini

Required permissions in UNIX:
444 (-r--r--r--)

During jr3alget command execution, if the -cnf option is specified,
CCMS alert information for the SAP system is extracted according to the
environment parameter settings file.

Description of environment parameter settings files
Environment parameter settings files are input files for the commands
provided by SAP event management functionality. The environment
parameter setting files are created and edited by users to define various
environment parameters in advance. Note that the location of the default
environment parameter settings file (the file searched by the system when
the -cnf option is not specified) is command-name.ini in the current
directory during command execution.
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The following tables describe that values that can be specified in the
environment parameter settings files.

RFC connection information (CONNECT section)
Table 7-69 RFC connection information (CONNECT section)
Category
Address

Login

Label

Meaning

Allowable Values

Default*

Allowable
option

ASHOST

Application server host 1 to 100 bytes of
(For details, see the -h alphanumeric
option.)
characters

--

-h

SYSNR

System number (For
details, see the -s
option.)

1 or 2 bytes of
numerals from 0 to 99

--

-s

CLIENT

Client (For details, see
the -c option.)

1 to 3 bytes of
numerals from 0 to
999

--

-c

USER

User name (For
details, see the -u
option.)

1 to 12 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters

--

-u

PASSWD

Password (For details,
see the -p option.)

1 to 8 bytes

--

-p

PASSWD2

Extended password
(08-50 or later). For
details, see the -p2
option.)

1 to 40 bytes

--

-p2

LANG

Language (For details,
see the -l option.)

1 or 2 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters

--

-l

CODEPAGE

Codepage (For details,
see the -codepage
option.)

1 to 4 bytes of
numerals from 0 to
9999

--

-codepage

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

Trace information (TRACE section)
Table 7-70 TRACE information (TRACE section)
Category
Message log
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Label
MSGLOG_LEVEL

Meaning
Specifies the acquisition
level for message logs
saving application trace
information
•

0: Not collected

•

1: Minimum (errors
only)

Default1

Allowable Values
Number from 0 to 4
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2

Category

Label

Meaning

MSGLOG_SIZE

•

3: Details

•

4: Debug

Specifies the range of file
sizes for obtaining
message logs, from 0 to
65535 (KB)

MSGLOG_DIR

•

0: Maximum system
value2

•

1 to 65535: Wrap
around within the
specified size (KB)

Specify this to change the
acquisition directory for
message log files from the
default. Note that
message log file names
are fixed at commandname.log

Number from 0 to
65535

512

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters. Must be
specified using no
more than 255 bytes
including delimiter
and commandname.log.

Working
directory for the
command, or
current directory
when the
WORKDIR label
has not been
changed in the
COMMAND
section

If a relative path is
specified, the path is
resolved from the
working directory of
the command.
Data log

DATALOG_LEVEL

DATALOG_SIZE

DATALOG_DIR

Specifies the acquisition
level of data logs storing
various application data.
•

0: Not collected

•

1: Minimum (errors
only)

•

3: Details

•

4: Debug

Specifies the size of data
log files to be acquired,
from 0 to 65535 (KB).
•

0: Maximum system
value2

•

1 to 65535: Wrap
around within the
specified size (KB)

Specify this to change the
directory for obtaining
data log files, from the
default. Note that
message log file names
are fixed at commandname.dat.

Default1

Allowable Values

Number from 0 to 4

2

Number from 0 to
65535

512

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters. This must
be specified using no
more than 255 bytes,
including the delimiter
and commandname.dat.

Working
directory for the
command, or
current directory
when the
WORKDIR label
has not been
changed in the
COMMAND
section

If a relative path is
specified, the path is
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Category

Label

Meaning

Default1

Allowable Values
resolved from the
working directory of
the command.

Notes:
1.

Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

2.

In the current implementation, this is set to the maximum value that can
be represented by a 32-bit signed integer, 0x7FFFFFF (around 2 GB).

Execution environment (COMMAND section)
Table 7-71 Execution environment (COMMAND section)
Category
--

Label

Meaning

WORKDIR

Allowable Values

Specify this to change the 1 to 255 bytes of
command working
alphanumeric
directory from the default. characters.

Default*
Current
directory

If a relative path is
specified, it is
resolved from the
current directory.

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

Options (Option section)
This information is not available to end-users (support added in latest
patched versions of 08-50 and 06-70 or later).

Table 7-72 Options (Option section)
Category
--

Label

Meaning

SHIFTEXTRACTTIME

To ensure that data is
completely obtained
during differential
extraction, this item
specifies how many
seconds the end time for
the extraction period
should be moved back
from the command
execution time.

Allowable Values
Number from 0 to 600

Default*
5

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.
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jr3slget-specific parameters
The following parameters and allowable values are jr3slget-specific.

Target (TARGET section)
Table 7-73 jr3slget-specific (TARGET section)
Category
--

Label

Meaning

SERVER

Allowable Values

Application server name
Number from 0 to 600
(For details, see the -server
option)

Allowable
option

Default*
5

-server

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

Output format (FORMAT section)
Table 7-74 Output format (FORMAT section)
Category
--

Label
COLUMN

Allowable
Values

Meaning
Enumerates
COLUMN labels to
control selection
and sorting for the
output target field.
Specify this to
customize record
layout.

Field ID (For
details, see the
section titled
Output format
and contents in
the description
of the jr3slget
command in the
Tuning Manager
CLI Reference
Guide

Default*
•

Column 1: <TIME>

•

Column 2: <INSTANCE>

•

Column 3: <USER>

•

Column 4: <PROGRAM>

•

Column 5: <MSGNO>

•

Column 6: <MSGTEXT>

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

Output destination (EXTRACTFILE section)
Table 7-75 Output destination (EXTRACTFILE section)
Category
--

Label
SIZE

Meaning
Specifies the maximum
size for log files, when
results records are stored
in log files, from 0 to
65535 (KB).
•

Allowable Values
Number from 0 to
65535

Default1
1024

0: Maximum system
value2
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Category

Label

Meaning
•

X2PATH

Default1

Allowable Values

1 to 65535: Wrap
around within the
specified size (KB)

Specifies the path of the
log file applied when log
file output is specified for
the -x2 option.

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters.

--

If a relative path is
specified, the path is
resolved from the
working directory of
the command. (current
directory when the
WORKDIR label has
not been changed in
the COMMAND section)

Notes:
1.

Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

2.

In the current implementation, this is set to the maximum value that can
be represented by a 32-bit signed integer, 0x7FFFFFF (around 2 GB).

Options (Options section)
Table 7-76 Options (Options section)
Category
--

Label

Meaning

HEADER_STRING

Allowable Values

The string for determining String of 1 to 255
header lines. As many as bytes
5 can be specified,
separated by commas.
Commas cannot be used
to determine header lines.

Default*
|MNo|, |Grp|
N|

Consecutive commas
make no difference in
input. In other words, |
MNo|, ,, ,, |Grp|N|
and |MNo|, |Grp|N| are
the same.

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

jr3alget-specific parameters
The following parameters and allowable values are jr3alget-specific.
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Target (TARGET section)
Table 7-77 Target (TARGET section)
Category
--

Label

Meaning

Allowable Values

Allowable
option

Default*

MONITOR_SET

Monitor set name (For
details, see the -ms
option)

1 to 60 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters

--

-ms

MONITOR

Monitor name (For
details, see the -mn
option)

1 to 60 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters

--

-mn

COMPLETE

Specifies whether to
complete extracted
alerts.

1 byte of
alphanumeric
character

--

-complete

Y: Completes extracted
alerts. Other than Y:
Does not complete
extracted alerts.
(For details, see the complete option)

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

Output format (FORMAT section)
Table 7-78 Output format (FORMAT section)
Category
--

Label
COLUMN

TIMEZONE

Meaning
Enumerates
COLUMN labels to
control selection
and sorting for the
output target field.
Specify this to
customize record
layout.

Specifies the time
zone using the time
information
specified by the
Field ID:
•

<ALERTDATE>

•

<ALERTTIME>

•

<STATCHGDAT
>

Allowable
Values

Default*

Field ID (For
details, see the
section titled
Output format
and contents in
the description
of the jr3slget
command in the
Tuning Manager
CLI Reference
Guide

•

Column 1: <TIME>

•

Column 2: <INSTANCE>

•

Column 3: <USER>

•

Column 4: <PROGRAM>

•

Column 5: <MSGNO>

•

Column 6: <MSGTEXT>

•

Column 7: <VALUE>

•

Column 8: <SEVERITY>

•

Column 9: <MSG>

UTC: Output in
UTC
(coordinated
universal time)

UTC
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Category

Label

Allowable
Values

Meaning
•

Default*

<STATCHGTIM
>

* Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.
Note: The TIMEZONE specification is valid only for version 07-00 or later. It
is disregarded for other versions.

Output destination (EXTRACTFILE section)
Table 7-79 Output destination (EXTRACTFILE section)
Category
--

Label
SIZE

Meaning
Specifies the maximum
size for log files, when
results records are stored
in log files, from 0 to
65535 (KB).

X2PATH

•

0: Maximum system
value2

•

1 to 65535: Wrap
around within the
specified size (KB)

Specifies the path of the
log file applied when log
file output is specified for
the -x2 option.

Default1

Allowable Values
Number from 0 to
65535

1024

1 to 255 bytes of
alphanumeric
characters.

--

If a relative path is
specified, the path is
resolved from the
working directory of
the command. (current
directory when the
WORKDIR label has
not been changed in
the COMMAND section)

Notes:
1.

Even if no default is specified in the environment parameter settings file,
this is a value kept internally by the command.

2.

In the current implementation, this is set to the maximum value that can
be represented by a 32-bit signed integer, 0x7FFFFFF (around 2 GB).

Miscellaneous Agent for EAP information
The following miscellaneous information is related to Agent for EAP.
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Supported LANG environment variables
OS
Solaris

English
Japanese

HP-UX

Supported LANG
environment
variable

Language types
C
Shift-JIS encoding

English
Japanese

ja_JP.PCK
C

Shift-JIS encoding

ja_JP.SJIS
japanese

Setting host names or IP addresses
Main Console, Performance Reporter, and Collection Manager use TCP/IP for
communication. For this reason, an accessible host name or IP address must
be set for each service. (If host names are used, the system uses the IP
addresses that were first resolved from the host name of Main Console and
Performance Reporter, and the host name of Collection Manager.)
For example, IP addresses must be set in the following situations:
•

The Tuning Manager server host connects to two networks (a business
LAN and a monitoring LAN), and Tuning Manager server communicates
with other hosts in the monitoring LAN.

•

The LAN cable is temporarily unplugged from the NIC during host
maintenance (this can cause the IP address assigned to the NIC to no
longer be valid).

For details on setting the host name or IP address of Main Console and
Performance Reporter, see the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide
Server Administration Guide.
To set the host name or IP address of Collection Manager:
In the jpcvsvr.ini file on the Tuning Manager server host, set the host
name as follows, and then restart Collection Manager:
java.rmi.server.hostname=Tuning-Manager-server-host-name-or-IPaddress
The following list shows the location of the jpcvsvr.ini file for each OS:
For Tuning Manager server on Windows:
•

When Tuning Manager server runs on a physical host:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr
\jpcvsvr.ini

•

When Tuning Manager server runs on a logical host:
environment-directory\jp1pc\mgr\viewsvr\jpcvsvr.ini

For Tuning Manager server on UNIX:
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•

When Tuning Manager server runs on a physical host:
/opt/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/jpcvsvr.ini

•

When Tuning Manager server runs on a logical host:
environment-directory/jp1pc/mgr/viewsvr/jpcvsvr.ini

Operating Agent for EAP in a cluster system
In SAP NetWeaver 7.0 and later, the message server and enqueue service are
isolated from the CI as an ASCS instance, which makes it possible to narrow
the scope of the cluster environment to the ASCS instance rather than the
entire CI. This enables the cluster system to operate in an active-active
configuration. (By this configuration, the only services the CI retains are
application services, making it equivalent to a DI). Redundancy can be
ensured by distributing the DI and other services between multiple
application servers.
From SAP NetWeaver 7.0, SAP AG only supports environments in an ASCS
configuration. For this reason, Tuning Manager - Agent for EAP only supports
cluster operation in an active-active configuration for SAP NetWeaver 7.0 and
later, as does Tuning Manager - Agent for EAP. When installed on a host in a
cluster system in an active-active configuration, Tuning Manager - Agent for
EAP is installed on each host, and runs on a physical host not a logical one.

Operating agents in cluster systems
This section describes how to set up an agent for operation in a cluster
system, and how to cancel setup of an agent in a cluster system to stop
operation. In each procedure, there are some steps that you must perform
for all agents and other steps that you must perform for a specific agent.
Perform the steps required for your agent only. For details on using the
Tuning Manager API, see the chapter about setting up Agents to use Tuning
Manager API in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.

Setting up agents in cluster systems
Setup procedures in a cluster system differ for an active node and standby
node. Perform setup for the active node first, and then for the standby node.
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•

If you set up an agent in a logical host environment, the settings of the
agent in the physical host environment will not be inherited. For both
logical and physical host environments, the instance environment is newly
created when the instance environment is set.

•

If you set up Agent for Exchange Server in a logical host environment, do
not run Agent for Exchange Server in the physical host environment. After
configuring the logical host environment, if the service startup setting for
Agent for Exchange Server has been set to automatic in the physical host
environment, change it to manual.

•

Operating in Hybrid Store:
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In a cluster configuration, you cannot operate Agent for RAID with each
instance allocated on a different logical host. If you want to operate a
cluster environment, make sure to operate the instances of Agent for
RAID on a single logical host. In addition, run the Tuning Manager Agent
REST API components in a cluster.
•

Operating in the Store database with the Tuning Manager API:
If you want to operate a cluster environment where instances of Agent for
RAID are operated on one logical host, make sure to run the Tuning
Manager Agent REST API components in a cluster.
If the instances of Agent for RAID are allocated on different logical hosts
in a cluster configuration, the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
components cannot be operated in a cluster. Run the Tuning Manager
Agent REST API components on a physical host, for both execution nodes
and standby nodes.

Setting up the active node's logical host environment
Set up a logical host environment for the agent in the active node. To set up
multiple agents on a single logical host, perform steps 1 and 2 once. Next,
perform steps 3 to 8 for each agent, and then proceed from step 9 normally.
To set up a logical host environment for one or more agents in the active
node:
1.

Stop all the services for Collection Manager, and stop all agents in the
entire Tuning Manager series system.

2.

Mount the shared disk.
Make sure that the shared disk is mounted. If it is not, use cluster
software or a volume manager to mount it.

3.

Set up a logical host environment for the agent.
Execute the jpchasetup create command to create a logical host
environment.
This command copies required data to the shared disk, sets definitions for
a logical host, and creates a logical host environment.
To create a logical host environment:
a.

Execute the jpchasetup create command to create a logical host
environment for the agent, as shown in the following example:
- Windows: jpchasetup create xxxx -lhost tm1-ha1 -d S:\tm1
- UNIX: jpchasetup create xxxx -lhost tm1-ha1 -d /tm1
xxxx indicates a service key for each agent. For service keys of
agents, see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on
page 4-7.
Use the -lhost option to specify the logical host name. In this
example, tm1-ha1 is specified as the logical host name. If DNS is
used, specify the logical host name without specifying the domain
name.
Specify the directory name of the shared disk as the environment
directory name in the -d option. For example, if you specify -d S:\tm1
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on a Windows host, then S:\tm1\jp1pc will be created and a file for
the logical host environment will be created. If you specify-d /tm1 in
a UNIX host, then /tm1/jp1pc will be created and a file for a logical
host environment will be created.
Note: For Agent for Oracle, do not specify a path containing the
following characters as a directory name of a shared disk.
()
If a left parenthesis (() or a right parenthesis ()) is contained in a
directory name of a shared disk, you can set an environment of a
logical host, but you will not be able to start Agent for Oracle.
b.

4.

Execute the jpchasetup list command to check that the setting of
the created logical host environment is correct, as shown in the
following example:
jpchasetup list all

Set the connection-target Tuning Manager server.
Execute the jpcnshostname command to specify the Tuning Manager
server that will manage the agent, as shown in the following example:
jpcnshostname -s tm1 -lhost tm1-ha1
Use the -s option to specify the host name of the connection-target
Tuning Manager server host. When the connection-target Tuning Manager
server is running on a logical host, specify the logical host name of the
connection-target Tuning Manager server host by using the -s option. In
this example, the host name of the Tuning Manager server host is
specified as tm1.
Also, use the -lhost option to specify the logical host name of the agent
host. In this example, the logical host name of the agent host is specified
as tm1-ha1.

5.

Create an Oracle account to be used by Agent for Oracle (this step is
required for Agent for Oracle only).
Create an Oracle account that has the system privileges required to
monitor Oracle databases and collect performance information through
Agent for Oracle. For details about creating an Oracle account, see
Creating a Oracle database user account used by Agent for Oracle on
page 7-54.
Note: This setup procedure is not necessary if you use the sys account.

6.

Set up an instance environment.
a.

Execute the jpcinssetup command to set up an instance
environment for the agent, as shown in the following example:
jpcinssetup xxxx -lhost tm1-ha1 -inst tminst
xxxx indicates a service key for each agent. For service keys of
agents, see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on
page 4-7.
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Use the -lhost option to specify the logical host name. In this
example, the logical host name for the agent is specified as tm1-ha1,
and the instance name is tminst.
b.

Set up an instance environment.
An instance environment is set up in the same way as a non-cluster
system. For details on what is to be set up, see the section that
describes how to set up an instance environment for each agent in
this chapter.
Note: When using Agent for RAID to monitor the Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600, Hitachi Unified
Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform series V/VM, or Hitachi USP
series, you must also perform the setup explained in Monitoring
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200, G400, G600,
Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM series,
or Hitachi USP in a cluster system on page 7-177.
When you set a value for log_path of Agent for Oracle or LOG_PATH of
Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, specify a path on the shared disk as a
folder to which the Agent log is output.

7.

Register objects in the Oracle database (this step is required for Agent for
Oracle only).
You need to register the objects (such as monitoring procedures and work
tables) required to use Agent for Oracle to monitor an Oracle database.
To register the objects, use an SQL script provided by Agent for Oracle.
For details, see Registering objects in the Oracle database on page 7-72.

8.

Register the stored procedure (this step is required for Agent for Microsoft
SQL Server only).
Register the stored procedure that is used when Agent for Microsoft SQL
Server obtains a list of names and sizes of the database from Microsoft
SQL Server.
The procedure for registering the stored procedure is the same as for a
non-cluster system. For details about registering the stored procedure,
see Registering the stored procedure on page 7-98.

9.

Set up a logical host environment for Collection Manager or other agents.
If you want to set up Collection Manager on the same logical host as the
agent, set up a logical host environment at this time. For details about
the setup procedure for Collection Manager, see Setting up environments
in a cluster system on page 3-33.
If you want to set up multiple agents on the same logical host, at this
time, perform steps 3 to 8 for all agents to be set up.

10. Set a port number.
You need to perform this setup only when Tuning Manager series
programs are used in a network environment with a firewall. If
communications among the Tuning Manager series programs are via a
firewall, specify a port number by using the jpcnsconfig port command.
For details about setting port numbers, see Configuring the port number
on page 6-7. For details about the list of the port numbers, see the
appendix in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
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11. Set an IP address.
You can specify an IP address when using Tuning Manager series
programs in a network environment with more than one LAN connected.
To specify an IP address, edit the jpchosts file directly.
For details on setting an IP address, see Setting the IP address on page
6-10.
Note: After editing the jpchosts file, copy it from the active node to the
standby node.
12. Change the size of the common message log file.
For the common message log, two 8192-kilobyte files are used by default.
This setting is necessary only if you want to change the size of these files.
For details about how to change their sizes, see the chapter that has log
information in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
13. Change the storage location for performance data.
This setting is necessary only if you want to change the storage location,
backup target, export target, or import folder for the performance data
that is managed by an agent.
For details about how to change this setting, see Changing settings for
the Agent Store service for the Store database on page 6-19.
14. Specify the switches that you do not want to monitor (Agent for SAN
Switch only)
This step is required only if the monitored fabric contains switches or
firmware-version switches that are not supported.
The procedure for specifying unmonitored switches is the same as for in a
non-cluster system. For details on how to specify unmonitored switches,
see Settings for switches that are not monitored on page 7-38.
15. Export the definitions of the logical host environment.
After creating a logical host environment for the agent, export the
environment definitions to a file. All the definitions of the Collection
Manager and agents that are set up on the logical host will be output to
the file. After the setup of the Collection Manager and agents that are to
be operated on the same logical host has been completed, start
exportation.
To export the definitions of the logical host environment, execute the
jpchasetup export command. This command will output, to an export
file, the definitions of the logical host environment that has been created.
The export file may have any name. For example, to export the
definitions of the logical host environment to the lhostexp.txt file,
execute the following command:
jpchasetup export -f lhostexp.txt
16. Copy the exported file to the standby node.
Copy the file that you exported at step 15 from the active node to the
standby node.
17. Unmount the shared disk.
End operations by unmounting the shared disk on the Windows host, or
the file system on the UNIX host. To unmount the shared disk on the
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Windows host, use cluster software or a volume manager. To continue to
use the shared disk, you do not have to unmount the shared disk or file
system.
If you are setting up Collection Manager on the active node, go to step 5
in the Procedure on the active node in Environment settings for Collection
Manager on page 3-33.
Note specific to UNIX hosts: If there is a jp1pc directory in the specified
environment directory, and there are files under the jp1pc directory
despite the shared disk being unmounted, setup was performed while the
shared disk was not mounted. In such a case, perform the following
procedure to resolve the problem:
a.

Use the tar command to archive the jp1pc directory in the specified
environment directory on the local disk.

b.

Mount the shared disk.

c.

If the specified environment directory does not exist on the shared
disk, create the environment directory.

d.

From the tar file created at (a), extract the archived directory into
the environment directory on the shared disk.

e.

Unmount the shared disk.

f.

Delete the jp1pc directory and its subordinates from the specified
directory on the local disk.

Setting up the standby node's logical host environment
Set up a logical host environment for the agent in the standby node. To set
up the logical host environment, import, to the standby node, the definitions
of the logical host environment that were exported at the active node.
To import the definitions of the logical host environment for the agent, use
the jpchasetup import command. If more than one Collection Manager or
agent has been set up on a single logical host, all the definitions are imported
at the same time.
You do not have to mount the shared disk to execute this command.
To set up the logical host environment for the standby node:
1.

Execute the jpchasetup import command to import the definitions of the
logical host environment, as shown in the following example:
jpchasetup import -f lhostexp.txt
This command will change the environment settings for the standby node
to those in the export file, and it will set up the environment for starting
the Collection Manager and agents on the logical host. The fixed port
number specified by the jpcnsconfig port command during setup for the
active node will also be imported.

2.

Execute the jpchasetup list command to check that the setting of the
logical host environment is the same as that for the active node, as
shown in the following example:
jpchasetup list all
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Setting the logical host name (when use of the Tuning Manager API is enabled)
Set the logical host name in the htnm_httpsd.conf file of the Tuning
Manager Agent REST API component.
To set the logical host name:
1.

Stop the services of the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component
services (Tuning Manager - Agent REST Web Service and Tuning Manager
- Agent REST Application Service) using the following command:
¢

¢

2.

In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\ htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
Agent-installation-folder/htnm/bin/ htmsrv stop -all

If you run the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component in a cluster, in
the htnm_httpsd.conf file of the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component, edit the ServerName property to specify the logical host
name. The values are case-sensitive.
The following is an example of the htnm_httpsd.conf file:
--------------------------------ServerName logical-host-name
...Listen 24221SSLDisable...#Listen 24222#SSLEnable...
--------------------------------In addition, if it is necessary to change the port numbers and other
default setting values of the htnm_httpsd.conf file, make sure that the
same values are set for both the active node and standby node.
Note: After setting the logical host name, make sure you configure the
following settings on the Tuning Manager server:
•

To set up the environment on the Tuning Manager Server, you must
edit the user.properties file of Tuning Manager Server REST API
Component
In the user.properties file, specify the logical host name for the
following entries:
- rest.discovery.agent.host.HostNamen.host
- rest.discovery.agent.host.HostNamen.host
- rest.discovery.agent.host.HostNamen.port
For details about how to edit the user.properties file and how to
change the API Agent host name, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

•
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If the properties file (dbdataglobalconfig.ini) was modified to
comply with the "Setting to change the output destinations of Hybrid
Store of all the instances on the same host", you must make the
following modifications after you have changed the logical host name
before starting the service:
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- Change the logical host name folder before the change that is
located under the folder specified as the output destination to the new
logical host name folder after the change.

Copying the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component file (when the Tuning
Manager API is enabled)
Follow the procedure below to copy the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component file configured on the active node to the standby node:
1.

2.

Copy the performance-information-output-destination settings file from
the active node to the standby node.
The target folder path on the standby node must be identical to the
source folder path on the active node.
Note that, among the properties files that specify the output destinations
of the performance data of the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component, only jpcagt.ini and dbconfig.inib are placed under the
environment directorya of the logical host of Agent. The batch setting files
for all Agent types (apidataglobalconfig.ini and
dbdataglobalconfig.ini)b are not placed on the shared disk.
a.

The environment directory is the directory on the shared disk that you
specified when you created the logical host.

b.

These are required when Hybrid Store is used.

Copy the htnm_httpsd.conf file on the active node to the standby node.
Copy the htnm_httpsd.conf file that you configured on the active node to
the same directory path on the standby node so that the settings of the
active and standby nodes will be the same.

Manually setting the start of the services that are registered to the cluster
The start and stop of services registered to the cluster are controlled from the
cluster. Therefore, set the Type of startup of the services to Manual so that
they are not started when the OS starts. Note that, if you use the jpcconf
ha setup (jpchasetup create) command to set up a service, the startup
type of the service is set to Manual
When operating the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component in a cluster,
you must also set up a manual start for the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component services.
This section describes how to set manual startup of the Tuning Manager
Agent REST API component service.
1.

Stop the services of the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component
services (Tuning Manager - Agent REST Web Service and Tuning Manager
- Agent REST Application Service) using the following command:
¢

¢

In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\ htmsrv stop -all
In Linux:
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Agent-installation-folder/htnm/bin/ htmsrv stop -all
2.

Run the following command to change the startup type of the service
from automatic to manual:
¢

¢

In Windows:
Agent-installation-folder\htnm\bin\htmsrv starttype manual
-webservice
In Linux:
Agent-installation-folder/htnm/bin/htmsrv starttype manual
-webservice

Registering an agent in the cluster software
To use an agent in a logical host environment, register it in the cluster
software. This registration sets up the environment so that the agent can be
started or terminated via control from the cluster software.
This section describes how to register an agent in the cluster software
separately for each OS.
Note: If you perform operations by using the Tuning Manager Agent REST
API component service on a physical host, make sure not to register the
service in the cluster software.

Windows
The examples below describe the settings specified when registering agents
in the cluster software on a Windows host. The examples use Windows WSFC
as the cluster software. You need to register the services indicated in Table
7-80 Agent services to be registered in cluster software on page 7-162 on the
cluster software.
Note: If you want to use Agent for Oracle, you need to register resources of
the Oracle database before registering the services of Agent for Oracle.

Table 7-80 Agent services to be registered in cluster software
Agent name
Agent for RAID

7-162

Name

Service name

Dependency

PFM - Agent Store for
RAID instance-name
[lhost]

JP1PCAGT_DS_instancename [lhost]

IP address resource

PFM - Agent for RAID
instance-name [lhost]

JP1PCAGT_DA_instancename [lhost]

Cluster resource for PFM
- Agent Store for
RAIDinstance-name
[lhost]

PFM - Action Handler
[lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PH [lhost]

IP address resource

Physical disk resource
View Server service1
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Physical disk resource

Agent name

Agent for SAN Switch

Agent for NAS

Agent for Oracle

Name

Service name

Dependency

Tuning Manager - Agent
REST Web Service2

TuningManagerAgentRESTWebService

Cluster resource for PFM
- Agent for RAID
instance-name [lhost]

Tuning Manager - Agent
REST Application
Service2

AgentRESTService

Cluster resource for
Tuning Manager - Agent
REST Web Service

PFM - Agent Store for
SANSwitch instancename [lhost]

JP1PCAGT_WS_instance- IP address resource
name [lhost]
Physical disk resource

PFM - Agent for
SANSwitch instancename [lhost]

JP1PCAGT_WA_instance- Cluster resource for PFM
name [lhost]
- Agent Store for
SANSwitchinstancename [lhost]

PFM - Action Handler
[lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PH [lhost]

PFM - Agent Store for
NAS instance-name
[lhost]

JP1PCAGT_NS_instancename [lhost]

PFM - Agent for NAS
instance-name [lhost]

JP1PCAGT_NA_instancename [lhost]

Cluster resource for PFM
- Agent Store for
NASinstance-name
[lhost]

PFM - Action Handler
[lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PH [lhost]

IP address resource

PFM - Agent Store for
Oracle instance-name
[lhost]

JP1PCAGT_OS_instancename [lhost]

View Server service1

IP address resource
Physical disk resource
IP address resource
Physical disk resource
View Server service1

Physical disk resource
IP address resource that
is defined in the cluster
environment of the
monitored Oracle
Physical disk resource on
the shared disk
Oracle database
resource
View Server service for
overwrite installation or
for upgrading from 8.x

PFM - Agent for Oracle
instance-name [lhost]

JP1PCAGT_OA_instancename [lhost]

Cluster resource for PFM
- Agent Store for
Oracleinstance-name
[lhost]

PFM - Action Handler
[lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PH [lhost]

IP address resource that
is defined in the cluster
environment of the
monitored Oracle
Physical disk resource on
the shared disk
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Agent name

Name

Agent for Microsoft® SQL PFM - Agent Store for
Microsoft SQL
Server
Serverinstance-name
[lhost]

Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server

Service name
JP1PCAGT_QS_instancename [lhost]

Dependency
IP address resource
Physical disk resource
View Server service for
overwrite installation or
for upgrading from 8.x

PFM - Agent for Microsoft JP1PCAGT_QA_instanceSQL Serverinstancename [lhost]
name [lhost]

Cluster resource for PFM
- Agent Store for
Microsoft SQL
Serverinstance-name
[lhost]

PFM - Action Handler
[lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PH [lhost]

IP address resource

PFM - Agent Store for
MSExchange [lhost]

JP1PCAGT_ZS [lhost]

Physical disk resource
IP address resource
Physical disk resource
Microsoft Exchange
Server resource
View Server service for
overwrite installation or
for upgrading from 8.x

PFM - Agent for
MSExchange [lhost]

JP1PCAGT_ZA [lhost]

Cluster resource for PFM
- Agent Store for
MSExchange [lhost]

PFM - Action Handler
[lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PH [lhost]

IP address resource
Physical disk resource

Replace lhost with a logical host name. For example, when you register the
Agent Store service of Agent for RAID, the instance name is 35053, and the
logical host name is tm1-ha1raid, the displayed name of the service will be
PFM - Agent Store for RAID 35053 [tm1-ha1raid], and the service name will
beJP1PCAGT_DS_35053 [tm1-ha1raid].
Notes:
1.

This resource needs to be registered only when Collection Manager and
the agent are running on the same logical host.

2.

You only need to register this service when you use the Tuning Manager
API.
For details about setting up the Tuning Manager API service for use in a
cluster system, see the “Setup for use in a cluster system” in the Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
Note: The cluster software controls the starting and stopping of the
services to be registered. Thus, set Type of startup to Manual so that
the services will not start automatically when the OS starts up. The type
of startup for a service is set to Manual immediately after the service is
set up by the jpchasetup create command.
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If you perform operations by using the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
component service on a physical host, make sure not to register the
service in the cluster software.
The above services are registered as resources of WSFC. Set the resources as
described below. The bold text below indicates items to be set for WSFC.
•

Set Type of resource to Generic service.

•

Set Name, Service name, and Dependency as shown in Table 7-80
Agent services to be registered in cluster software on page 7-162.
Note that a name in the Displayed name column is the name of a service,
and a name in the Service name column is used to specify a service to be
controlled from WSFC.

•

Do not set Startup parameter and Registry replication.

•

Set the Details page of the properties according to whether you want the
system to fail over when a failure occurs with the agent.

•

Normally you specify settings so that no failover occurs. If you want the
system to fail over, set this page as follows:
¢

Restart: Select this item.

¢

Apply to a group: Select this item.

¢

Threshold for the number of restart retries: 3 (the recommended
value).

Note: The cluster software controls the starting and stopping of the
services to be registered. Thus, set Type of startup to Manual so that
the services will not start automatically when the OS starts up. The type
of startup for a service is set to Manual immediately after the service is
set up by thejpchasetup create command.

Agent for Oracle
In any of the following cases, for PFM - Agent Store for Oracleinstance-name
[lhost], specify a dependency with Oracle TNS Listener:
•

When you want to monitor alarms or resources of the listener

•

When there is an Oracle service that is running with an account other
than the local system account

•

When you specify Y for the instance item sqlnet in the instance
environment settings
If you do not specify a dependency with Oracle TNS Listener in these
cases, an error might occur in Oracle.

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
When registering PFM - Agent Store for Microsoft SQL Server and PFM - Agent
for Microsoft SQL Server (both of which are Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
services) with the cluster software, do not specify a dependency with
Microsoft SQL Server, because doing so will delay failover.
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Agent for Microsoft Exchange server
Set up a dependency with the following Microsoft Exchange Server resource
to register the Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server service in the cluster
software:
•

Microsoft Exchange Information Store
The SCC format is the only cluster format supported for Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server.

•

Do not set Startup parameter and Registry replication.

•

Set the Details page of the properties according to whether you want the
system to fail over when a failure occurs with the agent.
For example, if you want the Agent to fail over when it fails, specify
settings as follows:
¢

Restart: Select this item.

¢

Apply to a group: Select this item.

¢

Threshold for the number of restart retries:3 (the recommended
value).

Note: The cluster software controls the starting and stopping of the
services to be registered. Thus, set Type of startup to Manual so that
the services will not start automatically when the OS starts up. The type
of startup for a service is set to Manual immediately after the service is
set up by the jpchasetup create command.

Creating scripts for registering the Agents services with Red hat Hat
High Availability
1.

From the documentation media, click HCS Linux Cluster Sample
Scripts.
You are directed to a download page where you can download the sample
script files.

2.

Unzip the script file to the /etc/init.d directory. The script file is
included for registering the following services:
File name: sc_htnm_agents

3.
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¢

Action Handler Service

¢

Agent Collector service

¢

Agent Store service

¢

Tuning Manager REST API component services

Modify the script file to provide the applicable value for the following
variables. Change the setting in the script file according to the
environment. To add a service to an Agent instance, add the definition of
that Agent instance name.
LHOST=<logical-host-name>
SERVICE_GROUP=<service-group-name>
RAID_INST_NAMEn=<RAID-instance-name>
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4.

To add a service of an Agent instance to be monitored, add the process
name of that Agent Collector service and Agent Store service.
MONITOR_PROCESS="jpcah jpcagtX_$RAID_INST_NAME1 agtX/jpcsto_
$RAID_INST_NAME1 jpcagtX_$RAID_INST_NAME2 agtX/jpcsto_
$RAID_INST_NAME2...jpcagtX_$RAID_INST_NAMEn agtX/jpcsto_
$RAID_INST_NAMEn"
Where:
¢
¢

¢

¢

jpcah is a process of Action Handler service.
jpcagtX_$RAID_INST_NAMEn is a process of an Agent Collector
service.
agtX/jpcsto_$RAID_INST_NAMEn is a process of an Agent Store
service.
X indicates the product ID of each Agent.

5.

To add an Agent service, add the start commands for that Agent service
as per the following setting.
exec_cmd "/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstart act lhost=$LHOST"
exec_cmd "/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstart agtd lhost=$LHOST inst=
$RAID_INST_NAME1"
...
exec_cmd "/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstart agtd lhost=$LHOST inst=
$RAID_INST_NAMEn"
exec_cmd "/opt/jp1pc/htnm/bin/htmsrv start –webservice"(see Note)

6.

To add an Agent service, add the stop commands for that Agent service
as per the following setting.
exec_cmd "/opt/jp1pc/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop –webservice" (see Note)
exec_cmd "/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop agtd lhost=$LHOST inst=
$AGENT_INST_NAMEn"
...
exec_cmd "/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop agtd lhost=$LHOST inst=
$AGENT_INST_NAME1"
exec_cmd "/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop act lhost=$LHOST"

7.

Add # temporarily to the following lines to comment out. If the agent is
Agent for RAID and you use Tuning Manager API, you need to
uncomment the lines when you perform the procedure described in the
“Setup for use in a cluster system” section in the Agent Administration
Guide to enable Tuning Manager API.
# --- User editing script -----------------------/opt/jp1pc/htnm/bin/htmsrv status -webservice 1>/dev/null 2>&1
STATE=$?
if [ $STATE -ne 0 ] ; then
# not running
RETVAL=$DOWN_VALUE
fi
# -------------------------------------------------

8.

Save the script file.

9.

Run the following command to change access permissions:
chmod u+x script-file-name
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10. Register Agents resources using cluster software..
Note: Add # temporarily to this line to comment out. If the agent is
Agent for RAID and you use Tuning Manager API, you need to
uncomment the line when you perform the procedure described in the
“Setup for use in a cluster system” section in the Agent Administration
Guide to enable Tuning Manager API.

Registering Agent resources
This section describes the procedure for registering resources in the cluster
software. You can register resources on the active node or standby node.
1.

2.

From the cluster management application, stop all services of the
installed Agents products.
When using Conga:
a.

Open the Service Groups window, and then select the service group
in which the Agents product services are registered.

b.

Click the stop (disable) icon to stop and disable the service group.

From the cluster management application, use the script file
sc_htnm_agents to register the services in the service group:
When using Conga:

3.

a.

Click Add Resource, and then select Script from the Add Resource
to Service drop-down list.

b.

Click Submit, and then apply the changed content. group.

From the cluster management application, start the service group in
which the Agents product services are registered.
When using Conga:
a.

Open the Service Groups window, and then select the service group
in which the Agents product services are registered.

b.

Click the start icon to stop and disable the service group.

Notes on Red Hat High Availability
Note the following on Red Hat High Availability when you set up Tuning
Manager Agents or register services:
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•

When rgmanager (one of the Red Hat High Availability services) is
started, stop processing is executed for all resources registered in the
cluster. Therefore, when rgmanager is started, the script for stopping
Agents is executed even if Agents have already been stopped. To avoid
such unnecessary processing, write a script that will suppress stop
processing for Agents when rgmanager is offline.

•

Red Hat High Availability does not have a function for suppressing
repeated failover when a failure occurs. To prevent repeated failover due
to a startup failure of resources, create a startup script that will check
whether the Agent process is running at the end of the startup
processing, and that will normally end (if the Agent process has been
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normally started), or abnormally end (if the Agent process has not been
normally started).
•

In Red Hat High Availability, when you install or uninstall Tuning Manager
Agents, you need to stop and delete all the services of Tuning Manager
from the Tuning Manager service group in order to activate only the
resources of the shared disk and logical IP address. Also, after you install
or uninstall Tuning Manager Agents, you need to re-register the Tuning
Manager services that were deleted.

•

When you delete all the Tuning Manager services through Red Hat High
Availability, be careful not to delete the following resources from the
Tuning Manager service group:
¢

Shared disks

¢

Logical IP addresses

UNIX
The example below describes the settings specified when registering agents
in the cluster software on a UNIX host. There are four items required for
registering an application in the UNIX cluster software: Startup, Stop,
Monitoring and Forced stop.

Table 7-81 Control method for agents registered in cluster software
Item
Startup

Description
Execute the following commands in the following order to start the agent:
/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstart act lhost=logical-host-name
/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstart xxxx lhost=logical-host-nameinst=instance-name
xxxx indicates a service key for each agent. For details on a service key for each
agent, see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on page 4-7.
Start the agent after the shared disk and the logical IP address become available.
Note that when using the Tuning Manager API, you need to use the following command
when you use the procedure described in “Setup for use in a cluster system” in the
Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/bin/htmsrv start -webservice

Stop

Execute the following commands in the following order to stop the agent:
/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop xxxx lhost=logical-host-nameinst=instance-name
/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop act lhost=logical-host-name
Stop the agent before the shared disk and the logical IP address are made unavailable.
If services are stopped because of a failure, the return value of the jpcstop command
is 3. In such a case, the operation ends normally because the services are inactive. If
the cluster software uses the return value to determine the execution result, specify
the return value as 0.
Note that when you use Tuning Manager API, you need to use the following command
when you perform the procedure described in the “Setup for use in a cluster system”
section in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/bin/htmsrv stop -webservice

Monitoring

Use the ps command to check that the processes to be monitored are running:
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Item

Description
ps -ef | grep " process-namelogical-host-name" | grep -v "grepprocess-to-bemonitored"
For details about process names, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
For details about processes to be monitored, see Table 7-82 Processes to be monitored
by each agent on page 7-170.
In some situations, agents need to be temporarily stopped. For such situations,
provide a method for suppressing monitoring (such as not monitoring files while they
are undergoing maintenance).
In order to make sure that the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services
(Tuning Manager - Agent REST Web Service and Tuning Manager - Agent REST
Application Service) are working, execute the following command:
/opt/jp1pc/htnm/bin/htmsrv status -webservice
If the command returns a value of 0. then the Tuning Manager API is working properly.

Forced stop

If a forced stop is required, use the following command:
/opt/jp1pc/tools/jpcstop all lhost=logical-host-name kill=immediate
You can specify only all as a service key in the first argument.
Note: By sending SIGKILL, this command performs a forced stop of all the
processes of the Collection Manager and agents running in the specified logical
host environment. At this time, the Collection Manager and agents are stopped not
on the service level but on the logical host level.
A forced stop must be set up only for the cases in which execution of an ordinary stop
cannot stop the system.

Table 7-82 Processes to be monitored by each agent
Agent

Process to be monitored

Agent for RAID

jpcagtd, agtd/jpcsto, jpcah

Agent for SAN Switch

jpcagtw, agtw/jpcsto, jpcah

Agent for NAS

jpcagtn, agtn/jpcsto, jpcah

Agent for Oracle

jpcagto, agto/jpcsto, jpcah

Agent for DB2

jpcagtr, agtr/jpcsto, jpcah

Note: Note the following:
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•

The cluster software controls the starting and stopping of the agent to be
registered. Do not set up the agent to start automatically when the OS
starts.

•

If you perform operations by using the Tuning Manager Agent REST API
service in a cluster environment, manage the following services in the
same group in the cluster software:
- Tuning Manager Agent REST API component services
- All the services for agents where the usage of Tuning Manager API is
enabled

•

If the cluster software uses the return value of the jpcstart command or
the jpcstop command to evaluate the execution result, specify the
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settings so that the return value of these commands is converted to the
value expected by the cluster software. For details on the return values of
the jpcstart command and the jpcstop command, see the Tuning
Manager CLI Reference Guide.
•

The length of the character string to be displayed by the ps command
varies with the OS. The string must be 47 or fewer characters when a
logical host name and an instance name are added together. When you
use the ps command for monitoring, make sure all the logical hosts are
displayed by the ps command beforehand. If not all the characters are
displayed, specify settings so that only the displayed characters are
monitored.

•

If you use the ps command to monitor operations, execute the command
beforehand to make sure that the whole character string that consists of
the logical host name and instance name is displayed. If the whole string
is not displayed, specify a shorter instance name.
Note that when the ps command is used to identify the process name or
logical host name, the exact name might not be acquired if, for example,
the execution results of the command include brackets.
If the exact name cannot be acquired, refer to the description of the ps
command in the command reference manual for the OS, and then try
again.

•

You must first start the Oracle database and then start Agent for Oracle.
When stopping, you must first stop Agent for Oracle and then stop the
Oracle database. If you are using the Oracle listener (see Note) for
establishing connections and want to connect Agent for Oracle and the
Oracle database, first start the listener and then start Agent for Oracle.
NOTE: If Y was specified for sqlnet of the instance environment settings, the
net service name specified in net_service_name uses the listener for
connections. Before establishing connections, you must configure the
environment on the Oracle database side to be able to establish connections
by using the listener.

Checking starting and stopping
To check normal operation, use the cluster software to start and stop the
agent at each node.

Environmental settings when use of the Tuning Manager API is enabled
To use the Tuning Manager API, configure the necessary settings, for
example, by configuring SSL and changing the host name. For details about
the procedure used to configure the settings, see “Setting up Agents to Use
Tuning Manager API” in the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent
Administration Guide.
For details about the procedure used to change the port numbers and other
default settings, also see “Setting up Agents to Use Tuning Manager API” in
the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
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Note: Make sure the settings on the active and standby nodes are the same.

Canceling setup for an agent in a cluster system
Procedures for canceling setup differ for an active node and standby node.
Cancel the setup of the agent first for the active node and then for the
standby node.

Canceling setup of the active node's logical host environment
In the active node, cancel setup of the logical host environment of the agent.
If you want to cancel setup of multiple agents on a single logical host,
perform steps 1 and 2 once. Next, perform steps 3 and 4 for each agent, and
then proceed from step 5 normally.
To cancel setup of the logical host environment of one or more agents in the
active node:
1.

Stop all the services for Collection Manager and agents whose setup you
want to cancel and that are running on both the active node the standby
node.

2.

Mount the shared disk.
Make sure that the shared disk is mounted. If it is not, use cluster
software or a volume manager to mount it.
Note specific to UNIX hosts: If there is a jp1pc directory in the specified
environment directory, and there are files under the jp1pc directory
despite the shared disk being unmounted, setup was performed while the
shared disk was not mounted. In such a case, carry out the following
procedure to resolve the problem:

3.
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a.

Use the tar command to archive the jp1pc directory in the
environment directory of the logical host for which you want to cancel
setup on the local disk.

b.

Mount the shared disk.

c.

If the environment directory of the logical host for which you want to
cancel setup does not exist on the shared disk, create the
environment directory.

d.

Expand the tar file in the environment directory of the logical host on
the shared disk for which you want to cancel setup.

e.

Unmount the shared disk.

f.

Delete the jp1pc directory and its subordinates that are in the
environment directory on the logical host whose setup you want to
cancel, on the local disk.

Cancel setup of a port number.
This procedure is required only when a port number was specified by the
jpcnsconfig port command during setup in an environment with a
firewall.
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To cancel setup of a port number, set "0" as the port number. For details
about setting port numbers, see Configuring the port number on page
6-7.
4.

Cancel setup of the agent in a logical host environment.
Execute the jpchasetup delete command to delete the logical host
environment, as shown in the following example. In this example, the
logical host name of the agent is specified as tm1-ha1 and the instance
name as tminst.
Note: If you delete a logical host environment while the shared disk is
not mounted, only the setting of the logical host on the physical host will
be deleted and the directories and files on the shared disk will not be
deleted. In such a case, you must mount the shared disk and manually
delete the jp1pc directory under the environment directory.
To delete the logical host environment:
a.

Execute the jpchasetup list command to check the settings of the
logical host environment to be deleted, such as the logical host name
and the path to the shared disk, as shown in the following example:
jpchasetup list all -lhost tm1-ha1

b.

Execute the jpcinsunsetup command to delete the instance
environment of the agent, as shown in the following example:
jpcinsunsetup xxxx -lhost tm1-ha1 -inst tminst
xxxx indicates a service key for each agent. For service keys of
agents, see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on
page 4-7.
When you execute the jpcinsunsetup command, the setting used to
start up the instances on the logical host will be deleted. At the same
time, the files for the instances will be deleted from the shared disk.

c.

Execute the jpchasetup delete command to delete the logical host
environment of the agent, as shown in the following example:
jpchasetup delete xxxx -lhost tm1-ha1
When you execute the jpchasetup delete command, the setting
used to start up the agent on the logical host will be deleted. At the
same time, the file for the logical host will be deleted from the shared
disk.

d.

Execute the jpchasetup list command to check that the agent has
been deleted from the logical host environment, as shown in the
following example:
jpchasetup list all

e.

Delete objects from the Oracle database (this step is required for
Agent for Oracle only).
Delete objects that Agent for Oracle requires to monitor Oracle (such
as monitoring procedures and work tables) by using the SQL deletion
script. The SQL deletion script is provided by Agent for Oracle. For
details about deleting objects from the Oracle database, see Deleting
the objects registered in the Oracle database on page 7-76.
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f.

Restore the Oracle initialization parameter to its original setting (this
step is required for Agent for Oracle only).
If you changed the value of the Oracle initialization parameter
TIMED_STATISTICS so that Agent for Oracle can collect records,
restore the parameter to its original setting (if necessary).

g.

Delete the Oracle account and tablespaces used by this account (this
step is required for Agent for Oracle only).
Delete the Oracle account that is no longer used by Agent for Oracle.
If tablespaces used by the account also become unnecessary due to
deleting the account, then delete the tablespaces. For details about
deleting an Oracle account, see Deleting the user account on page
7-77.

5.

Cancel setup of the logical host environments for Collection Manager or
other agents.
If you want to cancel setup of Collection Manager from the same logical
host as the agent, cancel setup of the logical host environment at this
time.
For details about canceling setup of Collection Manager, see Removing
agents in a cluster system on page 9-5 or Removing agents in a virtual
system on page 9-6.
To cancel setup of multiple agents on the same logical host at this time,
perform steps 3 and 4 for all agents whose setup is to be canceled.

6.

Export the definitions of the logical host environment.
After deleting the logical host environment for the agent, export the
environment definitions to a file.
To export the definitions of the logical host environment, use the
jpchasetup export command. This command will output the definitions
of the logical host environments for Collection Manager and the agents to
an export file. The export file may have any name. For example, to export
the definitions of the logical host environment to the lhostexp.txt file,
execute the following command:
jpchasetup export -f lhostexp.txt
Collection Manager and the agents match the environment of the active
node with that of the standby node by exporting and importing the
environment definitions.
If you import to the standby node the environment definitions exported at
the active node (where environment definitions of Collection Manager and
the agents were deleted), they will be compared with the existing
environment definitions of the standby node (where the definitions of
Collection Manager and the agents remain). Then, differences (that is, the
environment definitions of Collection Manager and the agents that were
deleted at the active node) will be deleted from the standby node.
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7.

Copy the exported file to the standby node.
Copy the logical host environment definition file that you exported at step
6 from the active node to the standby node.

8.

Unmount a shared disk.
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End operations by unmounting the shared disk on the Windows host, or
the file system on the UNIX host. To unmount the shared disk on the
Windows host, use cluster software or a volume manager. To continue to
use the shared disk, you do not have to unmount the shared disk or file
system.

Canceling setup of the standby node's logical host environment
Cancel setup of the logical host environment for the agent at the standby
node. To cancel setup, copy the definitions of the logical host environment
exported at the active node to the standby node.
You do not have to unmount the shared disk to cancel setup at the standby
node.
To cancel setup of the logical host environment at the standby node:
1.

Execute the jpchasetup import command to import the definitions of the
logical host environment, as shown in the following example:
jpchasetup import -f lhostexp.txt
This command will change the environment settings for the standby node
to those in the export file. This means the setting used to start the agent
of the logical host will be deleted. If setup is canceled for the Collection
Manager and agents on other logical hosts, those settings will also be
deleted.
The setup for the fixed port number specified by the jpcnsconfig port
command during setup will also be canceled.

2.

Execute the jpchasetup list command to check that the setting of the
logical host environment is the same as that for the active node, as
shown in the following example:
jpchasetup list all

Unregistering the cluster software
Delete, from the cluster software, the settings related to the agent on a
logical host. For details on the deletion procedure, see the documentation for
the cluster software.

Deleting settings on Tuning Manager server
Delete the definitions related to the agent whose setup is to be canceled.
To delete the definitions:
1.

Delete the Tuning Manager server's agent information.
For example, if the Tuning Manager server is running on the logical host
tm1-ha2, and the agent is running on the logical host tm1-ha1, execute
the following command on the Tuning Manager server host:
jpcctrl delete service-ID host=tm1-ha1 lhost=tm1-ha2
In service-ID, specify the service ID of the agent to be deleted. For
details on the service ID, see the Tuning Manager Agent Administration
Guide.
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2.

Restart the Collection Manager services.

3.

Restart Performance Reporter.

Updating instance environments in a cluster system
To update an instance environment in a cluster system, check the logical host
name and the instance name, and then update the instance information.
Specify the settings for instance information on an agent host in the active
node.
For details on the information that you need to update, in advance, see the
explanation about setting up an instance environment for each agent.
To check the logical host name and the instance name, use the jpchasetup
list command. To update the instance environment, use the jpcinssetup
command.
The procedure below shows how to update an instance environment. When
you want to update multiple instance environments, repeat this procedure.
To update an instance environment:
1.

Check the logical host name and the instance name.
Specify the service key that indicates an agent running in the instance
environment that you want to update, and then execute the jpchasetup
list command.
For example, if you want to check the logical host name and instance
name of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, execute the command as
follows:
jpchasetup list agtq
When the set logical host name is jp1_SQL and the instance name is
SQL1, the following information appears:
Logical Host Name
Key
Environment Directory
Instance
Name
jp1_SQL
agtq
logical-host-path
SQL1

2.

If the service of an agent in the instance environment that you want to
update is running, stop the service from the cluster software.

3.

Mount the shared disk.

4.

Specify the service key and instance name that indicate the agent in the
instance environment that you want to update, and then execute the
jpcinssetup command.
For example, when you update the instance environment where the
logical host name of Agent for Microsoft SQL Server is jp1_SQL and the
instance name is SQL1, execute the command as follows:
jpcinssetup agtq -lhost jp1_SQL -inst SQL1

5.
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Update the instance information.
Enter the agent instance information by following the command's
instruction. The displayed values are the currently set values. Note that
the value set as a password is not displayed.
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If you do not change the displayed value, just press the Return key.
After you finish entering all the values, the instance environment is
updated.
6.

From the cluster software, restart the service of the instance environment
that you have updated.
For details on how to start up or stop services, see the chapter that
describes how to start up and stop services of Collection Manager and
agents in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
Note: If you want to change a value of an item that cannot be updated,
delete the instance environment, and then create it again. For details
about how to re-create instance environments, see Setting up agents in
cluster systems on page 7-154 and Canceling setup for an agent in a
cluster system on page 7-172 for an agent in a Cluster System.

For details on the commands, see the chapter that describes the Collection
Manager and agents commands in the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.
Note on Agent for Oracle: If you want to change the user that was
specified for oracle_user when setting up the instance environment, perform
the following procedure. Note that the collected performance data will not be
deleted even if you change the user:
1.

Delete the object created by the old user.

2.

Register a new object for the new user.

For details on how to delete objects, see Deleting the objects registered in
the Oracle database on page 7-76. For details on how to register objects, see
Registering objects in the Oracle database on page 7-72.

Exporting and importing logical host environment definition files
If the following operations are performed on the active node after operation
has started, the logical host environment definition file needs to be exported,
and then imported onto the standby node.
•

A new instance environment is set up, or an instance environment is
deleted.

•

For details on how to export and import logical host environment
definition files, see Setting up the active node's logical host environment
on page 7-155 and Setting up the standby node's logical host
environment on page 7-159.

Monitoring Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200,
G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform
V/VM series, or Hitachi USP in a cluster system
To monitor the Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform, VSP G1000, VSP G200,
G400, G600, Hitachi Unified Storage VM, Universal Storage Platform V/VM
series, or Hitachi USP by using Agent for RAID, when you set up an instance
environment, you need to specify the device file name of the command
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device of the storage system to be monitored. In a cluster system, this device
file name sometimes differs between the active node and the standby node.
Follow the setup procedure below.

Storing a cluster definition file on a physical node
Prepare a cluster definition file (jpcagtha.ini) that defines the device file
names of the command devices to be detected by the physical nodes for the
active and standby nodes. Then, store the file in the active and standby
nodes.
•

File name
Name the cluster definition file jpcagtha.ini

•

File directory
Store the cluster definition file in the following directory:
Windows: Agent-for-RAID-installation-folder\agtd\agent
UNIX:/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent
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•

Timing of storing a file
Store the cluster definition file in the specified directory before starting
Agent for RAID. If you store a file while Agent for RAID is starting or after
it has started, the contents of the file will be invalid. Updating a file that
has been already stored will not make the updated contents valid.

•

Definitions in the file
In the cluster definition file, define the device file names of the command
devices that are detected by the physical nodes. Define a device file name
for each logical host and for each instance using the following format:
[logical-host-name-1]
[[instance-name-11]]
HACMDDEV=command-device-file-name-11
[[instance-name-12]]
HACMDDEV=command-device-file-name-12
...
...
[logical-host-name-2]
[[instance-name-21]]
HACMDDEV=command-device-file-name-21
[[instance-name-22]]
HACMDDEV=command-device-file-name-22
Specify the name of the logical host that starts Agent for RAID. Enclose
the name in square brackets [ ]. The section up to the next [ ] is for a
logical host. In the logical host section, specify the names of the instances
to be started by enclosing them in double square brackets [[ ]]. The
section up to the next [[ ]] or [ ] is for an instance. In the instance
section, specify HACMDDEV= followed by the device file name of the
command device of the storage system to be monitored.

•

Examples of the contents to be defined in the cluster definition file and
the format, for each OS.
Windows example:
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The logical host name is tm1-ha1raid and the instance name is 35053.
The device file name of the command device to be detected by the active
node is \\?\Volume{2fa19e04-66d0-11d8-9540-806d6172696f} and the
device file name of the command device to be detected by the standby
node is\\?\Volume{2fa19e14-66d0-11d8-9540-806d6172696f}. So,
define the files as follows:
¢

¢

Contents of the cluster definition file (Tuning-Manager-serverinstallation-folder\agtd\agent\jpcagtha.ini) to be stored in
the active node:
[tm1-ha1raid]
[[35053]]
HACMDDEV=\\?\Volume{2fa19e04-66d0-11d8-9540-806d6172696f}
Contents of the cluster definition file (Tuning-Manager-serverinstallation-folder\agtd\agent\jpcagtha.ini) that is stored in
the standby node:
[tm1-ha1raid]
[[35053]]
HACMDDEV=\\?\Volume{2fa19e14-66d0-11d8-9540-806d6172696f}

UNIX example
The logical host name is tm1-ha1raid and the instance name is 35053.
The device file name of the command device to be detected by the active
node is /dev/rdsk/c1t1d1 and the device file name of the command
device to be detected by the standby node is /dev/rdsk/c2t2d2. So,
define the files as follows:
¢

¢

Contents of the cluster definition file (/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/
jpcagtha.ini) to be stored in the active node:
[tm1-ha1raid]
[[35053]]
HACMDDEV=/dev/rdsk/c1t1d1
Contents of the cluster definition file (/opt/jp1pc/agtd/agent/
jpcagtha.ini) that is stored in the standby node:
[tm1-ha1raid]
[[35053]]
HACMDDEV=/dev/rdsk/c2t2d2

Specifying the keyword for referencing the cluster definition file
When you set up an instance environment by using the jpcinssetup
command, specify the keyword HACMDDEV for Command Device File Name. This
keyword refers to the cluster definition file that is stored in a physical node.
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8
Removing the Tuning Manager server
This chapter describes how to remove the Tuning Manager server. Before
removing the Tuning Manager server from a host on which any agent exists,
check the information in Checking items when installing or removing the
Tuning Manager server and agents on the same host on page 1-11.
□ Removal precautions (all operating systems)
□ Removing the Tuning Manager server from a Windows host
□ Removing the Tuning Manager server from a Linux host
□ Removing a virtualization server
□ Removing the Tuning Manager server in a cluster system
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Removal precautions (all operating systems)
If you plan to re-install Tuning Manager server after removing, reboot the
server before re-installing Tuning Manager server.

Removing the Tuning Manager server from a Windows host
The following describes how to remove the Tuning Manager server from a
Windows host, as well as related preparations and precautions.
If an error occurs during the removal, you must check any messages that
were output as well as the removal log to determine the cause of the error.
For details about where the removal log is output, see Data to be collected in
the event of an error on page 3-54.

Hitachi Command Suite All-in-One Uninstaller
If you want to remove multiple Hitachi Command Suite products you can use
the Hitachi Command Suite’s all-in-one uninstaller. The all-in-one uninstaller
batch removes the following products:
•

Device Manager

•

Tiered Storage Manager

•

Replication Manager

•

Tuning Manager server

•

Compute Systems Manager

Note: You cannot remove Storage Navigator Modular 2 using the all-in-one
uninstaller even if you installed Storage Navigator Modular 2 using the oneclick installer. You must remove Storage Navigator Modular 2 individually.
For details about the all-in-one uninstaller, refer to the Hitachi Command
Suite Installation and Configuration Guide.
This document describes how to remove Tuning Manager server using the
standard method.

Notes on removal
Before you remove the Tuning Manager server from a Windows host, make
sure that you read the following notes:
•
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If backup files are stored in the locations indicated below, the backup files
might be deleted when the removal function is performed. Before
performing a removal, move the necessary backup files to other locations.
¢

Under the Tuning Manager server installation folder

¢

Under the Common Component installation folder

¢

Under the folder that stores the Tuning Manager server database files

¢

Under the folder that stores the Common Component database files
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•

Please stop the service of the agent connected to Tuning Manager server
before removing Tuning Manager server.

•

Removing the Tuning Manager server usually removes each program that
is bundled with the Tuning Manager server. However, if another Hitachi
Command Suite product has been installed, then removal of the Tuning
Manager server does not remove Common Component.

•

Before removing the Tuning Manager server, check whether any of the
security-related programs below are installed. If any is installed, take
action by following the explanation for that program:
¢

¢

¢

A program that monitors security
Stop the program that monitors security, or change its settings so
that the Tuning Manager server can be removed normally.
A program that detects viruses
We recommend that you stop programs that detect viruses, and then
remove the Tuning Manager server.
If a program that detects viruses is running during the removal of the
Tuning Manager server, the speed of the removal might be reduced,
the removal might fail, or the removal might not finish correctly.
A program that monitors processes
Stop the program that monitors processes, or change its settings so
that the program does not monitor the services or processes of the
Tuning Manager server and Common Component.
If a program that monitors processes starts or stops the above
services or processes during the removal of the Tuning Manager
server, the removal might fail.

•

Do not stop the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition _HD0 service registered in the
Services window in Windows. This service must always be running.

•

Before removing the Tuning Manager server, close all of the service dialog
boxes.

•

Open the Services window by performing the procedure below to make
sure that the HiRDB/EmbeddedEdition _HD1 service is running. This
service must always be running.

•

Before starting to remove the Tuning Manager server, close the Services
window.

•

Make sure that Windows Event Viewer is not running. If it is running, the
removal of the Tuning Manager server will fail.

•

The port numbers defined in the services file are not deleted when the
Tuning Manager server is removed. Before you remove the Tuning
Manager server, execute the jpcnsconfig port command to remove the
port number settings. For details on how to use the jpcnsconfig port
command, see Configuring the port number on page 6-7.
Note that the port numbers listed in the following table are not removed
by the jpcnsconfig port command. Open the services file with a text
editor, and manually delete the lines that specify the following port
numbers.
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Table 8-1 Port numbers that must be removed manually (in Windows)
Service name

Port number

Name Server

22285

NNM Object Manager

22292

Status Server

22350

View Server

22286

•

During the removal of the Tuning Manager server, multiple Windows
Security Alert dialog boxes might appear. In this case, click Unblock in
all of these dialog boxes, and then continue the removal.

•

After removing the Tuning Manager server, some files or folders might
remain undeleted. If you find remaining files or folders, delete them
manually.

Removing the Tuning Manager server
To remove the Tuning Manager server in a Windows environment:
1.

Log into the host by using a user ID that has Administrators permissions.

2.

Execute the following command to stop all services of Hitachi Command
Suite products that are installed:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop
Note: This command does not stop the services of Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than 5.7. You must stop these
services separately. For details on how to stop these services, see the
manual for each product.

3.

Execute the following command to make sure that all services of Hitachi
Command Suite products have stopped:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /statusall
If any service is still running, perform step 2 again.
Note: You can only use this command to check the status of services for
Hitachi Command Suite products whose versions are 6.0 or later. For
details about how to check the status of services for Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than 6.0, see the manual for
each product.
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4.

If any agents are installed on the same host, remove the agents.
For details about how to remove agents, see Chapter 9, Removing agents
on page 9-1.

5.

Open Control Panel, and then choose Add or Remove Programs or
Programs and Features.
A window is displayed where you can select which programs to remove.

6.

Select Tuning Manager, and then click the Remove button.
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A window appears informing you that the Tuning Manager server is about
to be removed.
7.

Click the Next button.
Removal of the Tuning Manager server starts. After removal is complete,
a window appears informing you that removal is complete.
Note: If a window indicating that services of Hitachi Command Suite
products need to be stopped appears when you perform step 7, services
of Hitachi Command Suite products are running. Before proceeding to the
next step, you must stop these services.
If you click the Next button, services of Hitachi Command Suite products
will be stopped. After all services are stopped, the removal of the Tuning
Manager server starts.

8.

Click the Finish button to complete the removal procedure.

Removing the Tuning Manager server in a cluster system (Windows)
This section describes how to remove the Tuning Manager server from a
Windows host in a cluster environment. Perform the procedures described
below on the active node first, and then the standby node.

Removal on the active node
To remove the Tuning Manager server on the active node:
1.

Log into the host by using a user ID that has Administrators permissions.

2.

Place resources other than services online.
For WSFC:
In Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the resources to be placed
online, and then select Bring this resource online.
The following resources must be placed online:
¢

3.

¢

Logical IP address

¢

Logical host name

¢

Shared disk

Use the cluster software to suppress failover of the Hitachi Command
Suite services.
For WSFC:
In Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the service to be placed
offline, and then select Take this service or application offline.
The following services must be placed offline:
¢

¢

Collection Manager services

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter
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¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

Tuning Manager REST Application Service2
1: You need to place this service offline only when Device Manager has
been installed in the same host as the host where you are installing
Tuning Manager server.
2: You need to place this service offline only when you are using Tuning
Manager API.
For details about the services of Hitachi Command Suite products other
than the Tuning Manager server, see the manual for each product.
The Collection Manager services other than the Status Server service
must be placed offline. However, if the health check function is disabled,
the health check Agent Collector service and health check Agent Store
service do not need to be placed offline.
For details about Collection Manager services, see the Tuning Manager
Agent Administration Guide.

¢

4.

Use the cluster software to suppress failover of the Hitachi Command
Suite services.
For WSFC:
In Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the target service, click
Properties, the Policies tab, If resource fails, do not restart, and
then the OK button.
The services placed offline in step 3 must be suppressed as management
targets.

¢
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5.

If the services placed offline in step 3 are not used by other applications,
delete the services from the cluster software.

6.

Cancel the health check function.
This step is required only if the health check function is enabled.
To disable the function, execute the following command on the active
node:
jpcstsetup hcdisable

7.

Cancel the port number settings.
This step is required only if port numbers were specified by using the
jpcnsconfig port command when Collection Manager was set up in an
environment where a firewall is being used.
To cancel the port number settings, execute the jpcnsconfig port
command. For example, to cancel all settings of port numbers that are
used for services running on the logical host tm1-ha1, execute the
following command:
jpcnsconfig port define all -lhost tm1-ha1

8.

Execute the jpchasetup command to cancel the cluster configuration for
Collection Manager.
Executing this command deletes logical host environments of Collection
Manager. The logical host environment includes environment definitions
for the logical host of Collection Manager, and files for the logical host of
Collection Manager stored in the shared disk. Therefore, the cluster
configuration of Collection Manager is canceled.
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To delete logical host environments:
a.

Execute the jpchasetup list command to check the current settings
of the logical host.
Before deleting the logical host environments of Collection Manager,
check the current logical host settings. You need to check information,
such as the logical host name and the path of the shared disk.
Execute the following command:
jpchasetup list all

b.

Execute the jpchasetup delete command to delete the logical host
environments of Collection Manager.
Executing this command deletes settings for starting Collection
Manager from the logical host. Files for the logical host of Collection
Manager stored in the shared disk are also deleted.
Execute the following command:
jpchasetup delete mgr -lhost tm1-ha1
Note: If the shared disk is offline, only the logical host settings will be
deleted. Directories or files in the shared disk will not be deleted.

c.

Execute the jpchasetup list command to check the current settings
on the logical host.
Execute the following command:
jpchasetup list all
Make sure that definitions relating to Collection Manager have been
deleted from the logical host environment.

d.

Perform the unsetup procedure for the logical host environments of an
agent.
If any agent exists on the same logical host, perform the unsetup
procedure for the agent now.
For details about the unsetup procedure, see Canceling setup for an
agent in a cluster system on page 7-172.

e.

Execute the jpchasetup export command to export the environment
definitions of the logical host.
Export the environment definitions of the logical host, from which
definitions relating to Collection Manager have been deleted, to a file.
The exported file (a definition file of the logical host environments)
will be used on the standby node when deleting the cluster
configuration of Collection Manager.
You can specify any name for the environment definition file of the
logical host. For example, if exporting the environment definitions of
the logical host to the file lhostexp.txt, execute the following
command:
jpchasetup export -f lhostexp.txt

f.

Copy the environment definition file of the logical host to the standby
node.
Copy the exported environment definition file of the logical host from
the active node to the standby node.
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Importing the copied environment definition file to the standby node
deletes the cluster configuration of Collection Manager on the standby
node.
9.

If any agent has been installed on the same host, remove the agent.
For details on the removal procedure, see Chapter 9, Removing agents on
page 9-1.

10. Remove the Tuning Manager server.
For details on the removal procedure, see step 5 and the subsequent
steps in Removing the Tuning Manager server on page 8-4.
11. On the active node, delete all files and folders that are no longer required
from the installation folder of the Tuning Manager server.
12. Switch groups with registered Hitachi Command Suite product services to
the standby node.
¢

For WSFC:
In Failover Cluster Manager, right-click the service or application for
which a Hitachi Command Suite product service has been registered,
and then select Move this service or application to another node.

13. If no other applications are using the following resources, place them
offline, and then delete them:
¢

Logical IP address

¢

Logical host name

¢

Shared disk

14. If you no longer require the group for which the services of Hitachi
Command Suite products were registered, delete the group.
15. The repositories of bookmarks were specified to be stored in the shared
disk when Performance Reporter was set up. Repositories in the shared
disk cannot be deleted by removing the Tuning Manager server, so you
must manually delete them.

Removal on the standby node
To remove the Tuning Manager server on the standby node:
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1.

Log into the host by using a user ID that has Administrators permissions.

2.

Cancel the port number settings.
This step is required only if port numbers were specified by using the
jpcnsconfig port command when Collection Manager was set up in an
environment where a firewall is being used.
To cancel the port number settings, execute the jpcnsconfig port
command. For example, to cancel all settings of port numbers that are
used for services running on the logical host tm1-ha1, execute the
following command:
jpcnsconfig port define all -lhost tm1-ha1

3.

Execute the jpchasetup command to cancel the cluster configuration for
Collection Manager.
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Executing this command imports logical host environment definitions,
from which definitions relating to Collection Manager have been deleted,
which have been exported from the active node. Therefore, the cluster
configuration of Collection Manager is canceled.
To delete logical host environments:
a.

Execute the jpchasetup import command to import the logical host
environment definitions.
For example, if the file name of the logical host environment
definitions is lhostexp.txt, execute the following command:
jpchasetup import -f lhostexp.txt
Executing this command imports the copied logical host environment
definitions from the active node to the standby node. Therefore, the
standby node environment and active node environment have the
same status (the cluster configuration of Collection Manager has been
canceled.).
If you are performing the unsetup procedure for Collection Manager
on another logical host, the settings on the host will also be deleted.
Note that when executing this command, you do not need to mount
the shared disk.

b.

Execute the jpchasetup list command to check the current settings
of the logical host environment.
Execute the following command:
jpchasetup list all
Make sure that the same results as when executing the
jpchasetuplist command on the active node are output.

4.

If any agent has been installed on the same host, remove the agent.
For details on the removal procedure, see Chapter 9, Removing agents on
page 9-1.

5.

Remove the Tuning Manager server.
For details on the removal procedure, see step 5 and the subsequent
steps in Removing the Tuning Manager server on page 8-4.

6.

Delete all files and folders that are no longer required from the installation
folder of the Tuning Manager server.

Removing the Tuning Manager server in a cluster system (Linux)
This section describes how to remove the Tuning Manager server from a
Windows host in a cluster environment. Perform the procedures described
below on the active node first, and then the standby node.

Removal on the active node
To remove the Tuning Manager server on the active node:
1.

From the cluster management application, stop all services for the
installed Hitachi Command Suite products.
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2.

From the cluster management application, delete all Hitachi Command
Suite product services.
The following services must have failover enabled:
¢

PFM - Name Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Manager [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Store [lhost]

¢

PFM - View Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Correlator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Trap Generator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Action Handler [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service2
1: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host
where you are installing Tuning Manager server.
2: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when you are using Tuning Manager API.
If some Hitachi Command Suite product services other than the above
have been registered, those services must also be deleted. For details
about how to delete those services, see the manual for the relevant
product

¢

Note: Do not delete the following resources from the service group:
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•

Shared disks

•

Cluster management IP address

3.

From the cluster management application, select the active node and
start the service group.
Only the shared disks and cluster management IP address are enabled.

4.

Cancel the health check function.
This step is required only if the health check function is enabled.
To disable the function, execute the following command on the active
node:
jpcstsetup hcdisable

5.

Cancel the port number settings.
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This step is required only if port numbers were specified by using the
jpcnsconfig port command when Collection Manager was set up in an
environment where a firewall is being used.
To cancel the port number settings, execute the jpcnsconfig port
command. For example, to cancel all settings of port numbers that are
used for services running on the logical host tm1-ha1, execute the
following command:
jpcnsconfig port define all -lhost tm1-ha1
6.

If any agent has been installed on the same host, remove the agent.

7.

Remove the Tuning Manager server.

8.

On the active node, delete all files and directories that are no longer
required from the installation directory of the Tuning Manager server.

9.

When the Tuning Manager server was set up for the cluster system, the
commands that control the services for individual program products were
copied to a location that can be recognized by the cluster software.
Those commands are not deleted when the Tuning Manager server is
uninstalled, but you can delete them by doing the following:
Delete the script files (stored in /etc/init.d) shown in the following
table.

Table 8-2 List of script files to be deleted (Tuning Manager server):
Component

File name

Collection Manager

sc_htnm_cm

Performance Reporter

sc_hbase64_pr

Tuning Manager server (Main Console)

sc_hbase64_tm

Tuning Manager server REST API

sc_hbase64_rest

If no other Hitachi Command Suite product has been installed, manually
delete the script files in the following table.

Table 8-3 List of script files to be deleted (Hitachi Command Suite
products):
Service name

File name

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

sc_hbase64_hirdb

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

sc_hbase64_hsso

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

sc_hbase64_hweb

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

sc_hbase64_web

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service

sc_hbase64_sso

10. From the cluster management application, select the standby node and
start the service group.
Only the shared disks and cluster management IP address are enabled.
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Removal on the standby node
To remove the Tuning Manager server on the standby node:
1.

Cancel the port number settings.
This step is required only if port numbers were specified by using the
jpcnsconfig port command when Collection Manager was set up in an
environment where a firewall is being used.
To cancel the port number settings, execute the jpcnsconfig port
command. For example, to cancel all settings of port numbers that are
used for services running on the logical host tm1-ha1, execute the
following command:
jpcnsconfig port define all -lhost tm1-ha1

2.

If any agent has been installed on the same host, remove the agent.
For details on the removal procedure, see Chapter 9, Removing agents on
page 9-1.

3.

Remove the Tuning Manager server.
For details on the removal procedure, see step 5 and the subsequent
steps in Removing the Tuning Manager server on page 8-4.

4.

On the active node, delete all files and folders that are no longer required
from the installation folder of the Tuning Manager server.

5.

When the Tuning Manager server was set up for the cluster system, the
commands that control the services for individual program products were
copied to a location that can be recognized by the cluster software.
Those commands are not deleted when the Tuning Manager server is
uninstalled, but you can delete them by executing the following
operation:
Delete the script files (stored in /etc/init.d) shown in the following
table.

Table 8-4 List of script files to be deleted (Tuning Manager server):
Component

File name

Collection Manager

sc_htnm_cm

Performance Reporter

sc_hbase64_pr

Tuning Manager server (Main Console)

sc_hbase64_tm

Tuning Manager server REST API

sc_hbase64_rest

If no other Hitachi Command Suite product has been installed, manually
delete the script files in the following table.

Table 8-5 List of script files to be deleted (Hitachi Command Suite
products):
Service name
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File name

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

sc_hbase64_hirdb

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

sc_hbase64_hsso
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Service name

File name

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

sc_hbase64_hweb

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

sc_hbase64_web

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service

sc_hbase64_sso

6.

From the cluster management application, stop all services of the
installed Hitachi Command Suite products.

7.

If some of the resources deleted in step 2 (for the active node) are used
by other Hitachi Command Suite products, use the cluster software to reregister those resources in the service group.
For details about how to register resources in the service group, see
Registering Tuning Manager resources on page 3-45.

8.

If the following resources are not used by other Hitachi Command Suite
products, use the cluster software to delete them from the service group:

9.

¢

Logical IP address

¢

Shared disk

If the service group for the Hitachi Command Suite products is no longer
required, use the cluster software to delete the service group.

Deleting authentication data
If the KATN00293-W warning dialog box appears even though the removal
completes successfully, the deletion of authentication data has failed. Delete
the authentication data by executing the hcmds64intg command on the
server that administrates user accounts (on the host which Device Manager is
installed in, and is connected to).
To execute the hcmds64intg command to delete the authentication data from
a Windows host:
1.

Start all installed services of Hitachi Command Suite products by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /start
Note: This command does not start the services of Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than 5.7. For details about how
you can start the services, see each product manual.

2.

Delete the authentication data by executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64intg /delete /
type component-name /user user-ID /pass password
The following options can be specified for the hcmds64intg command:
¢

/type
Specify the name of the component that you want to delete.
TuningManager or PerformanceReporter can be specified. To delete
the Tuning Manager server's authentication data, you must change
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arguments in the type option and execute the hcmds64intg command
twice.
¢

/user
Specify the user ID of a user who has the Admin (user management)
permission. If you execute the command without the user option, you
will be prompted to specify a user ID.

¢

/pass
Specify the password of a user who has the Admin (user
management) permission. If you execute the command without the
pass option, you will be prompted to specify a password.

Note: If you display a GUI window of another Hitachi Command Suite
product without deleting the authentication data, the following problems
might occur even after removing the Tuning Manager server:
•

User management information of the Tuning Manager server is
displayed.

•

The button used to start the Tuning Manager server is enabled on the
dashboard. Clicking the enabled button causes a link error to appear.

Removing the Tuning Manager server from a Linux host
The following describes how to remove the Tuning Manager server from a
LInux host, as well as related preparations and precautions.
If an error occurs during the removal, you must check any messages that
were output as well as the removal log to determine the cause of the error.
For details about where the removal log is output, see Data to be collected in
the event of an error on page 3-54.

Notes on removal
Before you remove the Tuning Manager server from a Linux host, make sure
that you read the following notes:
•

If backup files are stored in the locations indicated below, the backup files
might be deleted when an removal is performed. Before performing a
removal, move the necessary backup files to other locations.
¢

Under the Tuning Manager server installation directory

¢

Under the Common Component installation directory

¢

¢
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Under the directory that stores the Tuning Manager server database
files
Under the directory that stores the Common Component database
files

•

Please stop the service of the agent connected to Tuning Manager server
before removing Tuning Manager server.

•

Removing the Tuning Manager server usually removes each program that
is bundled with the Tuning Manager server. However, if another Hitachi
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Command Suite product has been installed, then the removal of the
Tuning Manager server does not remove Common Component.
•

Before removing the Tuning Manager server, check whether any of the
security-related programs below are installed. If any is installed, take
action by following the explanation for that program:
¢

¢

¢

•

A program that monitors security
Stop the program that monitors security, or change its settings so
that the Tuning Manager server can be removed normally.
A program that detects viruses
We recommend that you stop programs that detect viruses, and then
remove the Tuning Manager server.
If a program that detects viruses is running during the removal of the
Tuning Manager server, the speed of the removal might be reduced,
the removal might fail, or the removal might not finish correctly.
A program that monitors processes
Stop the program that monitors processes, or change its settings so
that the program does not monitor the services or processes of the
Tuning Manager server and Common Component.
If a program that monitors processes starts or stops the above
services or processes during the removal of the Tuning Manager
server, the removal might fail.

The port numbers defined in the services file are not deleted when the
Tuning Manager server is removed. Before you remove the Tuning
Manager server, execute the jpcnsconfig port command to remove the
port number settings. For details on how to use this command, see
Configuring the port number on page 6-7.
Note that the port numbers listed in the following table are not removed
by the jpcnsconfig port command. Open the services file with a text
editor, and manually delete the lines that specify the following port
numbers.

Table 8-6 Port numbers that must be removed manually (in Linux)
Service name

Port number

Name Server

22285

NNM Object Manager

22292

Status Server

22350

View Server

22286

•

After removing the Tuning Manager server, some files or directories might
remain undeleted. If you find remaining files or directories, delete them
manually.

Removing the Tuning Manager server
To remove the Tuning Manager server in a Linux environment:
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1.

Log in to the host as the root user. Alternatively, use the su command to
switch to the root user.

2.

Stop the services of all installed Hitachi Command Suite products by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -stop

3.

Make sure that the services of all Hitachi Command Suite products have
stopped by executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -statusall
If any service is still running, perform step 2 again.
Note: You can only use this command to check the status of services for
Hitachi Command Suite products whose versions are 6.0 or later. For
details about how to check the status of services for Hitachi Command
Suite products whose versions are earlier than 6.0, see the manual for
each product.

4.

If any agents are installed on the same host, remove them.
For details about how to remove agents, see Chapter 9, Removing agents
on page 9-1.

5.

Execute the following command to change the current directory to the
root directory:
cd /

6.

Execute the following command to start the removal script for the Tuning
Manager server:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/uninstall/
uninstall.sh
The following message is displayed:
Tuning Manager server will now be removed.
Do you want to start removal?
To continue, enter [Y]. Y/N >

7.

Enter Y.
Removal of the Tuning Manager server starts.
Note: If services are still running, a message is displayed. Before starting
the removal, you need to stop the services. Enter Y to stop the services.
When all services are stopped, the removal starts.
Once removal is complete, the following message is displayed:
Tuning Manager server was successfully removed.

Deleting authentication data
If the KATN00293-W warning dialog box appears even though the removal
completes successfully, the deletion of authentication data has failed. Delete
the authentication data by executing the hcmds64intg command on the
server that administrates user accounts (on the host which Device Manager is
installed in, and is connected to).
To execute the hcmds64intg command to delete the authentication data from
a Linux host:
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1.

Start all installed services of Hitachi Command Suite products by
executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -start

2.

Delete the authentication data by executing the following command:
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64intg delete -type component-name -user user-ID -pass password
The following options can be specified for the hcmds64intg command:
¢

-type
Specify the name of the component that you want to
delete.TuningManager or PerformanceReporter can be specified. To
delete the Tuning Manager server's authentication data, you must
change arguments in the type option and execute the hcmds64intg
command twice.

¢

-user
Specify the user ID of a user who has the Admin (user management)
permission. If you execute the command without the user option, you
will be prompted to specify a user ID.

¢

-pass
Specify the password of a user who has the Admin (user
management) permission. If you execute the command without the
pass option, you will be prompted to specify a password.

Note: If you display a GUI window of another Hitachi Command Suite
product without deleting the authentication data, the following problems
might occur even after removing the Tuning Manager server:
•

User management information of the Tuning Manager server is
displayed.

•

The button used to start the Tuning Manager server is enabled on the
dashboard. Clicking the enabled button causes a link error to appear.

Removing a virtualization server
To remove a monitoring target virtualization server from a system, perform
the following to update the configuration information that is kept by Device
Manager and Tuning Manager server.
1.

Exclude the virtualization server to be removed from the Device Manager
management targets. Use the Device Manager GUI or CLI to exclude the
virtualization server to be removed from the Device Manager
management targets.

2.

Perform manual polling for the Tuning Manager server. Perform manual
polling in the Data Polling window for Tuning Manager server.

3.

Make sure that the monitoring target virtualization server is displayed in
the Tuning Manager server window. Check under Hypervisors in the
Tuning Manager server navigation tree, and make sure that the
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virtualization server removed from the monitoring targets is not
displayed.

Removing the Tuning Manager server in a cluster system
This section describes how to remove the Tuning Manager server from a
Windows host in a cluster environment. Perform the procedures described
below on the active node first, and then the standby node.

Removal on the active node
To remove the Tuning Manager server on the active node:
1.

From the cluster management application, stop all services for the
installed Hitachi Command Suite products.

2.

From the cluster management application, delete all Hitachi Command
Suite products services.
The following services must have failover enabled:
¢

PFM - Name Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Manager [lhost]

¢

PFM - Master Store [lhost]

¢

PFM - View Server [lhost]

¢

PFM - Correlator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Trap Generator [lhost]

¢

PFM - Action Handler [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent Store for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck [lhost]

¢

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service2
1: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when Device Manager has been installed in the same host as the host
where you are installing Tuning Manager server.
2: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when you are using Tuning Manager API.
If some Hitachi Command Suite product services other than the above
have been registered, those services must also be deleted. For details

¢
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about how to delete those services, see the manual for the relevant
product.
Note: Do not delete the following resources from the service group:
•

Shared disks

•

Cluster management IP address

3.

From the cluster management application, select the active node and
start the service group.
Only the shared disks and cluster management IP address are enabled.

4.

Cancel the health check function.
This step is required only if the health check function is enabled. To
disable the function, execute the following command on the active node:
jpcstsetup hcdisable

5.

Cancel the port number settings.
This step is required only if port numbers were specified by using the
jpcnsconfig port command when Collection Manager was set up in an
environment where a firewall is being used.
To cancel the port number settings, execute the jpcnsconfig port
command. For example, to cancel all settings of port numbers that are
used for services running on the logical host tm1-ha1, execute the
following command:
jpcnsconfig port define all -lhost tm1-ha1

6.

If any agent has been installed on the same host, remove the agent.

7.

Remove the Tuning Manager server.

8.

On the active node, delete all files and directories that are no longer
required from the installation directory of the Tuning Manager server.

9.

When the Tuning Manager server was set up for the cluster system, the
commands that control the services for individual program products were
copied to a location that can be recognized by the cluster software.
Those commands are not deleted when the Tuning Manager server is
uninstalled, but you can delete them by performing the following
operation:
a.

Delete the script files (stored in /etc/init.d) shown in the following
table

Table 8-7 List of script files to be deleted (Tuning Manager server):
Component

File name

Collection Manager

sc_htnm_cm

Performance Reporter

sc_hbase64_pr

Tuning Manager server (Main Console)

sc_hbase64_tm

Tuning Manager server REST API

sc_hbase64_rest
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b.

If no other Hitachi Command Suite product has been installed,
manually delete the script files in the following table.

Table 8-8 List of script files to be deleted (Hitachi Command Suite
products)
Service name

c.

File name

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

sc_hbase64_hirdb

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

sc_hbase64_hsso

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO
Service

sc_hbase64_hweb

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

sc_hbase64_web

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common
Service

sc_hbase64_sso

From the cluster management application, select the standby node
and start the service group.
Only the shared disks and cluster management IP address are
enabled.

Removal on the standby node
To remove the Tuning Manager server on the standby node:
1.

Cancel the port number settings.
This step is required only if port numbers were specified by using the
jpcnsconfig port command when Collection Manager was set up in an
environment where a firewall is being used.
To cancel the port number settings, execute the jpcnsconfig port
command. For example, to cancel all settings of port numbers that are
used for services running on the logical host tm1-ha1, execute the
following command:
jpcnsconfig port define all -lhost tm1-ha1

2.

If any agent has been installed on the same host, remove the agent.

3.

Remove the Tuning Manager server.

4.

On the active node, delete all files and directories that are no longer
required from the installation directory of the Tuning Manager server.

5.

When the Tuning Manager server was set up for the cluster system, the
commands that control the services for individual program products were
copied to a location that can be recognized by the cluster software.
Those commands are not deleted when the Tuning Manager server is
uninstalled, but you can delete them by performing the following
operation:
a.
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Delete the script files (stored in /etc/init.d) shown in the following
table
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Table 8-9 List of script files to be deleted (Tuning Manager server):
Component

b.

File name

Collection Manager

sc_htnm_cm

Performance Reporter

sc_hbase64_pr

Tuning Manager server (Main Console)

sc_hbase64_tm

Tuning Manager server REST API

sc_hbase64_rest

If no other Hitachi Command Suite product has been installed,
manually delete the script files in the following table.

Table 8-10 List of script files to be deleted (Hitachi Command Suite
products)
Service name

File name

HiRDB/ClusterService _HD1

sc_hbase64_hirdb

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

sc_hbase64_hsso

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO
Service

sc_hbase64_hweb

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

sc_hbase64_web

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common
Service

sc_hbase64_sso

6.

From the cluster management application, stop all services of the
installed Hitachi Command Suite products.

7.

If some of the resources deleted in step 2 (for the active node) are used
by other Hitachi Command Suite products, use the cluster software to reregister those resources in the service group.
For details about how to register resources in the service group, see
Registering Tuning Manager resources on page 3-45.

8.

If the following resources are not used by other Hitachi Command Suite
products, use the cluster software to delete them from the service group:

9.

¢

Logical IP address

¢

Shared disk

If the service group for the Hitachi Command Suite products is no longer
required, use the cluster software to delete the service group.
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9
Removing agents
This chapter describes requirements and notes for removing agents on a
Windows host or UNIX host, and the procedure for removing agents. For
details about the procedure for removing the Tuning Manager server, see
Chapter 8, Removing the Tuning Manager server on page 8-1.
Before removing an agent from a host on which any Tuning Manager series
program exists, check the information in Checking items when installing or
removing the Tuning Manager server and agents on the same host on page
1-11.
□ Requirements and notes for removal
□ Removing an agent from a Windows host
□ Removing an agent from a UNIX host
□ Removing agents in a cluster system
□ Removing agents in a virtual system
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Requirements and notes for removal
Before you remove an agent, please review the requirements and notes, in
Table 9-1 Requirements and notes for removal on page 9-2, that
correspond to your host.

Table 9-1 Requirements and notes for removal
Requirements and notes
Before removing an agent, check whether the following security-related programs
are installed. If they are installed, take action by following the explanation below:

Applicable host
Windows UNIX
Yes

Yes

Removing an agent deletes performance data that was created by the agent, and
you will no longer be able to use the performance data.

Yes

Yes

When you remove the agent that constructs an instance environment, first delete
the instance environment, and then remove the agent. For details about deleting an
instance environment, see Chapter 7, Setting up the agents on page 7-1.

Yes

Yes

If you update a file that is being used by another application program or the OS, a
message is displayed, prompting you to restart the system. In this case, you must
restart the system in order to complete removal.

Yes

No

Removing an agent does not delete the port numbers defined in the services file.
Before removing, execute the jpcnsconfig port command to cancel the port
number settings.

Yes

Yes

To remove Agent for RAID Map, Agent for Platform, and Agent for Microsoft
Exchange Server, you will need to remove Agent for Server System (the program
named Tuning Manager - Agent for Server System). This operation will remove
Agent for RAID Map, Agent for Platform, and Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server at
the same time.

Yes

Yes

•

A program that monitors security
Stop the program that monitors security, or change its settings so that the
agent can be removed normally.

•

A program that detects viruses
We recommend that you stop programs that detect viruses, and then remove
the agent.
If a program that detects viruses is running during removal of the agent, the
speed of removal might be reduced, removal might fail, or removal might finish
in an incorrect state.

•

A program that monitors processes
Stop the program that monitors processes, or change its settings so that the
program does not monitor the services or processes of the agent.
If a program that monitors processes starts or stops the above services or
processes during removal of the agent, removal might fail.

When you want to remove only Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server from a Windows Yes
host on which Agent for Server System has been installed, see Removing Agent for
Microsoft Exchange Server on page 9-4. Note that you cannot remove only Agent
for RAID Map or only Agent for Platform.

No

Installing Agent for Server System automatically executes a command that enables
the disk performance counter. In this status, removing Agent for Server System

No
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Yes

Requirements and notes

Applicable host
Windows UNIX

does not disable the counter. To disable the counter, you must execute the DISKPERF
-N command at the Windows command prompt, and then restart the computer.
Before removing Agent for Oracle or Agent for Microsoft SQL Server, use
Performance Reporter or execute the jpcinssetup command to check the output
directory for the agent logs. If the output folder for the agent logs is set to a folder
other than the default folder, removing the agent does not delete the agent logs. In
this case, the agent log files must be deleted manually after the removal.

Yes

Yes

Some files or directories might remain after removal. If files remain, manually delete Yes
all files under the installation directory.

Yes

The default output directory for agent logs is as follows:
•

Agent for Oracle
Windows host:installation-folder\agto\agent\instance-name\log
UNIX host:/opt/jp1pc/agto/agent/instance-name/log

•

Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
installation-folder\agtq\agent\instance-name\log

The following are the directories to be deleted:
•

Windows host:installation-folder\XXXX

•

UNIX host: /opt/jp1pc/XXXX
Note: XXXX indicates a service key specific to each agent. For the service keys
of each agent, see the table in Before an upgrade or overwrite installation on
page 4-7.

In UNIX, if you remove the product under any of the conditions listed below, files
and directories might remain:
•

Services are running.

•

Removal is performed when the current directory is under /opt/jp1pc.

•

The Tuning Manager and Tuning Manager product installation directory is linked
to /opt/jp1pc.

•

The deletion of a logical host environment has failed.

If files and directories remain after removal, manually delete the XXXX directory
in /opt/jp1pc, including the contents of the directory. If the product was being used
in a logical host environment, also delete the XXXX directory in /jp1pc/, including
the contents of the directory.
After removing agents, delete the service information for removed agents on the
Tuning Manager server host. To delete the service information, execute the jpcctrl
delete command.

Yes

Yes

In the agent installation folder, do not create a new folder using a name that starts
Yes
with mgr, view, or agt. When the Tuning Manager series program is installed, folders
are automatically created that might have a name that starts with mgr, view, or
agt. Therefore, if a folder that has the same name as these folders already exists,
removal might fail.

Yes

If you want to remove Agent for EAP, the product versions of all other Agents
installed on the same host must be 5.7 or later. To remove Agent for EAP you must
first upgrade all installed Agents to v5.7 or later, or remove the Agents whose
versions are 5.5 or earlier before removing Agent for EAP.

Yes
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Removing an agent from a Windows host
To remove an agent from a Windows host:
1.

On the host from which the agent is to be removed, log in as a user who
belongs to the Administrators group of the local computer.
Before proceeding to the next step, make sure that you are a member of
the Administrators group.

2.

Display the service information to confirm that no services of the Tuning
Manager series programs are running on the local host. If any such
services are running, stop them.

3.

If any other applications such as the Management Console are running,
manually stop them.

4.

From the Windows Control Panel, choose Add/Remove Programs or
Programs and Features.
A dialog box is displayed in which you can select the program to be
removed.

5.

Select the program you wish to remove, and then execute removal.

Removing Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server
To remove Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server from a Windows host on
which Agent for Server System has been installed:
1.

On the host where Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server is installed, log in
as a user who belongs to the Administrators group of the local computer.
Before proceeding to the next step, make sure that you are a member of
the Administrators group.

2.

Stop all services of the Tuning Manager series program running on the
local host.

3.

If any other applications such as the Management Console are running,
manually stop them.

4.

From the Windows Control Panel, choose Add/Remove Programs or
Programs and Features.
A dialog box for selecting the program to be removed is displayed.

5.

In the Add/Remove Programs or Programs and Features dialog box,
select Tuning Manager - Agent for Server System.

6.

Choose Modify.
A dialog box for selecting the component is displayed.

7.

In the dialog box in which you can select the component to be changed,
clear the MSExchange check box.
Removal of Agent for Microsoft Exchange Server is performed.

Removing an agent from a UNIX host
To remove an agent from a UNIX host:
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1.

On the host where the agent is to be removed, log in as a superuser or
use the su command to change to the superuser.
Before proceeding to the next step, make sure that you are a superuser.

2.

Display the service information to confirm that no services of Tuning
Manager series programs are running on the local host. If any such
services are running, stop them.

3.

If any other application programs are running, terminate them.

4.

Move to the directory that contains the script for removing the agent that
you want to remove:
cd /opt/jp1pc/xxxx
Note: xxxx indicates a service key specific to each agent. Refer to Table
9-2 Service key specific to each agent on page 9-5, and then specify
the service key of the agent to be removed.

Table 9-2 Service key specific to each agent
Agent

Service key specific to each agent

Agent for RAID

agtd

Agent for Server System

agte

Agent for SAN Switch

agtw

Agent for NAS

agtn

Agent for Oracle

agto

Agent for DB2

agtr

5.

Start the removal script.
./uninstall.sh
Following is an example of a displayed message:
Removing Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID - 8.1.0(8.1.0-00)
Mon Sep 8 14:15:53 GMT 2014
Do you wish to start the removal?
To continue, enter Y. (Default Y) Y/N >

6.

Enter Y to perform the removal.
Following is an example of a message displayed when the removal is
complete:
Mon Sep 8 14:17:53 GMT 2014
Done removing Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID.

Removing agents in a cluster system
The procedure for removing agents is the same as in non-clustered systems.
For details about removing agents from a Windows host, see Removing an
agent from a Windows host on page 9-4, and for details about removing
agents from a UNIX host, see Removing an agent from a UNIX host on page
9-4.
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Note: To remove an agent, you must stop all services of the Tuning Manager
series program at the node from which the agent is to be removed.
If you remove an agent without deleting the logical host environment, the
environment directory might remain. You must delete the environment
directory if it remains.

Removing agents in a virtual system
The procedure for removing agents from a virtual system is the same as the
one for removing agents from a non-virtual system. For details, see
Removing an agent from a Windows host on page 9-4 for Removing an agent
from a UNIX host on page 9-4 for UNIX hosts.
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Tuning Manager security
This chapter describes the security settings required to operate Hitachi
Command Suite products.
□ SSL setup between the Tuning Manager server and clients
□ Configuring an SSL server (Tuning Manager Agent host)
□ Enabling SSL (Tuning Manager Agent host)
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SSL setup between the Tuning Manager server and clients
To establish a connection over the Internet or the intranet from a remote
location to the Tuning Manager server, it is recommended that you use SSL.
SSL encrypts the data transmitted and protects your data from being
intercepted by a third party. To encrypt the data exchanged between the
Tuning Manager server host and a client, you must setup SSL for HBase 64
Storage Mgmt Web service.

Figure 10-1 SSL setup between the Tuning Manager server and clients

When the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager are installed
on the same host
SSL communication between the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager
is supported when both the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager are
installed on the same management server. The Tuning Manager server
communicates with the Device Manager server through the Common
Component. For details, see the section that describes communication
security settings in the Hitachi Command Suite Administrator Guide.
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When the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager are installed
on different hosts
The following SSL connections are supported:
•

SSL communication between a client and the Tuning Manager server host

•

SSL communication between a client and the Device Manager host
Note: SSL communication between the Tuning Manager server and
Device Manager is not supported when they are installed on different
hosts.

Figure 10-2 SSL communication between the Tuning Manager server and
clients
The following describes the high level tasks for configuring SSL when the
Tuning Manager server and Device Manager are installed on different hosts:
1.

Set up SSL for HBase 64Storage Mgmt Web service on the hosts on which
the Tuning Manager server and Device Manager server are installed.
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For details, see the section Configuring an SSL server (Common
Component) in the Hitachi Command Suite Administrator Guide.
2.

Execute the hcmds64chgurl command to change the URLs of the Tuning
Manager and Device Manager hosts.
For details about the hcmds64chgurl command, see the Tuning Manager
CLI Reference Guide.

3.

Set up SSL on the Device Manager server host.
For details, see the section Configuring an SSL server (Common
Component) in the Hitachi Command Suite Administrator Guide.

4.

Import the Device Manager server certificate to the trust store of the
Tuning Manager server host.
For details, see the section Configuring an SSL client in the Hitachi
Command Suite Administrator Guide.
The trust store of the Tuning Manager server host is in the following
location:
In Windows:
common-component-installation-folder\uCPSB\jdk\jre\lib
\security\jssecacerts
In Linux:
common-component-installation-folder/uCPSB/jdk/jre/lib/
security/jssecacerts

5.

On the Tuning Manager server host, execute the following command to
reconfigure the information for connecting to the server that manages the
user accounts.
For the host option, specify the host name stated in the server
certificate:
In Windows:
common-component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64prmset /host
Device-Manager-host-name /sslport Device-Manager-port-number(SSL)
In Linux:
common-component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64prmset -host
Device-Manager-host-name -sslport Device-Manager-host-name

6.

Restart the Tuning Manager server host.

7.

Set up SSL on the management client.
For details, see the section Configuring an SSL client in the Hitachi
Command Suite Administrator Guide.
¢

¢
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For the SSL connection to the Tuning Manager server host, import the
Tuning Manager server certificate into the management client in your
network.
For the connection to the Device Manager server host, import the
Device Manager server certificate into the web browser of the
management client in your network. For details, see the section
Importing a server certificate into a web browser in the Hitachi
Command Suite Administrator Guide.
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8.

Register the new URLs for SSL communication to allow pop-ups.
For details about how to configure your browser to allow pop-ups, see the
section Changing pop-up blocker settings in the Hitachi Command Suite
Administrator Guide.
Note: To block the non-SSL communication to the management server,
you must close the non-SSL port. For details, see the section Closing the
port for the non-SSL communication (HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web
Service) in the Hitachi Command Suite Administrator Guide.

Configuring an SSL server (Tuning Manager Agent host)
To use a Tuning Manager Agent host as an SSL server, you need to prepare a
private key and a server certificate, and then specify their storage locations in
the htnm_httpsd.conf file of the Tuning Manager Agent host.

You need to create a server certificate on the Tuning Manager Agent host,
and then import it into the truststore (jssecacerts)
Note that, if the server certificate was issued by a well-known certificate
authority, the certificate of the certificate authority might already be imported
to the truststore (jssecacerts). In this case, you do not need to import a
certificate.

Creating a secret key and a certificate signing request for Tuning
Manager Agent host
To create a private key and a certificate signing request (CSR) for a Tuning
Manager Agent host, use the htmssltool command.
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A certificate signing request and self-signed certificate are created with a
private key size of 2,048 bits and the signature algorithm SHA256withRSA.
The certificate signing request is created in PEM format. Although you can use
this command to create a self-signed certificate, we recommend that you use
a self-signed certificate only to test encrypted communications.

Operations to complete in advance
Log in as a user with Administrator permissions (for Windows) or as a root
user (for Unix).

Information to collect in advance
Requirements for the certificate signing request (ask the certificate
authority).

Format of the command
For information on the format of the command as well as the command
options, please refer to the Tuning Manager CLI Reference Guide.

Applying to a certificate authority for an Tuning Manager Agent host
server certificate
Usually, you can apply to a certificate authority for a server certificate online.
Send the Tuning Manager Agent host certificate signing request (CSR) that
you created to a certificate authority to be digitally signed.

Operations to complete in advance
Create a certificate signing request for the Tuning Manager Agent host.

Information to collect in advance
•

How to apply to the certificate authority and what they support
You need to have a server certificate issued in PEM format. For details
about how to apply for a certificate, check the website of the certificate
authority you will use.
In addition, make sure that the certificate authority supports the
signature algorithm.

To apply to a certificate authority for an Tuning Manager Agent host server
certificate:
1.

Send the created certificate signing request to a certificate authority.
Usually, server certificates issued by a certificate authority are sent via
email. Make sure that you save the response from the certificate
authority.

Note: Certificates issued by a certificate authority have an expiration date.
You need to have a certificate reissued before your certificate expires.

10-6
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Enabling SSL (Tuning Manager Agent host)
To enable SSL for the Tuning Manager Agent host, edit the
htnm_httpsd.conf file.

Operations to complete in advance
•

Create a private key for the Tuning Manager Agent host.

•

Prepare a server certificate for the Tuning Manager Agent host.
Prepare the server certificate sent back from the certificate authority.
When testing encrypted communications, you can use a self-signed
certificate.
In both instances, we recommend that you copy the files into the
following locations:
¢

For a private key file and server certificate for a Tuning Manager
Agent
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent\htnm\HBasePSB
\httpsd\conf\ssl\server
In Unix:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent/htnm/HBasePSB/
httpsd/conf/ssl/server

¢

For a certificate file of the certificate authority (when using a
certificate issued by the certificate authority)
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent\htnm\HBasePSB
\httpsd\conf\ssl\cacert
In Unix:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent/htnm/HBasePSB/
httpsd/conf/ssl/cacert

Information to collect in advance
Host name specified for Common Name in the certificate signing request

To enable SSL:
1.

Execute the following command to stop the service of the Tuning Manager
Agent REST Web Service:
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent\htnm\bin\htmsrv
stop -webservice
In Unix:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent/htnm/bin/htmsrv
stop -webservice

2.

Edit the htnm_httpsd.conf file.
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3.

Execute the following command to start the service of the Tuning
Manager Agent REST Web Service:
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent\htnm\bin\htmsrv
start -webservice
In Unix:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent/htnm/bin/htmsrv
start -webservice

Storage location of the htnm_httpsd.conf file
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent\htnm\Rest\config
\htnm_httpsd.conf
In Unix:
installation-folder-for-Tuning-Manager-Agent/htnm/Rest/config/
htnm_httpsd.conf

Settings required for enabling SSL
Set the following:

10-8

•

Enter hash marks (#) as shown in the examples, and remove the hash
marks (#) from other lines.

•

For the SSLCertificateFile directive, specify the absolute path to the
server certificate for Tuning Manager Agent host. For the server
certificate, both a signed certificate issued by the certificate authority and
a self-signed certificate exist.

•

For the SSLCertificateKeyFile directive, specify the absolute path to
the private key file for Tuning Manager Agent host. Do not specify a
symbolic link or a junction for the path.
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•

To use the certificate of the chained certificate authority, remove the hash
mark (#) from the beginning of the line for the SSLCACertificateFile
directive, and then specify the absolute path of the certificate of the
chained certificate authority. Multiple certificates can be contained in one
file by chaining multiple PEM format certificates by using a text editor.
Note that you must not specify a symbolic link or junction for the path.

•

For an IPv6 environment, remove the hash mark (#) at the beginning of
the line #Listen [::]:24222.

Settings required for disabling SSL
To disable SSL, enter hash marks (#) as shown in the examples, and remove
the hash marks (#) from other lines.
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A
Upper limit and recommended values
This Appendix describes the upper limit values and recommended values
related to the scale of a system that runs the Tuning Manager series.
□ Tuning Manager server system configuration
□ Fabric configurations that can be monitored by Agent for SAN Switch
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Tuning Manager server system configuration
The following sections provide guidelines for the scale of a system running
one Tuning Manager server.

Number of monitored resources
One Tuning Manager server can monitor a maximum of 1,000,000 resources
(maximum for logical devices is 512,000). Ensure that the total number of
the resources listed in the following table does not exceed the maximum.
If one Tuning Manager server monitors 128,001 or more resources, set the
parameter in the user.properties file of the Tuning Manager server as
shown below:
poller.pfm.semaphoreCount=1

Table A-1 Resources that can be monitored from the Tuning Manager server
Category
Hosts

Resource
Servers
File systems
Device files
Disk Group
Port
Path

Hypervisors

Virtualization servers
Virtual machines
Datastores

Storage systems

Storage systems
SLPRs
CLPRs
Parity groups
Port controller
Ports
Logical devices
LU path
Label
Host groups
Processors:
•

A-2

This is a resource number of channel processors and disk processors if the
monitored storage system is a Universal Storage Platform V/VM series, or
Hitachi USP.
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Category

Resource
•

This is a resource number of processors if the monitored storage system is
Hitachi HUS100/AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series.

•

This is a resource number of MP Blade (Microprocessor Blade) or MPU
(Microprocessor Unit) if the monitored resource is a Virtual Storage Platform
or Hitachi Unified Storage VM, or VSP G200, G400, or G600..

Drives - This is applicable if monitored storage system is Hitachi HUS100/
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS series.
Dynamic Provisioning pools
Dynamic Provisioning volumes
Dynamic Provisioning pool volumes
Switches

SAN switches
Switch ports

Oracle

Oracle instances
Table spaces
Data files

When monitoring a switch, you must adjust the performance data collection
interval to a value appropriate for the number of ports on the switch. For
details, see the section that provides notes on records in the Tuning Manager
Hardware Reports Reference.

Number of connected programs
The following table shows the maximum number of programs that can be
connected to one Tuning Manager server.
Note: A Device Manager can only connect to a single Tuning Manager server.
Likewise, a Tuning Manager server can only connect to a single Device
Manager.

Table A-2 Upper limit for the number of programs connected to one Tuning
Manager server
Program

Upper limit (see Note)

Agent (instance)

1200

Device Manager server

1

Tiered Storage Manager server

1

Note: The maximum number of agents that can be connected to one Tuning
Manager server depends on how often alarm events are issued from the
agents. For details, see Number of agents that can be connected to a single
Tuning Manager server on page A-4.
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If the number of agent instances exceeds the upper limit, you must distribute
them to multiple Tuning Manager server hosts to reduce the number of agent
instances connected to one Tuning Manager server. For details, see the
troubleshooting section in the Tuning Manager Server Administration Guide.

Number of agents that can be connected to a single Tuning Manager
server
The maximum number of agents that can be connected to a single Tuning
Manager server running Windows OS is 1200. For all other supported OS’s
the maximum number of agents that can be connected to a single Tuning
Manager server is 400. However, frequently issued alarm events from an
agent or simultaneously issued alarm events from many agents sometimes
delay the alarm event processing of the Tuning Manager server.
•

If the Tuning Manager server is running RHEL 5 or SLES 11, the
maximum number of agents that can be connected to a single Tuning
Manager server depends on the frequency of alarm events. Refer to Table
A-3 Maximum number of agents that can be connected to a Tuning
Manager server (RHEL 5 and SLES 11 only) on page A-4 for details.

•

For all other supported OS’s, as a general guideline, configure the system
so that the maximum number of alarm events issued by agents is no
more than 150 per minute.

However, the load on system performance caused by programs other than
the Tuning Manager series is not taken into account. Check how the system
operates before starting the system, because the number of agents is only an
estimated value.

Table A-3 Maximum number of agents that can be connected to a Tuning
Manager server (RHEL 5 and SLES 11 only)
Frequency of alarm events (Times/
hour) (see 1 and2)

Number of connectable agents

60

68

30

119

20

163

10

267

5 or less

400

Notes:
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1.

"Times/hour" indicates that the number of alarm events issued per hour
for a single agent.

2.

The frequency of alarm events depends on the alarm setting. See the
chapter that describes operation monitoring with alarms in the Tuning
Manager Agent Administration Guide to estimate the frequency of alarm
events for a particular environment. Then, calculate the number of agents
that can be connected to the Tuning Manager server.
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The number of connectable agents indicates the number of operating
Agent Collector services. If a host contains two multi-instance agents and
one single-instance agent, the number of agents on the host is three.
¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

¢

If a single agent monitors an application program that can start
multiple service sets on a single host, count the one instance as one.
A value greater than 0 must be set for the number of alarm events
issued per hour for a single agent.
If the number of agents exceeds the maximum number of connections
for a system, operate the system by installing the Tuning Manager
server at each site and distributing the agents. In this case, operate
the system by connecting Performance Reporter to the Tuning
Manager server at each site.
Frequently issued alarm events from the agent or simultaneously
issued alarm events from many agents sometimes delay the alarm
event processing of the Tuning Manager server. In such cases,
manage the system by installing the Tuning Manager server at each
site, and distributing agents.
If you set an action for an alarm and select something other than
LOCAL for the Action handler in the Command field on the New Alarm
> Action Definitions window of the Performance Reporter's browser,
the load on the Tuning Manager server might increase severely. When
an alarm triggers an action in a large system, select LOCAL for the
Action handler in the Command field on the New Alarm > Action
Definitions window to prevent the load on the Tuning Manager server
host from severely increasing.
If you set an alarm and select Always notify or Evaluate all data in the
Advanced settings area on the New Alarm > Main Information window
of the Performance Reporter's browser, alarm events will be issued
more frequently. If you select these in a large system, do not increase
the load on the system by setting the interval to high under Damping.
Starting the Tuning Manager server while many agents are being
started sometimes delays the starting of the Tuning Manager server.
In such cases, start the Tuning Manager server before starting the
agents.

Estimates and settings when multiple agents are connected to the
Tuning Manager server
The following sections provide estimates and describe settings when multiple
agents are connected to the Tuning Manager Server.

How to increase the upper limit of connected agents
When the number of agents connected to the Tuning Manager server exceeds
the upper limit of connections, connection stalls or reconnections between
agent and the Tuning Manager server frequently occur. This might lead to a
significant increase in the load on the Tuning Manager server, making it
unable to maintain a connection for an extended period of time. As a result,
the following problems might occur:
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•

Operations in Performance Reporter timeout

•

When starting an agent, it takes a long time for the Tuning Manager
server to switch from the stand-alone mode to the normal operation
mode

If these problems occur, perform the following procedure in the Tuning
Manager server:
1.

2.

Use the following steps to estimate a maximum timeout period by using
the Tuning Manager server:
a.

Obtain the minimum record collection interval (in seconds) for each
agent connected to the Tuning Manager server.

b.

From the values obtained in step 1 above, determine the maximum
record collection interval (in seconds).

c.

Add 60 to the value determined in step 2 above, and then compare
that value to 360. The larger value is the maximum time for the
timeout period (in seconds).

Edit the NS Connection Timeout and NS Maximum Connections labels in
the Name Server Section, Master Manager Section, and Correlator Section
sections of the jpccomm.ini file.
The jpccomm.ini file is stored in the following destination. The
environment-directory indicates the directory specified when the
jpchasetup create command was executed.
In Windows:
¢

¢

The Tuning Manager server (for physical host use)
/opt/jp1pc/jpccomm.ini
The Tuning Manager server (for logical host use)
environment-directory\jp1pc\jpccomm.ini

In UNIX:
¢

¢

The Tuning Manager server (for physical host use)
/opt/jp1pc/jpccomm.ini
The Tuning Manager server (for logical host use)
environment-directory/jp1pc/jpccomm.ini

Edit the following sections in the jpccomm.ini file:
Before change:
NS Connection Timeout=70
:
NS Maximum Connections=100
After change:
NS Connection Timeout=maximum-timeout-period-with-TuningManager-server-determined-in-step-1: NS Maximum Connections=1500
3.

Restart the Tuning Manager Server.

If this problem still occurs even after changing the settings as above, see If
reconnections to the Tuning Manager server frequently occur on page A-7.
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If reconnection frequently occurs because the collection interval is too short
for details on how to change the record collection period.
Note: In an environment where the Tuning Manager server 6.3 or later is
newly installed, NS Maximum Connections is set as 1500 by default.

Example of estimating a timeout period with the Tuning Manager
server
The example described below assumes the following conditions:
•

Records collected by instance A for Agent for Oracle
Collection interval of Record a: 180 seconds
Collection interval of Record b: 300 seconds

•

Records collected by instance B for Agent for Microsoft SQL Server
Collection interval of Record c: 360 seconds
Collection interval of Record d: 3,600 seconds

Calculate the maximum time for the timeout period as follows:
1.

Obtain the minimum record collection interval for each agent.
The minimum record collection interval for Instance A: 180 seconds
The minimum record collection interval for Instance B: 360 seconds

2.

Use the record collection intervals for each instance obtained in step 1 to
determine the maximum record collection interval.
180 seconds (Instance A) < 360 seconds (Instance B)
In this case, 360 seconds for Instance B is the maximum value.

3.

Add 60 to the maximum value obtained in step 2, and then compare that
value to 360.
360 + 60 (=420) > 360
The larger of the two values is the maximum timeout period (in seconds)
with the Tuning Manager server. Therefore, the maximum time for the
timeout period is 420 seconds.

If reconnections to the Tuning Manager server frequently occur
If the minimum record collection interval for all collected records is set as 60
seconds or more, a reconnection to the Tuning Manager server is performed
each time records are collected.
Thus, if multiple agents are connected, attempts to reconnect to the Tuning
Manager server are repeatedly performed. This might cause a connection
failure, such as events being sent from an agent to the Tuning Manager
server.
If this problem occurs, we recommend that you reduce the load on the
Tuning Manager server. To reduce the load, increase the time interval for
reconnection processing by modifying the jpccomm.ini settings on the agent
host (with a minimum record collection interval of at least 60 seconds).
To reduce the load on the Tuning Manager server:

Upper limit and recommended values
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1.

2.

Obtain the minimum record collection interval for the agent host.
a.

a) For each agent instance, obtain the minimum record collection
interval (in seconds) set for records collected by the agent, or for
records used to evaluate an alarm.

b.

If there are several instances of the same agent product, compare the
minimum values obtained in step (a) to determine the maximum
value. If there is only a single instance of the same agent product,
use the value obtained in step (a).

c.

If the obtained value is 60 seconds, you do not need to perform any
further steps.

Edit the NS Cache Maintenance Time label in the Agent Collector x Section
of the jpccomm.ini file.
In the Agent Collector x Section, x represents the product ID specific to
each agent. For details on the product ID for agents, see the list of
identifiers described in the Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide.
The jpccomm.ini file is stored in the following destination. The
environment-directory indicates the directory specified when the
jpchasetup create command was executed.
In Windows:
¢

The Tuning Manager server (for physical host use)
installation-folder\jpccomm.ini

The Tuning Manager server (for logical host use)
environment-directory\jp1pc\jpccomm.ini
In UNIX:

¢

¢

¢

The Tuning Manager server (for physical host use)
/opt/jp1pc/jpccomm.ini
The Tuning Manager server (for logical host use)
environment-directory/jp1pc/jpccomm.ini

Edit the following sections in the jpccomm.ini file:
Before change:
NS Cache Maintenance Time=70
After change:
NS Cache Maintenance Time=minimum-collection-interval-calculatedin-Step-1 + 10
3.

Restart the agent

Example of estimating the collection interval
The example described below assumes the following conditions:
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•

The record collection interval for Instance A of host 1 (Agent for Oracle)
Record a: 180 seconds
Record b: 300 seconds

•

The record collection interval for Instance B of host 1 (Agent for Oracle)
Record a: 300 seconds
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Record c: 600 second
•

The record collection interval for Instance C of host 2 (Agent for Microsoft
SQL Server)
Record d: 60 seconds
Record e: 600 seconds

You can estimate and adjust the record collection interval for host 1 and host
2 by performing the following steps:
For host 1:
1.

Use Agent for Oracle on host 1 to obtain the minimum record collection
interval for each instance.
Instance A: 180 seconds
Instance B: 300 seconds

2.

Use the minimum record collection interval for each instance obtained in
step 1 to determine the maximum value.
180 seconds (instance A) < 300 seconds (instance B)
In this case, 300 seconds for Instance B is the maximum value for Agent
for Oracle.

3.

Add 10 to the maximum value obtained in step 2.
300 + 10 = 310 seconds

4.

The setting value for the Agent Collector O Section in the jpccomm.ini
file is as follows:
NS Cache Maintenance Time=310

For host 2
For Agent for Microsoft SQL Server on host 2, the minimum record collection
interval is 60 seconds. Therefore, you do not need to modify the Agent
Collector Q Section section in the jpccomm.ini file.

Number of concurrently logged-in users
A maximum of two users can be logged in to one Tuning Manager server
concurrently. This includes the case of two users logging in concurrently with
the same user name.

Number of requests simultaneously accessing one Tuning Manager
server from the Tuning Manager API
A maximum of 40 requests can simultaneously access one Tuning Manager
server from the Tuning Manager API. However, the maximum number of
requests for one agent host is 8. If the number of requests exceeds the
maximum, an error response is returned. When you set the execution interval
time, make sure that you set a value that does not cause the number of
simultaneous requests to exceed the maximum.
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System requirements
The following table shows the recommended values for the system
requirements of a host running one Tuning Manager server.

Table A-4 Recommended values for Tuning Manager server system requirements
Item

Recommended value
128,000 or less resources

128,001 or more resources

CPU

2 GHz

3 GHz * 2

Memory

2 GB

16 GB

Disk space

10 GB

40 GB

Fabric configurations that can be monitored by Agent for
SAN Switch
For a list and description of the fabric configurations that can be monitored by
Agent for SAN Switch, refer to Table 4-2 Fabric scale that can be monitored
on page 4-25.
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Structure of the installation media
The table in the following section shows the structure of the integrated
installation DVDs which contain the Tuning Manager server and Tuning
Manager Agent installer kits. “Installer kit” refers to the files and directories
in the directory containing the installer (setup.exe or install.sh).
□ Structure of the installation media
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Structure of the installation media
Table B-1 Directory structure of the Tuning Manager installation media
Media

Software to be installed
OS

Program name

Directory

Installation
program
included

Integrated
Installation Media
(for Windows)

Windows

Tuning Manager
server

\HTNM_SERVER\

setup.exe

Integrated
Installation Media
(for RHEL)

Red Hat
Linux

Tuning Manager
server

/HTNM_SERVER/REDHAT/

install.sh

Integrated
Installation Media
(for SUSELES)

SUSE
Linux

Tuning Manager
server

/HTNM_SERVER/SUSE/

install.sh

Integrated
Installation Media
for Tuning Manager
Agents

Windows
Server
2008 and
Windows
Server
2012

Agent for Server
System

\AGENTS\HTNM\Windows
\Agent_for_Server_System\

setup.exe

Agent for RAID

\AGENTS\HTNM\Windows
\Agent_for_RAID\

setup.exe

Agent for NAS

\AGENTS\HTNM\Windows
\Agent_for_NAS\

setup.exe

Agent for SAN
Switch

\AGENTS\HTNM\Windows
\Agent_for_Switch\

setup.exe

Agent for Microsoft
SQL Server

\AGENTS\HTNM\Windows
\Agent_for_SQL\

setup.exe

Agent for Oracle

\AGENTS\HTNM\Windows
\Agent_for_Oracle\

setup.exe

Agent for Server
System

/AGENTS/HTNM/Solaris/
Agent_for_Server_System/

install.sh

Agent for Oracle

/AGENTS/HTNM/Solaris/
Agent_for_Oracle/

install.sh

Agent for EAP

/AGENTS/HTNM/Solaris/
Agent_for_EAP/

install.sh

Agent for Server
System

/AGENTS/HTNM/Solaris-x64/
Agent_for_Server_System/

install.sh

Agent for Oracle

/AGENTS/HTNM/Solaris-x64/
Agent_for_Oracle/

install.sh

Agent for Oracle

/AGENTS/HTNM/AIX/
Agent_for_Oracle/

install.sh

Agent for RAID

/AGENTS/HTNM/AIX/
Agent_for_RAID/

install.sh

Agent for Server
System

/AGENTS/HTNM/AIX/
Agent_for_Server_System/

install.sh

Agent for DB2

/AGENTS/HTNM/AIX/
Agent_for_DB2/

install.sh

Solaris
(SPARC)

Solaris
(x64)

AIX
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Media

Software to be installed
OS
HP-UX
(IPF)

Linux

Linux
(IPF)

Program name

Directory

Installation
program
included

Agent for Server
System

/AGENTS/HTNM/HP-UX-IPF/
Agent_for_Server_System/

install.sh

Agent for Oracle

/AGENTS/HTNM/HP-UX-IPF/
Agent_for_Oracle/

install.sh

Agent for RAID

/AGENTS/HTNM/HP-UX-IPF/
Agent_for_RAID/

install.sh

Agent for EAP

/AGENTS/HTNM/HP-UX-IPF/
Agent_for_EAP/

install.sh

Agent for Server
System

/AGENTS/HTNM/Linux/
Agent_for_Server_System/

install.sh

Agent for Oracle

/AGENTS/HTNM/Linux/
Agent_for_Oracle/

install.sh

Agent for DB2

/AGENTS/HTNM/Linux/
Agent_for_DB2/

install.sh

Agent for RAID

/AGENTS/HTNM/Linux/
Agent_for_RAID/

install.sh

Agent for SAN
Switch

/AGENTS/HTNM/Linux/
Agent_for_Switch/

install.sh

Agent for NAS

/AGENTS/HTNM/Linux/
Agent_for_NAS/

install.sh

Agent for Server
System

/AGENTS/HTNM/Linux-IPF/
Agent_for_Server_System/

install.sh
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Cluster installation and setup reference
The purpose of this section is to summarize and clarify the cluster installation
and setup process for the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager and its
prerequisite product, Device Manager. The information included in this section
is intended to augment the cluster installation and setup procedures found
throughout this installation guide. You should review this section before
starting cluster installation and setup.
□ Use case
□ Cluster installation and setup overview
□ Install Device Manager and Tuning Manager servers on a Windows host
□ Check if the required shared disk capacity is available
□ Check the Windows locale setting
□ Migrate Device Manager and Tuning Manager servers to the logical host
□ Configure the Tuning Manager server
□ Install Device Manager and Tuning Manager on a Linux host
□ Check if the required shared disk capacity is available
□ Check the Linux locale setting
□ Migrate Device Manager and Tuning Manager servers to the logical host
□ Configure the Tuning Manager server
□ Set up Windows Server Failover Clustering
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□ Setting up Linux Server Failover Clustering
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Use case
The following procedures describe how to set up the Device Manager and
Tuning Manager management servers on a logical host where no other
Hitachi Command Suite products have yet been installed.
The procedures are designed for the following operating environment:
•

New installation

•

Windows servers using Windows Server Failover Clustering.

•

Linux servers using Red Hat High Availability

•

Device Manager and Tuning Manager servers will be installed on the same
logical host.

•

Setting up the agents is done separately.

Prerequisite conditions
The prerequisite conditions are as follows:
•

The same operating system and version must be installed on both the
active node and the standby node. Supported Windows operating systems
are:
¢

Windows Server 2008 R2

¢

Windows Server 2012

¢

Windows Server 2012 R2

•

The same locale setting is applied to both the active node and the
standby node.

•

Supported Linux operating systems are:
¢

•

Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5

Target products:
¢

Device Manager

¢

Tuning Manager

Cluster installation and setup overview
The following figure summarizes the cluster installation and setup process for
Windows.
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Figure C-1 Flow of operations during cluster installation and setup
(Windows)
The following figure summarizes the cluster installation and setup process for
Linux.
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Figure C-2 Flow of operations during cluster installation and setup (Linux)
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Install Device Manager and Tuning Manager servers on a
Windows host
Use the following procedures to install the Device Manager and Tuning
Manager servers.
Tip: To simplify operations during cluster installation and setup we
recommend using two remote desktops so you have ready access to both the
active node and the standby node at all times.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Run the installer
1.

Mount the integrated installation media in the DVD drive.

2.

Install the Device Manager server by running the setup.exe shown
below. When prompted, specify the default value for each option.
Integrated-installation-media-root-folder\HCS\setup.exe

3.

Install the Tuning Manager server by running the setup.exe shown
below. When prompted, specify the default value for each option.
Integrated-installation-media-root-folder\HTNM_SERVER
\setup.exe
For the IP address or hostname text box, specify the computer name of
the active node. The computer name refers to the results of the hostname
command.

Register the licenses
1.

After installation is complete you must register the licenses. Open the URL
shown below and register the licenses for Device Manager and Tuning
Manager.
http://physical-ip-address-or-host-name:22015/DeviceManager/

Check if the required shared disk capacity is available
Use this procedure to check if the required shared disk capacity is available
on the management servers.

On the active node
Perform the following procedure on the active node only.

Check shared disk capacity remaining
1.
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The unused capacity required at the location where the database is
recreated is the sum of the disk space used by the following folders:
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¢

Common-component-installation-folder\database

¢

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\database

Check the Windows locale setting
Make sure that the Windows locale setting is the same on both the active
node and standby node.

Check the locale setting
Check the Windows locale setting on both the active node and the standby
node. Make sure that the Windows locale setting is the same on both the
active node and standby node.

Migrate Device Manager and Tuning Manager servers to the
logical host
Use the following procedures to migrate the Device Manager and Tuning
Manager servers to the logical host.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Change the URL
1.

Run the following command to change the URL for starting the GUI to the
logical host name.
Common-component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64chgurl /change
http://host-name-of-the-active-node:22015
http://logical-host-name:22015
Note: For the host-name-of-the-active-node, specify the computer
name you specified for IP address or host name text box during the
Tuning Manager server installation (The result of the hostname
command).

2.

Run the following command to verify that the URL is changed to the
logical host name.
Common-component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64chgurl /list

Create the cluster.conf file
1.

Using a text editor, create the following cluster.conf file.
mode=online
virtualhost=logical-host-name
onlinehost=active-host-name
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standbyhost=standby-node-host-name
2.

Save the cluster.conf file in the following folder:
Common-Component-installation-folder\conf

Edit the Device Manager property file
1.

Using a text editor, open the server.properties file shown below and
then specify a logical host name for the server.http.host property.
Device-Manager-server-installation-folder\HiCommandServer
\config\server.properties

2.

Save and close the server.properties file.

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Run the installer
1.

Mount the integrated installation media in the DVD drive.

2.

Install the Device Manager server by running the setup.exe shown
below. When prompted, specify the default value for each option.
Integrated-installation-media-root-folder\HCS\setup.exe

3.

Install the Tuning Manager server by running the setup.exe shown
below. When prompted, specify the default value for each option.
Integrated-installation-media-root-folder\HTNM_SERVER
\setup.exe
For IP address or hostname text box, specify the computer name of the
standby node. The computer name refers to the results of the hostname
command.

Register the licenses
1.

After installation is complete you must register the licenses. Open the URL
shown below and register the licenses for Device Manager and Tuning
Manager.
http://physical-ip-address-or-host-name:22015/DeviceManager/

Create the cluster.conf file
WARNING: If you choose to copy the cluster.conf file from the active
node, make sure that you change the mode property from online to standby.
Failure to do so will result in error KAPM06346-E when you try to migrate the
DB later in the procedures.
1.
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Using a text editor, create the following cluster.conf file.
mode=standby
virtualhost=logical-host-name
onlinehost=active-node-host-name
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standbyhost=standby-node-host-name
2.

Save the cluster.conf file in the following folder:
Common-Component-installation-folder\conf

Edit the Device Manager property file
1.

Using a text editor, open the server.properties file shown below and
then specify a logical host name for the server.http.host property.
Device-Manager-server-installation-folder\HiCommandServer
\config\server.properties

2.

Save and close the server.properties file.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Migrate the DB to the shared disk
1.

Run the following command to migrate the database to the shared disk.
In the following command:
¢

When specifying the target-folder-for-re-creating-database,
specify the folder in which you want to re-create the database. Use an
absolute path to a folder on the shared disk. The pathname must not
exceed 63 bytes.
Tip: Make a note of the pathname. You must specify the same
pathname when you migrate the DB to the shared disk on the standby
node later in the procedures.

When specifying the data-storage-directory, specify the folder in
which you want to store the database. Use an absolute path to a
folder on a local disk. The path name must not exceed 63 bytes.
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin
\hcmds64dbclustersetup /createcluster /databasepath targetfolder-for-re-creating-database /exportpath data-storagedirectory /auto
¢

2.

Move the logical host to the standby node using the cluster software.

The hcmds64dbclustersetup command makes a backup of the database in
the folder specified by the exportpath option, and then moves the database
to the folder specified by the databasepath option.

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Migrate the DB to the shared disk
1.

Run the following command to migrate the database to the shared disk.
In the following command:
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¢

When specifying the target-folder-for-re-creating-database,
you must specify the same folder path that you specified when you
migrated the DB to the shared disk on the active node.

When specifying the data-storage-directory, specify the folder in
which you want to store the database. Use an absolute path to a
folder on a local disk. The path name must not exceed 63 bytes.
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin
\hcmds64dbclustersetup /createcluster /databasepath targetfolder-for-re-creating-database /exportpath data-storagedirectory /auto

¢

2.

Move the logical host to the active node using the cluster software.

The hcmds64dbclustersetup command makes a backup of the database in
the folder specified by the exportpath option, and then moves the database
to the folder specified by the databasepath option.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Change the type of Startup services
1.

Run the following command to stop all Hitachi Command Suite product
services.
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop /all

2.

Run the following command to verify that all Hitachi Command Suite
product services are stopped.
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /statusall

3.

From the Start menu, choose Administrative Tools > Services.

4.

Right-click HiCommandServer and select Properties.

5.

In the General tab, for Startup type choose Manual then click OK.

6.

Right-click HiCommand Tiered Storage Manager and select
Properties.

7.

In the General tab, for Startup type choose Manual then click OK.

8.

Run the following command to change the setting for starting the service
from automatic to manual.
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /starttype
manual /all

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Change the type of Startup services
1.
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Run the following command to stop all Hitachi Command Suite product
services.
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Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /stop /all
2.

Run the following command to verify that all Hitachi Command Suite
product services are stopped.
Common-Component-installation-folder\bin\hcmds64srv /statusall

3.

From the Start menu, choose Administrative Tools > Services.

4.

Right-click HiCommandServer and select Properties.

5.

In the General tab, for Startup type choose Manual then click OK.

6.

Right-click HiCommand Tiered Storage Manager and select
Properties.

7.

In the General tab, for Startup type choose Manual then click OK.

8.

Run the following command to change the setting for starting the service
from automatic to manual.
\Common-Component-installation-folderbin\hcmds64srv /starttype
manual /all

Configure the Tuning Manager server
Use the following procedures to configure the Tuning Manager server.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Configure the Collection Manager
1.

Run the following command to create a logical host environment for
Collection Manager. In the following command:
¢

¢

When specifying the logical-host-name, specify the logical host name.
If a DNS is used, specify the logical host name without specifying the
domain name.
When specifying the data-directory, specify the directory of the shared
disk. The jpchasetup command creates the jp1pc folder under the
specified directory and places the logical host environment files in this
folder.

Note: If you face an error with the KAVE05143-E message when you
use the jpchasetup create command, use the following command to
stop Collection Manager services and redo this step.
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\jp1pc\tools
\jpcstop all
Collection-Manager-server-installation-folder\jp1pc\tools
\jpchasetup create mgr -lhost logical-host-name -d datadirectory
2.

Run the following command to check the results of the jpchasetup
command:
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Collection-Manager-installation-folder\tools\jpchasetup list
all
Tip: Save the output from this command to compare with the output from
the same command when run on the standby node later in the
procedures.

Export the Collection Manager configuration
1.

Run the following command to export the logical host environment
definitions.
Collection-Manager-installation-folder\tools\jpchasetup export
-f lhostexp.txt
Note: The jpchasetup export command exports the logical host
environment for Collection Manager to the lhostexp.txt file.

2.

Copy the lhostexp.txt file (created in the previous step) with the
standby node.

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Import the Collection Manager configuration
1.

Copy the lhostexp.txt file to the current folder. (The lhostexp.txt file
was copied with the active node when the Collection Manager
configuration was exported on the active node.)

2.

Run the following command to import the logical host environment
definitions:
Collection-Manager-installation-folder\tools\jpchasetup import
-f lhostexp.txt

3.

Run the following command to check the logical host settings:
Collection-Manager-installation-folder\tools\jpchasetup list
all
Make sure that the output from this command is the same as the output
from the jpchasetup list all command when it was run on the active
node earlier in the procedures.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Configure Performance Reporter
1.
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Using a text editor, open the following file:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\PerformanceReporter\conf
\config.xml
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2.

In the config.xml file, search for the <vserver-connection> tag.
Specify the logical host name or logical IP address in the <param
name=”host” line and in the <param name=”ownHost” line. See sample
below.
Tip: In the config.xml file, the XML tags for each parameter is
commented out using bracket delimiters <!-- -->. When you edit the
initialization settings file, make sure to uncomment each set of tags for
which you specify a value.
<vserver-connection>
<param name="host" value="logical-host-name-or-ip-address"/>
<param name="port" value="22286"/>
<param name="ownHost" value="logical-host-name-or-ipaddress"/>
</vserver-connection>

3.

On the shared disk, create a new folder to store the bookmark data of
Performance Reporter.

4.

In the config.xml file, search for the <bookmark> tag. Specify the full
pathname of the folder created in the previous step for the value in the
<param name=”bookmarkRepository” line. See sample below.
<bookmark>
<param name="bookmarkRepository" value="full-pathname-for-thefolder-for-bookmark-data"/>
</bookmark>

5.

Save and close the config.xml file.

6.

Copy the config.xml file with the standby node.

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Configure Performance Reporter
1.

Copy the config.xml file to the following folder (the config.xml file was
shared with the standby node when Performance Reporter was configured
on the active node):
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-folder\PerformanceReporter
\conf\

Install Device Manager and Tuning Manager on a Linux host
Use the following procedures to install the Device Manager and Tuning
Manager servers.
Tip: To simplify operations during cluster installation and setup we
recommend using two remote desktops so you have ready access to both the
active node and the standby node at all times.
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On the active node
Perform the following procedure on the active node.

Run the installer
1.

Mount the integrated installation media in the DVD drive.

2.

Install the Device Manager server by running the install.sh shown
below. When prompted, specify the default value for each option.
Integrated-installation-media-root-directory/HCS/REDHAT/
install.sh

3.

Install the Tuning Manager server by running the install.sh shown
below. When prompted, specify the default value for each option.
Integrated-installation-media-root-directory/HTNM_SERVER/
REDHAT/install.sh
For the IP address or hostname text box, specify the computer name of
the active node. The computer name refers to the results of the uname -n
command.

Register the licenses
After completing installation you must register the licenses. Open the URL
shown below and register the licenses for Device Manager and Tuning
Manager.
http://physical-ip-address-or-host-name:22015:/DeviceManager/

Check if the required shared disk capacity is available
Use this procedure to check if the required shared disk capacity is available
on the management servers.

On the active node
Perform the following procedure on the active node only.

Check shared disk capacity remaining
1.

The unused capacity required at the location where the database is
recreated is the sum of the disk space used by the following directories:
¢

Common-component-installation-directory/database

¢

Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/database

Check the Linux locale setting
Make sure that the Linux locale setting is the same on both the active node
and standby node.
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Check the locale setting
Check the Linux locale setting on both the active node and the standby node.
Make sure that the Linux locale setting is the same on both the active node
and standby node.

Migrate Device Manager and Tuning Manager servers to the
logical host
Use the following procedures to migrate the Device Manager and Tuning
Manager servers to the logical host.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Change the URL
1.

Run the following command to change the URL for starting the GUI to the
logical host name.
Common-component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64chgurl -change
http://host-name-of-the-active-node:22015
http://logical-host-name:22015
Note: For the host-name-of-the-active-node, specify the computer
name you specified for IP address or host name text box during the
Tuning Manager server installation (The result of the hostname
command).

2.

Run the following command to verify that the URL is changed to the
logical host name.
Common-component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64chgurl list

Create the cluster.conf file
1.

Using a text editor, create the following cluster.conf file.
mode=online
virtualhost=logical-host-name
onlinehost=active-host-name
standbyhost=standby-node-host-name

2.

Save the cluster.conf file in the following directory:
Common-Component-installation-directory/conf

Edit the Device Manager property file
1.

Using a text editor, open the server.properties file shown below and
then specify a logical host name for the server.http.host property.
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Device-Manager-server-installation-directory/HiCommandServer/
config/server.properties
2.

Save and close the server.properties file.

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Run the installer
1.

Mount the integrated installation media in the DVD drive.

2.

Install the Device Manager server by running the install.sh shown
below. When prompted, specify the default value for each option.
Integrated-installation-media-root-directory/HCS/REDHAT/
install.sh

3.

Install the Tuning Manager server by running the install.sh shown
below. When prompted, specify the default value for each option.
Integrated-installation-media-root-directory/HTNM_SERVER/
REDHAT/install.sh
For IP address or hostname text box, specify the computer name of the
standby node. The computer name refers to the results of the uname -n
command.

Register the licenses
1.

After installation is complete you must register the licenses. Open the URL
shown below and register the licenses for Device Manager and Tuning
Manager.
http://physical-ip-address-or-host-name:22015/DeviceManager/

Create the cluster.conf file
WARNING: If you choose to copy the cluster.conf file from the active
node, make sure that you change the mode property from online to standby.
Failure to do so will result in error KAPM06346-E when you try to migrate the
DB later in the procedures.
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1.

Using a text editor, create the following cluster.conf file.
mode=standby
virtualhost=logical-host-name
onlinehost=active-node-host-name
standbyhost=standby-node-host-name

2.

Save the cluster.conf file in the following directory:
Common-Component-installation-directory/conf
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Edit the Device Manager property file
1.

Using a text editor, open the server.properties file shown below and
then specify a logical host name for the server.http.host property.
Device-Manager-server-installation-directory/HiCommandServer/
config/server.properties

2.

Save and close the server.properties file.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Migrate the DB to the shared disk
1.

Run the following command to migrate the database to the shared disk.
In the following command:
¢

When specifying the target-directory-for-re-creating-database,
specify the folder in which you want to re-create the database. Use an
absolute path to a directory on the shared disk. The pathname must
not exceed 63 bytes.
Tip: Make a note of the pathname. You must specify the same
pathname when you migrate the DB to the shared disk on the standby
node later in the procedures.

When specifying the data-storage-directory, specify the directory
in which you want to store the database. Use an absolute path to a
directory on a local disk. The path name must not exceed 63 bytes.
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/
hcmds64dbclustersetup -createcluster -databasepath targetdirectory-for-re-creating-database -exportpath data-storagedirectory -auto
¢

The hcmds64dbclustersetup command makes a backup of the database
in the directory specified by the exportpath option, and then moves the
database to the directory specified by the databasepath option.
2.

From the cluster management application, select the standby node and
start the service group.
When using Conga:
a.

From the drop-down list, select the standby node.

b.

Click start to start the service group.

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Migrate the DB to the shared disk
1.

Run the following command to migrate the database to the shared disk.
In the following command:
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¢

When specifying the target-directory-for-re-creating-database,
you must specify the same directory path that you specified when you
migrated the DB to the shared disk on the active node.

When specifying the data-storage-directory, specify the directory
in which you want to store the database. Use an absolute path to a
directory on a local disk. The path name must not exceed 63 bytes.
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/
hcmds64dbclustersetup -createcluster -databasepath targetdirectory-for-re-creating-database -exportpath data-storagedirectory -auto

¢

The hcmds64dbclustersetup command makes a backup of the database
in the directory specified by the exportpath option, and then moves the
database to the directory specified by the databasepath option.
2.

From the cluster management application, select the active node and
start the service group.
When using Conga:
a.

From the drop-down list, select the active node.

b.

Click start to start the service group.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Change the type of Startup services
1.

Run the following command to stop all Hitachi Command Suite product
services.
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -stop all

2.

Run the following command to verify that all Hitachi Command Suite
product services are stopped.
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -statusall

3.

Change the setting for the starting the service from automatic to manual
by running the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -starttype
manual -all
In a cluster configuration, to run the service from the cluster software,
the startup settings of the following services must be set to manual:
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¢

HiRDB/ClusterService_HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Management Common Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Management Web Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager
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¢

HCS Device Manager Web Service

¢

HiCommand Tiered Storage Manager

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Change the type of Startup services
1.

Run the following command to stop all Hitachi Command Suite product
services.
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv -stop all

2.

Run the following command to verify that all Hitachi Command Suite
product services are stopped.
Common-Component-installation-directory/bin/hcmds64srv statusall

3.

Change the setting for the starting the service from automatic to manual
by running the following command:
Common-Component-installation-folder/bin/hcmds64srv -starttype
manual -all
In a cluster configuration, to run the service from the cluster software,
the startup settings of the following services must be set to manual:
¢

HiRDB/ClusterService_HD1

¢

HBase 64 Storage Management Common Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service

¢

HBase 64 Storage Management Web Service

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager

¢

HCS Device Manager Web Service

¢

HiCommand Tiered Storage Manager

Configure the Tuning Manager server
Use the following procedures to configure the Tuning Manager server.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Configure the Collection Manager
1.

Run the following command to create a logical host environment for
Collection Manager. In the following command:
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¢

When specifying the logical-host-name, specify the logical host
name. If a DNS is used, specify the logical host name without
specifying the domain name.

When specifying the data-directory, specify the directory of the
shared disk. The jpchasetup command creates the jp1pc folder
under the specified directory and places the logical host environment
files in this folder.
Collection-Manager-server-installation-directory/jp1pc/tools/
jpchasetup create mgr -lhost logical-host-name -d datadirectory
¢

Note: If you face an error with the KAVE05143-E message when you use
the jpchasetup create command, use the following command to stop
Collection Manager services and redo this step.
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/jp1pc/tools/
jpcstop all
2.

Run the following command to check the results of the jpchasetup
command:
Collection-Manager-installation-directory/tools/jpchasetup
list all
Tip: Save the output from this command to compare with the output from
the same command when run on the standby node later in the
procedures.

Export the Collection Manager configuration
1.

Run the following command to export the logical host environment
definitions.
Collection-Manager-installation-directory/tools/jpchasetup
export -f lhostexp.txt
Note: The jpchasetup export command exports the logical host
environment for Collection Manager to the lhostexp.txt file.

2.

Copy the lhostexp.txt file (created in the previous step) with the
standby node.

On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Import the Collection Manager configuration
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1.

Copy the lhostexp.txt file to the current folder. (The lhostexp.txt file
was copied with the active node when the Collection Manager
configuration was exported on the active node.)

2.

Run the following command to import the logical host environment
definitions:
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Collection-Manager-installation-directory/tools/jpchasetup
import -f lhostexp.txt
3.

Run the following command to check the logical host settings:
Collection-Manager-installation-directory/tools/jpchasetup
list all
Make sure that the output from this command is the same as the output
from the jpchasetup list all command when it was run on the active
node earlier in the procedures.

On the active node
Perform the following procedures on the active node.

Configure Performance Reporter
1.

Using a text editor, open the following file:
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/
PerformanceReporter/conf/config.xml

2.

In the config.xml file, search for the <vserver-connection> tag.
Specify the logical host name or logical IP address in the <param
name=”host” line and in the <param name=”ownHost” line. See sample
below.
Tip: In the config.xml file, the XML tags for each parameter is
commented out using bracket delimiters <!-- -->. When you edit the
initialization settings file, make sure to uncomment each set of tags for
which you specify a value.
<vserver-connection>
<param name="host" value="logical-host-name-or-ip-address"/>
<param name="port" value="22286"/>
<param name="ownHost" value="logical-host-name-or-ipaddress"/>
</vserver-connection>

3.

On the shared disk, create a new folder to store the bookmark data of
Performance Reporter.

4.

In the config.xml file, search for the <bookmark> tag. Specify the full
pathname of the folder created in the previous step for the value in the
<param name=”bookmarkRepository” line. See sample below.
<bookmark>
<param name="bookmarkRepository" value="full-pathname-for-thedirectory-for-bookmark-data"/>
</bookmark>

5.

Save and close the config.xml file.

6.

Copy the config.xml file with the standby node.
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On the standby node
Perform the following procedures on the standby node.

Configure Performance Reporter
Copy the config.xml file to the following folder (the config.xml file was
shared with the standby node when Performance Reporter was configured on
the active node):
Tuning-Manager-server-installation-directory/PerformanceReporter/
conf/

Set up Windows Server Failover Clustering
The following sections describe the procedure to set up Windows Server
Failover Clustering.

Services used by Windows Server Failover Clustering
The following table describes the services used by Windows Server Failover
Clustering.

Table C-1 Services used by Windows Server Failover Clustering
Product name

Service display name

Common Component HiRDB/ClusterService_HD1

Service name
HiRDBClusterService_HD1

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common HBase64StgMgmtComService
Service

Device Manager

Tuning Manager
Server

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web
Service

HBase64StgMgmtWebService

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web
SSO Service

HBase64StgMgmtWebSSOServ
ice

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO
Service

HBase64StgMgmtSSOService

HCS Device Manager Web Service DeviceManagerWebService64
HiCommandServer

HiCommandServer

HiCommand Tiered Storage
Manager

HiCommandTieredStorageMan
ager

HCS Tuning Manager REST
Application Service

TuningManagerRESTService

HiCommand Performance
Reporter

PerformanceReporter64

HiCommand Suite TuningManager HiCommandTuningManager64
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PFM - Name Server [lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PN [lhost]

PFM - Master Manager [lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PM [lhost]
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Product name

Compute Systems
Manager

Automation Director

Service display name

Service name

PFM - Master Store [lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PS [lhost]

PFM - View Server [lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PP [lhost]

PFM - Correlator [lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PE [lhost]

PFM - Trap Generator [lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PC [lhost]

PFM - Action Handler [lhost]

JP1PCMGR_PH [lhost]

PFM - Agent Store for
HealthCheck [lhost]

JP1PCAGT_0S [lhost]

PFM - Agent for HealthCheck
[lhost]

JP1PCAGT_0A [lhost]

HCS Compute Systems Manager
Web Service

ComputeSystemsManagerWeb
Service64

DeploymentManager PXE
Management*

PxeSvc

DeploymentManager PXE Mtftp*

PxeMtftp

DeploymentManager Transfer
Management*

ftsvc

HAutomation Common Event
lhost

JP1_Base_Event_lhost

HAutomation Common Base lhost

JP1_Base_lhost

HAutomation Engine Web Service

AutomationWebService64

HAutomation Engine lhost

JP1_AJS2_lhost

*: If Deployment Manager is installed.

On the active node
On the active node. run the following command to register the Hitachi
Command Suite product services in the resource group of the cluster
management application:
Common-Component-installation-folder\ClusterSetup
\hcmds64clustersrvupdate /sreg /r resource-group-name /sd driveletter /ap client-access-point-name
•

sreg
This option is used to register the Hitachi Command Suite product
services in the specified resource group.

•

r
This option is used to specify the resource group name.

•

sd
This option is used to specify the drive letter of the shared disk that is
registered in the resource group. If the data of the Hitachi Command
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Suite product is separately stored on multiple shared disks, execute the
hcmds64clustersrvupdate command for each shared disk.
•

ap
This option is used to specify the client access point name.

Setting up Linux Server Failover Clustering
The following sections describe the procedure to set up Windows Server
Failover Clustering.

On the active node
Before registering the Tuning Manager server in the cluster software, you
must create script files for controlling the Tuning Manager server from the
cluster software. The script files must be created on both active node and
standby nodes.
After creating the script files, execute the following commands for each
script, and assign execution authority for the control script file.
1.

From the documentation media, click HCS Linux Cluster Sample
Scripts.
You are directed to a download page where you can download the sample
script files.

2.

Unzip the script files to the /etc/init.d directory. Script files are
included for registering the following services:
¢

HiRDB/ClusterService_HD1: sc_hbase64_hirdb

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt SSO Service: sc_hbase64_hsso

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web SSO Service: sc_hbase64_hweb

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web Service: sc_hbase64_web

¢

HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Common Service: sc_hbase64_sso

¢

HCS Device Manager Web Service: sc_hbase64_dm

¢

HiCommandServer: sc_hicommand

¢

HiCommand Tiered Storage Manager: sc_htsmserver

¢

Collection Manager: sc_htnm_cm

¢

HiCommand Suite TuningManager: sc_hbase64_tm

¢

HiCommand Performance Reporter: sc_hbase64_pr

¢

HCS Tuning Manager REST Application Service: sc_hbase64_rest*
*: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only
when you are using Tuning Manager API.

3.
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Modify the script files to provide the applicable value for the following
variables:
HCMDS_HOME=Hitachi-Command-Suite-installation-directory/Base64
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PDHOST=logical-host-name
4.

Save the script files.

5.

Run the following command to change access permissions:
chmod u+x script-file-name

Run the scripts to register the services
1.

2.

From the cluster management application, stop all services of the
installed Hitachi Command Suite products.
When using Conga:
a.

Open the Service Groups window, and then select the service group
in which the Hitachi Command Suite product services are registered.

b.

Click the stop (disable) icon to stop and disable the service group

From the cluster management application, register the services in the
service group by using the created script.
Resources other than Hitachi Command Suite product resources:
¢

Shared disk

¢

Management IP address

Table C-2 Hitachi Command Suite product service registration order
Registratio
n order

Component

Value for
“Name”

Value for "Full Path to Script
File"

1.

HiRDB

sc_hbase64_hi /etc/init.d/sc_base64_hirdb
rdb

2.

Common
Component

sc_hbase64_hs /etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_hsso
so

3.

sc_hbase64_hw /etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_hweb
eb

4.

sc_hbase64_we /etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_web
b

5.

sc_hbase64_ss /etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_sso
o

6.
7.

Device
Manager

8.

sc_hbase64_dm /etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_dm
sc_hicommand

/etc/init.d/sc_hicommand

sc_htsmserver /etc/init.d/sc_htsmserver

9.

Collection
Manager

sc_htnm_cm

10.

Tuning
Manager
Server

sc_hbase64_tm /etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_tm

11.

Performance
Reporter

sc_hbase64_pr /etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_pr

/etc/init.d/sc_htnm_cm
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Registratio
n order
12.

Component
Tuning
Manager
Server REST
API

Value for
“Name”

Value for "Full Path to Script
File"

sc_hbase64_re /etc/init.d/sc_hbase64_rest
st*

*: You need to set the startup type of this service to manual only when
you are using Tuning Manager API.
When using Conga:

3.
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a.

Click Add Resource, and then from the Add Resource to Service
list, select Script. For information about the order for registering the
services and values for each service item, see the following table.

b.

If you removed any services, other than those described in the
following table, when removing services from the service group before
beginning a new installation of Hitachi Command Suite, re-register
those services. For more information about registering services, see
the manual for each product.

c.

Click Submit to apply the changes.

From the cluster management application, start the service group in
which the Hitachi Command Suite product services are registered.
When using Conga:
a.

Open the Service Groups window, and then select the service group
in which the Hitachi Command Suite product services are registered.

b.

Click the start icon to start the service group
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Acronyms and abbreviations
The following acronyms and abbreviations might be used in this guide.

A
API
Application Programming Interface
ASCII
American Standard Code for Information Interchange

C
CIM
Common Information Model
CLPR
Cache Logical Partition
CPU
Central Processing Unit
CSV
Comma Separated Values
CUP
Control Unit Port
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D
DCFM
Data Center Fabric Manager
DCNM
Data Center Network Manager
DHCP
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
DKA
Disk Adapter
DLPAR
Dynamic Logical Partitioning
DNS
Domain Name System
DTD
Document Type Definition

E
EAP
Enterprise Applications

F
FAT
File Allocation Table
FCIP
Fibre Channel over IP
FCoE
Fibre Channel over Ethernet
FICON
Fibre Connection
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FQDN
Fully Qualified Domain Name
FS

File System

FTP
File Transfer Protocol

G
GUI
Graphical User Interface
GUID
Globally Unique Identifier

H
HA

High Availability

HACMP
High Availability Cluster Multi-Processing
HFS
High-performance File System
HiRDB
Hitachi Relational Database
HTML
HyperText Markup Language
HTTP
HyperText Transfer Protocol
HUS
Hitachi Unified Storage
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I
I/O
Input/Output
ICMP
Internet Control Message Protocol
ID

Identifier, Identification

IIS
Internet Information Services
IP

Internet Protocol

IPF
Itanium Processor Family
IPv4
Internet Protocol v4
IPv6
Internet Protocol v6
IPX
Internetwork Packet Exchange
iSCSI
Internet Small Computer System Interface

J
JFS
Journaled File System

L
LAN
Local Area Network
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LDoms
Logical Domains
LU

Logical Unit

LUN
Logical Unit Number

M
MB
Megabyte
MC/SG
MC/ServiceGuard
MIB
Management Information Base
MPIO
Multipath I/O
MTA
Message Transfer Agent

N
NAS
Network Attached Storage
NIC
Network Interface Card
NNTP
Network News Transfer Protocol
NTFS
NT File System
NTP
Network Time Protocol
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O
OS

Operating System

R
RAID
Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks
RHEL
Red Hat Enterprise Linux
RHEL AP
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Advanced Platform
RHEL AS
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Advanced Server
RHEL ES
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Enterprise Server
RPM
Red Hat Package Manager

S
SAN
Storage Area Network
SCSI
Small Computer System Interface
SFP
Small Form-Factor Pluggable
SLES
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server
SLPR
Storage Logical Partition
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S
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SMP
Symmetric Multi Processor
SMT
Simultaneous Multi-Threading
SMTP
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
SNMP
Simple Network Management Protocol
SPX
Sequenced Packet Exchange
SSL
Secure Sockets Layer
SSO
Single Sign-on
Sun Cluster
Sun Microsystems Sun Cluster

T
TCP
Transmission Control Protocol

U
UAC
User Account Control
UDP
User Datagram Protocol
UFS
Unix File System
URL
Uniform Resource Locator
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USP
Universal Storage Platform

V
VCS
Veritas Cluster Server
VLAN
Virtual Local Area Network
VSAN
Virtual Storage Area Network
VSP
Virtual Storage Platform

W
WINS
Windows Internet Name Service
WOW64
Windows on Windows 64
WSFC
Windows Server Failover Cluster
WWN
World Wide Name
WWW
World Wide Web

X
XML
Extensible Markup Language
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Z
ZFS
(Solaris) Zettabyte File System
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D
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I
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P
ports used, Tuning Manager server
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T
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